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Investigations into the danger from Coal -dust in Mines;
Mine Ventilation, and Rescue and Recovery work in Mines,
embracing

1.

(a)

"An inquiry into some aspects of the danger from Coal dust in Indian Mines. (In M.S.S.)

(h)

"Temperature in Indian Coal Mines

(c)

"Notes on the Coal Dust Danger in Indian Mines "e (Published

(d)

"A

".

(In M.S.S.)

new Method of Measuring Ventilating Resistances, with
special reference to the operation of Mine Fans in

Combination.

(Published),

and awarded Norman Henderson

Prize in 1921, for the best paper of the year.
(e)

"The Use and Scope of Breathing Apparatus in Indian

Mining" (Published), and awarded Silver medal of
Mining and Geological Institute of India.
Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India, for
year ending 31st December, 1922.
II.

"Mining and Geological Education in India" (One paper,,
one pamphlet, one Report and one Reader for boys.
(All
The latter is to be printed in vernacular.
published).
"Note on Mining Education in India ".

III.

"Compressed Air Practice in Mining"

(Published).
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In Bengal the best coals have an ash content of
,

4..
a Linn erinP; euep c ion in

was
some minds that the disaster

¡

that the coal -dust alone
e
not in itself conclusive evidence,
T'ne author has
could ha me been the fuel in the explosion.
be given later
carried out tests on this coal which will
shergarh seam, - the
and has shown that the dust from the Di
,

- is explosive
one in which the above accident took place,

without the presence of any inflammable gas.
qualities
It is not likely however th.t the poorer
those with a high ash content and

of coal,

a

low volatile

would
content, are either so readily ignitable or if ignited

prodmco so violent an explosion as the better quality coals.
The presence of a large percentage of natural ash in a coal
.

must necessarily act as a deterrent to its ignition, ao mu
.

also a low rroprtion of volatiles.

The poorer grades of

Indian coals are not likely therefore to present the same

danger of coal -dust explosions as are the richer varieties.
For this reason it would appear prima facie at any rate that
it might be possible to discriminate to some extent between
the various coals found in India with respect to their infla

inability.
In

the second report of the British Explosions in

.4ines Committee it is shown that the ignition temperature

a coal -dust

begs

of

a fairly well- defined relationship to the

percentage of the coal substance extractable by pyridine.
The author thought that pyridine extraction tests on similar

lines might yield some information as to the comparative

ig-

nibiltiWy of Indian coal -dusts and accordingly suge ted
to the Indian coal -dust Committee tliat

test

should be car -

ried out at the Government of India'test station in Calcutta
-

Praotically the only place in India where such tests could

be done.
The first set of resulte of these tests were pub-

lished in a paper `read by the author before the Dining
&
Geological Institute of India, and they are reproduced here,
Table III.
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Sample
tir

%

094

194

1.14

Proximate Analysis (On dried samples).

Volatiles

34.92

34'60

27-12

23.72

24.80

15.72

Fixed Carbon

51.48

55'20

63'60

68'48

68.80

65.92

1,3'60

10'20
160:00

9'28

1ûO.00

7'80
10U-00

6'40
100.00

18'36
100.00

tion (ash included
ded )
17'51.

20'09

12'92

12'36:

5673

0'55

20'02

22'37

14'42

13'40

6'12

0'67

Ash

0716U

Pyridine Rxtra.c-

(On ash free-

coal)

For the purpose of comparison

;six

sinhilar results

have been selected from appendix III of the Second Report
of the British ExpIonionp in Mines Committee.

(See attached sheet)
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Judged on the basis of the percentage extractable

by Pyridine samples A and B amongst the Indian coals are
approximately of the same order of inflammability as the
fifth of the British series in Table IV.
In Table

the relative ignition temperature of the

British coal -dusts are given.
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It has not been possible up

the present offing to the lack of a suitable apparatus to

determine the ignition temperatures of the Indian coal- dustF.
Those températures are however perhaps deducible from those

given in Table IV.
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The reia4ite
the s ;ze a thrA of Sample 213 td in Table IV.
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In this the differences in the natural
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The higher ash content in the two Indian coal

is neglected.
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It appeared to the author advisable to amc
er tain
by Sarúpling and sievin,3 to what extent Indian
wines

hirboured coal- dust.

ha

aLc: not

The conditions in Indian mines

as those in British mines.

.a.me

The seams

are thicker, there is little or no fire clay holdings
or

undercutting and the method of working almost universially

it bord and

pra.c tiled

pilla, with galleries

from 10 ft. to 18 feet wide and often as high as 25 ft.
to. 30 feet.
As a rule a aonsiderztbie :;mount of "Whole"
is donc before "broken"

,,orki.ng

galleries

a>`

iLA

s.t .erupt,

rule are fniriy straight but are often

a:,

The great size of the galleries

irregular.

The

d.

ture to which we

2i-?r

fcn-

a

i,

again have occasion to :refer.

,

The bulk of the coal is got by hand- picking and

,blasting

h

frein

solid,

although machine mining is now

developing very rapidity.
C%

'

'

a

.s

-325.

The charao n9r and finenee

of the dust

in working galleries cien3nds to soue extent on

ness or softness of the sears.
sanples

lgere

found

:,

t'q':

hard-

this,

In order to test

taken from the floors of two similar gal -

lerie- in which hand- picking; only was Leinr, done and
in which no explosives

:Jere

:eam A

used.

war,:

of uni-

form quality, and of a friable nature while Seam
h1rdc-r

irregnlIr in qu..3iity.

an:1

Table

11I

B

vy-aL.

shows

the percentage of each sample which passed through 80

mesh and 150 mesh Fives respectively.
Table VI.

S ,r

Percentage of sangle

_.
Percentage of sample

pas tin; ';hrough 30

pt}sfiu6;

mesh sieve.

mesh sieve.

Seam A

18.36

1028

Seam B

6.66

342

,_
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* At t.r tine
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150

obtainable in
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A is of

2

1N v
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the richer seam in volaztiloq it vas more

ve ;

A

..nhv

consistency than that made in corking Seem B.

f innr

?.'oreover as

1:.

C1....1.

inflammable thln the other.

'fence

ignoring other conditone

it mould anpee.r 1,!Rt greater urec;y.utior.- would be necessary

to

minimise the riák of a coal-duet explosion in Seam A than in
Seam B.
The next table gives
si!ì

selection from a number of

a

ilar teets end shove the conditions in a typice.1 hand_ -cui%

gallery

ir)

an Indian mine.

A

common practice in mining in

In li^ is to drive R narrow develonr ent gallery in edv .nce of

the ordin,:ry working.
from ouch a place.

in Table

The sample

er77'
g% was collected

A length of 10 feet of gallery T

cs

chosen,

the width ard heif ht of th= gallery being 5 feet 6 inches and

4 feet 9 inches respectively.
ance

a_s

regarde durtness

The gallery

si.rritar°

to

that

píß

whch

=sented an

appr,ar

y be seen in

ìì

almost any hard-pick gallery in an Indian mine, that is it was
only ordinarily dusty.

roof and sides, being

The duet was collected from floor
car. eful1 2'

brushed into a suitable recep
-

s

tecle,

ihich ia.e

sealed and brought up the pit,

they

sarnnl,

bei`

screened on the surface.

_ZakI2
Wei4at
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°

_-_--

eesed through 150

3

-

oz.
-

fi:

Aween 30 & 80
mesh sieve
mesh sieve

---

.

Quantity Der 1
feet of
roadway.
Lbs.
oz.

.cubic:

1.1°76

77o

-

0'éiU

tween 80 & 120
mesh eîeve
tween 60 & 80
mesh sieve

-1

U 13

mceh sieva
tween 120
150
mesh sieve

Percentage of
total sample

-----=

-

1ï.,e.

iove 30

.._.,1..

.!',ry
fc,

.,o

1

-

5

5,26

5

-12

22 '32

2

-

3

Z1

8
13

-

7

52'03
°03
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Dust which nR ss-.:

through a 150 mesh sieve is very

ç

fine dust and from the table it will be seen that the quanti-

ty vf

ä,uë±

o410 t.l,3 n

rir.,crrAp

of

in the gallery w

.B

twenty -three ounces per 100 cubic feet of roadway as compared
with about

ounces,

Le.

the minimum qu_ ttity nec:;is,ary

form an .explosive mix Bure with air.

dust wal therefore mors; than

;:,Ù

The quailty of fine
the amount neceeeary tc

t..ic&

r

'

prtiduc}s

ex;.; oeiori.

there

adei':,iori

fifty-seven

vva;,

and three- eighth:: ouneee of dust b .tween. the sizee of 30

mesh and 150 mesh eieves,
of coal-due

taie

Lt

¿xperiments in the ex ploeibìiity

eYpe:rimen tat mine conducted by the United

bey, shown

St;.,tes 1 ure.3z} of Ni.nee

t.ìfï

oarticlE#Fj

tit

these _which will jest pase through a 20
-

art in an explosion.

aa

a::;

sieve may take

txd;;sh

,It is therefore clear that in the

gallery in which the mr.pl,e was collected there was abundance
caf

fine tory:l-dust, .aruch more than enúugh to initiate or pro-

Pakte

The galleries in other na:rts of the

an explosion.

ewe mine

a similar ctnñ.:ti.on as

wer'®c;Yin
9,
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.
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hand-cut gaîloricas in Indian nine_:.
h
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«trar.1124.".i.fwa.lw..4i:lr.w.'
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The ueathor collected two samples from the floor in
:'arl-rlï.e

Colliery, two days after thP oxplo^ion on 4th

January, 1922.

lery which

sYÛ,s

No. 1 sample wae collected in a rise gal-

t

untouched by the

tho Supposed origin.

L square

the duet, swept up and collected.
rzas a;3

expl.f?:

ion about 60 feet from

yard was measured off and
The fineness

'analysis

follows :-

To tal weight of sample 594627 oune e s

.

'eight which cawed through/ 28 meeh sieve *

14471 oz.

Percentage of total which passed through
28 mesh sieve

24'7 per cent

* Thecae

1-,ere

the only sieves available ut the time.

sacpies were eieeed at the Bengal Iton Coy.'s

Trio

10.

Weight which na2r°:1

f'iC$'
ri

t

.

iiic:,"s,

o

totT1

:'

i;r1

l/Jli

r nqgh

60

ii'.1 n

;

Ñ:' S

Ì'_

'3

-'-

60 1,:eh

Porcentege of total

Th,

r;7.11.

and

1,ti1CÌ^.

_.

coT;c,.°e;d

'26 per

'c

cent.

90 mr h sieve

wide by 6 ft.

judging

.floor,

with

through 90 meshlicubic

Tra.eeed

and of du

foot of spa,ce was 0°003 Gz;

crar

Taking the floor dust

dut.

the weigbt of dust. tFhich

appro-

hi.gkl

the ?.ppear^.npe

i°rora

per
cent.

'x.57 Oz.

:=it:vE3

t%-rn;,,*.

`'hd'

<;,
',.'

eX y wn.9 12 ft.

th(3

fairly uniformly
lone,

5

through

'sPd

eight which Tmsscci tLrou?h 90 mesh

xirn:Itoly;

3'154 Oz.

sieve

whi.oh

F,t

:l:tirsed

through

28 mesn 0'2f3 oz.

The other sample was collected from 2:3qu-Lre feet
(Jr

the floor of the gallery qi thin a few feet of the 3up-

seat of

pos,ed'

t}ile

exp1.00lon.

Total lreight of

satnei

(..

Tho fineness anni.ysis was:-

27'993 Ounces.
56384 oz.
..--1q
2 per

Weight which pwssed through 28 mesh sieve

4

Percentage of tntel which passed tr 1 x A t h
28 mesh n ÿ o e
!

cen

'

tr

IcáT- rrht.
r

L-rl?C

,1,,;rtt1.

,h.?'Q;ItÌ"i

60 13st!

°04.4i

'31EV.^.

-

PercentaF;a qf total

vr'.rLi,ch

na;,3,_1ti

4

througri

oz.

,

°

3 per

can

60 me 9h
:

Weight which

pz:,se,ed

rerc!3ntq ge of total

cYhi.ch

paused through
90 mesh sieve

The gallery was about 14 feet

0 '28 per ceni

Iiicie

On the same basis as for the other m51.pl e

per cubic foot of space passing tiro

were

0"070 oz.

through 90 mesh 'sieve

a.n.c.

't,'he

9

feet hight,

v!eightS of

duwi

the three-sieves

.-

90 mesh, 0'0043 Oz.
60 mash, 0'0670 oz.

28 me sh, 9'2990 oz.
It should be romembered that mo pst if not all of the

finer duet would either be consumed in the explosion or

blown along the intake and up the shaft.
The samples colle ted

n Parbelia Colliery

might be

compared with the sample in 'Table VII, where a
greater degree of finess and a lar ei' welght o_
dust per cubic foot

11.
of space ir :hoe.,.

Z ein

rUL,,di l.

;

sruIL44 Ras dZ.

of the haulage

M9.riV

.i:'iti-.i..".

in Indian

iLllilCi.>

are very

lusty not beca°u.se
eond}-':,ionïti eel suc;h e., to pro.Note
dustness, indeed they are rether the reverse since the speed of
t`_-.se

haulage is generally elow,
rule

Ft.nc

the ai recurrente are 4s

but because they ere only cleaned up at long
At pte-sac3nt except in one mine only namely tLat

sl.tie*7i.Rh,

intervals.

in which the d.iaaster occurred in 1923 there

tion

re:qur:.ng teat

due,;:;

on roc,.?rej-.

c,11:`r

cieened up or that 4zy

preewuT,;it,n e

reduce

;i",`rt-plrt>3

cho

c1

risk of
`'ble
VIII
...:

er

á.

¿pl e s 1on `i

Oyes

from three

t;1lc:

h,tiul.age

rcs=Gilt,e

regula-

A.c.e

he ;sy£,tometi-

:.;hi.tll.

bn taken to

.

of

ti;e,

roads in the

careen analyaiá

831P16

mine.

.14444-

The analysts (hIR
is much erßater

hac611e wei

of

very fine dust

than that required to provide the fuel for

an explosion.

Table IX shows a series of tests of dusts from the
sides of haulage roads in different mines.

It will be seen

that as is invariably the case the dust on the sides of the
-;alleries is much finer than the dust on the floor.
Table IY.
(See attached sketch)

.

The roofs in Indian mines are as a rule excellent

and in gallery driving in the majority of minen scarcely any
The galleries are often of a great height

timber is used.

but as in most seams the coal is herd, the depth from the
surface is not great, and the inclination
seldom require timber.

The condition

.,mall

the sides

in the workin,'; places

and in the haulage roads therefore differ greatly from those

much roof and side timber is used.

in British nines

°there

In British mines

the finest dust is found on the roof. timbers

There is no similar repository for dust in Indian mines.
Nor are there usually any side timbers or peckwalls.

Never-

(

thelees,

as some of the samples already recorded show, large

12.

quantities of fine dust settle on the sides of the galleries.
There naturally exist numerous ledges and irregular surfaces

which form subtable resting places for fine coal -dust.

A

point worth noting is that in high galleries, the higher
parts of the gallery sides are comparatively free from dust
and on the roofs little or no dust is deposited.

The author

has examined many high galleries and invariably the quantity
of fine diist per unit area decreases the higher up one goes.

Another item of importance is that the amount of fine dust
on the gallery sides varies with the distance from the workiz
00

face.

Close to the working

;

o ethe quantity of dust on the

sides is very small but as the distance from the face in-

-The layer of dust

creases the side dust becomes greater.

slowly becomes thicker due to successive deposits of dust
from shot firing movements of tubs etc.,

Areas in which

ci

pills +riníg

operation are pro -

ceeding are invariably timbered with vfrtieal prop:- fairly

closely, but even there little dust is deposited on the prop
This fact is perhaps dú} to the .gall extent

o:F

disturbance

of the air in euch areas, there being usually practically no
air movement at all unles,l such is imperative in the case of
a gassy seam,

and to the frequent withdrawal and resetting

of the props.

In order to obtain an estimate of the rate of

deposition of fine dust unier the ordinary conditions ob,

taining in the mine the square yard of coal surface from
which sample B in table IX was collected was cleaned and left

.444.-m.

save by the movements of the air produced by the

ventilation or the passage of tubs.

After a period of

2£3

days the dust deposited was carefully collected and screened.
The'

analysis is given in Table X.
Table X.

Table X.

Rate of deposition of dust.
Total lueight of dust deposited on 1 sq. yd. in 28 days

=

2.08 oz

ght passed through 30 mesh sïebF

_

1-62 oz.

=

79 per cent of tots

;ight na.ssed through 60 mesh sieve

=

1'16 oz.

a

56

"

light vassed. through 80 meth siev

:

1'05 oz.

_

5C

"

;ight na,ssPd through 120 mesh 3iev.a _

0'82 oz.

_

40

"

dght

0'72 oz. = 36

"

na.ssPd through 150 mesh

=

si.,."vc,

The duet on haulage roads generally contains
a

higher percentage of incombustible matter than dust found
In most Indian mines however there

near the workinp. face.

is no underclay and no stone ripping,

floor being very often

co211

.

the roof,

sides and

The extent of the contamina-

tion of road dust on the haulage roads is therefore slight.

That the percentage of incombustible matter in the haulage

road dust is however greater than in the dust at the working

place is shown by the following analysis in a typical Indian
mine.
`S4hl e

XI,

Sample taken from, a machine cut
in the seam.

Sample taken from a
haulage road.
per cent

Incombustible matter

28.8

Incombustible matter 12'75

Combustible matter

71'2

Combustible matter

8712,5,,,,,^,

100'00

100'0

The percentage of incombustible matter in the

duet had therefore been doubled,
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In the Parbelia Colliery at the time of the explo-

sion and for a short time befor3 it a coal- cuttin machine
of the chain type had been in use.

The Committee uho

inquired into tho accident gava it as their opinion that

machine mining produced coal-duet in greater

quantil.:y and of

a finer consi$tency that that produced by the old method of

hand picking.
A test was carried out to find out how far thie was

true.

The test was carried out in two adjacent galleries

10 feet wide,

cases.

picking,

5'

9"

high for a length of 6 feet in both

In the pick gallery all the coal was got by hlndc
while in the nachine ?allery the coal was under cut

and then blown down.

The coal from each of the galleries

was screened over a riddle having 4 meshes to the squareinch.

The slack was then sampled and screen analyses made.

It was found that the relative proportions of dust which

passed a 150 mesh sieve

-ere

1'2 in the case of the hand cut

.gallery to 1.0 for the machine cut gallery.

The test showed

that for a given output of coal machine mining does not pro-

duce more fine duet than hand- cutting.
On the other hand the rata of production of coal in
a machine cut gallery is from 4 to 6 times greater than in

a hand -cut gallery.

Thus in the same time the quantity of

dust produced in a gallery in which

a

coal- cutting machine

is used would be about 5 times as much as in a gallery in

which only hand cutting was being done.

Moreover in a hand -

cut gallery, the coal is as a rule loaded and removed as
fast as it is cut, whereas in a machine cut gallery large
There is

quantities a-e often stocked pending removal.

also greater stir in a machine cut place both during cutting
and loading so that the air is dus tr than in

gallery in the same seam.

a.

hand cut

(2).

With regard to the fineness of the dust produced
by different types of coal - cutting machines,
tests were made in the name seam

the follovrigg

:-

Table XII.
Comparative tests on different types of coel- cutter
(a) C p al=v tti

_,maçd.

Size

oft,

í,

C'h=lin

tvna.

Percentage of
cuttings.

.,tótal

Weight
in lbs

8142

2452'0

and 30 mesh sieve

10'80

325'2

Between 30 and 60 mesh sieve

4'00

1ti0'4

Between 60 and 80 mesh sieve

1'45

43'6

1'50

45.1

0'31

15'3

0'32

9'6
301t ¢, 2

Over g" sieve

e

Between

Between 80 and

:t20

mesh Sieve

Betreen 120 and 180 mesh sieve

-

Passed through-180. mesh sieve

100'íi0

h) C o a- o

i:f,

or

Size

Over

e

i-

he

{

B`?"~

.

Percenta,Ae of total

,,eight

cuttings.

in lbs.

Sieve

71'48

1740'5

e

and 30 mesh sieve

15'40

377'4

Between 30 and 60 mesh sieve

6'20

151'7

Between 60 and ü0 ,acsh sieve

1'35

33'0

Between 80

3'35

82'1

0'47

11'5

Between

ar.d.

120 mesh sieve

Between 120 and 180 mesh sieve
Paeeed through 160

rrebh

,

42

sieve

2438'9

100'00

In both of these tests the whole of the cutting in
r,.

complete "cut"

6

feet deep in a

The material

wms taken.

to the surface .where

'1

;all sry

about 14 feet wide

as carefully loaded and brought

t was sieved into

(a)

clack

r{.bove

é"

screen (i. e. scree bearing 16 meshes to the square inch) and
(b)

dust.

i

.

0. 'ell

material 'which

pr-;.^sed

through the acreen.

The dust was then carefully sampled and 5 samples taken in
each case.

The averages of the screening of the samples has

been recoreded above.

o

t

lid

4.-40-t

(3)
It will be keeiZ

the mnchin.e of the ber type

i;.ht'

produced- more and finer duet ',hem the

type.

For eyxani?le the weight of duet

thf=

we::.h

tI.;rr,e

tiro':

.

in the

sielrc.j

Ez.5

ef+,2f:

-Thiel;

pad

through

of kho ber rchl'ne we- fully
ol^azrs.r:lr6chine.

rxch :s in the case of the

pain g

of tle che.in

L:acY:inc;

through the 30 mefah sieve in

The weigYite of

c?u,st

the te,Jte

(a) for the bhr nachino 321 lbs,. and 4b) for

teetre.

was CarrhéNd out at
-the chain ma{:hi.no 234 Ibs. (1ßec.oncl. tes t»a
'

another colïier;r in a different seam ana gave similar results
The

::;creen

analysis

the following data .-

gave.

Table XIII.

Percentage of

Size

sample.
Bar Machine

Over 30 mesh

Percentage of
Sample.
Chain Machine
59650

56'75
60 mesh

18 ' 00

Between 60 and 80 mesh

5'25

.4'25

5'75

5'75

4'00

4°75

Between 30

anü.

Between 80 and 120 mesh

-

Between 120 and 150 mesh
Passed through 180 mesh

.

10 °25

100'00

19'50

'
100'00

Theee results are not strictly comparable with those
in Taber XII,

as in the case all material larger than 3/8"

screen was rejected and the sample taken from the reminder.
The percentages

in.

Table XIII are therefore those of the

dust sample, whereas in Table XII the percentages were taken
on the whole cuttings.
A sample from the cuttingn of a machine of the
percussive type gave the following results:-

Size

Percentage

resh

..

64.62

Between 30 and 60 mesh

..

17.03

Between 60 and 80 mesh

..

3.42

Between 80 and 120 mesh

..

5.39

Between 120 and 150 meth

..

1.37

Above

30-

Passed through 150 mesh

. .

1- - -- .64 c,crlaiv.Ji-v_exk 644 Vt
,

`

(Tve

1;44

-`

(4)..

The quantity of fine dust in one cut (i.

e.

duet

which passed through 180 mesh sieve in the test on the bar

machine in

Table)

was 42.7 lbs.

(b)

6

produced from a cut

This quantity was

feet deep in a gallery 14 feet wide.

The height of the gallery was 6 feet.

therefore that in

a

It will be seen

single cut a coal cutting machine of this

type in that seam produces sufficient 180 mesh dust to ren-

der the air in a length of gallery 76 feet long explosive.
In addition thcrc is a large quantity of duet between 30 and

180 mesh which cannot be said to be incapable
in an explosion.

of shot -holes,
in

taking part

There is also the duet from the drilling

the shattering; effects of blasting;, the break -

up of loosened coal,, in loading etc.,
In a machine cut

<raller. y

down by the aid of explosives.

the coal is ^;enerally got
In the drilling of the shot -

holes dust is made.
44,

The followin
in dril1ir

,

iskscreen analysis of coal -dust made

a shot -hole

.-

Percentage

lAh1A-IIi

"" Quantity
H

ri

which passed through 150 mesa
N

n

90

n

s+

10.0
12.9

60

21.7

30

37.5

Quantity which remained on 30 mesh

62 5

The quantity of 150 mesh duet in each shot hole 4
ft. deep was approximately 6 ounces.

One of

tile

essential precautions

to

be taken against

the danger of a coal -dust explosion is the efficient and sys-

tematic cl yznin g up of the .dust.

In a colliery which the

author Visited and in which coal - cutting machines wen, at
work the management had instituted
the machine cut =allerief.

.a

system of cleaning up

They did not apprehend danger

from coal -dust explosions but thought it wise to clean up the

dust as thoroughly as they deemed practicable.

(h).
When the author saw the galler 7 tne coal blow out
from a "cut" had been cleared way the night before Ind the
floor had been cl ,aned up as usual.

The author made the

remark that the place vas very well cleaned up indeed, in

marked

con-t,ras

the ordinary mine gallery.

to

t

in crier to test the amount of dust, still remaining

however

:

Sam??e from the floor at a distance of about 6

(1)

An area of 9 square

feet from the face of the gallery.
fee

:-

a iplee were taken as follows

marked off and all the duet on that area carefully

wa.e

brushed into a tin.

:-

The analysis ¡rave

Total weight of sample after drying 2.48 lbe.

Incombustible matter

0
0

Combustible matt/or

Moisture 6.5 per cent
12.3 por cent.
Ash

UA

.

er cent

100. 0 per cent.

Passed throu,;h 150 mesh sieve

Between 90
a

:

150

x?.

60 &
30

Tlema.inFed

13 per cent

90

.

"

3

"

13

"

"
P

"

GO

s:

on 30 mesh sieve

56

p

100 per cent.
(2)

A sample was collected from three places oh the rides

of the

=

al1ery at a distance of about 75 feet from the face
The an ,kysis gava

of the gallery.

:-

Total weight of sample after drying 0.2 lbe.
Incombustiblt,

r.,

tter

0
0

Combustible

mü. t

Moisture
'ids

úr

5.8 per
iÇ). 1 rJ/

Passed throt;mh 150 mesh sieve
Between 90 &` 150
«
"
%

"

.79.05 per cent.

100
60 a 90
"
30 äd0
Remained on a. V mesh

"ent

,.

*
£

? eVP

.

....r

cent.

-26.6 peri5E17
44.0 "
"
10.2
14.4
44,6

"

"

fi

N

«

N

100. 00 per cent.

(6).

By calculation from the dimensions of the gallery
it

:van

found that the amount of 150 mesh dust on the gallery

floor alone was 0.057 on. per cubic foot of `race and of

dust which gassed the 30 mesh. sieve 0.19 oz. per cubic foot,

more than is neceswa.ry to caueo an exp),osiob.

The

test

showed

that

evenka well -cleaned up go.11ery

there might still remain sufficient dust to feed an explosion and that it is difficAlebt o clean up a roadway so well

that the quantity of dust remaining will be so little aß

make an explosion impossible.

to

The cleaning up of the duet

is essential however since it reduces Yile quantity of water

and stone duet necessary to render the coal -dust innocuous
to a minimum.

-

Besides an explosion is

less,

likely to /ori-

ginated in a well- cleaned up gallery th &.n in one in which
no at tempt is made to remove the dust.
A

e

,...Eavn

rti

d'.

'

-2_o,.:;gr

of the air

..

In experiments on the explosibility of coalzdust it

that if the air was dump, violent explosions

h4s been found

"During the carrying out of the

were difficult to obtain.

experimento by the Pru;-^ian Commission in 1884, it

vny.r

found

that on foggy days no explosions could be obtained as only a

very slight dampness adverro1y affected the inflammability of
the dust ".*

In the tests at the experimental mine, United State!

America it was found that during the summer months owing

to

the (leposiLion of moisture on the gallery surfaces as the
rF.Flult

of

air being coOlec' in its passage

tale

t'irou

,h

the

mine,' greet iifficulty was encountered_ in making satisfactory
tr;rats.

On the other hand in winter,

the mine surfaces were

pretty dry owing to the air being rapidly

:

:°arm;.

up far above

the saturation point in its passage through the mine; aS a

re,i1t in cold weatLer explosions were violentl
The author has obtained a

t

eat number of hygrome-

tric readings in various Indian minas at diffori.;nt periods of
the year.

note but a

Thes,
fco -v

arcs

more completely dealt with in a separat

of they are made use of here in order to show

th f3 atno spheric conditions in the mines in respect

Ito

the

humidity and drying power of the ventilating current.
periods of the

year,

have been taken, namely,

(a)

Two

August and

Sen tember, when the surface air is hot and moist and (b) Dece

ber and January, when it

i;

con

and dry.

chosen for taking the readings was the
roi

possible at

then the aver

Periods
F.

u

7 A. t'.
e

Daily r (,ad n

The time of day

ear'J.y
s

tr.kon

surface wet bulb Ltamperature

for (a)

morning as noarl
nt Dhanbad
r?ur.

inr;

those

in 1923 800 p and for (b) 1923 & 1924/150

The wet bulta :readings given in Table XV were taken

* l:odern practice in Mining
(Ventilation) Vol., IV,
Sir R. A. S. iedr ìyne.
1.

shove

Bulletin 167. pager 97 & 98.

a.s

page 18 by

2.

r.earlY az noeSibl'e at the

averages of

time and .in each case are the

earnc;

number of readings on different dnys,

s.

Table XV.
(See attached rheet).
Ir all four miros the quantity of Moisture

Der hour durin

;

removed

the cold months of December and January was

greater than during; toe warm moist months of August and SepThe difference is Prost striking in the

tember.

Eerrnore colliery.
deep,

and the

cF:;e of

The shafts of this colliery are 935 fee

,orkings are extentsive.

The qu ?r.tity of air

in circulation is 160000 cubic feet Der minute.

wet bulb temperature in the return. airway

3

The avera;e

770

T,

in the

cold season and 820 F in the hot season a difference of only
five (Iemre

s.

the cold season however- the let bulb tem-

Tr)

perature in the mine is 27o F, above the surface wet bulb
at the same time in

thf3

day, whereas in the qarm season it

is only two degrees above the srurfaco reading.

As a result

the ,pmour.,t of moisture removed from the mine vari

tes

gallons

hot

'o r

sep (,or

of the

hour in the cold -leather

to

17 °9 gallons in the

Tt will be rlea.r therefore that the

.

v;rîrkin

.;s

in this mine will be drier in

than in the hot moist re.Lther.
0

from 850

r,tirfaces

the cold woathe

indeed the author believes

it can be shown that in the hot sos..:on the air ent4rint; such
m mine will

actually deposit moisture on the surfaces of the

intake airway, i. e. the air entering the mine will give up

heat to the walls of the shaft, and the surfaces of the intake ^irr"ays

an,d

thus, falling in temperature below the

saturation point,

.i

The author

iposit moisture in the mine.

has not yet had an .onoortun .ty to examine this aspect tho-

roughly but a few r :adi?

s

at

s3.lker. a.

Colliery (Table XV)

illustrate the point.
Un Augur

w

14th

1(X2.3

at

abers

4.

7

A. Y.

shade tWmpera.tures were 82.50 dry bulb and 80°

the surface
ret,

bulb.

the main intake' 1 ?5 feet from the bottom of the downca

shaft the readings were 80.56 dry bulb and 790 wet.

t

In

On the 17th !.arch,

shade temperature':

min

in the

rernonclinF

wee

1924 at about 4 P. M. the surface

920 dry bulb and 68'5° wet bulb while

intake 175 feet from the downcast shaft the cor-

readings were 710 and 67'5° rnepectively.

Anothe

noteworthy feature well -known in most mines is that th© wet
bulb temperature.
wort in

;

lOWFr in the return arrays than

i e;

places.
For example

in

1

.

the

ir

kerv.

tue

Colliery (See table

tween 1O A.

}`

.

and.

of readings were taken

2/11,

;;V

)

on 15th March,

1924 be-

11 A. M.
:'able

XVI.

(See attached g`[IeFtt).
It will be seen from the table that the air cool,. down

rapidly in the shaft

e.nd

in

In the intake airway

airway.

tì,ake

375 feet from the abaft the temperature vas 21°
on the surface,

and the

vet

bulb reading

hex'

iL

leas that

incrleased 20.

The fall of temperature is not entirely accounted for by the

evaporation of moisture and it chiefly duo to conduction by the
shaft and airway surfaces.
It will also be noted that both the wet and dry bulb

temperatures in the main return

working face.
faces

t;n',t

the xxtxkll

bjr

-d

r'vay are

and moisture is
n.;.r

up to

in ite ps,,sea e from the

coal in the working places to the

upcct

nt the

tbar
eI'.

,ai l ery

p

sir-

freshly cut

s}u;.f4.

The actual relative humidity of the air varies with the
season of the year.

The following ref,dinga were taken at

colliery at the same time of day

I;'alkera

in th e intake and r e tu rn

1

Place

P

ILL

a. i r. wa.JT

E:--

1l

Aú;;ust

1e' n,19`?4

Main West Return

Decr .13t..,1923

Main West-Intake
Main West Return

Va.rc:rr,14tlz,'

%L.

.

23.

A,tT
1301,61114

N

Temoerature

'?ato

"gain 'Test Intake.

at the same point

.YF..f i . i iIF111

ti

Main 'rest Intake
Main vest Return

.r.nd

a-c 04?

w

Relative FIumidit

80.5
86r)
FJ.O
77.5
9E4:8

85
80
73,

83

Ne..TOP

of
-

,)13.
.11-y

4

r

s

"-

*4.

t'()117..nt3tv-

No. t7

Pfirt-fr,

ir.

"

r
of

100, 000

000

-(

(DBCOtiber

65,000

17$ 00U

100,000
if:0,000

r
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As far as the alethcr is aware the only record

explosibility Masts of Indian coal- ciusta previous

tc

of

those

conducted by the author and now to be described is contained
in a short account communicated to the 1in.inE

Institute of India by Mr. C. H. leCale*
e very

`.('hr

Dust Was collectr:1

small scale.

J.rom

seams Sanatoria and Dishergarh being tried.

ounces of

!)ieher

:

&..

`Geological

tests were on
the mine,

two

One and a half

arh seam duet was placed in ono end of a

tin case one foot long, 6 inches deep and 6 inches wide.

At the other end of the cage a

At the end containing the dust a'cycle tube valve

placed.

was fitted and by means of
was blown on to the

8

flame..

.

chist from

Sanatoria

inflator the coal -duct

cycif3

the duet ignited and raised or

blew off the cover of the case.
=ear.

I t

The

The to

5=3 occurred

but not
is

one ounce.

cerrieci out by the author Were made in

tubes of various sizes.

Shortly after the explosion,

on 4th January, 1923, the

u

of pxnlcsibility tests and obtained

for the purpoce.*

with

was found that an ignition

obtained

!'arbel i e

open lighted lamp was

:;mall

z

took up tb

e

at''

question

some steel, tubes on loan

(2)

The experimente to he describeet were made in a few
of the tubes before they were connected together to,form the

gallery in which standard tests are to be done, and were of
the nature of nr:l.minary

t:

Ate.

The first set of tests

were carried out on dust from the Di shergarh seam 449441464
ground in a stonz -Cushing

grill

of the ball type which had

been in.;talied at Parbelia Colliery after the eeploaion in
order to provide shale dust for the mine.
,.,...._..

* Transactions of

.

...

Iiininkr X; Ceo1ogicaI. Inetitute of India.,
1908, Vol. III. P.wo Y3.1.
* <2). Later the tube,e eere handed over-by the author to the
Committeé appointed by the Government of India to
enquire into the coal-dust dang®r.
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seam is as follows:-
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Proximate
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the fall

):ave
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dui? t
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.
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I

l

r, sv

teQ

I.
',v %tr!

.

T

Í

150

EáE'V4:1

and

;

( n.J

Álí.l3'i'r

,+M

'

Li

consi

of 30

.fä.nEJ

fnet;,

feet liaAet.er tubes and 83 feet of boiler fzuee 3 feat

1

d**»n te..- with crpQ., j"?üe4oat intervals.
formly spread on

the tube a few yvoo7ex:
.vi

üh

dus ;.

selves nere

A chirge

fi.xnd,

r,,7nai.v

of gelignite (about 4ounc;s) wan

feet from the Emd.

l.bnr;th

At the 4 ft.

.

lo.adcd

The dUF7t was uni-

floor oler the whole

t'aP

the =mount of 1.bout 50 'ibs.

to

'7:C' ;ii?.

fißrQugz a 150 mesh siove..

Lerigth of tubes 113 fea.t,
o 'f

A.

-

a, spd

COU

a

:

tL2'eu.1.

or

diari.

th,?

tube

end of

these were als;

anc'

ting of two Cartridges

p],n.c-+d

nn

v,

Fli-lf-

Both Ards of the tubo

aoub

onen.

6

The

charge-was fixed electfically.

es _..:

she

AL..Ig?It.I.pil.

fl.

nme emerged Et the wide

end of the tube and extended about, 10 feet horizontally and
vert,iordlly beyond

the tube.

flame travelled t'nrouRh the

There was no evidence that the
tt;Ye

to the narrow end although

woke

and dust r!ere emitted ,there.

flame

W:z >:

T1

fi

'

11 t?

.

....r

ab ou t

l.
Same

1.6

feet.

1rZ;tá:..w...o,.s.rs

ceric:.ition:}

to 4 ounces or u;el.igr:ite.

as in Test No. 1.

Position

ah:but 6 feet from I.ar7e efod of
31.a,a

the tube about
Len-;th

of.

-Au.,..ti;,ga;,,?asla

`'

flame

15,

21-

The total length of the

1}f

charge

-

irlcrea.sE

on a shelf

tuba.
.

Tho flame extended outside

feet horizontally and 15
feet.

Charge

1'aet

vertically.

Apparently the flame did not
travel in the other direction.

3.

Test No.

3, ..

'

DaI.Pd..1.411.îP

Two additional

1

'

mw..ài...

ngthe

?4?

1.

tebilv

o!

and 34 feet dimeter hid been obtained,

a..c

;li

26 feet long

and then, were pieced

in tine with ano fitted against the 4 feet1 tube, but

A hand hole was cut in one of the boiler

now 165 feet.
a

not

The total length of the tubes was

joined to the others.

flues et

ere

point 100 feet :rom the

3

of the

Dust was distributed at the rate of about

feet tubes.

lb. per foot run

from the end, of the 3t feet tube to

F.

beyond the hand -Lo1 e

the tube vas not dusted

.

of

Taie rr:st

.

point shout 3 feet
.

Four cartridges of gelignite were ieeertecl through the hand -

hole and pieced on a
r. ;xsu

r

;hÑlf.

-

TI-..

;ri ;nee no

visible

flame, but smoke emerged from both ends of the tube and

continued to be emitted for about. ten minute-.
The tube. wee so

obv iouely been burning.

of about 25 feet from
could not hold gone'

a

hot';

There had
at a distance

tne' po ;3ition of the charge that one

There

hand on it.

'r,

considerable

coring in the tube atout 25 feet from the position of

the

Oerge.
rraat.1

`

a,o

a:

SWe
soaked in k

conrtitions
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in

e

c,
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teet'.
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the flame.
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Beer.ult'

\end of
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t

oil etere hung

c;tion of the passage

either

g A b r-
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No. 3.

Strips of paper

znterve.le to give indi.

No flame observed at

tee tubo but paper etripá burnt up to about

40 feet-from the positicn of the charge.

to

After

ebove

;t.s

the author decided to try

gelignitee on the flop ç of the tube instead

The flame from

'.

s

ìall 61atrge of Fsolignite is very smell.

To test this ewo car tri.d goe of
e ;eel

el'i.

Plate free of duet and fired.

noticeable.

of on the ]shelf.

ni Ue were placed on a

The flame was hardly

Then 9 feet of the 3i feet tube wes coal

dusted and a charge of two cartridges placed amongst the
on the floor of the tube, and fired.

No shelves were u

si

Auzunujaa.

Fi

frle

extended 15 feet out-

e.
do the tube.

av.

,

^,:4.

Test Nos G.

._...

Length of tube strewn with coal-dust 12 feet.
or two cartridge: of oflli.gnite fired on the floor mine

Ch,zrc;e

feet

the end of tube.

fronr

T,'ull

W

-

No shelves were used.

Lx;."1.

,

Flame extended- to from 15 feet

11.

to 20 feet out2.ide the to:'e.

24 and 29 feet in one
g`%

Cr

t

12

2

direr.tier.,

a_ia14 L

Same conúiti.on:r
on the floor in d.u.
-ìe-

1

t
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-

.

.hau

fe.et

.

test No. C but charge placed

in

'a.F,

from the

.it531,.

.n.
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.
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2e

rent
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of

,

/e.e

r,Ti.t

irig inlperAec'ti,

F
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i

1511w

ct:a:ri;o

,3

condition

from end

efii

1

lt,

-. in

.

little ouoke.
.ht

first

xncot,

G'Ae

af-tempf,

:stetly.

C'_'ìc.lr'ge

that it
It

(ik;footive c2.ur-

of the charge.

a
in oe t No. 8.

4,$

tube 17 f

of

:1,nd

may nave been

t`etc3atioi.il'

tipjpE?it3X3

vA r,

'Brame

)

J

Distance of charge

only qt tho third

rr,ing from the

4

2211114_2x

!

L f4EZ.,

No flame

'

Gdo

t'G+aLîrli.t

sida the

feet,.

';A

and then,

fee;,.

9

failure iv not cl ar

$044fá

t`.:p1

the tube.

`i.rnr ex#:;_.l;d

I,ongüt of florae

from end of tube 20

did not

of

end.

Sumo conditions as in No. 7.

reason for

bC,t;+een

.

-

tube about 15 feet.
:l..`.#,..:h

Total length of flame

:1

Distance of

ú.

ignition.

Flame emerged from the end

of the tube and extuided outside the tube for about 15 feet.

Length of flame about 32 :oct.
a

Same conditiono as in previous tests.

placed at
r{

t,.

Charge

)oint 28 feet from the end of the tube.

t

-

11,?

,,,

,.gn.

The flame travelled rapidly

shot out of the and of the tube about 15 feet
and the farne
was such as to shoot coal dust out of the
tube in a. straight
line for a distance of about 100 feet.
Length of flame
about 43 feet.

T'st-112.1.-11.

Sme

cOnditions ao befors.

Lerlgth nf tube dk:Jited

Charge of t7o eartri7iges of gelignite placed on

60 foot.

the floor of

8 felt .from the end of the 3i Peet

tat!,

tube.

,angau

-

Ag.aulaziau,

ti

and Plot out of the end of

dust th

a

Flato.etravelled rapidly

bout 6 feet, sel.ttring

tub

straight line about 100 feet ahead.

Length of

fia

64 feet.
It fill be noticed that. the results of the last two

rleoHnd ae

tests havebl.e

tbnRuthoran-the

No

9

inition,

tube spread tp
Nos. 10

Fuld

That is, in

quit;

au,

he.f1s me

trlo

ea s9

so rs.nid ist14()

iir.Iiy *shot

,nd,outi.(1.e
b,:zt

tho

in teste

infl-(mt,tion wan

Nos. 10 & il it war obvi(waY

ttccts

ptrake of the

or 6rea-.;,r violonco

tet

out of the tube.

Khf

"i:71it,ions."

Thilre mks no our.truction in

to

the-other tests
to 7

5,

horildntlly,

ó'z

in,

-of

from the.tubo quietly

11

elar

Trn.

were tith him, that

viho

torts Nos

e.

well

-Iv-, but

It

1ny

jr' mw&li

the

obervore

nt1.1.er

11 Nor

teets Nos. 10
In tho visible

sto1osion:7.

nO:pure of nn

the

rn

tube, not even upoesn

Moreover in

hnve been tAtained.

test No. 10 the flame had t4 Gross a

gAl.)

of

out

1

inch

betwcon thE ends of two 3i feet diameter ybere they were butted together and in test No. 11 the

such openingr.

In

,le'ì

film hod

to croFr two

case the firms "evarflowr5d" at the

openiniry but arr;rt from that

Drolation

Irte

n.ppprently not

hindsrtld in the 61iglitest.

JiJwh

fatramara_siLsr

Seam.

pumbsr of Teat.
1

'Tqnition

-16 Feet.

2

IFnition

21 feet.

3

Probable ignition

4

0

'
,

fi

flame not see*.
I,

t?

fi

azgth

aus,1t

Nnther

flame.

21 feet

Ig4nition
6

of

24 to 29 feet.

I

N

28 feet.

7

No ignition

e

Ianition

:AP

10

Explosion

43 feet,

11

Explosion

64 feet.

It should
sion

no+od thnt in each ignition or explo-

flIme would probably extend a few feet on

thr,

side of

Ile

feet.

.he

Ginn

charge, although that could not be peen.

other
The
pcso

actual

1:7,a6ths

p.reptPr tart

of finmefl would -.6herefore aotwilly be akfeet

tho,zo rflcorded.
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nf tubs.
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condition;,,as
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San
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iy local .flame produced.

conditiens'asabovc.

'Result

zrjalwe.

Orly local flame produced.

emilitli.TylUmilft

afkili

1

Sane cor,ciitionr

'

Length of flame 25 feet.

irrik..tika,.4

"estt

to 15 qere carriod out, on dust groune nrtifici,lly in a h.,-.rtd--,rirtfling machine. 814 pr cant of the
dust n-1-9ed th-elutro 150 L..i.sh b iovo.
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conUtions
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tts
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Lent' of flame
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local flame produced.'
40'19
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motor-driven ifardy Uitip1 7inder. 661 par cent of the
dllvt -0aF9ed trirough' a 150 mesh Fi'AVe.
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;satz,tilLjzf flam(
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No
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in .the-tests
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Thf

rh

through the 120
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ive.1
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'
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9ou1d not

be
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23.
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lb. per
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gallery 11 feet
cally.
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nition

oui,

o

111...._.,221:1243cm

of Vie tulIE.
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from point of ig-

Lens-'r of

fe,,t.

21
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Same
thre,

reid

Result. -
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1.0

of a 4' fi" diaue ter
f.t-..*--11 on hc floor at the rate of about
titrart0iJ 1:.`f 14 feet from tho end:
f:0-41, for Ett
it the. (.1.1.1.!-t. on the floor of the
fiom, the, end.
The oh
was f ir(1 el ao
end.
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from .the
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No.

.:Inarge

tube.
Charge placed

plaend on

tj-:r3

the floor
20 feet from the end rlf the 'tube.
The flame extendFA about
8 foot out of the tube:
Length of flame about 28 feet.
112.Kui.t.

un

gar

PJ; -.111111.g

In this test 80 Teet of gallery was strewn with

dust
ft.

-

65 feet or

tubing..

4-IT

ft. diameter tubing and 15 feet of 5i

There were 4 joints in this length.

'-

were held by bolts but

worr, no-f

cfIrtridges of gelignite was

from the

The charge of

tiisht.

pd

These
two.

on 'the flooront 78 feet

end'.

,34.07411...-
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in

with some oropantion.

The

flame was not obserTed st the ond of the tube but was seen
to °overflow"

VA the open joints up to

thR chsirge.

Ther.e vas

point

:L

feet from

eoking Up to thn end nf tHA tubo,;nnd

for about ten minutes after
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igpition

tkv..!'
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in.
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dense volumes.

The length of 4 feet tube nearent thcv.illtrge
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so hot tha,
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conraction-on cooling: loud cracking
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Tests of the

'

!'xDlos ib il ity of

Indian Coal -dusts 2nd

Test with Cannon.
Date 9th Abril 1924.
This test was carried out in a

s i_;.ilar

way to that which

has been described at the end of my F.S. on "An enquiry into
some aspects of the coal -dust danger

in.

Indian

i`ines"

The cannon was charged with one and a half pounds of

locally made gunpowder in a loose form.
into the bore of the cannon.
as follows:-

There was

It was simply poured
3

inches of

stetming

4 inches of coal -dust and 4 inches of clay, the

coal -dust being next the gunpowder.

The cannon was placed on

the floor at the firing point shown on the drawing already

supplied.

The whole of the tube up to tho cannon was

dusted with dust from Sanctoria. Seam (analys is,

f

ineness, and

other tests already given) at the rate of about half -a- pound
of dust per foot

R^S[1IT
of the tube.

run.

The charge was fired electrically.

Propagation throughout the entire lonth
The flame extended 35 feet beyond the tube.

Total length of flame 175 feet
35 feet outside.

-

140 feet inside tube and

11

Temperature in Indian Coal_ilin@k:.

Most of the Coal mines in India are comparatively
Up till a few years ago indeed there was hrardly

shallow.

any workinm which was noro

500 or 600 feet belov the

In recent years however a several shafts over

-round level.
1000

tha.r

deep and one pair of shafts 1500 feet

i ea t

dii

p -have

been sunk and are now dealinP: with the raising of coal.
`.he

ventilation in small and shallow mines is inva-

riably obtained by natural means
inflammable gas neces9i

ta,tes an

-

unless the presence of

artificial ventilating device
any of these mines have

and is generaally fairly good.

several openings to the surface, inclines and shafts and the

number of the openings undoubtedly aide the ventilation of
Shafts from 400 feet 600 feet deep are common

the mine.

and some of these mines are but poorly ventilated.

The surface temperature and the humidity in most

parts of India varies over a wide range during the year.
In a series of readings taken in 1922 at Topchancie near the

Jherig Coalfield in Bihar & Orissa the maximum temperature
in

the sun

-pas

144° Fah in the month of October, and the

lowest temperature recorded was 42° Fah in the early morning
in January.

The shade temperature was not recorded but was

probably in the neighbourhood of 120° Fah.

The humidity

may vary from nearly saturation during the rains at any temperature bet-veen 90° and 140° Fah to parhaps under 20 per
cent with a ßhade temperature of anything between 100° and
120° Fah in the months of April and !Say.

Even in the coldest period of the year namely, du-

ring the months of December. and January the temperature and
humidity often vary over
fol lowin

were the readin

'ide

e

ranges.

For example the

at Dhanbad near the Jharia

Coalfield on 18th January, 1924.

2.
Time

!dime 2 P. M.

Weè

88

1

Humidity
34%

68

Time 6 -30 A. M.

In the nae? e

In the Sun
,'may

2P.Y.

Dry

nt

78

61

Before Sun -rise.

Humidity
36%

Dry

Wet

Humidity

46

43

78%

Graph (1) shows the variation in the temperatures
(dry & wet bulbs) and the humidity at Dhanbad during

twenty -00r hours ending twelve

o'

#

w Y`

clock midnight on 28th

It will be seen that there is considerable

March, 1924.

The low humidity throughout the period is spe-

variation.

ßecause of the considerable surface

cially noteworthy.

seasonal and diarnal variations of temperature and humidity
it is obvious that the atmosphere conditions in shallow

mines will vary very much throughout tha year and even
during a single
as

de.y.

In such mines the air in the workings

a rule is much cooler during the hot

on the surface.

sea.eon than the air

In the same way even in the deeper mines,

the air in the Darts of the workings in the vicinity of the

downcast shafts is affected to a considerable extent by the
conditions on the surface.

Graph (2) shows the hygrometric

conditions in Katras Colliery (Jharia Coalfield) September,
1923 to February, 1924 at a point in the main intake airway

600 feet from the bottom of the down -cast ehalt and (b) in

Parbelia Colliery (Ranigunj Coalfield) at a point in the main
intake airway near the bottom of the downcast shaft from
August,

1923 to March, 1924.

The depths, ofthe shafts at

Parbelia are 1b00 feet and at Katraa 600 feet.

In each

case the graphe are plotted from the average of a number
of readings for each month on different days of the month,
the readings being taken at the same time each day (about
8

It will be seen that in both collieries in the

A..).

main intake airway the temperature falle steadily from the
hot period

to

the cold months of December and January, and

then begins to rise rapidly in Pebiuary and March.

Tha difference between the wet and dry bulb readings in the case of Katras Colliery does not vary much but

3.

in Parbelia a distinct divergence begins in November and

It is possible that it will con -

increases up to ?'arch.

tinue to incroage, slightly during April and

:fifty,

and begin

to decrease in June then the rainy .3eaon commences.

1owe- relative humidity

"T'he

in Parbelia colliery an compared

with Katra: is chiefly accounted for by the f.ct that Katras
is naturally venti.].s.ted and the air - current in s1u gish while
ail. -current

Parbelia is mechanically ventilated and the
strong

-

106,000 cubic feet per Minute.

7hile
to a

variation of temperature on the 2urface is

t%h^

great 4)ctent reoroduced in the vicinity of

shaft and also

the

domncast

in many cases, because of the large amount

of short

of the air-current,

the upcast shaft,
is

is

in the vicinity of

the working places where the ventilatiòn

sluo7ish are but little affected.

Graph (4) shows the

variation of the wet and dry bulb readin s in )ialkera Colthe eight months from August

liery (Jñsria Coalfield) during

1923 to Yareh 1924 (a) on the surface,
.

at a Point in the

(b)

main intake 175 feet from the bottom of the downcast shaft
and

(.c)

in an unventilated working place 900 feet from the

The graph has been plotted

bottom of the downcast, shaft.
from the average of

It will be seen

number of refdings.

that while the surface and shaft bottom temperatures varied
over

a.

considerable range,

?)lace varied very little.

the temperatures in the working

The graphs show that the shaft-

bottom temperature was consistently lower than the surface
temperature hnd that the wet bulb reading at the shaft

bottom was slightly higher than on the surface.
The conditions as regards temperature and humidity
in

the working places of most Indian coal mines is very

trying.

Table

":.'esttOolliery on

T

shows a set of readings taken in Dishergarh
19th September,

re
in an ..ndia

(Depth of shafts.

'

1923.

dumidit
Iane

i

1

Downcast shaft
Upcast shaft

(See attached Sheet).

'S

or,
..

..

Y

+.

ei

1168 feet.
1140 feet.

About two year

ku: tore Colliery.

ago an inruch of water

broke through the floor and roof of the

ee

extent of some 1500 gallon~ per minute.

ll

to the

:ry,

It persisted in

this volume for some months and then gradually fall off to

about half that amount, which has been maintained since.
The water is erm and undoubtedly playa a p =rt it heating
the high temperatures indicated
It is thought
the .-Liz to
.

that it proceeds from some deeply situated subterranean
sweeimeieve

the wet bulb temperature being 99°

In spite of

.

Indians worked without mishap in this gallery for many

Fah,

The air oroducee? a

months.

h

t

Ching

b

sensation in the

throat, but the author shigfor about half -an -hour and except

for copious sweating did not feel di rtrese.
It should be noted that in none of the placee, in

which high temperatures have been recorded doec steam play
There are mane tolacee in India

any part in heating the air.

vines where the temperature due to the uîe of steer exceeds
100° Fah, but no readings have been taker in such places.
Rler'trieitÿT is fast
'There are

India.

displacing steam for underground work in

no underground

It Inv be of interest

in ehich readings have been' taken.
to not

however that in sevnra.l ïn t,lnces work
ti

carried on in building
,

e

recovery work in a fire

;.rea,

in

been

te^?pex'atw.res as
,

hi.ieher.

ee temperature gradient of the
h,a,'s

vit bulb

epit,h

So far a: the author ie

ie13s

ha.o

tonpin ge round an area on fire or in

high as 110° Fan and ,even

f

in any of the mines

fï'r. t:ae

e,wa.re

str.a

ta in the Indian

'

been carried aut.*

no determination of

;=romethinF:;

may

co::.1-

helve been

done

Lhé Kolar gold-fi-;H.: but: awing to the fsct that 1itQra-

ture on the subject iE
at hi: giQoosa,1 he

'Z-a,s,

:

Y.

ot available in the limited library

not been able to find it.

perata ceunt.ri,ee the first
vs,h

is generally teken to be

i.,sathe!m

,

ebout. 5C

In tem-

at a depth of 50 feet from the surfa.re.

,Tharia and Ranigu-r. j cc tl.-f:t eld W:.it

i

e-

certain that the first

liEWoW xm will be much higher than 50° F.

It

i:,

likely the

author thinks to be in the neighbourhood of 80° Pah

e

-wl

4wK.4.o'(a.,

-

p,-

770. +.

fk

ew,.,.
;

In th

°- 437144

-/"

°0

n
.i3f,°f

6.
Asaumin,.c 80°

and an i.ecrea.se of 1b Fah for

every 70 feet increase in death beyond the 50 ft. line, the
rock temonratare in ay Ma1kere r eí li ery 525 feet deer)
._

should be about 87° Fah, and in Parbeli

Colliery 1500 feet

deep about, 100° Fah.
Another imnor tant factor in heating up the %ir is
the extent of coal

surface exposed to the air.

It ie well

n that the air- current in a mine may be hee ted far above

l

the rock ta aperature by the effects

oxidation.

of.

In Indian

'

sides and roofs and very often also the fiooro of

raines the

As a result oxidation takes place

the galleries are coal.

everywhere in the mine And

r,.rsacticall.ÿ

face -Ihich

only at the workin;

noi;

usual in mines in Great Britain where long-

i s

.

.

wall is the common practice.
%T

r'
.

r

,.

(.

"

..

,

'.

.

'{

_

r.

.

-

y

-

fa

_

.

.

.
.

The variation of temperature throughout an Indian

mine

i s

(5) and

well illustrated in "rranhs (5),

,

(6)

variation of

show

`

67')
) & (

C:r a.ph s

and dry bulb rea,d-

inR s from the top of the downee,st iidit to the bottom of the

unce

st,

shaft for Pa.rbelir, and Ya.11tera collieries respectively

The readings for Parbelia colliery were taken between 10-45

and 11-45 A.M. on 21st March, 1924 and those -1W

between 10 a. m. and 11 a. m. on 15th March,

ïa.7.kera,

The

1924.

distances given are measured from the top of the downcast
in each case.

Considering Graph (5) in the first instante it will

k.

be seen

th:tt

the

passes down the

temperature of the air falls rapidly

rIt

the bottroai of the downcast shaft

75o Fah, a fall of seventeen ciegreés.
Iret

On the other hand

bulb temperature, had remained constant.

pas-age from the bottom

it

The temperature in the shade at the

._ha's"`t.

surface was 920 Fah and

the

a.s

.

f

In its

the downcasv to the bottom of the

upcast the air warened ep slightly and absorbed same moisture.
The reason why the air did not Tarm up mach in ite passage
C
-0Lo -w
through t'aie mine isAthe distance it had to
i-lovwas short

only about 1500 feet and the

val oci tT of

the air- current

-

7.

à different condition of ;.hinge is exhibited in

higr:.

There is again

Graph (6).

^.

rapid fall in the

of the air in its passage down the shaft -

teen ani a

h...lf

c#no*rees

half a degree more

thtu7

925

from

thrs

of seven-,

YVv.x1

75° F.

w to

This

i:s

To Pxp1.in this it

in ParbQl,ia.

must be retaQmbored that fathough

e.

tax;;pora,ture

ParbAl"i.^

etilr+,ft

is 2$

depth of that of k°alkera, the volume of Hzr pass-

-,ines f,he

ing down the former is about

th rein

and hence

times the quantity _passthe shafts

mnfr

down the latter,

t}14:

ith
same diameter the himekai,r is in contact: with

Of the shaft is about

sing. e

s3mn in both.

t.rs.r

gare

about
sides

t:ae

After the air

leaven ths bottom of the downcast ghaft it

still

cool.-

further -(From the bottom of the shaft to where the lowest

reading waif obt

in the intake airway,

.fined

the airway is

r.

Afterwards the temperature rapidly

bricked on both sides).
increases

^
ranci

*itcr lex7inr
what.

s

M
pái`_.
in the csrkinr"

thf>

readings,
t.o,rs

tùrtbl

.

similar nature to graph

'daF:mça.st

%haft,

93J ft. from the bottom of

Coll'.ery is

fan

a

variation of temperatures in

from the top of the
}::oou J

m,f3rhfini.` Pi:!

rworkxng.

vent:i3.átio:cz

Ix:i.nuts.

3.00;000

to thf, end

"Ghf.

was

°:it.64rthc
c:ubir,

of a main. level

South Yustnre

Ihaft.

ta.is:E3n

the

Tho quantity of air proctucad by

n<t-

i ,

;-ers

30, 000 cubic

4orking the q:uanti

fort per minuto.

stopneci-off gallery

It

.

yventilated but at the time the

r:ap)roxi.mate3.y

!'an

(fi)

some-

Kurtor e colliery

áoUtñ.

from which Gr.,°h (7) was plotted,

no

F.

:rrking. place the trasperoture 'falls

Graph (7) is of

Eriaws the

0°

reaches over

!

feet per

exdf;0:18

The tamljerature in the

however unaffected by the quantity

of air passing into. the mine AS it is not ventilated.

L'.:f-

nr'^r
,.r.'. a...mi.r,.

t-

Dr. Haldane

temperatur¢ under

cE,nsi.r,irrr,

;'.iffer, ent

th4t

t;'nn

limits of vet bulb

-conditions somewhat, as fo11oys:-

For men lightly clad and rectinrr

8F3 rah in
Pali

in

f,n

cstill

air 93°

,,dr-current of

170 ft. per minute.

8.

For men lightly clad and

78° Fah in etìll air

V0rki.aag

85°

in an

ri.h

a, i r- c ur r en t

of 135 fw,t; per -Ankle.

Mr. J. L. Trace (tuetr=_lia)

rork

i

practically

c

and the

ir;pa e ái,b1 e

with

crnr3i,4iers

dry bulb 90°

tl,.g

bulb 81° ± ah . CO3-t..,----

wet.

that phy; ical

4

From the x i,/,xreP given for Indian

.5

Fr;h,

"°t)

ar.ineax

i.t

will be

seen that the IxciiAr, mirer res often to work in an a.tanccphere
shc..wi.ng

wet-bull, temperatures hiytaer than those giren by Dr.

Haldane or Yr. Brl.ce as the limit
bulb

f:er

physical work.

cool in an Indian mine

a.ñd

as the writer ha

bulb tempere.tures of 85° Fah are common.
a.ga.in

pointed out NRt
In this connection

be made to Table i which gives the

temperatures in /36 working placee in Di,áhergarl.
liery,

vet

of 740 Fah would be cos.ei,derFd comparatively

t,emperatur;-.

reference miqht

h

? tyoica,a.

'y'est

Indian coal mine of moderate size.

ColIn

prlc;tica.11y

every place the wet bulb temperature is over 85°

Fahr,cxid in

907

it sxc:eede

90

Moreover the air in

Fan.

most of these places was practically still,
very

sirzg ;i sh

ir1rTly

ß,r'1q

Yet the

,

rtiiner e

voxk

-lay

or at the

after day une omplain

not only without mishaps but apparently

any ill eUócts.

item-

that very reason he is bet-

ter able to gtand heat than the average white

!

.'+1thout

The Indian is a.cci,ampt:ieed to high

n9,raturoe and it may be that for

best

r-aan

.

It is well knovr3 that per4onr-, accustomed to hot

damp air are able to work with comfort under hygrometric cond.itions which

6vo:zi.d

be,

very trying to men who had not become

acclimatised to ouch conditions.*
The,Indi.a.n
pl ,ice.

He would

miner indeed urefers to work in A warm

preer for example

tnmp9rature was say 75Q Fah to one in

a gallery in which the
vhi.ch it was 500 Fah.

HA does not like to work in a strong breeze either.

works with Practi.cally no clothing

,

Sea "Some effects of
by Prof". K. N. Moos.

Nol.

only a thin strip of

ui:<..,..,,..Omi,m......

101111.11.11.

#.

.

He

LXjII

.

I +.

1-iï

air

-Trans.

upon 'the miner
Institute of Vinigg Engineers
Tvl:=g3erti.turp°

9.

,

cloth round hie loins.

exno-od to the drying

practically hir whole body is

'1-1,1.:1

cooling action of the air.

-Leld

Ho may work so-tdily for about au

he works irregularly.

hour and then come out to a coololl pilc

Mile he

minutes or even more.

raLy::

,ind

of

and rest for fiftoon

in workin; however he worki

equai to the British collier.

in stature

t,.

It in uot likely how3ver

pretty hard.

A.7;d1.1

that he works at a

He in an a rule shorter

much lighter build that his tritish cootem-

porlry and conhaquottly

xpend

1c.

energy in physical

On thi other hand the author from his obtaerva-

exertion.

tions ioes not believe

the Indian miner does as much

thqt,

work in a shift in 4 hot moist, pltce az he vould do in
For exampl

piratively cool placth.

were, V2° Fah.

where tho tempe-ature

wet 111b,

a

:t

com-

in a working gallery

-

dry bulb and 67° Fah

miner worked for half-6nhour at a Une,at the

,

end of which Perioq he î-1t f%tigued and rAired to rest.
He sat down at a plrice

position he usually favoumd

a

the t,Pmperature was about 80° Fah. dry and 75° Fah xot,

not Particularly cool or,dry 'but suffloinntly
%hen

reLing welcome

respit,:, and

so to give him

enable him to recover his

He usually stayed there at least 15 rinates and

ztrfAgth.

SP"

During

sometimes longer.

hour,

P

period b6low ground of about

lie'

miner ue a rule actuhlly worked only about 4

thf:.

hourr.
In anether cane

P

miner in a gallery

torTeratUre 76° Fah and wet bulb 70°
than an hour ,and generally tro hours

period of

jr
tut

tuai work.'

4.th dry bulb

worked. never
at,

lc

a spell, and in a

hours perfumed from eix to seven hours of ac-

Most and indeed all of the

v7orkînh

galleries in

Thien: temperature readings h.ve 1)21 obtained by the author

could

rae

119v e'bon

the vontilry.tior.

cooler and:drier by the improvement

Th o!

mority

of Tndian mines are etill

dependent on nRtuial ventilr.tion for
in the workinfv.

and uncortc,in,

of

.the

circulation of air'

In quch mines the vantliation

115

variable

and in most c.tees a fan would improve condi-

tions enormously.
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Notes on the Coal Dust Danger in
Indian Mines.
B I'

D.

Penman, B.Sc., M.I.M.E.

(With Plates 1 -4.)
PART I.

According to the Annual Reports of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India there were, previous to the
explosion at Parbelia Colliery on 4th January, 1923, three
recorded instances of explosions in Indian mines having
been propagated by coal dust. As valuable lessons as to
the measures which should be taken to minimise the risk
of such explosions may be learned from a consideration and
discussion of the circumstances accompanying these disasters, it is proposed in these notes to draw attention to
their main features.
Explosion at Khost Colliery (Baluchistan), on 16th
June, I9o8.' (20 deaths.)
Plate I shows the workings of the mine in which this
explosion occurred. The seam was 2' -6" thick, and the
dip was 53 °. The mine was naturally ventilated and
tests made subsequent to the explosion under conditions
(1)

!

Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India for 1908.
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approximating to those on the day of the disaster proved
the air in the mine to be stagnant. The volatile matter
in the coal was very high, over 4o per cent. An approximate analysis of the seam is given in Appendix I.
Pire -damp had apparently not been found to any appreciable extent before the accident, although it had been
found in adjoining mines working the same seam. After
the explosion, however, officers of the Department
of Mines found accumulations of gas at the faces of the
lower levels on both sides. It was concluded at the
inquiry held. into the cause of the disaster that the explosion
originated in one of the places marked `A' and ' B ,' that
it was caused by an ignition of fire -damp at a miner's
lamp and that the explosion was afterwards propagated
throughout the mine by coal dust. There were considerable evidences of force. Stones and dust were blown from
the mine entrance. Stoppings were blown out, timber
dislodged and at No. 4 cross -cut a heavy metal plate had
been lifted and three tubs blown beneath the plate, one of
them rolling to the bottom of the main dip. The stop pings were' blown in both directions. Several of the
victims had sustained bodily injuries, one man having his
leg, arm and neck broken and his head smashed. There
were twenty -two persons in the mine at the time of the
explosion and only two escaped with their lives. Coked
dust was found on many of the timbers (see Plate I).
From the description of the accident given in the
Report and from the fact that considerable accumulations
of fire -damp were found at several places in the mine
shortly after the explosion it would appear that this.
occurrence was primarily a fire -damp explosion probably
extended by gases distilled from coal -dust and by coal dust itself.
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Explosion at Chowrassie Colliery' (Bengal), on 22nd
October, 1913. (27 deaths.)

The part of the workings of this mine in which the explosion occurred is shown in Plate 2. This disaster appear s
to have been initiated by the ignition of an accumulation of
fire-damp in the dip gallery indicated in the Plate 2.
Ineffectual efforts were made to put out the flame of the
burning gas, which set fire to a brattice sheet, erected
longitudinally in the gallery. " The subsequent explosion
was probably caused by the burning brattice cloth and
timbers heating up the small coal, which is usually lying
on the floors of galleries, and eventually the solid pillars
of coal, to such an extent that volatile gases were liberated from the coal in much the same way as these gases are
given off in a coke oven. The Dishergarh seam is very
rich in volatile gases which are easily liberated from the
coal when the latter is heated. These gases when mixed
with about ten times their own volume of air and ignited,
would explode with great violence and raise into suspension the fine coal -dust lying about the sides and roof of
the galleries of the mine. This coal -dust would in turn
explode and raise more dust which would also explode and
thus carry the explosion throughout the whole of the
workings." An approximate analysis of the seam is given
in Appendix I. 'There were in all six explosions, the first
and most violent at 7 -25 P.M. and the others at 7 -42 P.M.,
8 P.M., 8 -20 P.M., 9 P.M. and 9 -5 P.M.
The second explosion was also violent but the others decreased in intensity,
the last two being very slight. Three men were killed on
the surface, one at No. i incline and two at No. 4 incline.
The top of Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 inclines were wrecked and
Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India for 1913.
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the brick chimneys over Nos. I, 2 and 4 air-shafts blown
down. Large masses of brickwork were hurled several
feet, many pieces of brickwork having been thrown as far
as No. I incline engine-house, 25o feet from the incline
entrance. Coked coal-dust was noticed near the top of
No. 4 air -shaft.
This explosion, to my mind, points clearly to distilled gases from the coal and coal -dust being the fuel
of the series of explosions. The initial burning was
of a comparatively mild nature and was probably due,
to the density of the accumulation. The gas, therefore
simply burned and did not explode. The efforts of the
men to extinguish the flames, however, probably stirred up
the accumulation and produced a highly explosive mixture
which shortly afterwards resulted in a violent explosion.
It is likely too a s the Chief Inspector of Mines suggests in
his report that the heat from the burning brattice cloth
and timber distilled gases from the coal and coal -dust and
that this gas augmented the original accumulation of
inflammable gas and so added to the volume of the explosive mixture and the violence of the explosion. The
gases which provided the fuel for the subsequent explosions
must have been distilled from the accumulations of coaldust in the galleries as well as from the solid coal, which
caught fire. The intervals between the explosions point
to a condition of things in which burning or hot materials
distilled gases which, becoming mixed with air, produced
an explosive mixture. An explosion then occurred and
the process was repeated. The explanation of the diminishing violence of the explosions is probably that suggested
by the Chief Inspector, viz., that as the area of burning
timber and coal increased, the volume of air circulating
through the workings increased and any gases distilled
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were prevented from accumulating by being immediately
consumed. Consequently the volume of gas before explosion became less and less, and the subsequent explosion
feebler and feebler. The significant feature of the series
of explosions however is that they were fed by gases distilled from the coal and that the explosions were not properly coal -dust explosions. Reference might here be made
to the explosion at Kendwadih Colliery (Jharia) which
resulted from distilled gases produced by a fire which was
being stopped off.'

Explosion' at Sijua Colliery (Bihar and Orissa), on
ist February, 1921. (Non-fatal.)
The place of this accident is shown in Plate 3. From
one of the shafts a heading, io feet wide and 6 feet high,
was being driven, partly in the coal and partly in
stone. Cross-sections at various points of the heading are
shown in the Plate 3. At the time of the accident the
heading had been driven 90 feet from the shaft and in
that distance there were two right angle bends. The
stone produced in driving the heading had been built
in the form of packs along the sides of the road and on
those packs and the other surfaces of the gallery fine
coal-dust produced by blasting and other coal-getting
operations had accumulated. The seam was No. 16.
An analysis of the dust is given in Appendix I.
Shortly before the accident ten shot -holes in the coal
(see cross - section at working face) had been charged with
5 lbs. of dynamite and the charges exploded.
Three
men were sitting near the shaft and, according to their
evidence, about half a minute after, the explosion of the
(3)

I
a

Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India for 191 1.
Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India for 192i.
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shots, a thick cloud of dust and smoke carne out and was
followed by a red -flame which went back but returned
after a few seconds and then went back and died out.
The three men were burned but survived.
Assuming that credence can be attached to the statement that the interval between the discharge of the shots
and the passage of the flame was about half a minute, it
would appear that the most feasible explanation of the
occurrence was that the flame was caused by the ignition
of coal -dust and gases distilled from the coal-dust. If
the ignition had been caused by fire -damp it is reasonable
to suppose that it would have followed almost immediate.
ly on the discharge of the shots. The distillation theory
would also account for the fact that the flame after corn
ing outwards travelled back towards the face, came out
again and then finally died away in the direction of the
face of the heading. The ignition of the finer coal -dust
and the distillation of gases were started by the shots and
the flame as it travelled outwards left behind it products
of combustion of a sufficiently high temperature to evolve
more gas.' As a result, the flame, probably spent towards
the shaft because of the lack of fuel, retraced its path,
burning up the subsequently generated gases. It is possible also that the air -pulsations set up by the discharge
of the shots may have aided the to- and -fro movement of
the flame.
Two important practical precautions are emphasised
by this explosion, viz.:-- (I) Grave danger may arise from firing a large number
of shots at one time in a dry and dusty part of
a mine. A number of shots fired simultaneously
must necessarily produce great heat, considerable
shock, and a large amount of flame even though

COAL DUST DANGER IN INDIAN MINES.
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they do the work they are intended to do. In a
dry and dusty gallery these conditions may lead
to a disaster. In such circumstances shots should,
if possible, be fired singly and an examination made
after each shot.
(2) Stone packings along the gallery sides simply
form a repository for fine coal -dust in places from
which it is difficult to remove the dust.
(4)

Explosion at Parbelia Colliery (Bengal), on

January 4th, 1923.

(74 lives.)

The explosion which occurred at Parbelia colliery on
January 4th, 1923, resulted in the loss of 74 lives and
was the subject of an inquiry under Section i8 of the
Indian Hines Act, 1901. The Report of the Committee
of Inquiry showed that the explosion was one of coal dust due to a faultily placed shot. The Report gives
a graphic description of the explosion and its cause. The
writer in his official capacity as Inspector of Mines closely
examined the mine over a period of several days immediately following the explosion. The extent of the
workings in Parbelia colliery at the time of the accident is
shown in Plate 4. A coal-cutting machine of the chain
type was employed on the east side of the pit where the
explosion took place. The explosion occurred at 7 A.M.
when 8o persons were below ground, 74 on the east side
and 6 on the west side. Of these 73 on the east side and
one on the west side lost their lives. One nian on the
east side was near the shaft bottom and saved himself by
jumping into the sump in which there was about i feet
of water. The explosion was not one of great violence.
There was little or no signs of violence except at No. i pit
`

I

Published in Bihar and Orissa Gazette of 4th April, ;923.
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bottom and at the tops of the shafts arid even there the
extent of the damage was small, only one of the victims
was slightly injured possibly by falling, and all died from
the shock of the burns they received.
On the other hand the flame of the explosion must
have been intense and possibly prolonged. No one on the
east side of the pit except the man who jumped into the
sump escaped and most of the victims died in a very short
time, so severe were their burns. The extent and degree
of coking on the sides of the galleries in No. 4 dip, the
main intake and part of the return were remarkable. In
some cases on the gallery sides, comparatively clean coal
surfaces had been coked or fused, pointing as I have said
not only to an intense heat but to a high temperature
sustained over a considerable period of time.
(a) It was proved that the explosion originated in
No. 4 dip gallery and that it extended throughout the
main intake and expended its force up No. i shaft. There
was also evidence of a fierce flame in the inner portion of
the main return but no signs of burning in the dead end
of the main intake, nor in No. 4 rise, although these
places had been cut by the coal- cutter shortly before the
ignition and contained about as much coal -dust as any
other part of the workings. This fact alone in my opinion
is sufficient to show that the flame of the explosion was
fed by coal-dust and not by fire -damp. If fire -damp had
been the fuel it is practically impossible that the dead end
of the main intake or No. 4 rise gallery or, for that
matter, No. 3 rise gallery, which was also unaffected
by the explosion, could have escaped. In these level and
rise places where the air must have been more sluggish
than in the main intake, gas was perhaps more likely
to accumulate than any where else, certainly much more

1924.E
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likely than at the supposed seat of the explosion where
the ventilation current was strong. The brattices in
Nos. 3 and 4 rises were not even singed and there is a
strong probability that if any of the workmen, who were
the victims of the explosion, had been in those rise
galleries at the time of the occurrence their lives would
have been saved.

There are certain other remarkable features about
this explosion. Reference has already been made to the
extent of coking on the surfaces of the galleries.
In the Fourth Report of the Explosions in Mines
Committee a distinction is drawn between an inflammation
and an explosion of coal -dust. It is stated that " during
an inflammation of coal-dust (at all events from bituminous coals) the flame is propagated largely by the
burning of gases distilled from the dust ; whereas during
explosive combustion the portion of each dust particle
that aids in propagating the flame is burnt as a whole,
both the volatile matter and the fixed carbon being
consumed."
Dr. Harger states that the first phase of an explosion
does not necessarily develop into a violent explosion and
that there are many instances of dust ignitions which did
not grow into explosions but on the contrary died away
after passing over 50-zoo yards.`
The workings at Parbelia colliery at the time of
the explosion were not extensive. The distance from the
supposed seat of the explosion to the bottom of No. i shaft
was only about 600 feet. There was little sign of. violence,
but there was abundant evidence of intense heat. It is
true that the force of the blown-through shot which caused
(b)

" Coal and the Prevention of
.

Harger.

xplcsions and Fires iu Mines " by John
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the ignition, the quantity and fineness of the dust in the
narrow gallery and the high velocity of the air -current at
the point where the shot discharged itself all tended
to promote an effective initial inflammation, and that the
obstruction of the narrow gallery caused a tremendous
back -lash into No. 4 dip which raised the dust there and
fed the flame. All the evidence regarding coal -dust explosions goes to show however that an explosion wave
does not attain great violence until it has travelled some
distance from the origin. Besides, as has been mentioned,
there were no signs of great violence in the Parbelia
explosion. Props and brattice cloth within 50 feet of the
origin of the explosion hut clear of the path of the flame
were undisturbed, and although the stoppings in the
connections were blown down it is probable as I hope to
show that that was done not by the explosion proper but
by the depression which followed it.
(c) The stoppings which were blown out, collapsed
towards instead of away from the intake. The explanation seems to be the following
The back -lash of the initial ignition caused by the
obstruction of the narrow gallery and the consequent
ferocity of the inflammation produced in No. 4 dip developed an impetus towards No. i pit which was accelerated
by a rapid extension of the flame along the intake air -way.
The explosion wave would create a forward pressure sufficiently great and sustained to create behind it a depression.
This would cause a reversal of the air- current as actually
happened. The feebler ignition at the inner end of the
return air-way would perhaps exert little retarding influence on the reversal of the air and indeed since towards
the shafts in that air-way there was little fuel and much
water the flame of this section of the explosion may have

:-
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been directed towards the narrow gallery tending to propel
the air -current in the same direction as the parent wave
in the upper level. Whatever may have been the actual
conditions in the return, however, in the intake there can
be little doubt but that the inflammation trávelled towards
and up No. I shaft, emerging at the surface in a cloud of

dust and smoke. In brief, following the explosion, or
rather concomitant with it, there was a propulsion of
heated gases from the mine accompanied by an indraught
of air down No. 2 shaft. Owing to the restricted passage
-way of the narrow galleries connecting the upper and
lower levels the incoming air would be hindered to
some extent and that would accentuate the zone of depression which travelled in the wake of the flame of the
explosion in the upper level. It was this depression which
caused the collapse of the stoppings towards the intake.
The stoppings had the appearance of having tumbled down
rather than having been blown down.
(d) From the circumstances, it may be argued that
the ignition at Parbelia was more of an inflammation
than an explosion, that the flame travelled comparatively
slowly from the origin to the shaft, that the products of
combustion in the wake of the flame continued to distil
gases from the coal -dust and even from the solid coal, and
that it is possible, and indeed, probable, that owing to the
reversal of the air -current which took place and which
brought to the seat of the ignition fresh supplies of air,
there was a recrudesence of the flame perhaps more than
once after the pioneering flame had passed. In no other
way am I able to account for the extent and depth of the
coking on the gallery surfaces. The explosion gathered
force towards the shaft but near the origin of the ignition,
the flame was fierce and sustained. I do not dispute the
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fact that this explosion was a true coal-dust explosion and
that coal -dust particles were actually consumed but I
hold that only a sustained flame and intense heat with the
evolution of gases could have produced the extent and
depth of coking exhibited by the gallery sides after the
explosion.
(5) Mr. G. N. A. Pitt described an ignition of coaldust which occurred at a colliery at Giridih.t The ignition
occurred on the surface. A wagon of coal was being
emptied by opening side doors in the wagon and allowing
the coal to fall out. A cloud of dust was formed which
was carried by a moderately strong breeze in a direction
across the line. The dust cloud was ignited and burst
into flame. The cause of the ignition was said to be red hot ashes which had fallen from the ash box of the locomotive. An analysis of the coal -dust from the surface
sidings is given in Appendix I.
PART

II.

It might reasonably be argued that there is at present
insufficient data available from ignitions of coal -dust in
India to w arrant general conclusions being drawn which
could be considered applicable to Indian coal mines as a
whole. This was the view taken by the Committee of
Inquiry into the disaster at Parbelia. The view was
accepted by the Government of India who have appointed
a Committee to inquire into the danger of coal -dust explosions in Indian coal nines.
The problem is one of considerable complexity and
there are difficulties which are peculiar to Indian mines.
There are many phases of the question too which require
a wide expression of opinion and it is primarily with the
Trans. Min. and Geol. Irrst. of Ind., Vol. III, page 12J.
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object of interesting members of the Institute in the problem and getting the benefit of their views that this
paper :has been written. Reviewing the record of coal dust ignitions and propagations in Indian mines in the
light of explosions which have occurred and in investigations which have been carried out in other countries, notably
Great Britain and the United States of America, a few of
the aspects of the problem which may very well be discussed are

:-

(i) The effect of the chemical composition of a seam of coal
on the explosibility of the dust obtained from it.
It will be noticed that all the analyses given in Appendix I, Table 1, show a volatile content of over 25 per
cent. One of the results said to have been obtained from
the American coal -dust experiments is that the explosibility
of a coal -dust varies with the ratio of volatile combustible
to the total combustible matter in the coal. Anthracite
dust was found to be non- explosive. On the other hand
the British coal -dust experiments are said to show that
anthracite dust is as capable of causing an explosion as
any other kind. It has been suggested by Dr. Wheeler
that the difference in the results with anthracite may be
due to a difference in the physical character and shape of
the dust particles. " It is difficult to start the general inflammation of a cloud of anthracite dust, but anthracite
dust is quite capable of carrying on an explosion."
However this may be, it may be taken, I think, that a
coal-dust with a combustible volatile content of, say, 3o
per cent. will be more readily ignitable than one with only
15 per cent. combustible volatile matter. On behalf of
the Coal Dust Committee some tests have been made at
i

Fifth Report of British Explosions in Mines Committee.
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the Government Test House, Alipore, which indicate that
it may be possible to discriminate between Indian coals
as regards their explosibility. In Appendix I, Table 2,
six proximate analyses are given, as well as the percentage of each sample extractable by pyridine. In the
Second Report of the British Explosions in Mines Committee it is shown that the relative inflammability of
a coal -dust depends upon the percentage of the coal
substance extractable by pyridine. The samples A to
F may, therefore, be arranged in their order of inflammability as in Table 3 (Appendix I). In column 3 I
have stated the ratio of volatile combustible to the total
combustible matter which is the American basis of estimating explosibility. The tests are not sufficiently complete to form definite conclusions and in any case would
have to be corroborated by actual explosion tests but to
my mind they indicate clearly that samples E and F and
more particularly F would be much more difficult to
explode than say samples A or B. The relative ignition
temperature of samples A and B would probably be in the
neighbourhóod of Io80°C. while that of F and perhaps E
also is likely,to be over 1,400 °C.
(2) The effect of the fineness of the coal -dust on

its

explosibility.
Professor Bedson's coal-dust experiments have shown
that the finer the dust from any particular coal the greater
is the inflammability of the dust. While this may be taken
as correct it has also been shown that particles which will
pass through a sieve having 20 meshes to the linear inch,
and indeed particles even larger than that, are capable of
Deduced from the results given in Appendix
British Explosions in Mines Committee.

III of the Second Report of the
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taking part in an explosion. It has been suggested that
particles of coal large enough not to be consumed in an
explosion may actually act as a deterrent. While that
may perhaps be correct, there is little or nothing to be
gained from it. Accumulations of small coal in a mine
must obviously include fine dust in greater or lesser proportion, and while large pieces of coal would probably prevent
dust on which they lay from being raised into the air,
there would in every case probably be sufficiently fine
dust on the large particles themselves and in the spaces
between them to initiate and propagate an explosion.
Besides, there is also the fine dust on the sides and roof
of the galleries which would be quite unprotected by larger
pieces, and which might be sufficient in quantity without
the dust on the floor, to support an explosion.
I have selected three results from a number of fineness tests taken from the floor and sides of galleries in
Indian coal mines. Sample A was taken from the roof,
floor and sides of a length of gallery having the dimensions
4t ft. x 52 ft. x io ft. long. The gallery was being widened.
The amount of dust on the surfaces was not excessive, and
similar conditions may be seen in any Indian mine where
the conditions are dry. It will be seen that nearly 50 per
cent. of the sample passed through a sieve having 900
meshes to the square inch, i.e., 3o meshes to the linear inch,
and that 11.76 per cent. passed through a sieve having
22i500 meshes to the square inch. Dust which will pass
through a 15o mesh sieve must be considered very fine
dust and in this case there was one pound of such dust to
every 90 cubic feet of air space, considerably more than
that required for an explosion. The gallery was driven
by hand-picking.
Sample B was taken from the floor of a machine place
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which had been so well cleaned up that on seeing it I
remarked "This is the way to clean up a machine place."
An area of 9 square feet was selected and cleaned up with
a brush. The result shows that 44 per cent. of the sample
passed through the 3o mesh sieve and 13 per cent. through
the 15o mesh sieve. Calculations show that the amount
of very fine dust (i.e., dust which passed through the z5o
mesh sieve) is 0.057 oz. per cubic foot of space, and that
the amount of dust which passed through a 3o mesh sieve
was o19 oz. per cubic foot of space, which is more than
the theoretical quantity of dust necessary for an explosion.
In the same gallery a sample of dust was collected
from an area of 6 square feet of the side of the gallery.
The fineness analysis is given in sample C. If this quantity
is added to the floor sample we get 0.21 oz. per cubic foot
of space. It will be noticed that the dust from the side
of the gallery was finer than the dust from the floor, as
was to be expected. More than one quarter or 26.5 per
cent. of the sample passed through a 15o mesh sieve.
These tests were subject to a certain error but it is
likely that the error would be in the direction of a reduction of the proportion of fine dust rather than an augmentation of it as the fine dust is the most difficult to collect.
They point to the fact that even in a well cleaned gallery
in coal there may still remain sufficient fine dust to produce an explosive mixture with air. The cleaning up of
the dust is essential but insufficient in itself to prevent an
explosion.
(3) The ellect of the presence or absence of natural moisture on the explosibility of coal -dust.

One of the remedies for the coal -dust danger is watering. Some mines are naturally wet. Mines which are
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naturally wet throughout may be free from the danger of
a coal -dust explosion. It should be remembered, however,
that a mine must be very thoroughly wet before it can be
taken that there is no risk of an explosion of coal-dust.
Dr. Wheeler when being examined during the inquiry into
the explosion at the Haig Pit, Whitehaven, stated that
only a condition in which the places were "swimming
with water from end to end, brattice, floor, sides and roof
could prevent the carrying on of this explosion by coal
dust." The Haig explosion was originated by the flame
from a shot igniting fire -damp, and it was propagated by
coal -dust which was believed by the management by reason
of its dampness to be harmless, but which proved to be
otherwise.
Some of the mines I have seen in India which were
said to be wet throughout were wet only or at least
chiefly on the floor, and the sides of the galleries were
dry and dusty. It is not disputed, however, but that
natural dampness does decrease the likelihood of an
ignition of coal-dust, and that the drier the mine the
greater the risk of an explosion. The wetness of many
Indian mines varies with the season of the year. Some
mines which are very damp during the rains are dry
during other parts of the year. In the deeper mines the
driest period is during the cola weather, for then the
surface temperature may be lower than the mine temperature with the result that the air -current absorbs moisture
in its passage through the mine and so keeps the mine dry.
The drying power of the air-current in Indian mines is
very great during periods of low humidity. I do not at
present have sufficient data to enable me to form conclusions on this point, but I hope to be able to obtain
these. For the present it will suffice to say that the drier
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the mine the more dangerous it is, and that in deep mines
in India it would appear to me that the cold weather is
the most likely time for coal -dust explosions.
(4) The effect of the ash- content on the

explosibility

of a coal -dust.

The Indian coals, as a rule, contain a large percentage of ash, varying from ro per cent. to as much as 20 per
cent. or even more, in the poorer qualities. On the other
hand the coal in Assam has a very low ash content. It
may be taken that a coal with a high ash content would
be more difficult to explode than one with a low percentage of ash. Indeed the ash content " may be treated
as so much added incombustible dust. "' The relative
ignition temperature of a coal is raised approximately
20 °C. for every 4 per cent. of ash. I think, however, that
it would be wrong to assume that because a coal has a.
high percentage of ash it is incapable of initiating or propagating an explosion. Recent experiments at Eskmeals
have shown that a mixture of 50 per cent. of incombustible dust with 5o per cent. of coal-dust can produce a
violent explosion. It is probable, given the proper conditions, that fine dust from even the poorest qualities of
Indian coals is capable of causing an explosion.
(5) The effect of the action of time on the explosibility
of a dust.

When coal-dust is exposed to the air it loses combustible volatile matter and absorbs oxygen. It may also
become more contaminated with incombustible matter.
Table 5 (Sample D) compares the analysis of a sample
taken from a haulage road in an Indian colliery with a
Fifth Report British 1~xplosions in Mines Committee, page 6.
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sample of the seam. The additional incombustible matter
is noticeable. On the other hand the dust may in the
haulage roads become finer and drier. Table 5 (Samples
D and E) show fineness tests which indicate that the
dust found on haulage roads is finer than that at the
working face. On haulage roads, if these are intake airways, the air is purer than elsewhere. If the road is dry
and dusty, all the conditions for a violent explosion are
present. Many of the most disastrous explosions have
either occurred or have traversed the haulage roads of
the mines in which they have occurred.

igniting agent.
Whether a particular kind of coal-dust will or will
not explode depends to a great extent on the igniting
agent. Mr. T. H. Mottram, Chief Inspector of Mines
in Great Britain, makes the following statement in his
report on the explosions at the Haig Pit, Whitehaven
" Another important point that arises is the question of whether 3o per cent. of moisture is sufficient
to prevent propagation of flame by coal -dust. It seems
to me that this must largely depend upon the extent
of the igniting cause ; that is to say, if there is a considerable amount of heat generated by an explosion of
gas, 3o per cent. of moisture might prove to be insufficient,
but if the ignition of gas is of a smaller degree, that percentage of moisture might prove sufficient. Similarly, if
there is 50 per cent. of combustible matter in the dust, the
mixture might prove ineffective by not arresting the flame
in the event of the ignition of a considerable body of gas."
The two chief igniting agents which may occur in a mine
are the flame from a shot or shots and the flame from
burning gas. Accumulations of inflammable gas may be
(6) The effect of the

:-
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readily ignited by (a) a naked light, (b) a defective safety
lamp, (c) electric or other sparks, etc., but, although
instances are on record of dust clouds being ignited by
such means, they are less likely to occur. A large proportion of the fire -damp and coal -dust explosions on record
have been traced to shot -firing as the igniting cause.
Shot -firing may he said to be an economic necessity in
mining, and, while it remains so, efforts must be made to
solve the problem of the coal-dust danger along the lines
of the proper application of explosives and the adoption
of adequate safeguards. Some of these safeguards are
contained in the extract (Appendix II) from the Report
of the Committee of Inquiry into the Parbelia Explosion.
The suggestions made by that Committee include provisions to guard against the ignition of fire -damp by the
firing of shots. A blown -out (or a blown- through) shot
is one of the most dangerous occurrences in dry and dusty
surroundings. The energy of the charge instead of doing
work is expended in the production of heat and concussion.

In extensive coal-dust explosions the initial stages
may be of the nature of an inflammation which if the mine
is extensive may develop into a violent explosion. The
explosion at Parbelia was just developing force when
it was arrested by the poverty of fuel, the presence of
water and other unpropitious circumstances in the vicinity of the shafts. If the mine had been an extensive one
with dry and dusty conditions throughout there is little
doubt but that the explosion would have attained considerable violence.
An ignition of fire -damp is often the precursor of a
coal-dust explosion. A seam which gives off fire-damp
and is also dry and dusty is, therefore, more dangerous
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than a mine of the same dry and dusty nature in which
fire -damp is unknown.
As I have already said the coal-dust danger constitutes a problem of considerable complexity. The phenomena of coal -dust explosions are even yet but imperfectly
understood. " The eminent French experimenter M.
Taffanel has calculated the number of experiments that
would be required to answer all the questions on the subject for French mines alone and it comes, I believe, to
I may be wrong as to the last few figures. "'
1,450,452
It is not easy even to guess at the number of tests required to solve the problem here in India. Every item
of information we can gather, however, and every expression of opinion which has a bearing on the question will
be of value towards a solution of the problem as it
presents itself to us in this country.
!

APPENDIX I.
TABLE I.
A

nalyses of Coal-dusts at Khost, Chowrassie, Sijua, Parbelia

and Giridih.
No. 16

Sijua
Khost. Chowrassie seam,
(Analysis Parbelia.
of Dust).
Moisture
..
r8
Volatile matters 43.6
Carbon
.. 47.8
Ash
..
6.8

I000

..
..
..
..

2'15
33'33
55.01
9.51

I00'00

r48 ..

..
..

...

2678

62.72

I0.50

I00'00

..
..

34'87
52.67
I0.98

I00.00

..
..

Giridih
(Analysis
of Dust).
O'200
25 95o
61 025

12.825
100-000

Dr. Wheeler. Trans. Inst. Min. Engrs., Vol. LxV, page tS
I have been indebted to Mr. M. Mecarmick for Sample A and to Mr. J. B.
Argyle for the analyses of Samples B to E. I wish also to thank all those who
have provided samples.
I
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TABLE 2.

the Percentage
Proximate Analyses of 'six Indian Coals with
extractable by Pyridine.
Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample
F.
D.
E.
C.
B.
A.

I'94

I'14

68'48
7.8o

24'80
68.8o
6.40

15'72
65'92
18'36

2'14
2IO
2.00
Proximate Analysis (on dried samples).
27'12
.. 34'92 34.6o
Volatiles
63.6o
51'48 55.2o
Fixed Carbon
9'28
IO'20
.. 13.6o
Ash

2372

Moisture

0'94

..

'

100'00

Ioooo

I0ó00

100'00

Ioooo

10ó0o

.. 17.51
cluded)
(On ash -free coal) 20.02

20.09
22'37

12.92

1236

I4'42

5'73
6.12

0'55

13'40

Pyridine extraction (ash in-

o67

TABLE 3.

Order of Inflammability of
Sample
A
B
C

D

E
F

.

..
.
.

Indian Coals.

Percentage exCombustible Volatiles. Order of inflaintracted by Ratio Total combustible matter.
inability.
pyridine.
20'02
40'5
Equal I
22'37
14.24
13'40
6.12
o'67

38'3
29'9

t

2

257
26'I

3
4

19.2

5

TABLE 4.

Fineness Tests.
Sample

A.-Sample of coal -dust.
Weight.

Mesh.

Passed through
15o to I" (22,50o mesh)
120 to I" (14,40o mesh)
8o to I" (6,40o mesh)
6o to 1" (3,600 mesh)
3o to I" (900 mesh)
..
Residue
TOTAL

lb.
3

..
..

2

I
5

13
25

oz.
4*
21

I1á

Percentage.
11.76
'6o
8'o3

50s

5'26
22'32

744

6óo3

I2.15

IOO'00
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Sample

floor of
B.- Sample taken from the
sq. ft.

23

a cleaned -up machine place

over an area of 9

Total weight of sample after drying-2.48
{Moisture
Incombustible matter- L Ash
..
Combustible matter
Remained on a goo mesh
3,600

..

8,I00

,,
22,500
Passed through 22,500

,,

1b.

6.5

I2'3

81.2
56 per cent.
15
13
3
13

Ioo

Sai,i le

C.- Sample

of dust collected from three places one from an area

about half way up, and two from

4 sq. ft. from one side

r sq. ft. each on the other side about half way up.

..
Distance from face
Incombustible matter
..
Combustible matter
Remained on
.

75 ft.
`

Moisture
Ash

..
goo mesh
3,600

8,ioo

22,500
Passed through 22,500

Total weight of sample

5 8

..

..
..
..
..
..

15.15
79.05
44.8
14.4
10 '2
4.0
26.6

100.0

-02 lb.
TABLE 5.

Analysis of Samples from Haulage Roads in Indian Mines.
Sample D.

Sample taken from haulage road.

Incombustible matter
Combustible matter

15

.. 28.8
.. 71'2

Sample of the seam taken from
machine cut.
Incombustible matter.. 12.75
Combustible matter .. 87-25

Iooo

100.00

per cent. of the sample passed
through a 22,50o mesh sieve.

8

per cent. of the sample passed
through a 22,50o mesh sieve.
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Sample E.

Sample taken from a haulage road.
goo mesh
3,600
8,10o
22,500
Passed through 22,500

Remained on

5r5
14'3
14'3

4'2

15.7

Sample of dust of drilling of a
shot-hole in same seam.
Remained on
goo mesh 62.5
77

,,

>,

3,600

8,Ioo

22,500
Passed through 22,500

100'0

,,

15'8

..

8.8

2'9
10.0

Ioo

o

APPENDIX II.
EXTRACT PROM THE REPORT ON THE EXPLOSION IN
PARBELIA COLLIERY ON JANUARY 4TH, 1923.!

(I) The floor, roof and sides of the air -ways, haulage

and travelling roads and working places shall be systematically cleared so as to prevent, as far as practicable, coal
dust accumulating, and such coal-dust shall be sent out
of the mine.
(2) Precautions shall be taken so that fine coal-dust
is prevented, as far as practicable, from passing into the
mine with the air -current.
(3) All air -ways, haulage and travelling roads and
working places shall be treated in one of the following
ways
(a) they shall be treated with incombustible dust in
such manner, and at such intervals, as will ensure that
the dust on the floor, roof and sides throughout shall
always consist of a mixture containing not more than 5o
per cent. of combustible matter ;
(b) they shall be treated with water in such manner,
and at such intervals, as will ensure that the dust on the
'

:-

This extract is published with the permission of the Government of Bihar
and Orissa, who also gave permission to use plan D. Plans A, B and C are pub.
lished with the permission of the Government of India.
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floor, roof and sides throughout is always combined with
30 per cent. by weight of water in intimate mixture ; or

they shall be treated in such manner as the Chief
Inspector of Mines may approve.
(4) The incombustible dust used for the purposes of
this rule shall be of such fineness that 5o per cent. of it by
weight will pass through a sieve with zoo meshes to the
linear inch (40,000 to the square inch) provided that if a
larger proportion of incombustible dust is used than is
required by the foregoing rule, the percentage of fine
material may be reduced proportionately, but shall not
(c)

:

fall below 25.

The incombustible dust used for the purposes of
this rule shall be prepared from shale or other material
containing no injurious free silica.
(6) The coal tubs shall be so constructed and maintained as to prevent as far as practicable, coal-dust
escaping through the sides, ends or floor of the tubs.
(7) No explosive shall be used other than a " permitted " explosive on the British Home Office list.
(8) As far as practicable all blasting shall be done
between shifts or when there is a minimum number of
persons in the mine.
(g) No shot shall be fired unless all roads within
yards
5o
of the place of firing have been treated as laid
down in (3).
(it)) No shot shall be fired in coal which lias not
been undercut, overcut or sid'ecut. The length of the shot
hole shall be at least 6 inches less than the length of
the cut.
(ii) No shot shall be fired unless the charge is at
least three feet from an open face in any direction.
(i2) No shot shall be fired within 5o yards of any
(5)
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place where gas has been found within the previous 36
hours.
(13) Not more than one shot shall be fired at one
time, and immediately prior to the firing of each shot
a careful test for fire -damp shall be made by a competent
person at the place where the shot is to be fired.
(Id.) No shots shall be stemmed or fired save by, or
under the personal directions of, a competent person
authorized by the manager, in writing, for the purpose.
(15) No unauthorized person shall have in his
possession explosives or detonators.
(i6) A written record shall be kept giving full
details of the number of shots fired, the place in which
they were fired, the quantity of explosive used in each
hole, and the number of misfires. The record shall be
written by the shot firer or in his presence
on his
personal report; it shall in every case be signed by him.

MINING AND GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA.
I). PENMAN :

Trans., Vol. XIX, Pl.

Notes on the Coal Dust Danger
in Indian Mines.
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BY

DAVID PENMAN, B.Sc.

:-

Introduction. -The purpose of this paper is two -fold, namely
(1) To suggest a method of measuring the ventilating resistances of
mines and fans, based on analogies drawn from electric circuits.
(2) To employ this method in calculating the prebable performances
of duplicate ventilating plants, where two or more fans are run together
in series or in parallel combination.
The problems arising in connexion with the running of fans in combination, although not new, are emerging afresh as mines become' deeper
and more extensive, especially in those in which the growth of the
mine has outstripped the capacity of the ventilator, and an increase in
the volume of air in circulation has thus become urgent. A larger air current may be obtained in various ways-by reducing the resistance of
the mine; by substituting a fan of larger capacity and giving a higher
water-gauge; or by running two or more ventilators in combination. It
is chiefly with the last -named method that this paper will deal, as I
believe that there exists here a field for enquiry which has not yet been
fully investigated.
PART I. -THE MEASUREMENT OF VENTILATING RESISTANCES.
That there exist many points of similarity between the flow of electricity in a conductor and the flow of air in an airway has been pointed
out at sundry times by various
writers; in particular, Mr.

H.

W.

G.

Halbaum

has

:;

r,
demonstrated many of the
R°
simpler relationships.* That the
<
c
similarity may, with considerA
able advantage, be carried much
farther than has yet been
B >
Ru
,
suggested has, so far as I am
aware, not been made in any
published
paper
on
the
subject. A fan ventilating the
wogking of a mine may be
compared to a dynamo pro-FIG. 1. DYNAMO DELIVERING CURRENT TO
FOUR PARALLEL CIRCUITS.
pelling electricity through a
circuit consisting of resistances connected, as shown in Fig.
1.
Rd and
Rn correspond to the upcast and downcast shafts respectively,
and
the
resistances r1, r2, etc., represent the various
splits or ventilating districts
in the mine. The dynamo D, being
for the purposes of the analogy a
direct

r

-

-current generator, creates an electromotive force, or

difference of
potential E, which causes a current I
to flow through the circuit, as
shown by the arrows. At A and
a the " intake " current divides, and
at b1, b2, and B the " return " curents
unite.
*

" Analogies of Electric Currents and Mine
Air Currents," Colliery Guardian,
lxxxii., pages 693 and 1213.
1 É

1901, vol.
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It is important to note, in order that the analogy may correspond
closely with the case of a fan ventilating a colliery, that (a) the electricity
must be direct current, and (b) the whole of the potential generated by
the dynamo must be absorbed in propelling the current against the
resistance of the circuit. A dynamo supplying current to motors does
not here meet the case, because only a fraction of the voltage is absorbed
in the conductors.
It will be seen that the conditions, as sketched in Fig. 1, resemble very
closely those existing in mine ventilation. The fan situated, let us say,
at the outlet of the upcast shaft, creates a depression in the fan -drift, so
that there exists a difference of pressure between the fan -drift and the
outer atmosphere, the pressure of the latter being the greater.
The
fan discharges, of course, into the atmosphere, but since an equivalent
quantity of air-neglecting changes of volume due to temperature and
gases given off in the mine itself -flows into the downcast shaft, the fan
may be considered to work in a closed circuit in the same way as does the
dynamo, especially if the dynamo is presumed to be " earthed " on the
negative side. Substituting the fan, therefore, for the dynamo, and the
shafts and workings for the various resistances, the analogy is complete.
Now in the electric circuit (Fig. 1) there are two resistances -the
resistance external to the machine and the resistance of the dynamo itself.
For the network of paths in the external circuit, an equivalent resistance
R, corresponding to the equivalent resistance of the mine passages, may
be substituted, and the resistance of the machine r corresponds with the
internal resistance of the fan.
If the electromotive force of the dynamo be E volts, the current
flowing in the circuit =

E

R+r
R and r being measured in ohms.
of the dynamo, then

(1),

Or, if e, be the voltage

at the

terminals

I= R
E

- e, =

e2,

(2),

which is the voltage lost in the machine itself

Ir, or

;

/= -

2

(3).

9.

Similarly, the fan produces a total depression of H inches of water,
subdivided into h,, for the mine and h1 for the fan. Let R =resistance
of the mine and r =the resistance of the fan, and Q =the quantity of air
flowing.

Then

Q2

=R

h
Q2= -m
and

R'

Q2

=

-'1 are

the equations

cone.

sponding to (1), (2), and (3), as above. Except that in the case of the fan
it is necessary to write Q2 instead of Q since the water -gauge or pressure
is proportional to the square of the quantity -there is a close parallel
between the two cases.*
In the formula for the equivalent resistances of the mine and fan,

-

namely, R

= -Q2
11

Q

h,
and r = ,

I am not, for the present, greatly

concereed

about the units in which those resistances should be measured. It
might be suggested to make the unit of resistance that against which a
depression of 1 inch of water would produce a circulation of 100,000
* In the case of air flowing through wastes the analogy is an exact
there the quantity is directly proportional to the pressure.

one,

since

i.
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3

minute. Thus a mine in which a water -gauge of 3
cubic feet of air per
cub.c feet per minute would have an equtvainches-circulated 100,000
units, while another mine in which the same
lent resistance of i1= 3
30,000 cubic feet per minute ßould have
water-gauge circulated only
3
= 33.3 units. This method of comparing
an equivalent resistance of (o,3)2
the advantages over the " equivalent- opening "
one mine with another has
resistances directly instead of inversely,
relative
the
presenting
of
method
co- efficient of the venn ronnweia
and of being unaffected by a co-efficient-the
With regard to the
variable.
-which with air is not a constant but a
Rateau
both eliminate
and
that
Guibal
be
mentioned
latter point, it may

for the "
the constant from the expressions they recommended
opening " of a mine, and the omission of the constant from

equivalent
Murgue's
mine
of
comparing
as
method
it
affect
a
way
any
in
not
formula would
resistances. The chief advantage of the proposed new method is that
it would show at a glance the exact relationship between two or more
ventilating resistances. If there are two mines the equivalent orifices of
which are 10 square feet and 20 square feet respectively, it would seem
to me to be more sensible to give the equivalent resistance of the former
as, say, 4 units, and of the latter as 1 unit.
In the expressions given above for the resistances of the mine and fan,
it is an unnecessary complication to consider questions of density, corpressibility, barometric pressure, or temperature; and just as in the
electric circuit the resistance can be calculated from the values of the
current and pressure, without entering into the kinds of material constituting the circuit, the length or the cross -section of the various conductors, or the temperature of them, so it is practicable to estimate the
resistance of a mine from measurements of air -current and water -gauge
Relation Between the " Equivalent Opening " and the Ventilating
Resistance. -Let a =" equivalent opening ";
0.00039 Q.

1

h

1

eR ;
a
0.000000152 Q9
a? =
where R is the resistance of the mine and e is some co- efficient determinable
by the units in which R is to be measured. If Q is taken in hundreds of

then

a

thousands, as in the proposed

.

unit of resistance, then

a- 39 Q

In Table I. the numerical values of equivalent orifices and the corresponding resistances in the proposed unit of resistance are compared

:-

-

TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL VALUES OF EQUIVALENT ORIFICES
CORRESPONDING RESISTANCES IN THE PROPOSED UNIT OF RESISTANCE.
Equivalent orifice,
Units of
Equivalent orifice,
Units of
in square feet.
resistance.
in square feet.
resit tance.
10

15.20

20
30
40
50

60

3.80

70
80

PART

1.69
0.95
0.60

II. -TAE

£0

100

Al' D

0.42
0.31
0.24
0.19
0.15

SERIES AND PARALLEL OPERATION OF FANS.

The suggested method of

estimating ventilating resistances will now
applied to the solution of problems connected with the running of mine
fans in series and in parallel.
be
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an electric circuit the
Resistances in Series and in Parallel.
equivalent resistance of a number of resistances in series is given by the
formula. R =r, +r2 +r3 + etc. Similarly in ventilation the total resistance is the numerical sum of _the several resistances. If the electrical
resistances are connected in parallel, the equivalent resistance is obtained

_ ,t

from-

+

-

1

etc.

3

In ventilation, however, since the resistance as defined above is proportional to the ventilating pressure and the latter is proportional to
the square of the quantity, it is necessary to write
R

=

+

+

-

J-

+ etc.

For two resistances in parallel we have
i
I
1
h,
1/ r, +

J

or R

If r, =

r2,

-

rira
^/r2)2

rlra

=

ri + 2 ,/rire +

this becomes7.2

R=4r-4'
Ventilators in Series.- Consider the electric circuit in Fig.
which two dynamos Dl and D2, giving electromotive forces E, and E2 and having
internal resistances r, and r2 are connected
in series in a closed circuit the total resistance of which, external to the machines,
is

R.

The current

I= RE1+rl+ E+ra

2, in

If

D, only were circulating current -Da being

cut out of the circuit-the power would be

Fla.

-Two

.1-1.E1

-R +

2.
IDSNTICnr.
DYNAMOS IN SERIES.
a

and

with

2

Da only

the power would be

power would be

I_,

E2

h +)r n"ith

(EI + Ea)a
I (E, + Ea) - R+
I'r +rs

the two in

it being assumed that

are the same when in combination as when running separately.
F,.

= E,

and r,

=r

ae

this becomes R

4 N,a
,

which, if r is small

series

the

E, and

E,

If E,=
compared

with R, is four times the power obtained from one. Of course, the
prime mover driving each dynamo would have to develop twice the
power it gave when operating independently in the circuit. On the
other hand, if the sum of the powers developed when running separately
and when running together is to be the same, the output when in series
would be only twice that of each taken separately. This would mean
that each dynamo would be slowed down till the electromotive force was
the square -root of that given when running by itself. The voltage when
in series would therefore be ,/ 2E and the current >,/2I.
* For resistances in parallel it might be simpler to consider conductance, which
is the inverse of resistance ; but I prefer here to adhere to the single conception

throughout.
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5

i and h., inches of
With two fans in series (Fig. 3), producing
r2, the resistance
resistances
rl
and
internal
having
and
-gauge,
water
of the mine being R,

-the other out
14. h, and

r,

of

=r,

the quantity

circuit-q,
r, then

_

=

Q

J

R

JR
+

,,

I

and

r,
q_,

q,= q', =q=

If r is small compared with R, q

_

JR

+7,

1 R and

=

With one fan only

+/121.,

h2

and

Q

Q

2

If h,

=,J

_

li +t2r

-that

is, the

under these conditions is N/2
quantity produced by two fans in series
The
necessary condition here, of
by
one.
times the quantity produced
course, is that the fans each produce the same total water -gauge when
As in the electrical
in combination as when operating separately.
analogy, however, the power required by the fans in combination would
be greater than the sum of the powers developed by the fans separately.
The power for each fan operating separately would be hq. When in
combination the power would be ,,/ 2 (2hq)= 2'828hq, instead of 2 hq.
If, on the other hand, the sum of the powers developed by the fans
is to be the sane when running in series as when running separately,
the quantity will not be increased .,/2, but 1/ 2 times, since, as is well
known, the quantity is proportional to the cube -root of the horsepower.
The difference between the two results

clearly
indicated in mining
text- books, some stating that the quantity
is not always

in series is N/2 times
and soma that it is 1/2

S

11
A

FT
Fm.

I> ,
`

)---;:-

FAN N21

FAN N22

3. -TWO IDENTICAL FANS IN SERIES.

times the quantity given by one fan alone.
Moreover, even for the same expenditure of power the quantity in
series will not be Z/2 times that of one fan unless the further condition
that the internal resistances of the fans are small compared with the
resistance of the mine is secured. Natural ventilation, which in a deep
mine may aid the fan or fans considerably, may be considered as a
fan the inlet of which is the entrance to the downcast shaft and its outlet the exit from the upcast shaft. Here the only resistance to be
considered is the resistance of the mine itself. Thus natural ventilation under conditions which gave a water -gauge equal to the total water gauge produced by a fan would produce a greater quantity of air in the
same mine than the fan, unless the internal resistance of the fan was
so small as to be negligible.
The effect of natural ventilation is variable,
however, and, in addition, its influence will not be the same when acting
alone as when simply aiding the fan, which is the chief ventilating
agent. The quantity of air in circulation when the fan was running
would be considerably greater than with natural ventilation alone, even
in cases whore the natural effect was considerable. At Bentley
Colliery,*
the quantity of air circulated by the fan aided by natural
ventilation
was 309,530 cubic feet per minute.
while with the fan standing the
quantity was 200,000 cubic feet. The measurements were taken
on a
comparatively cold day in February, the
surface temperature being 360
*

"Running Two Fans in Parallel

at
Problems," by Robert Clive, Traa.s.
Fast. M.

Bentley Colliery, and other Ventilating
1919 -1920, vol. lix., page 135.

E.,
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The aid given by natural ventilation on a warm day in midsummer would certainly be much less than on a cold winter's day. In
order to maintain the same quantity of air in circulation, the fan would
have to run slightly faster in the summer than in the winter. The effect
of natural ventilation has been left entirely out of the calculations.
The quantities given by two fans in series as set out in Table II. have
been calculated from the formula already given, namely

Fahr.

:-

2h.

Q

1i

Ventilators in Parallel.-In the electrical analogy (sketched

in

Fig.

4), the electromotive forces are E, and E2, the internal resistance
r, and r2, and the external resistance R. If E1= E2 = E, the current

I=

E
R

and if

+ r,r,
r,

-}-

r

'- r, = r, 1= h E+ r

ii nder these conditions, the

r_

= 2I =

E

r. A point of importance to note here is that the potential in the circuit is exactly the same
as if there was only one dynamo in the
circuit, although the terminal voltage will
rise slightly. If the electromotive force of
one machine is less than that of the other,
the potential operating in the circuit is
that which is the higher. The current with
only one machine operating would be
FIG. 4. -Two IDENTICAL
DYNAMOS IN PARALLEL.
I = R+E r, so that when the machines are
in parallel there is an increase in the current circulated. This increase
will be very great when r is great compared with R, but if r is very
small compared with R, the increase in parallel will be negligible. It
will be shown that this rule holds good in the case of fans.
currents i, and

i,

through each machine

2R

AIR\

t--4' SHAFT

FAN N °1

FIG. 5.

-Two

FAN N °2

IDENTICAL FANS IN PARALLEL.

The power absorbed in the circuit, if both machines were equal
every respect, would be

IE =

+

in

2

as against

with

only

one

machine running; that is, the power and current would be increased to
the same extent, indicating that the efficiency of the parallel arrange.
ment would be greater than that of a single machine.
If r, is greater than r2, E, still being equal to E2, i2 will be greater

than ii; or i,r, = i2r2.
If E, is less than E2, r, and r2 now being equal, ii will be less than
i2. When E, = E2 i2r2, i, = O, at which point i2 becomes I. When
E, is less than E2 -i2r2, the current in r, is reversed in direction. It
will be shown that a similar result ensues in ventilation with fans in
parallel.

-

7
8
9

5
6

4

2
3

1

test.

No. of

0.910
0.950
1.000

9'35 a.m.

10.10
10.35
10.55
11.15
11.35
11.55
12.15 p.m.
12.35

2.20
2.44
2.58
2.83

2'00

1'632

1-204

0.20
0.33
0.50
0.60
0.71
0.83
1.00

11.0
15.4
21.1
27.0
34.1
35'8
41'4
142
154
168
172
183

131

119

14
9
0

40
33
24
20
l'OO

0.816
0.90
0.94
0.96
0.97
0.99

0'816
0.90
0.94
0.96
0.97
0'99
1.00

Power.

do.
Waddle fan alone.
Sirocco fan alone.

do.
do.
do.
do.

Conditions.

per

-

109
120
135
132
125
122
118
125

minute.

Revolutions

4'20

-

4.10
4.00

4'30

3.25
4.00
4.75
4.60

Water -gauge,
in inches.

Waddle Fan.

--

140,583
118,242
67,942
20,286
- 23,363
114,310

99,176

-21,202

Quantity, in
cubic feet
per minute.

-

172

172
172
173

17P5

169
171

-

Revolutions
per
minute.

Ratio
:

i'00

0.66
0.80
0.88
0'92
0.95
0.97

4.10

-

4.20
4.60
4.60
4.25
4.20
4.20

-

in inches.

Sfratar-gauge,

Sirocco Fan,

0

41.0
27.0
14.0
11.0
6.6
4.2
o

6.6

100
60
33
23
14

-

111,986

-126,373
31,659
- 11,619
55,584
101,882
133,878

-

Quantity, in
cubie feet
per minute.

105,171
108,924
104,623
123,526
122,168
110,175
114,310
111,986

99,176

Quantity
drawn
through
mine.

5

3

2

1

0.5

orifice of
mine, in

21.5
21.7

--

----

21.6

square feet.

Equivalent

10
Resistance of fan
negligible.

FIFESHIRE, JULY 11TH, 1920.

4 2
0

6.6

14.0
11.0

41.0
27'0

Aero- Percentage Percentage Percentage Resistance of mine
increase increase
increase Resistance of fan
dynamic
of
of
of
efficiencyratio.
quantity.
power,
efficiency.

Two similar fans in parallel.

OF WADDLE AND SIROCCO FANS RUNNING IN PARALLEL AT WELLESLEY COLLIERY,

0.632
0.81
1.00
1.10
1.22
1.29
1.414

Power.

Waddle fan alone.
Both fans together.

III. -TEST

TABLE

Time.

0.33
0.50
0.66
0.75
0.83
0'93
1.00

0 -577

0.577
0.707
0.826
0.866

0.707
0.826
0.866
0.910
0.950
1.000

Power.

Quantity.

AeroPercentage Percentage Percentage
increase.
decrease Quantity.
dynamic
increase
of
of
of
effi.iencysatin.
quantity.
power.
efficiency.

Two similar fans in series.

IN SERIES AND IN PARALLEL : SHOWING RELATIVE QUANTITY, POWER, AND EFFICIENCY ; TOTAL ,WATER -GAUGE
OF FANS EQUAL AND CONSTANT UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.

Aerodynamic
efficiency- Quantity.
ratio.

II. -- VENTILATORS

One fan alone.

TABLE
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For two fans in parallel (Fig. 5), the quantity of air circulated
the mine will be

Q1

h

=

R

+

,'

as compared with

Q

/

=

la

for one

in
fan

operating alone. Applying the method of compounding resistances in
parallel, r1 =4r, if r1 =r .2=r. The quantity will be increased to an extent
depending upon the ratio of R to r. Further, as in the case of the
ventilators in series, the increase will be different, depending upon
whether the conditions are such as to maintain the water -gauges or the
horsepower at a constant- value. In Table II. the quantities circulated by
two fans in parallel, as compared with one fan, are set out for various
ratios of R.

The condition assumed is that the water -gauges

by each fan are the
same when running

I.4

as

12

combination

in

when operating separ-

I

ately.

produced

o

T.a

The results given
in Table II. are
graphically
plotted
in Fig. 6, in which

(-

Z

s

v 9

seen that if
increase of quantity
is the prime con-

it is

better
sideration,
results are obtained
by running fans in
series than in parallel.

5

I

2

3

RATIO

4

5

e

RESISTANCE OF MIN
RESISTANCE of

8

9

10

.

-

QUANTrrY OF AIR DELIVERED BY MINE FANS
UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS: (I) SINGLE FAN;
(II) Two IDENTICAL FANS IN SERIES ; (III) Two
IDENTICAL FANS IN PARALLEL.

FIG. 6.

Aero- dynastic

-In

- ratio.
the calculations and
graphs efficiencies are calculated in the following way
Aero- dynamic efficiency -ratio of a single -fan system
R
Resistance of the mine
R -{- r
Resistance of mine + resistance of fan
Aero- dynamic efficiency -ratio of a system ventilated by two identical fans

Efficiency

:-

in series

-

R + 2r '
Aero- dynamic efficiency -ratio of a system ventilated by two identical

fans in parallel

-R

4

In all three cases if r is small compared with R, the ratio approximates to 100 per cent. This does not mean, of course, that the actual
efficiency will have that value, since the mechanical efficiency of the
engine or motor driving the fan and the frictional and other losses in the
fan itself must affect materially the overall efficiency.
I have chosen the term "aero- dynamic efficiency- ratio" to distinguish
it from the real efficiency of the ventilating system. As expressed above,
the aero- dynamic efficiency is numerically equal to the air -resistance of
the mine divided by the total air-resistance of the ventilating system.
It might also be expressed as the ratio of the power expended in the mine
itself to the total aero- dynamic power expended both in the mine and
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It would not be easy to say, even approximately,
the relation between the aero- dynamic ratio
whole plant. Much would depend upon the
the
of
and the efficiency
the condition of the engine or motor, and the
fan,
the
driving
method of
the real efficiency would in every case be
however,
Obviously,
loading.
I.
Table
in
shown
less than that
The curves in Fig. 7 are plotted from the results in Table II.,
and show very strikingly that the parallel arrangement increases the
especially if the resistance of the
efficiency of the ventilating system,
fan equals or nearly equals that of the mine, whereas on the other hand
the fan -passages.
what is likely to be

the series combination makes for a lowered efficiency.
Distribution of Quantity with Two Similar Fans

==

in Parallel but
run
in parallel,
-When
two
similar
fans
Speeds.
Different
at
Running
it has been shown that the quantity of air delivered by the two will be
greater than that given by one, provided that the resistance of the fan is
not negligible. Consider now what would happen if the speed of one fan
were gradually reduced. We may here again have recourse to the electrical analogy. Imagine the dynamo D1 to run at constant speed and
maintain an electromotive force E1, and the dynamo Dy-which gives
the same electromotive force at the same speed-to be slowed down. The
electromotive force of
decrease
will
D2
according to some

J-

power of the speed,

cTi
<1c.)>'
"

II

.

amongst T
other things, on the ó
depending,
method
As

a

excitation.

sult

result
reof

of

this

fall of electromotive Q
the current
force,
through
D 2 will be
g

.
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RESISTANCE OF FAN
and the current
through D1 greater FIG. 7. -EFFICIENCY OF VENTILATING SYSTEMS : (I) Two
IDENTICAL FANS IN SERIES ; (II) SINGLE FAN ;
than when both give
(III) Two IDENTICAL FANS IN PARALLEL.
the
same
electro
motive force. Eventually a point will be reached when no current
at all will flow through D2 and all the current will pass through
D1. Suppose the current at this stage flowing through D1
to be I; then
the voltage drop in D1 is I1r1, and the terminal voltage
of D1
is E1- 11r1 =e1.
Now since no current flows through D2, its
electromotive force must be equal and opposite
to the terminal
voltage of D1; that is, E2 =e1. Under those conditions
the voltage produced in D2 is just sufficient to prevent reversal
of current in it. It
should be noted that the value of the current
flowing through DI is the
same as if the machine D2 were cut
out of the circuit and D1 were running alone. Thus when the electromotive force
of D2 =e1, the effect is the
same as if D2 did not exist at all. Any
further fall of speed of D2 would
cause current to pass through the
armature in the opposite direction to
that in which it delivered current as
a dynamo; in electrical parlance,
D2 would commence to motor.
It will be evident that a somewhat similar
condition obtains when
two fans run in parallel.
As one fan is slowed down, the depression
caused by it falls off as the
square of the reduction of speed. Thus less
air is drawn through it and
more air passes through the other fan.
Let the water -gauge in
the fan -drift with only one fan running be
h, and let the total watergauges of each fan when running at the same
less

OF
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speed be hi., and h 0 respectively. Imagine ' f, to be Maintained constant
and hi, to fall slowly as the speed of that fan is reduced. When both
are running at the same speed in parallel, the water -gauge in the fan,
drift will be slightly greater than h, for reasons already explained; but
as one fan is slowed down, h will fall slowly, until eventually when no
air is passing through the slower- running fan, and all through the other,
lo will resume the value it had when only one fan was running.
At this
point, reasoning from the electrical parallel, the total depression produced by the slow fan will be equal to h, the water -gauge in the fandrift. The depression produced by that fan will now be just enough to
prevent the other fan from sucking air through it from the outside
atmosphere. Any further fall of speed would result in air being drawn
through the fan in the direction opposite to that in which it delivers air.
The graphs in Fig. 8 show the distribution of the air in two similar

,`;
I1!
I

VAFAI

MALI
_' -

II

ó.-DISTRIBUTION

`\

III

'7

'9

RATIO
FIG.

,

'6

'S

4

'3

WATER-GAUGE OF FAN SLOWING DOWN
\.DATER -GAUGE OF OTHER FAN

AIR BETWEEN
TOGETHER IN PARALLEL.

OF QUANTITY OF

Two FANS

RUNNING

fans in parallel, one of which is supposed to be slowing down. Quantity
water -gauge of fan slowing down
is plotted vertically and the ratio
water -gauge of fan at constant speed
is plotted horizontally.
Six different pairs of curves are plotted, in order to see the effect of
the internal resistance of the ventilator on the rate at which the re
distribution of the quantity will take place. For example, when the
internal resistance of each fan is one -tenth of the resistance of the mine,
the fan slowing down will cease to deliver any air at all when its total
water-gauge is 0.91 of the water -gauge produced by the fan running at
constant speed. On the other hand, if the internal resistance of each
fan were twice the resistance of the mine
highly exaggerated
case-the slower fan would continue to deliver air until its
water-gauge was as low as 0'333 of that of the other fan. The
former case represents fairly common practice at collieries in this

-a

I
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be seen that the transference of volume from the
country, and it will
down to the other is very rapid. The curves are
slowing
is
which
fan
and when they are re-plotted to a speed base,
lines,
straight
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they
9,
Fig.
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still more
All
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the points on the
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from purely theoretical considerations,
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?
the circulation of air
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Effect of Shape of FIG 9.-DISTRIBUTION OF QUANTITY OF AIR BETWEEN
Two FANS RUNNING TOGETHER IN PARALLEL.
Blades of Ventilator.It is well known that
the depression produced by a fan depends not only upon the peripheral
speed, but also upon the angle that the blades make with the tangent to
the periphery at the point where the blade terminates.*
REFERENCE TO FIGS. 8 AND 9.
Ratio : Resistance of mine
Resistance of fan.
I.
10
II.
5
III.
3

No. of curve.

IV.

2

V.
VI.

1

0.5

Let h= theoretical water -gauge, in inches.

v= peripheral velocity, in feet per second.
u---radial velocity, in feet per second.
a =angle blades are turned backwards or forwards.
Then the equations giving the theoretical water -gauge are
(1) For fans with radial blades, h

-ÿ

x 0'015.

(2) For fans with blades curved backwards,

h- v (v -u cos a)
9

example, Waddle and Walker fans).
(3)

For fans with blades curved forwards,

example, Sirocco, Keith,

:-

h-

u cos a)

x 0.015 (for

x 0.015 (for

and Ser fans).

* "The Principle of Design of Ventilating
Managers' Pocket Book, 1909, page 316.

Fans," by Henry Briggs, Colliery

2E
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In a fan with radial blades or blades which are radial at the tips,
the theoretical water -gauge depends only on the peripheral speed, and ie
not at all affected by the quantity of air delivered by the fan. For this
reason the static water -gauge in the fan -drift of such a fan is greatest
when the fan -drift is completely shut off. Fans with blades curved backwards or forwards behave differently, as the theoretical depression they
are capable of producing is not independent of the quantity of air passing through the fan. The effect of increase of quantity in a fan with
blades trending backwards is to reduce the theoretical depression, and
in the case of a fan with forward-curved blades the opposite effect is
produced. The static depression in the fan -drift of the latter type of
fan will not be a maximum when the fan -drift is entirely closed. As
the fan -drift is gradually opened, the static water -gauge will rise
slightly, due to the added forward velocity of the air as it leaves the fan tips. The greater the quantity of air delivered by the fan, the greater will
be the theoretical water -gauge produced by the fan. As against this, the

V*

WADDLE FAN

SIROCCO FAN

1p86 CuF

114,310 CuF.

QUANTITy

y
SIROCCO FAN

GIVEN

By

WADDLE FAN

`

RUNNINGALONE
AT 25 R.P.M.

RUNNING ALONE
AT 172 R.P. M.

1

'MAX.
X OTAL QUANT Ty IN PARALLEL
I

125,000

pir
,WADDLE

FAN

_

SLOWING DOWN.

f
120
FIG.

- WADDLE FAN
SPEEDING UP.

125
130
REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE.

Cu.Fr.

e

135

10.- DISTRIBUTION

OF QUANTITY OF AIR BETWEEN Two FANS RUNNING
TOGETHER IN PARALLEL AT WELLESLEY COLLIERY.

greater the volume of air, the greater will be the proportion of the
water -gauge lost in the fan itself. Eventually the resistance of the fan
will wipe out the influence of the forward blades, and the static water gauge in the fan -drift will commence to decrease.
On the other hand, the water -gauge produced by a fan with backward
curved blades will not rise at all as the fan -drift is opened, but will
continue to fall away gradually.
The fan with radial blades will occupy a position somewhere in
between the other two types of fans.
The fan with blades curved forwards may be likened to a directcurrent dynamo with compound winding, the fan with backward blades
to a shunt -wound dynamo, and the radially-bladed fan to a dynamo
separately excited with constant current.
With regard to the points primarily at issue in this paper, it may
be said that fans with forward -curved vanes are not likely to run so
satisfactorily in combination as fans with backward-curved blades. The

-
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to flow through
the Sirocco fan
and a smaller quantity to flow through the
Waddle fan.
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duced by the
though its speed
unchanged,
was
be
now
since the

would

greater,

depression pro-

duced by a fan of

that type depends
not only on the
speed but also on
the delivery of air.
Such a fan would,

therefore, tend to
overload itself more
rapidly than would
the other type if
the positions were
reversed, for if the
Waddle were the
fan dealing with
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increased

quantity

-
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its
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which
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Test of Two Fans in Parallel at Wellesley Colliery.-
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Kirkby and Mr. David Beveridge, of the
kindness of Mr. Richard
I was able to carry out at their
Limited,
Company,
Coal
Wemyss
which gave extremely interesting results.*
Wellesley Colliery a test
One of them is a Waddle
Duplicate fans are installed at this colliery.
is a double-inlet Sirocco fan,
and
the
other
diameter,
in
feet
21
fan,
and 7 feet wide. Both fans have a rated capacity
119 inches in diameter
minute at a water -gauge of 4 inches.
per
feet
cubic
of 200,000
The fans are placed to right and to left of a 14 -foot diameter vertical
air -shaft which connects with the upcast shaft at a point 102 feet below
from the air -shaft to either fan,
the surface. A separate fan -drift leads
and
12.
11
t
as shown in Figs.
Either fan can be placed in connexion with the mine, or be completely
shut off from it by means of swing doors operated from the roof of the
fan -drift on the outside. It is usual to run the fans separately and
alternatively for a month at a time. The Waddle fan is driven by a

tandem- compound engine and has no governor, the speed being varied
The usual speed is
when necessary by adjusting the throttle- valve.
somewhere about 110 revolutions per minute, at which speed the fan
under present conditions gives approximately 100,000 cubic feet per
minute. The Sirocco fan is driven by a compound condensing Bellis -&Morcom vertical engine. This engine is governed, and maintains a
speed of about 170 revolutions per minute, within a variation of approximately 1 per cent. over a considerable range of loading. At this speed
the fan gives approximately. 110,000 cubic feet per minute.
It should be noted that at present both fans are working at only about
half of their rated capacity. As the colliery develops -the mine is
comparatively new-the quantity of air circulated will in all probability greatly increase.
The aim of the test was two- fold -first, to ascertain what increase
of quantity was obtainable by running the two fans together in
parallel, and, secondly, to see the effect of variation of speed on the
distribution of the air between the two fans. For several reasons it
was decided not to take measurements of the horsepower of the engines,
but to confine attention to quantity, water- gauge, and speed.
The observers worked in pairs, two in each fan -house to record the
speed of the engine and the water-gauge, and two in each fan -drift to
measure the velocity of the air. Every test was taken over a period of
five minutes, so as to obtain a good average value from the readings.
During the five-minute test period the water- gauges were read every
half -minute and the total revolutions of the engines counted, and from
this data the average value was obtained. The method of measuring the
velocity was to move the anemometer slowly and steadily along lines
parallel to the floor of the drift at vertical intervals of about 1 foot. This
method, I consider, gives a better average value than that in which the
instrument is held stationary for short periods in predetermined positions. The positions chosen for velocity measurements were about 20
feet on either side of the vertical air -shaft, clear of the air- doors, and in
straight portions of the fan -drifts, so that eddies would be at a minimum.
At the measuring points the drift leading to the Waddle fan was 11
feet high by 13 feet 11 inches wide, and the drift leading to the Sirocco
fan 121 feet high by 13t feet wide. Both anemometers were mounted on

*I should like to record my appreciation of the assistance given by Mr. J.
Brown, the Manager of the colliery.
t I am indebted to Mr. J. M. Bell, Chief Surveyor to the Wemyss Coal Company, Limited, for the drawings for these two figures.
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a long stick or rod, so as to enable the instrument to be held close to the
roof as well as out from the body. The following is a brief record of the
tests taken
Test No. 1.-Waddle fan alone drawing air from the mine; doors in
Sirocco fan -drift closed. Speed of Waddle fan, 109 revolutions per
minute; air drawn from mine, 99,176 cubic feet per minute; water

:-

-

gauge, 3'25 inches.
Test No. 2. -Both fans running. Speeds : Sirocco fan, 169 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 120 revolutions per minute;* quantities:
21,202 cubic feet;t air
Sirocco fan, 126,373 cubic feet; Waddle fan,
drawn from mine, 105,171 cubic feet; water- gauge, 4'2 inches and 4.0
inches respectively.
Test No. 3. -Both fans running. Speeds : Sirocco fan, 171 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 135 revolutions per minute; quantities:
31,659 cubic feet; Waddle fan, 140,583 cubic feet; air
Sirocco fan,
drawn from mine, 108,924 cubic feet; water- gauge, 46 inches and 475
inches respectively.
Test No. 4. -Both fans running. Speeds Sirocco fan, 171'5 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 132 revolutions per minute; quantities:
11,619 cubic feet; Waddle fan, 118,242 cubic feet; air
Sirocco fan,
drawn from mine, 104,623 cubic feet; water- gauge, 46 inches in both
fan -drifts.
Test No. 5. -Both fans running. Speeds : Sirocco fan, 172 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 125 revolutions per minute; quantities:\
Sirocco fan, 55,584 cubic feet; Waddle fan, 67,942 cubic feet; air drawn
from mine, 123,526 cubic feet; water -gauge, 4'25 inches and 4'3 inches
respectively.
Test No. 6. -Both fans running. Speeds Sirocco fan, 172 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 122 revolutions per minute; quantities:
Sirocco fan, 101,882 cubic feet; Waddle fan, 20,286 cubic feet; air
drawn from mine, 122,168 cubic feet; water- gauge, 42 inches and 410
inches respectively.
Test No. 7. -Both fans running. Speeds Sirocco fan, 173 revolutions per minute; Waddle fan, 118 revolutions per minute; quantities:
Sirocco fan, 133,878 cubic feet; Waddle fan,
23,363 cubic feet; air
drawn from mine, 110,515 cubic feet; water- gauge, 4'2 inches and 4'0
inches respectively.
Test No.
Waddle fan alone drawing air from mine at 125 revolutions per minute;$ quantity of air, 114,310 cubic feet; water- gauge,
42 inches.
Test No. 9.- Sirocco fan alone drawing air from mine at 172 revolutions per minute; quantity of air, 111,986 cubic feet; water-gauge, 4'1
inches.

-

-

:

-

:

:

-

8.-

-

* It was found on opening the doors in the Sirocco fan -drift that the Waddle fan,
instead of delivering air, was having air sucked through it in the reverse direction.
The speed of the Waddle fan was accordingly increased to 120 revolutions per minute.
Even at this speed the air was reversed in the Waddle fan. It was decided, however,
to take measurements.
-t The minus sign indicates air drawn through the fan in the reversed direction.
$ This speed was chosen because it appeared from the previous tests that that was
the speed at which the fan would share the air nearly equally with the Sirocco fan at 172
revolutions per minute.
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on the

form in
The results are shown in tabular
case of the Sirocco fan, two graphs
in
the
speed
constant
of
assumption
12. showing the probable quantities given by
have been plotted in Fig.
when the speed of the Waddle fan is
parallel
in
the two fans operating
to 135 revolutions per minute.
minute
per
revolutions
118
from
varied
Waddle fan is approximately
the
of
speed
the
The graphs intersect when

revolutions, and at this point each fan delivers rather more than
making approximately 125,000 cubic feet
62,000 cubic feet per minute,
fan
slows down, the quantity delivered by it
Waddle
together. As the
of 120 revolutions per minute the
a
speed
at
until
decreases,
rapidly
depression being just
Waddle fan delivers no air at all, the total
At this point the
fan
-drift.
the
in
depression
the
balance
sufficient to
quantity delivered by the Sirocco fan is somewhere between 110,000 and
by that fan running
120,000 cubic feet, and approximates to that given
when its speed falls
air
deliver
to
fan
ceases
Waddle
the
Thus
alone.
about 4 per cent. below that at which it shares the air equally with the
other fan.
On the other hand, when the speed of the Waddle fan is increased to
slightly over 131 revolutions per minute, the Sirocco fan has ceased to
deliver air and the Waddle fan discharges slightly over 115,000 cubic
feet per minute, approximating to that delivered by it when running
alone. Thus the Waddle fan would commence to reverse the air in its
companion when its speed was increased by about 5 per cent. above that
at which it took one -half of the total delivery of air.
When the speed of the Waddle fan is more than 4 per cent. under
the speed at which it takes half the air, the flow of air is reversed in it;
and when it runs at more than 5 per cent. above that speed, the air is
reversed in the Sirocco fan.
125

It will be seen that this performance corresponds with that obtained
purely theoretical considerations in Fig. 8, the conditions
pertaining to which are that the resistance of the fan is one -tenth the
resistance of the mine.
It is probable that many of the mine fans in this country are
operating under conditions approximating to those obtaining in the
colliery at which the tests were made; if so, it is clear that in most cases
not only is the gain of quantity small by parallel operation, but a very
small variation of speed of one of the fans will cause a reversal of the
air in one or other of the fans.
Neither of the fans is working, however, under conditions which
would enable them to attain a maximum efficiency.
From particulars supplied to me by the makers of the fans, it
appears that the Sirocco fan is designed to work on a mine having an
equivalent orifice of 56'67 square feet, and the Waddle fan for working
on mine equivalent orifices of 45 to 75 square feet.
As the mine
develops, therefore, and its equivalent orifice increases -or, as I would
prefer to express it, its equivalent ventilating resistance decreases -the
conditions will become more favourable, not only to each fan running
alone, but to the two operating in parallel combination.*
At present the resistance of the mine is equivalent to an opening of
21'6 square feet. It should be pointed out that although in this test a
very slight variation in the speed of one of the fans caused a considerable volume to be drawn through the slower- running fan in the reverse
direction, yet the quantity of air drawn from the mine was not greatly
from

.

of

* It should be mentioned that the two fans
not installed with the intention
running them in parallel, but simply as duplicatearefuns.
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For instance, when as much as 31,659 cubic feet of air per
minute were being drawn through the Sirocco fan, 108,824 cubic feet
were drawn out of the mine itself ; and throughout the series of tests
with the single exception of the first -the quantity taken from the mine
never fell to 100,000 cubic feet per minute.
Another matter worthy of note is that when the conditions were such
that one of the fans was delivering little or no air, a sort of " hunting "
action took place in that fan, the air flowing at one period in the normal
direction and at another in the reverse direction. The reversal of the
air would tend probably to speed up or " motor " the fan, which effect
would disappear when the fan recommenced delivery of air.
Comparison of Results Obtained at Three Different Collieries. -In
Table IV. I have compared the results obtained from experiments on the
parallel running of fans at three different collieries. All the figures are
experimental results, except those for the orifices of passage of the
various fans. Those have been derived from purely theoretical considerations and on the assumption that both fans in each set have the
same internal resistance. For example, at St. John's Colliery, Normanton, Mr. E. Brown obtained an increase in quantity of air of 21
per cent. with parallel operation. Referring to Table II., it will be
seen that this increase of quantity is got when the resistance of the
mine is greater than but not more than twice the resistance of the fan,
from which it is assumed that the orifice of passage of each of the Guibal
fans in use at that colliery is or was somewhere about 50 square feet.
Again, the increase of quantity at Bentley Colliery was 15 per cent.,
which, from Table II., agrees with an orifice of passage of about 100
square feet.
I asked the makers of both the Sirocco and the Waddle fans in use
at Wellesley Colliery if they could supply the orifices of passage of the
fans, but neither was in a position to do so, and so far I have not had an
opportunity to obtain the values myself. It would appear, however,
from Table II.' that the resistance of each fan corresponds to an
" opening of about 70 square feet.
I am fully aware that this method of estimating the orifice of passage
of the fan is somewhat haphazard, and that the actual values may
differ considerably from those given, but it is the only one available at
the moment. Moveover, they agree-prima facie, at any rate-with the
experimental results.
It should be pointed out that makers of fans attach little importance
to what is termed the " orifice of passage " of a fan. It seldom or never
enters into the calculations made when designing the fan for a given
duty. This is not as it should be, but in the present state of our
knowledge of fan resistances their attitude is perhaps justifiable.
affected.

-

.

PART

III. -CONCLUSIONS.

:-

The following are the conclusions arrived at
(1) The advantage to be gained by two or more fans in series or
parallel depends chiefly on the relation existing between the resistance

in
of

the fans and rthat of the mine.
(2) Unless the resistance of the fan is small compared with that of the
mine, the operation of two fans in series will result in a greatly lowered
efficiency.
(3) Unless the resistance of the fan is at least one -third of the
resistance of the mine, the advantage of running two fans in parallel
is small.

Bentley
(Yorkshire).

Wellesley
(Fifeshire).

1918

1920

-1.

St. John's *
(Yorkshire).

Colliery.

*

3.10

21.6

7

feet.

119 inches by

(2) Sirocco,

diameter.

-

70

-

(2) Capell,
17 by 6 feet.
Both single inlet.

(1) Waddle,
21 feet in

100

-

-

--

50

(1) Capell,
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(4) If the'resistance of the fan is small compared with that of the
mine, not only will the increase of quantity by parallel operation be
small, but a slight reduction or increase in the speed of one of the fans
over the other will result in the air being reversed in that fan which
runs at the slower speed.
(5) If increase of quantity is the sole desideratum, better results will
in most cases be obtained by combining the fans in series than by running them in parallel.
(6) The increase of quantity obtained by running two similar fans
in series at the same speed at which they would run singly would in
most cases be approximately 35 per cent.
(7) The increase of quantity obtained by running two similar fans
in parallel would range from 5 to 15 per cent. in the majority of mines
in Great Britain.
(8) The satisfactory running of two fans in parallel can best be accomplished through the medium of synchronous electric motors.
(9) If two fans are running in parallel and the speed of one should
fall to any extent, the other fan may become dangerously overloaded,
unless there is a large margin of power available in the motor or engine
driving it.
APPENDIX. -METHOD OF CALCULATING POINTS ON GRAPHS IN FIGS. 8 AND 9.
The method of calculating the points on the graphs in Figs. 8 and 9 is as follows: Let R = equivalent resistance of themine.
r, and r2 = equivalent resistance of the two fans respectively.
r, = -equivalent resistance of the fans.when operating in parellel.
q and q' = quantities with one fan and two fans respectively.
Suppose r0 and r2 to be the same and to' be one -fifth of IR, then when one fan only
is running, the

total equivalent'ventilating resistance is R -i- r,

= °R +

-

5'R =

6

R,

When the two fans are operating in parallel and sharing the air equally, the com.
biped resistance of the two is one -fourth of the resistance of one of them (see page 4).
Thus r, = tr1 .=-01 R.
20

,

The total equivalent ventilating resistance is, therefore, now R +

From the equation q

=,R, we have q

eo

6

q'

=q

x

5

H.
20

,

=q x)

,

/21=

20 R

since k is constant

20 R.

;

1.07q.

Thus the quantity passing through each fan will now be 0.535q. For this condition
the total water-gauge produced by the two fans must be the same if the resistances
are equal.
Take next the circumstances in which the quantity passing through one fan is a
times that passing through the other (call the lesser quantity x cubic feet), then one
fan gives x and the other gives sor cubic feet.
On the assumption that the ventilating resistance in the fan is proportional to the
square of the quantity passing through it, the resistance in one fan will be kx' and in
the other kn2x2. Combining those resistances and taking k = 1, we get (see page 4)
æ2
sz2x2
the combined equivalent resistance of the two fans =x2
x
+ 2.,/x°nAx2 + n2a.2
n2
Taking x = 1, this reduces to
1 + 2,/n2 + n2'

Let n = 2 then
'

7L

1

+ 2.,/ñ` + n2

4

9'
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That is, the combined equivalent resistance is now four-ninths of that of one of the
fans. Thus for the condition that one fan passes twice as much air as the other the
combined resistance

r' is

9

x 5

45

R.
4

The

total equivalent resistance is, therefore, 45 R

Consequently, q, = q x

5

= q x

49
45
One fan

-

A

/54 =

V

+

49

R = 45 R.

1.05q.

49

takes 0.35g and the other 0.7q.

Assuming that the fan taking the larger quantity has been kept running at
constant speed, the other must have been slowed down. Of the total water -gauge
45(49ths is used. to send the air through the mine and4 /49ths to send the air along the
parallel path through the two fans. But since the quantity passing through one of the
fans is only half that passing through the other, the water -gauge absorbed in it will only
be one-quarter of that absorbed in the fan passing the greater quantity. Thus one of the
fans has been slowed down
gauge produced by

until its total water -gauge is

49 +49' or

49hs

of

the water-

the fan at constant speed. In this way another point on each
has been obtained and similarly for other points
which the other pairs of graphs are plotted were

of the .curves II. (Figs. 8 and 9)
on the graphs. The points from

calculated in the same way.
The quantity of air delivered by one fan the resistance of which is one-fifth of that
of the mine is taken as unity, and all quantities are reduced throughout to this as a
standard.
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Introduction.
The object of this paper is to demonstrate the desirability of providing rescue equipment for mines in India.
In modern coal -mining, rescue and recovery appliances
form an important part of the safety organization of a
colliery. A coal mine is in many cases liable to devastation by an explosion or by fire. An explosion sometimes
extends throughout the entire connected workings of the
colliery. In such a case the subsequent operations may
be grouped under two heads, viz. (a) rescue work and (b)
recovery work. Without breathing apparatus it may be
and generally is impossible to attempt anything in the
way of rescuing the victims of the explosion. The atmosphere of that portion of a mine affected by an explosion is for a time quite irrespirable and no living creature
could live for more than a few minutes under such conditions. It is unfortunately true that in many instances
after an explosion there is no one left to rescue, but when
and while there is the slightest hope of a. rescue being
effected, it is the proud boast of the mining profession
that an attempt is invariably made. It is obvious that
the risks to the rescuer are enormously greater, and the
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chances of his effecting a rescue much smaller, if he is unprotected against the poisonous nature of the underground
atmosphere. The desire to be in a position to rescue
one's fellow -men entrapped by an explosion has been and
is one of the chief incentives in the perfecting of rescue
apparatus. The provision of rescue appliances and the
training of men to use them has been for some years required by law in Great Britain. There are no fewer than
52 rescue stations in the various coal -fields, and every
colliery unless exempted from the provisions of the rules
must have its quota of trained men. In America, Canada,
Germany, France, Belgium, and other coal -producing countries, rescue apparatus and training for rescue work forms
an essential part of the safety organization of every colliery. In short, rescue appliances have everywhere come
to be recognized as a necessity for the saving of life in
poisonous atmospheres, for exploratory and recovery work
after explosions, and for work in connection with underground fires. Rescue apparatus was used extensively in
the recent explosions at Plean (Scotland) and Whitehaven
(England) in rescuing victims of the explosions.
Examples of the Use of Apparatus.
A notable instance of the use of portable breathing
apparatus in saving life underground is given in a paper
read by Mr. W. D. Lloyd before the Institution of Mining
Engineers of Great Britain.' Two men working on the
night shift had gone into a disused part of the workings
about a mile from the shaft for the purpose of removing
rails. While they were doing so they were overcome by
the lack of oxygen in the air. It was afterwards estimated that the air contained from 5o to 6o per cent of fireAn account of the use of Rescueapparatus at Lodge Mill Colliery, Huddersfield by Mr. W. D. Lloyd. Trans. Bast. Min. Eng., Vol. XLVI, part 2.
I
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thereby reduced to under

damp, the oxygen content being
two men did not return as expected,
10 per cent. As the
about half an hour later, two other men went in search of
them. Before they reached the place where the others
were lying however, one of them was overcome. The
other was just able to save himself. The first two rnen
had been overcome about 4 A.M., but the alarm was not
raised till the day -shift commenced work at about 7 A.M.

The manager and three others tried to reach the men but
found it impossible. It was decided to send for help from
the Altofts rescue station. Pending the arrival of the
rescue brigade other attempts at rescue were made but
Owing to various adverse circumall to no purpose.

stances the rescue party did not arrive at the colliery till
about I P.M. Three men equipped with rescue apparatus
descended the shaft, traversed a distance of nearly a mile
and brought out the three workmen who had been overcome. One of the three was dead, the second died in
hospital three days later, and the third recovered in a few
days. Mr. Lodge stated that in his opinion " had efficient

apparatus and men trained to use it been available
colliery
at the
or in the immediate neighbourhood the lives
of all three men would almost certainly have been saved."
Breathing apparatus has proved of inestimable value
in the recovering of a mine after an explosion. One of
the most noteworthy examples in the history of mining of
the serviceableness of rescue apparatus for such work was
given in the re- opening of Norton Colliery, North Staffordshire, after the explosion which occurred on February
24th, 1912.i The whole of the work of exploring and
rescue

account of this work is given by Mr. J. R. L.
Re- opening of Norton Colliery " with self- contained

A full

" The

after an explosion.

Allott in his paper,
Breathing- apparatus
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recovering this colliery was effected by the use of mine
rescue apparatus. In the recovery operations three rescue teams, consisting of five men each, worked 125 days in
the mine ; altogether they actually lived on their oxygen
for 36o hours during this period. " The atmosphere was
practically devoid of oxygen and in it no one could have
lived for many seconds without the use of breathing -ap.
paratus." The work at this colliery, in an absolutely
irrespirable atmosphere, constitutes a remarkable record.
Another noteworthy instance of the prolonged and
successful use of rescue apparatus is given in a recent report issued by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in connection
with a fire at No. 3 Sunnyside mine in Utah. The mine
had been shut down and, after the first seal had been
broken in re- opening the mine, between 5o and 6o apparatus men working three shifts, were constantly employed
for over six months between September 28th, 1920, and
April 9th, 1921. There was not a single fatality among
the wearers of apparatus.
Numerous instances could be given of the use of breathing appliances in the work of dealing with underground
fires under conditions which rendered work impossible
without such appliances. The atmosphere in the vicinity
of underground fires, as every mining man knows, may
contain very deadly gases. It may not be an easy matter
to clear the atmosphere sufficiently to enable human beings to live in it, or the delay in doing so may be serious
in so far as the control of the fire is concerned. In circumstances such as these, trained men with self- contained
breathing apparatus have repeatedly accomplished work
which has resulted in saving large areas of colliery workings which might otherwise have been lost. This was the
case at the Norton Colliery, mention of which has just
.
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been made. Indeed it may be said that rescue apparatus
is being now very commonly employed in the location of
the seat of incipient gob fires and in attempts to isolate
or extinguish them.

Conditions in India.
Consider now the position in India. The conditions
are admittedly in some respects different frotn those found,
say, in England. The mines are not so extensive nor are
they so fiery or so dusty as in the latter country. Nevertheless, numerous explosions have occurred and many lives
have been lost. In most cases the explosions have been
confined to parts of the mines and have not extended
throughout the whole of the workings. The dangers from
fire -damp and from coal -dust are, however, increasing as
our mines get deeper and the workings more extensive and
we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that a disaster on a
large scale may occur at any time even in India. It would
be a sad reflection on the mining profession in this country if such a catastrophe should take place and lives were
lost through the lack of provision in the way of rescue
apparatus.
I have gone through the records of explosions in.
Indian mines, as they are described in the yearly reports
of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India, and I have
formed the impression that in many instances the lives of
rescuers would have been safeguarded, the work of rescuing
victims of the explosion expedited, and the subsequent
operations for the salving of the mine greatly facilitated
by the aid of rescue apparatus and men trained in its use.'
As one instance of an underground fire and an explosion to which these remarks might very well be applied, I might refer to the explosion which took place
in the Nast Indian Coal Co's I{endwad +_h Coal Mine on 9th November, 1911, an
account of which is given in the Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in India
for 1911.
I
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An explosion whether extensive or confined to a small area
always produces an irrespirable atmosphere and generally

deranges the ventilation, and the work of rescuing persons
who may have escaped the force of the explosion must
always be fraught with danger to the rescuers. There is
no doubt that the use of rescue apparatus reduces that
danger to a minimum.
The primary, or contributory cause, of many of the
explosions (or if not the cause, the result) has been an
underground fire. An underground fire, as every colliery
manager knows, is a proposition which is not easy to
handle or control. If an explosion lias resulted from a fire
or has produced a fire, the restoration of the mine becomes
a much more difficult problem than if no fire existed.
There remains the possibility of a second or perhaps a
series of explosions, and beyond that, there is the fire itself,
a potential danger to the entire mine and perhaps to neighbouring mines. It is perhaps in the fighting of underground
fires that self- contained breathing apparatus would prove
of greatest service in the mines of India. The quantity
of coal that has been lost in India through underground
fires has been very great, amounting to many millions of
tons. Many of the fires have been burning for years and
every now and then their number is added to by a fresh
outbreak.
The difficulties in the way of controlling an outbreak
of fire in an Indian mine (not to speak of extinguishing it
which is often quite impracticable) are generally much
greater, in my opinion, than in British mines. The thickness
of the seams, the small thickness of rock strata between
contiguous seams, the method of working, the broken and
fissured nature of the ground due to subsidences, the extent
of quarry work, the sluggishness of the air -current in most
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mines owing to the size and number of the galleries, the
lack of artificial draught and the uncertainty and irregularity
of the natural draught, the frequent lack of adequate
barriers between adjoining mines, etc., render the task of

controlling, checking or extinguishing an underground fire
in an Indian mine difficult indeed. Apart from submerging
the seat of the fire under water, the one standard method
of isolating and checking a gob fire in Indian mines consists
in shutting off the area by stoppings. In the erecting of
these fire stoppings self -contained breathing apparatus
would, I am convinced, prove of great service. Frequently
fire stoppings have to be built or repaired in an atmosphere
containing dangerous percentages of poisonous gases. It
may not be easy to carry the fresh air right up to the
stoppings. Yet the stoppings must be built if the fire is
to he arrested and prevented from spreading to other parts
of the mine. In most cases it would be found, I think, that
the work of sealing off a fire which was emitting poisonous
gases in dangerous quantities would be carried out with
greater safety and more expeditiously with the help of rescue

apparatus than without it.

Most mining engineers could

give instances where the work of completing a stopping
has been attended with considerable danger to life and l as

been carried through after many irritating delays.
Time is an important factor in the fighting of underground
fires, and often a few hours delay may prove disastrous.
The value of breathing apparatus in fighting underground
fires has been demonstrated beyond question in other
countries, and I am perfectly sure that it would be of equal
value in Indian mines.
only

Types of Breathing Apparatus.
Breathing apparatus may be divided into three types
arranged as follows in their order of importance

:-
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I. Self - contained breathing apparatus in which the
gases to be breathed are contained in the apparatus, and
by means of which the wearer is rendered completely inde-

pendent of the surrounding atmosphere.
2. Apparatus of the smoke -helmet class in which
fresh air is forced or drawn through a flexible tube from some
place at which it is available
3. Respirators and gas masks of the types used in
warfare.
The last mentioned type is useless for underground
mining work, firstly, because no adequate absorbent for
carbon monoxide has yet been discovered, and secondly,
because the chief danger in an irrespirable atmosphere
underground is often an insufficient percentage of oxygen
against which no form of absorbent constitutes a safeguard.
The smoke -helmet apparatus has been found to be of
great use in many instances. I have had experience of
more than one gob -fire in Scotland where smoke helmets
were of great service in fighting the fire, both in the work
of digging out the fire and in the construction of stoppings.
The scope of the smoke helmet apparatus is limited by the
distance through which fresh air can be drawn or forced
through the flexible and non -collapsible tube which forms
an essential part of the equipment. Fresh air may be
sucked with ease, even when working, through a 7/8 inch
hose 5o feet long. By means of a Brigg's equalizer (see
Appendix) this distance may be increased to ioo feet.
Thus for example in the erection or repair of fire stoppings,
if fresh air is available within ioo feet of the stopping, a
Brigg' s equalizer, and a flexible hose are all that are required
to enable work to proceed under fresh air conditions. The
equipment is cheap, simple, and effective. With a pair of
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bellows or a hand pump, air may be forced
inch hose 200 feet or even 30o feet long.

through a 7/8
With suitable
two
or
more persons may be supplied
branch connections,
same
pump, but care must be taken
from
the
with fresh air
that the air supply is in excess of the combined requirements of the users, as a smoke helmet equipment is
unsafe unless the air supply is considerably greater than
the demand
The self- contained type of breathing apparatus is the
most flexible, the most serviceable, and the safest form_
By its use the wearer is quite independent of the surrounding atmosphere, his movements are not restricted
in any way, and the distance he can travel in an
irrespirable atmosphere, is limited only by the length
of time for which the apparatus is designed and the
rate at which he can travel. The full -sized apparatus is
designed to hold sufficient oxygen to last for two hours, and
assuming a rate of travel of i 2 miles per hour, one could
travel, say a mile from a fresh air base, work for thirty
minutes, and then have time to return to safety. I am
not of course advocating that such a course would be
justifiable except. in one circumstance only, viz. in a case
where there was a reasonable expectation of saving life.
.

Self -contained breathing apparatus has now been
to a high state of efficiency, but that fact does not

the taking of unnecessary risks.

brought
warrant

" It should always be

that the safety of the men wearing the
apparatus in an irrespirable or poisonous atmosphere
depends upon the perfect working of the apparatus. Neither the apparatus nor the men should be expected or asked
to achieve impossibilities ; any work undertaken must be
well within the compass both of the men and the apborne in mind
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paratus.' " There are two chief forms of self- contained
breathing apparatus, viz. that in which compressed oxygen
is used and that in which evaporated liquid air forms the
breathing mixture. Two of the former type of apparatus
and one of the latter type are briefly described in the
Appendix. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss
the relative merits and demerits of the various types of
self- contained breathing apparatus, but it may not be out
of place to state that in my opinion the compressed oxygen
type is more suited to Indian conditions than the liquid
air type. One ought also to include reviving apparatus in
the essential equipment for rescue work. A description of
a simple form of reviving apparatus and one of the best
is included in the Appendix.
The Need for Rescue and Recovery Equipment.
there is practically nothing in the

of

rescue and recovery equipment in connection with the coal
mines of India. That such equipment is much to be
desired will be admitted, I think, by most Indian mining
engineers and colliery, managers. More than one prominent
mining engineer both in the Raniganj and in the Jharia
coal- fields, realizing that breathing apparatus would be of
great service in the safeguarding of life and property, has
purchased equipment, primarily for use in dealing with
underground fires. At least one agent in the Jharia field
possesses equipment sufficient for a rescue brigade of four
men. I saw this equipment some time ago, more than
two years after it had arrived in India and it was in perfect condition. It is my belief that if it is properly stored
in a dark chamber, which should be as cool as possible,
frequently inspected and cleaned, rescue apparatus will
W. D. Lloyd.

Loc. cit., Vol. XLVI, p. 254.
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withstand the trying conditions of the Indian climate
remarkably well. Isolated efforts of this kind however,
though commendable, lead to little of practical value.
Breathing apparatus of the self -contained type, with which
I am chiefly concerned, is of no value whatever except in
the hands of men trained to its use. When a man wearing
apparatus enters an irrespirable or poisonous atmosphere
he practically takes his life into his own hands, and unless
he is thoroughly conversant with its functions and modus
operandi he becomes a danger to himself and it may be
to those who are co- operating with him. Further, it should
be remembered, that whether endeavouring to save life
after an explosion or fighting an underground fire, more
than one brigade of trained men will be required in order
that the work may go on without cessation for as long as
is necessary. The full -size rescue apparatus is designed
to supply the wearer for two hours. At the end of that
period, even if he feels quite fit to go on, he requires a rest,
at least of two hours duration, and possibly for a longer
time. Thus in order that rescue or recovery work may
go on without intermission for a period of say 24 hours,
or longer, there must be available at least four or five
brigades of trained men, and sufficient sets of apparatus
for at least two brigades.' The training of men for rescue
and recovery work with the use of rescue apparatus can
only be satisfactorily carried out in a rescue station, properly equipped with the necessary apparatus, and under
the charge of a competent instructor who devotes his
whole time to the training of rescue brigades and to the
maintenance of the apparatus.
I would suggest that steps be taken at the earliest
I

A

brigade generally consists of five men.
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possible moment to establish a central rescue station for
the Jharia coal-field and another for the Raniganj coal-field.
The suggestion is not new. Messrs. Pickering and Simpson pointed out the desirability of establishing central
rescue stations on the coal -fields as long ago as 1907.'
The question has been raised at sundry times since then.
Recent outbreaks of fire underground in the Jharia and
Raniganj fields and work in connection with them have
again brought the matter into prominence. In dealing
with these fires, lives have been risked and time has been
lost. It is at least conceivable that with the aid of breathing apparatus and men trained in its use, the risk to life
should have been less and the work of sealing off the fires
been carried through with greater expedition. I believe
that the Indian Mining Association have taken the matter
up and have appointed committees in the Jharia and
Raniganj fields to draw up schemes for the establishment
of Central Rescue Stations. I trust the movement will be
carried forward to fruition. I have gone a little into the
running costs of a Central Rescue Station in India and on
a basis of an output of 5,000,000 tons a year, the cess for
one station should not exceed one -tenth of an anna per
ton. I am quite sure that once facilities have been provided a sufficient number of suitable men both European
and Indian, will come forward for training.
1

Min.

w. H. Pickering and R. R. Simpson
Geol. Inst. Ind., Vol. II, p. 128.

:

-" Fighting a colliery

fire " Trans.

APPENDIX.
Meco =Briggs Apparatus.
The Meco- Briggs apparatus is the outcome of about three years'
research work on breathing appliances, conducted under the British.
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. The original design
of the apparatus has. been considerably improved by collaboration
between Professor Briggs and the manufacturers, who have had a long
experience in the manufacture of rescue appliances. A diagram of the
apparatus is shown in plate 3o, fig. r.
The oxygen cylinder, O, holds 290 litres at 120 atmos., an ample
supply for over two hours' work. It is manufactured according to
the specification of the British Gas Cylinders Research Committee's
Recommendations. The cylinder valve is fitted with a sunk spindle
which is further protected by a cap. This cap guards against loss of
oxygen along the valve spindle and prevents tampering when in use.
This arrangement effectively protects the spindle against damage and
positively precludes all possibility of its being accidently closed. A
special key is supplied for actuating the valve. A solid drawn brass
elbow piece connects the reducing valve with the cylinder ; this is the
only high pressure connection on the apparatus.
The oxygen from the oxygen cylinder flows from the reducing
valve R, through a length of canvas and rubber pressure tubing, A,
into the breathing circuit, combining with the purified air from the
purifier, and so passes up the tubes into the mouthpiece. At B, the

breathing bag is connected by means of a T piece to the inhalation
side of

the circuit.

The breathing bag is made of stout canvas with a rubber coating
outside and inside, with all seams vulcanized. The outer side is attached to a metal shield which is hung from the horizontal member of
the breathing circuit. It is impossible to press the beg flat as it is
protected by the solid drawn brass tubes of the breathing circuit. The
mouthpiece is fitted with inclined mica valves of large area and small
lift, giving extreme flexibility and low
resistance. In addition it is an
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impossibility to stick the valves up with saliva. The metal mouthjet
has a saliva trap fitted with a hand controlled valve, so that the wearer
can expel the saliva from the mouthjet and prevent it entering the
apparatus. A trap is also fitted to prevent the saliva re- entering the
mouth. The rubber mouthpiece M is fitted with specially thickened lugs
to permit of unrestricted flow even when the teeth are tightly gripping
the lugs. From the mouthpiece the exhaled air passes down into the
purifier by means of tube C.
The purifier consists of a strong sheet -metal canister of robust
design, which is filled with caustic soda in wire gauze trays in such a
manner that it is impossible either to short circuit or choke. and the
efficiency is so high that, after a two hours' walking test, at 4 miles
per hour, the CO, percentage did not exceed o.1%. A refillable
purifier for practice purposes is supplied, and is of identical design with
the interchangeable purifier, the only difference being that a patented
hinged lid is fitted to enable the purifier to be emptied after use. All
purifiers are charged with a charge of pounds of special caustic soda.
From the purifier, the air passes into the breathing circuit again;
stops at D and E prevent the exhaled and inhaled air from mixing.
At F is fitted the relief valve, which functions automatically, being set
to discharge at 4 inches water gauge. It can also be operated by
hand if desired. The relief valve also discharges condensed moisture as
well as excess air, and so drains the whole apparatus.
The body belt is of the three inch infantry type which is fitted
with a felt pad for the back rest and a loop to support the reducing
valve. The shoulder straps are also made of webbing padded with felt,
and two straps are fastened to the end of the shoulder straps, one
being attached to the frame, the other to a ring on the front of the body
belt. The two back rests are made of stove- enamelled steel, and are
attached to the breathing circuit by means of enamelled steel tubes.
The harness detaches from the frame in a few seconds, so that the
water bath leakage test can be rapidly taken and the wearer can
immediately don the apparatus without any elaborate drying.
The reducing valve is of the single lever variety, the lever being
pressed against one side of the box by a spring which makes sure that
the vulcanite valve has no transverse movement on its seat. No rubber
enters into the construction of the reducing valve, the diaphragm is
made of aneroid diaphragm metal, which does not perish like rubber.

4
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From the reducing valve box the oxygen flows through a resist
ance into the by -pass box, thence to the breathing circuit. The resistance takes the place of the fine orifice placed on the outflow side of
other reducing valves. It consists of a packing of cotton wool ; the
tightness of the packing can be adjusted by a screw. In practice, it is
found that when once set, the need for re- adjustment of the resistance
occurs very infrequently. The advantages of this type of resistance

that it is practically impossible for it to choke up with rust particles,
etc., the rate of flow varies almost directly as the pressure, resulting
in a continuous and even flow.
The by-pass is worked by the wearer's thumb and shuts under the
action of a strong spring immediately the thumb is removed, with the
The
obvious advantage of self -closing and instantaneous opening.
opening on the top is covered by a disc of strong insertion, and a
guard is also fitted to prevent the accidental opening of the by -pass.
The gauge is rigidly attached to the reducing valve and is well
protected by a covering shield. The gauge can be fitted with either a
single scale showing the pressure in atmospheres, or with a double reading scale showing both the pressure and the flow of oxygen in litres per
minute. Luminous spots of " radium " composition are placed on the
end of the pointer and at the zero and i2o atoms divisions, so that the
gauge can be read in the dark. The gauge case is covered with a
rubber sheath to prevent water entering into it during the bath test,
and the gauge is fixed within view of the wearer.
The following advantages are claimed for the apparatus
r. All- British design and manufacture.
2. The simplest apparatus yet produced, combining mechanical
strength with comfort.
3. Rubber parts reduced to a minimum, consequently, low cost of
upkeep, as the chief maintenance charges with rescue
apparatus are the frequent replacement of rubber parts.
4. Complete freedom of the wearer in front, facilitating the performance of the common tasks of mining, the use of tools,
lifting weights, etc.
5. Absence of all cocks, taps etc., to be manipulated by the wearer.
6. By-pass instantaneously opening by pressure of the thumb and
closing automatically, so that there is no possibility of the
by -pass being left on.
are

:-
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Elimination of all dangerous flexible high pressure tubing.
Complete immunity from the risk of the cylinder valve being
purposely or accidently turned off during work.
9. Practically no resistance in the breathing circuit, combined
with high CO, extraction efficiency of the purifier.
ro. The hinged metal bag cover protects the breathing bag, and
by its weight ensures positive pressure in all parts of the
apparatus.
rr. The apparatus is easily tested. For testing under water the
harness is so arranged that it can be completely detached in
a few seconds.
12. Of all oxygen apparatus it is the most " fool -proof," and needs
least practice on the part of the wearer.
13. The apparatus can be fitted with a litre meter enabling the
flow of oxygen to be continuously and automatically recorded if required.
14. There are only two detachable joints, which are on the purifier,
and are fitted with stout threaded screws which are tightened up with a spanner, consequently all dangerous finger
tightened joints are eliminated.
15. The cost per practise with refillable cartridges is half that of
certain other types.
A front and back view of the apparatus as worn as shown in
plate 31, figures 2 and 3. The apparatus has passed the tests imposed
by the British Mines Department.
7.
8.

-

The Proto Apparatus.
The " Proto " apparatus consists of the following main parts:
Oxygen cylinders (BB) (see diagrammatic sketch plate 32. Iii the
improved apparatus there is only one cylinder containing a two -hours
supply of oxygen) ; reducing valve (C) ; breathing bag (D) with inhaling
divisions; inspiratory and expiratory valves (S and T) ; mouthpiece
and noseclip (R) and (Y).
The wearer exhales through valve (S), the air passing down one
side of the partition
the breathing bag and through the caustic soda,
which absorbs the CO2, and thence up the other side of the partition
to valve (T) to be again inhaled, after mixing with fresh oxygen, which is
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the rate of two litres per minute from
being constantly delivered at
the reducing valve (C). Connected to a
the oxygen cylinders through
gauge (P) indicating the quantity of
flexible tube (W) is a pressure
duration of supply. An emergency
the
and
cylinders
oxygen in the
reducing valve fails ; it enables the
the
case
by -pass (I) is for use in
wearer to fill his breathing bag direct from the oxygen cylinders. (Z) is a
saliva trap which prevents the saliva from entering the breathing bag. A
reducing valve (C) is fitted to the delivery nipple and is so adjusted as to
pass a regular supply of z to 2 litres of oxygen per minute, no matter what
the pressure may be in the cylinders. The reducing valve is fitted
with a by -pass having a small wheel valve (I), so that should the
reducing valve through any cause fá.il to act properly, the wearer of
the apparatus can supply himself with what oxygen he requires direct

turning on this small wheel valve. The reducing
gas through the flexible tube (F) to the
oxygen
the
valve delivers
breathing bag (D) which is carried on wearer's chest. There is also
another connection at (V) to which is connected a patent flexible high pressure tube (W), at the opposite end of which is fitted a pressure
gauge (P), which is carried in a pocket ready for inspection by the
wearer, who examines it from time to time just as he would a watch,
in order to ascertain the available supply and duration of oxygen in
his cylinders. Each division on the pressure gauge indicates io at
mospheres of pressure, or io minutes of time (i.e. assuming the valve
to be passing 2 litres per minute). The connection (V) is also fitted
with a small wheel valve, the object of which is to enable the wearer
to shut off the oxygen should the gauge or its flexible tube get
from the cylinders by

damaged.
The breathing bag (D) is of strong vulcanised india- rubber contained in an outer bag of strong tanned canvas. The rubber bag has
two compartments, which, however, are in communication near the
bottom of the hag: The bag is fitted at the top right-hand corner
with a saliva -trap (Z), and a relief valve (K) for allowing the escape of

any excess gas which may be delivered by the reducing valve ; and at
the top of the left hand corner with a small connection (N) for the
oxygen supply from the cylinders.
The mouth of the bag is closed
with metal clamps and wing nuts (0). An efficient cooler is now
attached to the apparatus.
The apparatus is well balanced, the breathing bag containing
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the purifier being carried on the front of the wearer while the oxygen
cylinder is strapped on behind. A side view of a rescue man equipped
with a" Proto" apparatus is shown in plate 33, figure 5. The apparatus
has passed the tests imposed on rescue apparatus by the British Govern.
nient and is in extensive use in Great Britain.

The Rotherham Apparatus.
The " Rotherham " apparatus which is described here possesses
many original features and is the first liquid air apparatus to be
approved by the Mines Department of the Board of Trade» See plate
34, figure 6.

The pack or liquid air container, t, which is worn on the back,
is of sheet copper and is provided with a filling hole, 7 a vent hole, 8;
and a solid copper outlet tube, 9, which conducts the evaporated
liquid air to the T- piece, to, and the breathing bag, 14. The pack is
filled with asbestos fibre which absorbs the liquid air as it is poured in
and prevents it from running into the tubes in liquid form. There is
a W- shaped, hollow, wire-gauze tube, 2 leading from the filling hole, 7
into the middle of the asbestos fibre to facilitate quick filling. The
;

pack is insulated from the outside atmosphere by a packing of asbestos
fibre, 3, and felt, 4, and the whole is stitched or laced in a strong
leather case, 5. The complete pack is attached to a waterproof canvas
back, 6, padded with felt and provided with a cane insulator to protect
the wearer's hack from the cold.
The breathing bag, 14, which is worn in front and attached to the
pack by web straps at the shoulders, is of vulcanized india-rubber, and
has a capacity of to litres (about 6to cu.in.). There is a fitting at the
top right hand corner of the bag to which the inhale valve chamber and
valve, 15, is attached by a hexagon union. A rubber tube extends
from this fitting into the breathing bag and ends with a perforated
cone fitting, 13, which can be slotted into another cone fitting, 12-an
extension of the solid rubber main supply tube, ri-thus affording
safety to the wearer in the event of the breathing bag being punctured.
The perforations in the cone fitting, 13, are so arranged that it is
impossible for the wearer's supply of air to be cut off, and when conExtract from " The Colliery Guardian," August
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of the breathing bag, is maintained.
nected a closed circuit, irrespective
the supply of air to the wearer is
connected
are
When these fittings
hold the air), but the supply even
to
decreased (as there is no reservoir
at the end of 2 hours' wear would not be less than 8 litres per minute.
is fitted over the breathing bag, and
A leather shield, 4 inches wide,
impossible for the breathing bag to be
it
is
quite
is so constructed that
accidentally emptied, even if the wearer is lying flat on the stomach.
The breathing bag is attached to a waterproof canvas cover, which
protects the front, back and sides of the bag.
Two short flexible rubber tubes, 16 and 20, carrying the inhale
valve, 15, and the exhale valve, 2:, are attached to the breathing bag,
and the long solid rubber exhale tube, 22, respectively. The mouth-

into these tubes at the top, and a vulcanised
india- rubber mouth- piece, 17, is attached to this fitting. The nose -clip,
18, is of screw pattern and both mouth -piece and nose -clip are strapped
to a skull cap of canvas, 19.
An exhaust valve, 23, is placed between the exhale valve and the
purifier, and is set to allow the surplus air to pass automatically to the
atmosphere when the pressure in the circuit reaches 3 inches water
gauge. The valves are of mica on a gun metal seating and work automatically by the act of breathing. They have very wide openings and
cannot stick or get stopped up.
The purifier, 24, is a cylinder carrying a number of longitudinal
brass wire gauzes, arranged concentrically and suitably interspaced to
allow a free passage of air. The CO, absorbent is carried in these
gauzes, one or more of which may be left empty, without causing a
short circuit when a full charge is not required.
The fittings throughout (excepting the mouth -piece fitting, which is
nickel plated), are of gun metal, and together with all breathing tubes
are not less than r in inside diameter.
The weight of the apparatus, empty, is about 29 lb., and when
fully charged for two hours' wear about 38 Íb.
If required the pack will hold io Ib. of liquid air (which can be
weighed in one minute), and when so charged the liquid air evaporates
at an average rate of 16 litres (about 976 cu. in) per minute. Ten Ib. of
liquid air contain 3,540 litres (about 125 cu. ft.) of free air, and would
therefore last just over three and a half hours. The liquid air contains
6o per cent of oxygen at the commencement, the other component is
piece fitting is wired
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nitrogen which evaporates faster than the oxygen, thus causing an in.
crease in richness of oxygen as the apparatus is being worn.
METHOD OF USING.

The whole apparatus is fitted up ready for use ; the liquid air is
poured into the pack, the filling and vent holes are closed, and the
apparatus adjusted to the wearer. As the liquid air evaporates it
passes out of the pack through the solid copper outlet tube down the
left side, and underneath the pack to a T- piece, where it joins the
circulation, and on to the breathing bag. During its passage it gets
warmed up so that it reaches the wearer's lungs at a temperature
slightly below the outside atmosphere. The temperature of the
inspired air gradually increases as the wearer's exhaled purified air
begins to mix with the evaporated liquid air. From the breathing bag
the wearer obtains his supply through the inhale valve, short flexible
tube and mouth -piece. When the air is exhaled from the lungs, it
passes through the exhale valve and long exhale tube towards the
purifier ; before reaching the purifier surplus air passes through the
exhaust valve to the atmosphere, allowing only such quantity of air
that may he required to supplement the fresh air to pass through the
purifier, where the CO, and moisture are absorbed. On leaving the
purifier this air mixes with the freshly evaporated liquid air coming
from the pack, which cools and enriches it in oxygen. The air which
passes through the purifier is from the top of the wearer's lungs, and
does not contain so much CO, as that from the bottom of the lungs,
which passes to the atmosphere. The apparatus gets lighter as it is
being worn ; it is simplicity itself ; the wearer has no valves to regulate
or other mechanical operations to perform and is therefore able to devote
the whole of his attention to the work in hand. The breathing is easy
and it is impossible to empty the breathing bag however heavy the task
performed.
Plate 34, figs. 7 and 8 show front and back views of the apparatus.

The Briggs Equalizing Equipment.
The Briggs equalizer consists of a bellows shaped bag carried on the
back, connected by a T-piece to a rubber -corrugated pipe leading to the

A
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mouth -piece (see plate 35, figure 9). The bag is made of balloon fabric
mounted on steel strips. Inside the hag is a coiled spring and that,
aided by the steel strips, tends to open and keep the bag distended
During inspiration the wearer draws air both from the bag and from
the hose extending from the bag to fresh air. During expiration the

equalizing bag is being filled with air drawn from the fresh air base.
The exhaled air passes directly into the atmosphere through a non The effect of the equalizing bag is to smooth down the
return valve.
flow in the supply tube due to the intermittent char.
air
of
pulsations
acter of breathing. As a result air -friction in the tube is greatly
reduced and the length of tube through which air can be drawn when

breathing considerably increased.

The Novita Reviving Apparatus.
The Novita reviving
consist

apparatus is shown in plate 35, figure zo and

of-

Steel Oxygen Cylinder, of 6 cubic feet capacity when fully
charged to 120 atmospheres (r,800 lb.) per square inch,
which is fitted with a Main Valve (b);
(c) A Pressure Gauge, indicating the supply of Oxygen in the
cylinder ;
(d) A fine Adjustment Valve for regulating the flow of Oxygen into
(e) A Flexible Bag ;
(f) An Inlet, or Inspiratory Valve, from which the patient inhales,
and to which is connected
(g) A Flexible Tube leading
(h) A Mask, covering nose and mouth, fitted with
(i) An Outlet, or Expiratory Valve which allows the patient's
exhaled air to pass into the atmosphere.
A spanner for connections.
The method of using the apparatus for supplying oxygen along
with Schefer's method of artificial respiration is shown in plate 36,
figures xi and 12.
(a) A

to-

-

-

DISCUSSION.
Mr. R. R. Simpson said. -This is an admirable paper.
'Pie writer has stated in simple language the advantages
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the use of breathing appliances in mines, and more
particularly in Indian mines. From the modest tone of
the paper one would not have guessed that Mr. Penman
was the right -hand man of Professor Briggs when
the latter designed the well-known Meco Apparatus.
There are difficulties to be met before the use of breathing
apparatus can become established in this country. Some
of these are climatic whilst others relate to personnel,
but they can and should be overcome. _Mr. Penman has
promised to demonstrate the use of breathing apparatus at
the next annual general meeting and it was hoped that
Managing Agents would avail themselves of this opportunity to acquaint themselves with the subject.
of

Mr. W. Simmons agreed that no one could question
the utility of rescue apparatus. It was all a question
of finding the money required to establish stations and
train the men. He was of the opinion that a large number oof Coal Companies would prefer to run the risk of
loss of coal by fire rather than agree to an overhead
charge on the output. Owing to the strenuous nature of
the work, men who went in for training in rescue brigades
must be very fit. Europeans who had been some considerable time in the country were in his opinion not suitable
as recruits. There was therefore a very limited number
of persons available to draw from. In Britain almost
every underground workman was a possible recruit, in this
country it was vastly different. If therefore the scheme
was to be a success every effort would have to be made to
induce Indians to submit themselves for training, as well
as to educate the Indian-owned Companies to the advantages of the scheme, and to give it financial support.
Mr. J. B. Wardlaw said that the establishment of a
rescue station in each of the Raniganj and Jharia coal-
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fields might possibly in the future prove of great service in
safe -guarding life and property, provided these stations
were properly equipped and teams of men, trained to the
use of the apparatus, were available.

Mr. Penman in reply said . -With regard to the remarks of Mr. Simpson on the difficulty of preserving rescue
apparatus in India, I should like to say that if proper care
is given to the apparatus this difficulty need not be a
serious one. If central mine rescue stations are established
on the coal- fields, about 15 sets of apparatus will be
required for a full equipment. Five or six sets can be
used for practice purposes while the remainder may be
stored in hermetically sealed cases, and so preserved intact
until the occasion arises to put them to use in the case of
actual rescue or recovery work. In this way the outlay for
renewals would be reduced to a comparatively small figure.
In the Meco- Briggs apparatus, the rubber parts, which
are the parts which give way so quickly, have been reduced
to a minimum. That is a point in favour of the adoption
of the Meco- Briggs apparatus for Indian use.
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CORRIGENDUM.
This fig. should be substituted in place of Plate 35, Fig. 9, Vol. XVII.
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"Novita" reviving outfit being used along with Schaefer's method of artificial
respiration.
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FROM

D. PENMAN, ESQ., B.Sc. (Hons.), M.I.M.E.,

()fly. Chief Inspector of Mines

in India.

To

THE

SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES

INDIA,
of;,AND LABOUR, SIMLA.

OF

Dated Dhanbad, the 13th June 1923.
SIR,

I have the honour to submit the report upon
India for the year ending 31st December 1922.

the inspection of mines in British

INTRODUCTION.
It may be explained that this report relates entirely to the administration of
the Indian Mines Act, 1901. The Act applies to British India only and not to the
Indian States. Mines which are less than 20 feet deep are excluded from its scope.
For the complete figures of production of all minerals raised from excavations of all
depths in British India and tlíe Indian States reference may be made to the statements of the " Mineral Production of India " published in the Records of the Geological Survey of India, and to the " Quinquennial Review of the Mineral Production
of India " published every five years by the same Department.
Mysore, where
the Kolar goldfield is situated, and Hyderabad (Nizam's Dominions) have their
own Departments of Mines.
Detailed information of the mineral industries of
those States is given in the annual reports of their respective Chief Inspectors of
Mines.

Section 1.-Persons Employed.
During the year 1922 the daily average number of persons working in and
about the mines regulated by the Indfan.Mines Act was 228,511, as compared with
in the previous year.

This is a decrease of 21,152 persons or 8.47 per cent.
workad underground and 91,494 on the surface.
One hund ed and forty -two thousand one hundred and three were adult
males, 78,806 were adult females and 7,602 were children under 12 years of age.
Those employed in coal mines numbered 184,355 which is 6,292 less than those

249,663
Of

these persons 137,017

employed

in 1921.
In the Jharia and Raniganj coalfields labour on the whole was very scarce.
At the beginning of the
year a prolonged strike on the East Indian Railway interfered greatly with
the working of the collieries and gave rise to a considerable
accumulation of coal at the
mores. Later on in the year a good harvest affected
the labour supply
to some extent. There was no general increase in wages.
There was no serious epidemic disease and the general health of the labour
force in both
coalfields was good.
In the Giridih coalfield during the first half of the year, political agitation
affected the labour
very considerably. A heavy monsoon and prolonged harvesting operations
half of the

consequent on good crops reduced the labour supply in the last
year.
In Hazaribagh there were mild outbreaks of cholera and influenza at the
Albion coal mine.
B

in Baluchistan the total labour force was about the same as in

1921.

Ño

female labour was employed. A considerable number of labourers is supplied
by nomads from Afghanistan during their winter migrations. At the Khost núnes
malaria was prevalent but no cases of cholera were reported.
In the Punjab a good harvest affected the supply of labour to some extent
At the Margherita group of collieries in Upper Assam there were during the
year 1,706 recruitments and 581 repatriations. Of the new recruits 968 were
Nepalese. The total labour population was 7,860 persons as compared with 7,586
persons in 1921. The adult workers totalled 4,726, as compared with 4,828 in the
preceding year. The labour supply was only short during the cultivating seasons.
There was no increase of wages, and there were no strikes or epidemics during the
year. Influenza was, however, prevalent throughout the whole year.
In the Hazaribagh mica field labour was not plentiful. At the beginning of
the year political agitation was a disturbing factor and later on a good harvest
had the effect of reducing the number of workmen considerably.
In the Madras Presidency owing to the dullness of the mica market work
was scarce, and for that reason labour was fairly plentiful. There were no strikes
nor epidemics.
At the copper mines in the Singhbhum District there was, as heretofore, a
shortage of labour of the right type. At the iron ore mines near Manharpur and
at Gua the labour supply was scarce. There were no epidemics or strikes.
At Manharpur wages were increased during the year by 10 per cent. At the
Bengal Iron Company, Limited's iron -ore mines at Manharpur an active antimalarial and anti-hookworm campaign was carried on throughout the year.
Owing to a good harvest, labour was scarce in the manganese areas of the
Central Provinces.
At the Bawdwin lead - silver mines the labour supply was rather better than
in 1921.

Section

IL- Output

of Minerals.

COAL.

The statement given below shows the output of coal in the various provinces
in British India during the years 1921 and 1922

:-

Output in tons.
1922.

Assam

Baluchistan
Bengal
Bihar and Orissa
Burma
.
Central Provinces

Punjab

.

.

TOTAL

.

1921.

347,650
40,632
4,328,986
12,708,527

12,964,659

172

300

675,841
67,180

712,914
67,242

18,168,988

18,358,934

312,022
42,155

4,259,642

The total output in 1922 was 18,168,988 tons which is 189,946 tons or 1,03
per cent. less than in the previous year, when an increase in the output of 7.47 per
cent. was recorded.
The opening stocks in 1922 were 2,106,866 tons and the closing stocks 2,651,554
tons.
The despatches of coal amounted to 14,543,113 tons and 2,601,073 tons tinte
consumed on the collieries. The quantity of coal used for coking was 480,114
tons and 133,521 tons of hard coke and 188,979 tons of soft coke were made. M
a large number of collieries coal is now despatched from the collieries to coke p1ali0
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is
elsewhere, and this coal included under despatches. These
1922.
The figures for coke given in this
in
tons
to 333,752

despatches amounted
report relate only to

made on the collieries.
Analyses of the figures relating to the output of coal and the manufacture
in Appendix I, Table II, on pages 34 and 35.
of coke will be found
There
The decrease of output in Bihar and Orissa alone was 256,132 tons.
tons
in
of
37,073
the
Central
Provinces.
There
were
decrease
increases
a
was also
in Bengal of 69,344 tons and in Assam of 35,628 tons. Baluchistan, Burma and the
Punjab showed slight decreases. Figures of output for the two principal coalfields are as follows
coke

:-

Output in tens.
Percentage
of decrease.
1922.

1921

Jharia Coalfield

.

9,936.299

10,059,649

123

Raniganj Coalfield

.

5,203,214

5,211,845

0.17

It should be remembered that although the Raniganj coalfield is chiefly in
Bengal a considerable part of it is in the province of Bihar and Orissa.
A prolonged strike on the East Indian Railway caused very considerable
dislocation of the coal trade at the beginning of the year in the provinces of Bihar
and Orissa and Bengal. The strike was settled towards the end of April, but it
was several months before conditions on the railway became normal.
In
November a new system of the distribution of wagons was adopted. Prices for
first class coal remained steady during the year.
During the monsoon the output of coal was handicapped by the flooding of
many mines, particularly in the Jharia coalfield, owing to an exceptionally heavy
rainfall. Scarcity of labour during the harvesting season also adversely affected
the output. Several disastrous fires due to spontaneous combustion occurred in
both the Jharia and Raniganj coalfields involving stoppage of output from the areas
on fire.

The general adoption of hydraulic stowing in thick seams of coal would

prevent fires due to spontaneous combustion, but unfortunately the extra cost
involved has deterred many mine owners from employing it. At several:collieries,
however,

situated on the banks of rivers which furnish ample supplies of sand,

hydraulic stowing has been successfully employed for some time.
Most of the large collieries are now equipped with electric power. The scarcity of coal mining labour has brought about a great advance in the use of coal cutting machinery. During 1922 there were 40 electrically -driven coal - cutting
machines in the Raniganj and Jharia coalfields and these machines cut a total area
of 1,065,456 square feet.
In Qdition, three machines operated by compressed
air cut 190,890 square feet in a colliery in the Jharia coalfield.
At one colliery a
mechanical loading conveyor operated by compressed air was employed. Statistics are given in Appendix I, Tables 6, 7 and 8 showing the amount of electric
plant in the various districts and provinces of British India, and the number of
electrically - driven coal- cutters at work.

market for coal in the Central Provinces except during the period of the
East Indian Railway in Bihar and Orissa and Bengal was disappointing throughout the year.
During the period of the strike coal was sent from the
Central Provinces to
the United Provinces, Punjab and the Bombay Presidency ;
but on its termination
trade in the Central Provinces was again chiefly dependent
on an inadequate
demand from local industries and the consumers of Central India.
The importation
of foreign coals into Bombay at falling prices during the latter
half of the year,
the pre -payment of freight on all coal from the Central Provinces
and the drop in prices
of some of the coals of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, together
with the introduction
of the rake system of wagon supplies in those provinces,
formed a combination
of circumstances which re -acted unfavourably on the
coal trade in
the Central Provinces. ' At the close of the year collieries were left
with unsold stocks
in spite of curtailed outputs.
2,
The

strike on the
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Figures showing the output per person employed are given below

-.

TONS PER PERSON EMPLOYED.

Below ground.

Above and below ground,

1922.

1917 -21.

769

177

98

106

Bengal and Bihar

179

182

104

109

Assam

147

151

96

97

56

65

32

47

Central Provinces

83

107

51

69

Punjab

72

66

40

40

British India

.

.

Baluchistan

.

.

.

1922.

1917 -21,

In the United Kingdom in 1920 the output of coal pei person employed below
ground was 232 tons, and per person employed above and below ground 184 tons,
MICA.

The output was 30,089 cwt, as compared with 29,470 cwt., in 1921. There
was thus an increase of 2.10 per cent.
Following the depression during the year 1921, the mica trade was at a very
low ebb during the greater part of 1922. After the rains, however, a certain demand
for splittings of all kinds was experienced in the Hazaribagh District.
MANGANESE ORE.

There was a decrease (26.64 per cent.) in the output of manganese, the figures
being 392,322 tons, as compared with 534,757 tons in 1921. There was little demand
for ore during the early part of the year, but from the month of May to the end of
the year there was a strong demand with rising prices. The average price of manganese ore during the year was 9 3d. per unit f. o. b. Bombay or Calcutta, which was a
marked improvement on the average price obtained during 1921. Ocean freights
ruled at 20s. per ton.
ROCK-SALT.

The output of rock salt was 187,157 tons, as compared with 123,084 tons in
1921, and 181,092 tons in 1920. The low output in 1921 was due to a prolonged
strike at the Khewra mines from which the bulk of the output of rock -salt is ob-

tailed.

LEAD -SILVER ORES.

The output of lead and silver ores from the Bawdwin mines in the Northern
Shan States, Burma, was 172,017 tons in 1922, as compared with 144,089 tons in
1921. The increase was, therefore, 19.38 per cent. In addition 22,435 tons of
dump ore were treated. The production of refined lead was 39,214 tons, and of
refined silver 4,205,584 ounces. A small quantity of silver (554 ounces) was pro"
duced as a bye -product of gold mining in Madras. The average prices obtained
were Rs. 361 -11 -11 per ton of refined lead and Rs. 2 -3 -5 per standard ounce of
refined silver.
WOLFRAM AND TIN ORES.

There was an increase in the output of wolfram for the year of 6.56 per cent
The figures were 942 tons, as compared with 884 tons in 1921. There was also
a small increase (4.65 perce nt.) in the output of tin ore, the figures being 1,090
tons, as compared with 1,032 tons in 1921. Not a single mine was worked for

i)

wolfram alone during the year. In January the price of wolfram was 10s. 6d.
per unit and in December 13s. 9d. nominal. The price of tin was £143 per ton early
in the

year and £178 per ton at the end of the year.
GEMS.

The output of gems increased by 15.46 per cent., the figures being 231,160
carats, as compared with 200,215 carats in 1921. The quantities of each gem
mined were as follows

:-

Carats.

Rubies
Sapphires
Spinel

93,078
102,462
35,620

.
.

During the year there was a marked revival in the demand for rubies in London,
deal of it coming from New York. There was, however, practically no
advance in prices. In Southern India, however, usually the largest market for the
lower priced rubies, there was a considerable falling off in sales. A remarkably
fine ruby of 224 carats, having an estimated value of between £3,000 and £5,000,
was found at the new Enj ouk mine belonging to the Burma Ruby Mines, Limited.
In this locality the royalties in license fees for the year represented 8,459 " native
miners," as compared with 7,435 in 1921. Each miner pays Rs. 20 a month. The
monthly average number of miners at work during 1922, therefore, was 705.
a good

GOLD.

The output of gold decreased by 17.02 per cent. The quantity produced was
ounces, as compared with 10,108 ounces in 1921. At the North Anantapur
mines, Madras, no development work was done, only stoping and the treatment of
ore being carried on. Some development work was done at the Jibutil (Anantapur) mine. The price obtained for the gold varied from Rs. 24 -14 -1f to Rs. 28 -9 -0
8,388

per fine

tola.
COPPER ORE.

The output of copper ore was 30,764 tons, as compared with 32,560 tons in
1921, the decrease being 5.52 per cent. The whole of this came from a single mine
in the Singhbhum District. A total of 1036 tons 19 cw (,. of refined copper was
obtained as against 833 tons in 1921. The average value of the copper was about
Rs. 1,201 per ton, as compared with Rs. 1,150 in 1921.
IRON ORE.

to 240,383 tons, a decrease
The quantity produced at the Manharpur mines was 189,756

The production of iron ore fell from 286,190 tons
of 16.01

per cent.

tons.

not include the iron ore used at the Jamshedpur
supplies for which are obtained from mines in an Indian State which
do not come under the operation of the Indian Mines Act nor do they include all
the ore produced in British India since some of the excavations are less than 20
feet deep and therefore do not come within the scope of the Mines Act, 1901.
The figures given above do

Steel Works,

CHROMITE ORE.

output of chromite was 19,695 tons, as compared with 27,727 tons in
when the output reached a record figure. This is a decrease of 28.97 per
cent. The chief producing mines are situated in Baluchistan within 50 miles of
the Afghan frontier. The disturbed condition of the border has increased the
difficulty of operating the mines.
The

1921,

OTHER MINERALS.

There were increases in magnesite,

decreases in

barytes, fuller's earth, and ochre and
steatite, graphite, clay, limestone, slate, bauxite and apatite.
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Section III.-Accidents.
During the year 1922, at mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901,
there were 205 fatal accidents, being a decrease of 27 on the number which occurred
in 1921, and a decrease of 4 on the average number in the preceding five years.
These accidents involved the loss of 243 lives or 50 less than in 1921. Of
these persons 218 were males and 25 females. In three separate accidents the
number of lives lost was 13, 8 and 4 respectively. In four cases 3 lives, and in
seven cases 2 lives were lost. There were in addition 292 serious accidents involving injuries to 300 persons. The subsequent remarks under this heading refer
only to fatal accidents.
The causes of these accidents have been classified as follows

:-

Number of
accidents.

Percentage of
total number
of accidents.

120

58.54

61

29.76

Fault of fellow workmen

9

4.39

Fault of subordinate officials

7

3.41

Fault of management

6

2.93

2

0.97

205

100.00

Misadventure

.

Fault of deceased

Faulty material

.

.

TOTAL

There was an improvement in respect of accidents from falls of roof and sides.
There were 109 such accidents, as compared with 136 in 1921. Many of them
were due to persons working in prohibited places, and frequently the victims had
deliberately broken down or passed. through a fence. The exercise of more vigilance by the supervising staff would have prevented many of these accidents. In
some cases the supervising staff was insufficient in number. Twenty -one fatal
accidents causing the loss of twenty-six lives occurred in quarries and surface
cuttings.
There were more accidents in shafts. The number was 26, as compared with
17, in the previous year. Two of these accidents were due to overwinding and one
involved the loss of eight lives (see page 12). Another accident was due to the
fall of a guide rope which was being fitted in a shaft and in this accident three
persons were killed (see page 13).
Accidents on haulage roads were fewer. There were 20 sueh accidents, as
compared with 30 in 1921.
There were five fatal explosions of firedamp causing twenty -one deaths. One
of these occurred in a thin seam in a longwall face and caused the death of thirteen
persons (see page 8). Another, which occurred in narrow gallery workings,
caused the death of four persons (see page 10).
The number of accidents from explosives decreased from 14 in the previous
year to 9 in 1922. Nine lives were lost. Most of these accidents were due to
carelessness in the handling and use of gunpowder.
There were three accidents caused by electricity.
The Indian Electricity Rules which include a comprehensive code of rules
regulating the use of electricity in mines were brought into operation on 31st July
1922. The Electric Inspector of Mines, after a close inspection of most of the electric plant in the provinces of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, reported that many
of the installations were on modern lines and required little or no alteration to
bring them into compliance with the rules. In some of the older installations
considerable improvements have been effected, mine owners generally being ready
to comply with the new requirements,

7

There was one accident due to irruption of water into a mine. The accident
occurred at a mine in the Jharia coalfield and one life was lost. It is becoming
increasingly difficult to prevent coal mines, especially in the Jharia coalfield, from
being flooded during the monsoons. The ground is everywhere broken up by
subsidences and many of the entrances to mines are situated in positions which
render them liable to inundation. Wherever it is practicable to do so mine owners
erect protective works either on their own initiative or at the instigation of this
Department and where adequate protection cannot be given all night work, and in
many cases both night and day work, is stopped during the rains.
The death rate per thousand persons employed above and below ground was
1.06, while that of the preceding five years was 1.08. At coal mines only these
figures were F13 and 1.18 and at mines other than coal 0.77 and 0.76. At all mines
in the United Kingdom during the ten years ending with and including 1920 the
average death rate per thousand persons employed underground was 1.36 as compared with 1.46 for all Indian mines.
The death rate per million tons raised at coal mines was 11.50 while that
of the preceding five years was 11.12. At coal mines in the United Kingdon during the ten years ending with and including 1919 the death rate per million tons
raised was 5.13.
Deaths occurring in each class of mines were as follows :-209 in coal mines,
7 in salt mines, 2 in wolfram mines, 3 in mica mines, 5 in tin mines, 8 in silver lead mines, 5 in manganèse mines, 1 in a gold mine and 3 in an iron mine.
Twenty -one persons lost their lives by explosions of gas, 57 by falls of roof,
65 by falls of side, 35 in shafts, 9 by explosives, 20 by haulage, 11 by other accidents underground, and 25 on the surface.
A list of these accidents appears in Appendix II, Table I. In addition to these
there were 45 other accidents causing the death of 51 persons. These also appear
in Appendix II, Table I, but are listed separately, reasons being given in each case

their exclusion from the statistical table.
Each fatal accident is described briefly in Appendix II,Table I, but the following are reported at greater length.
refer
in

for

Appendix.
EXPLOSIONS OF FIREDAMP.

I. -The Bengal Iron Company, Limited's Jeetpur coal mine.
This accident occurred in the workings of a pair of new shafts which had been
sunk in virgin ground to a seam in which the presence of gas was unknown in. the
surrounding district. No. 1 shaft is 447 feet and No. 2 shaft 460 feet deep. They
were connected by a straight gallery. On both sides of No. 1 Pit level galleries had
been driven for a distance of about 500 feet. At a distance of 150 feet from the
shaft, rise galleries had been driven a distance of about 220 feet.
Drilling in all
the galleries was being done by means of compressed air hammer drills. On the
side of the pit in which the accident occurred, about six weeks before the accident,
the rise gallery had been stopped and the air pipes removed for a distance of about
150 feet from the face in order to extend the pipe line in the levels. On the 23rd
January a party consisting of one surveyor, one assistant surveyor and one chainman from the Department of Mines, and three colliery employees to act as chainm en,
descended the mine for the purpose of making a survey in connection with a case
under the Land Acquisition (Mines) Act. The overman of the colliery reported
to the surveyor that the mine was in a safe condition. The surveying party went
into the rise gallery and the dial was set up at a point about half -way up the gallery.
Shortly afterwards one of the colliery chainmen was sent up the gallery with an
open light. When the chainman had gone up some distance an ignition of gas
occurred. The flame extended to the position of the dial. The colliery chainman
was so severely burnt that he died 24 hours later, and the surveyor and another
No.

chainman also received severe burns.

In commenting on this accident it must be remembered that no indication of
firedamp had been found in the mine up to the time of the accident and that so
far as was known the seam did not give off firedamp. For these reasons the management was not held to have been culpably negligent.
The overman stated that he

8

had examined the gallery that morning but admitted that he had just shown his
lamp up to the face from a considerable distance away from it. It did not occur to him that there might be firedamp in the air and in any case he was not in a
position to test for the gas as he did not possess a safety lamp. If he had gone further towards the face he would in all probability have ignited the gas and been

burnt.
An inspection of the place was made on the day after the accident by an officer
the Department of Mines when no indication of firedamp was given on the
reduced flame of the ordinary safety lamp. At another inspection on the 4th
February, however, firedamp was detected at a point 150 feet from the face of the
gallery. Obviously the gas had been slowly accumulating during the period
between the two inspections, as had also undoubtedly been the case during the
interval between the stoppage of the gallery and the accident.
While General Rule 4 (a) is perhaps not as explicit as it might be and while it
would be an unnecessary hardship to insist on inspections with the safety lamp
being made in every mine it may be pointed out that the rule would appear to
require tests to be made for the presence of gas. The rule requires inspections to
be made for the purpose of ascertaining the condition of the mine so far as the
presence of gas, ventilation, etc., are concerned. That cannot be done properly
without the aid of a safety lamp. To comply strictly therefore with General
Rule 4 (a) tests for firedamp should be made by the competent person appointed
for the purpose, whether firedamp is suspected to be present or not, as unless a
test has been made, it is impossible to be certain that no firedamp is present in
the air. The rule should be interpreted in this way in all new mines in the
initial stages of development, particularly, as in this instance, where the seam
is reached by shafts sunk through the measures.
of

No. 2. -The North Western Railway's Khost (Ghuz) coal mine.

This coal mine has been the scene of several accidents due to explosions of
firedamp. An explosion in 1908 resulted in the death of 20 persons. Since then
there have been three ignitions, one of which caused the death of two persons.
In 1899 a fire, probably caused by an explosion of gas resulted in the loss of 47
lives. The seam in which the accident to be described occurred has an average
thickness of about 2 feet and dips at an angle of 53 °. It gives off firedamp and
safety lamps are used in the mine. The method of working is modified longwall.
At the time of the explosion a longwall face 25 feet wide was being carried upwards
from No. 4 West Level (see Plan A). It had advanced to a distance of 90 feet above
the level and 65 feet above the companion level or " kamani " as it is called locally.
Following up the extraction of the coal the face was systematically timbered and
packs consisting of a double row (3 feet wide)_ of bags of palm leaf matting filled
with shale from the face were built. The packs were about 15 feet apart and carried
as near to the face as the work would permit, usually from 4 to 10 feet. The space
between the packs was partially filled with shale obtained in the working of the
coal seam. Two roads; about 25 feet apart, were maintained through the goaf
in continuation of the two galleries or " stentons " connecting the main and companion levels. The coal was passed through a sheet iron shoot into a tram standing in the level below. To meet the longwall face a dip gallery had been driven
from the level above for a distance of about 50 feet. Owing to the emission of a
small quantity of firedamp, however, the dip gallery was stopped about three weeks
before the accident. About the same time inflammable gas was encountered in
the longwall face, but was removed by means of a hand blowing-fan placed in the
companion level (see enlarged part Plan A). The mine was ventilated naturally
and the air current coming from the main level which was the intake, was conducted
round the face by the packs into the companion level which formed the return
airway. The hand blowing -fan was employed to assist the ventilation at the face
and in particular to clear out accumulations of gas. Gas was detected on the longwall face on several subsequent occasions, and on each occasion cleared out, but
for about a week before the explosion no gas was reported and the work went on

without interruption.
On 9th March 1922, a day shift of about sixteen persons went to work in and
about the longwall face. These consisted of a coal -cutter, a shoveller, timbermen
and packmen, all of whom worked in or close to the face. There were also four
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men employed alternately in working the hand fan.
drivage or pugma about 6 feet wide was commenced in

During the night a narrow
the inner corner of the face,
in preparation for a horizontal cut about 5 feet thick along the face which was the
method of extraction employed. The pugma was driven about 3 feet during the
night shift. At the commencement of the day shift the chargeman found a small
quantity of gas in the pugma. He stopped the work and put up a canvas sheet
This was said to have cleared the
between the end of the air pipe and the face.
gas and coal cutting was resumed until the pugma was driven up the full distance of
about 5 feet.* The cutting of the 5 feet slice in a level direction was then commenced.
During the driving of the pugma the thickness of the seam had increased from 2
feet 6 inches to 4 feet. Shortly after midday the man in charge of the fan carried
an air pipe to the face for the purpose of extension and returned for his tools. On
the way down he passed four packmen taking up packs to extend the packwalls.
Shortly after the packmen reached the face an explosion of firedamp occurred.
The flame of the explosion was projected for about 80 feet from the face And severely

persons, of whom 13 died.
A full inquiry into the accident showed that the ignition was, in all probability, caused by a defective safety lamp. The lamp was found hanging on a prop
near the roof in the position shown in the section (Plan A). It was examined after
the accident and it was found that amongst other defects the gauze was dirty,
the glass was slack and the flame could be extinguished by blowing over the top of
the glass, and that the lower asbestos ring was old and was not air-tight. Many of
the other lamps in use at the colliery were in an unsatisfactory state of repair.
The accumulation of gas, was presumed to have been due to a larger emission
of gas than usual from the thickened coal which had just been reached, and to the
partial blocking of the air passage by the packmen, timbermen and others who
were at work at the time of the explosion. It was considered that the use of a
blowing fan introduced a danger, as it would tend to produce an explosive mixture
at the face instead of withdrawing the gas, as might have been possible if an exhausting fan had been used. The application of an exhausting fan would have
been difficult however as a longer length of pipes would have been required and
frequent realignment of the pipes would have had to be made. These difficulties
probably rendered the arrangement of the fan for exhausting impracticable. Owing to the fact that the goaf between the packwalls was empty, there was considerable leakage of air through the packwalls, and this leakage reduced the ventilation
at the face. The management were called upon to improve the ventilation of the
mine and to provide a sufficient number of serviceable lamps.
The man in charge of the safety lamps at the colliery at the time of the accident
was discharged.
burnt

,
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No. 3. -The

Kalipahari Coal Company, Limited's Damra coal mine.
This accident points once more to the necessity of using safety lamps in all
unventilated main galleries in seams in which inflammable gas, although not
normally present, has occasionally been met with. The main gallery in which the
accident occurred had been inspected twice on the day of the accident, and tests
with a safety lamp had shown no indications of the presence of firedamp. Open
lights were used by the men working in the gallery. Firedamp had, however,
apparently been slowly accumulating in the gallery throughout the day, as, late in
the evening, an ignition was caused by an open light and one man was so severely
burnt that he died in a few hours. Accidents of this kind occur from time to time
and the obvious way to .prevent them is to use only safety lamps in all advance
galleries in which inflammable gas has been found.
No. 4. -The New Ghusick Coal Company's New Ghusick coal mine.
Two miners were

working in an advance heading of small dimensions when

of them accidentally struck and broke the glass of his safety lamp with his
pick. An ignition of firedamp followed and both miners received burns from which
they died a few hours later. The seam gave oú firedamp in small quantities and
safety lamps were used
the mine.
Que

throughout
the necessity for improved ventilation in advance
lamps is insufficient unless the. ventilation is ade-

The accident points to
galleries. The use of safety

a
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quate to dilute and render harmless accumulations of gas. The adequate dilution
of inflammable gas is provided for in General Rule 14 and to comply with this
rule a current of air should be constantly circulated in all working places
sufficient to prevent dangerous accumulations of gases.
No. 5. -The Bengal Coal Company, Limited's Parbelia coal mine.
The seam in which this accident occurred lies at a depth of about 1,500 feet from
the surface. The mine is served by two shafts, and the workings at the time of
the accident consisted of those shown on Plan B. The seam gives off firedamp
and since the commencement safety lamps have been used throughout the mine.
The accident occurred on the east side of the mine in the pair of narrow galleries
marked A and shown enlarged on the plan. At the time, No. 1 pit was not being
used for winding and the coal obtained from the left-hand narrow gallery at A
was stacked on the side of the main level leading to No. 1 pit. ` The coal from the
right hand narrow gallery was carried down to the level leading to No. 2 pit whence
it was raised to the surface. On the morning of 5th July 1922 at about 7 A.M.
six persons descended No. 2 pit and went to work in these narrow galleries. Two

them went into the left -hand gallery. In order to reach their working place
they should have gone by way of the right -hand gallery but it is conjectured that
instead of doing so they obtained access to the left -hand gallery by opening the
brattice above the stopping at the foot of the pair of galleries. The other four
persons sat down in the main upper level behind the stopping. At about 8 A.M.
an explosion occurred at the face of the left -hand tallery and extended to where
the four miners were sitting at the bottom of the right-hand gallery, a distance
of 136 feet from the face. The two miners in the left -hand gallery were found
dead at a point about 50 feet from the face. The other four were severely burnt
and two of them died within a few days. After the explosion, a damaged safety
lamp was found near the face in the left -hand narrow gallery. On examination
it was found tliat there was a large hole in the gauze of the lamp. After a full
inquiry it was concluded that this lamp had ignited an accumulation of firedamp
near the face and that the flame had been propagated to the bottom of the narrow
galleries by the fine coal dust that was present. A prosecution was instituted
against the lamp cabin attendant who issued the defective lamp but the case was
dismissed. The cause of the accumulation of firedamp in the gallery was held to
have been partly due to the derangement of the brattice above the stopping at
the foot of the galleries. This accident points to the following
(1) Wherever practicable, narrow galleries should be avoided in a seam
which gives of firedamp. They retard the flow of air and are consequently more difficult to ventilate. After this accident the driving of narrow galleries was stopped forthwith at the colliery.
(2) In seams giving off firedamp in appreciable quantities, an inspection
with a locked safety lamp should be made by a competent person of
all advance galleries within two hours of the commencement of each
4ln_ft, unless in the case of a shift immediately following on a previous
one. Such an inspection was apparently not made -on the occasion
of this accident and if it had been made the accumulation of firedamp
might' have been detected and the accident avoided. At present
General Rule 4 (a) does not require an inspection before each shift
except when a mine has been unworked for more than 24 hours, but
it is proposed to amend the rule so as to require an inspection
before each shift and in addition inspections during the shift.
(3) A defective safety lamp is a grave source of danger in places where an
accumulation of firedamp is likely to occur and strong action should
be taken against any person issuing a damaged lamp for use underground. It is proposed also to stiffen the rules with respect to the
issue of safety lamps.
of
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FALLS OF ROOF.

No.

16.- Messrs.

S. B. Raha

Sons' Godhur coal mine.
A pifs was in process of extraction in No. 12 seam which is 12 feet thick.
About 9 feet of the seam is removed leaving 3 feet of coal next the roof. The
c1
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method of extracting the pillars was to

take out the bottom 7 feet of coal propping
weighted." The props were then withdrawn and
In this case, however, when the props had been
coal
did
not
part
top
easily and deceased and his companion prowithdrawn the
coal
from
away
some
the pillar side underneath in order to release
ceeded to cut
the top coal. The block of coal which was g feet by 4 feet by 2 feet thick fell
unexpectedly, however, killing deceased and injuring his companion.
The practice of carrying roof coal on props in pillar extractiòn has led, to many
accidents and, unless it is necessary to do so for the purpose of supporting a weak
roof, it is a practice that cannot be too strongly condemned.
the remaining 2 feet until it "
the " top " coal allowed to fall.

No.

17.- -The North -West

Coal Company, Limited's Ena coal mine.

next the goaf was in process of extraction. The seam is 12 feet thick
but 2 feet of coal was left as a roof, the stone above being weak in some places.
The position at the time of the accident is shown in plan C. A fence had been
erected separating the working places in the pillar from the goaf. On the working
side of the fence props had been set but on the goaf side the roof was unsupported.
On the morning of the day on which the accident occurred the shift -sirdar instructed
the timberman to set some props close to the fence. He had put up the props
marked 1 and 2 on the plan and was measuring the length required for a third one
when a block of the roof coal having an area of about 130 square feet and 2 feet
thick, together with a part of the corner of the pillar, fell and killed him almost
A pillar

instantly.
The most important lesson to be learned from this accident is that in pillar
extraction near the goaf the roof and sides contiguous to the working places should
be regularly examined and supported if necessary.
A fence should be erected to
separate the working places from the goaf, but if work is proceeding close to the
fence, as was the case where this accident occurred, the roof and sides beyond
the fence should be examined just as if they were part of the working place. If
an examination had been made in this case, the weakness of the roof would in all
probability have been realised and timber would have been put in to support it.
The presence of a small fault, the direction of the cleat of the coal and the open
end of the goaf (see plan) all contributed to the accident, and an examination
beyond the fence would have made it clear that if a fall of roof occurred it might
extend into

the working place even though that was ,timbered.
FALLS OF S?DE.

Nc. 61. -The Kinuri Coal Company, Limited's Kinuri coal mine.
This accident occurred in a shaft which had been deepened to prove a lower
was 16 feet diameter and 237 feet deep. The dressing of the

seam. The shaft
sides towards the
been experienced
rise of the shaft.

bottom had been very roughly done. Considerable trouble had
from the percolation of water from old goafed workings to the
The water contained iron and a deposit of oxide of iron covered
the shaft sides below the stone -head. This deposit to some extent concealed the
condition of the shaft sides. During 1921 the shaft was water- logged but by the
end of January the water had been lowered sufficiently to allow air to pass through
the shaft. On the 6th February a fitter who was in the shaft bottom for the purpose of repairing a pump was struck on the head by a piece of stone weighing-78
lb. and killed instantly.
The shaft had been regularly examined and the last
examination was on the day before the accident.
The sides of unwalled shafts which are exposed to changing conditions should
be examined regularly with great care.
A shaft which has been water-logged
should be very
carefully examined after it has been dewatered. During the
examination the side should be tested wherever it appears to be unsound and all
stones which
do not ring hard should be removed. The same remarks apply to
shafts in which
steam pumps are installed. In such circums!ances rapid changes
of temperature
often occur and the consequent expansion and contraction may
loosen stones
in the shaft sides which might otherwise have remained firm.
oZ
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No. 70. -The Busserya Coal Company, Limited's Busserya coal mine.
A miner passed through a fence and robbed coal from a portion of a quarry
which had been declared to be dangerous. This practice is a frequent source of
accidents arnd it is a difficult one to prevent. It was proved that the place at which
the accident occurred had been worked in a dangerous manner for a considerable
time before it was fenced off, the co-al having been undercut over a long length of
face leaving overburden which had collapsed at several places and was in danger
of falling at others. It was also shown that no reports on inspections of the quarry
had been made. The manager was prosecuted and fined Rs. 100 or imprisonment
for one month for violation of General Rule 4(b).
No. 75. -The Gopalicliuck Coal Company, Limited's Gopalichuck coal mine.
This accident occurred in a quarry where the coal seam and the strata above
it were of a soft and friable nature. The coal had been undercut and a part of it
and some of the super -incumbent strata fell on a miner and killed him.
The method of working practised at this quarry is a fruitful source of accidents.
Where the overlying rocks are of a soft nature, the removal of the overburden
should invariably precede the extraction of the coal. Indeed this method is the
safest even where the overlying strata are hard. As the outcome of the accident
the agent and assistant manager were prosecuted for breach of General Rule 3
and fined Rs. 100 and Rs. 200, respectively. The manager, who had been on
leave for some time and resumed duty on the day previous to that on which the
accident occurred, was also prosecuted but was acquitted.

No. 105. -The Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited's Jamadoba coal mine.
A new incline was being cut in a virgin part of the property.- The strata
through which the incline was passing consisted of a covering of clayey material,
about 6 feet thick and fairly well consolidated, over a series of thin bands of friable sandstone. At the time of the accident the excavation was 66 feet long, 12
feet wide and about 17 feet deep at the deepest part. Five persons were at work
in the cutting when one side of it, to the extent of about 30 tons of débris, collapsed,
burying three persons completely and the other two partially. The two partially
buried workmen managed to extricate themselves but the other three had to be
dug out, when they were found to be dead. The strata in the vicinity of the
cutting are highly inclined and the collapse of the side revealed a" slickenside "
dipping into the cutting at a high inclination. In horizontal strata of the same
native the danger of collapse would probably have been slight.
The lesson taught by this accident is that where the strata are of a so ft nature'
and dip into the side of the cutting, the weak side or sides should either be sloped
back at a safe angle or temporarily secured by timber until a permanent brick or
stone arching or walling has been- built.
IN SHAFTS (OVERWINDING).

The Bengal Coal Company,

No. 115.

Limited's Sodepur coal mine.
A cage containing sixteen persons was being lowered down a shaft, 887 feet
in depth. When the cage was nearing the bottom of the shaft the engineman
lost control of the engine and the cage was dashed with such violence on the bottom
that all the occupants sustained serious injuries and eight of them died subsequently. The ascending cage was caught on the detaching hook, the rope was
released and seven spare coils on the drum were unwound before the engine was
brought to a standstill by means of the steam brake. It was considered that the
accident was due to forgetfulness on the part of the engineman who was operating
the winding engine. It was proved that the brakes were ample and that there
was no defect in the winding engine which could have been the cause of the accident.
Apparently the engineman had carelessly allowed his mind to stray. from the work
in hand and had not realised that it was time to check the speed of the engine until
the crasj of the cagein the headgear brought him to his senses. He did not leave
his post, and was found by the manager standing beside the engine with the reversing lever in the mid- position, the steam throttle shut and the steam brake appl1ed

A
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This accident points to the necessity for attaching devices for the prevention
to steam winding engines installed at deep shafts. The difficuloverwinding
of
with the depth of the shaft and in such cases accidents due
increase
winding
of
ties
the engineman or defective brakes can best be prevented
of
the
part
on
neglect
to
by a satisfactory form of overwinding preventer in addition to the detaching hook
which is a familiar feature at coal mine shafts in India.

116.-The Equitable Coal Company, Limited's Hariladih coal mine.
This accident was also due to overwinding and it illustrates the undesirability
Two
of long hours of work on the part of persons in charge of winding machinery.
No.

being lowered in a shaft, when the engineman lost control of the
engine, and the descending cage struck the bottom of the shaft with such force
that one of the men sustained severe injuries from which he died the next day.
At the inquiry which was held, it transpired that the engineman had been
on continuous duty for twenty -one hours owing to the absence of two other enginemen, one of whom should have relieved him at the end of eight hours. The
accident appeared to have been due to forgetfulness on the part of the engineman,
and in consideration of the length of the period during which he had been on duty
Proper arrangements had not been
he was not considered to be blameworthy.
made for relieving the engineman at the end of his shift. It was considered that
jt would be difficult to prove a clear violation of any rule under the Indian Mines
Act and instead of a prosecution, fines were imposed by the management on the
persons held to be in any way responsible for the accident.
A long period of work on such responsible duty as that of having charge of
a winding engine is sure to lead to accidents and the official of the colliery who
has charge of the enginemen should be held personally responsible for seeing that
such arrangements are made as will prevent any engineman being on duty beyond
a reasonable period.
workmen were

IN SHAFTS (ROPES AND CHAINS BREAKING).

No. 117. -The

Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited's Malkera coal mine.
The scene of this accident wad, in the sump of a pit, 364 feet deep. Four
steel guide ropes were being, fitted in the shaft. The method of fitting them was
as follows : -The guide ropes consisted of a solid stranded rope of seven wires
the diameter of the rope being 1* inch.
The piece of rope used was about 1,400
feet long, more than sufficient for three guides but not enough for four. One
end of this rope was clamped to the end of the winding rope and the whole coiled
on the winding drum.
The other end of the guide rope was then taken over the
headgear pulley and lowered down the shaft. At the shaft bottom the guide rope
passed between two girders set into the shaft sides and was clamped underneath.
When the clamps had been satisfactorily secured a signal was given to the banks man-who repeated it to the engineman -to pull up the slack rope, the winding
engine being used for the purpose.
The rope was then secured by a screw -clamp
in the headgear and cut off.
Plan D shows details of the method of clamping
the guide rope at both ends.
Three guides were successfully installed in this way.
For the remaining guide, another piece of the same rope, just sufficient in length
for one guide, was
obtained, clamped to the winding rope, wound on the winding
drum and then lowered down the shaft in precisely the same way as before. In
this case, however, when one. end of the guide was at the pit bottom, the other
end, clamped
to the winding rope, was midway between the headgear pulley
and the winding
drum. Thus during the operation of taking up the slack of the
guide rope the whole pull due to the weight of the rope was on the clamps holding
the two ropes together.
This was not so when the other three guides had been
installed since in
those cases part of the guide rope was coiled on the winding drum,
so that the
clamps binding the two ropes had to bear only a part of the pull. None
of the engineering
staff of the colliery supervising the operations appeared to have
noticed that
there was considerably more risk of the clamps slipping in the case
of the last
guide to be installed than in the case of the other three. After clamp ing the fourth guide in
the pit bottom, the operation of taking up the slack rope
commenced.
At that time eight men whose work was to fix the shaft bottom
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clamps were in the shaft bottom. Apparently lulled into a false sense of security
by the freedom from accident with which the other three guides had been installed
these men did not come out of the shaft and stand clear in the inset levels as they
ought to have done. After the rope had been raised slightly the guide rope slipped
through the clamps binding it to the winding rope and the whole of the guide, coil
upon coil, fell to the shaft bottom killing three of the workmen and injuring the
other five more or less severely. The clamps were not properly designed for the
purpose for which they were used and there was doubt as to their tightness.
This accident illustrates once more the careless manner in which mining plant
and machinery are frequently installed. The clamps used to bind the guide and
winding ropes were not adequate for the purpose, and it ought to have been
evident to the supervising.staff that there was a grave risk of the guide rope slipping
through the clamp. It appeared that the person in charge of the workmen in the
shaft bottom ordered them to come out before tightening operations commenced
but that they refused to do so saying that no accident could happen. It was made
clear, however, at the inquiry which was held into the occurrence that no one
realised that there was a grave risk of the guide rope slipping and falling down
the pit and that, while the men should have come out of the shaft bottom during
tightening operations on all occasions, it was absolutely imperative that they
should do so during the tightening of the last guide rope. At the instigation of
the Department of Mines the engineering staff of the colliery was strongly censured
by the management. The installation of guide ropes in a shaft is an operation
which requires careful organization and close supervision and at every stage of
the work definite instructions should be given by the engineer-in- charge in order
to ensure the safety of the workmen.
No. 119.-The Ghusick and Muslia Collieries, Limited's Ghusick coal mine.

This accident occurred in an upcast shaft, 450 feet deep. A fitter and his
assistant had been repairing a steam joint near the bottom of the shaft from the
top of the cage. The cage was lowered to the shaft bottom and the assistant went
away for some bolts that were required, the fitter remaining on the top of the
cage. While the assistant was away one of the guide ropes broke at the clamps
in the headgear and falling down the shaft struck the fitter and injured him so that
he died shortly afterwards. It was found that the rope was badly corroded where
it had broken. The clamps were also badly' weakened by corrosion. This part
of the guide rope had apparently seldom or never been examined as if an examination had been made the extent of the corrosion must have been noticed. The
weekly examination of the guide ropes was the duty of the fitter who was killed.
The corrosion was probably due, to the effect of heated gases from the mine
together with the ordinary process of rusting. The frequent application of grease
would have greatly retarded corrosive action. The weekly examination of guide
ropes should include the parts of the ropes in the headgear and the clamps holding
them. It is good practice also to shift the point of suspension of the guide ropes
at regular intervals.
EXPLOSIVES.

No. 143. -The Sarnia Govindpur Collieries, Limited's Baidyanathpur coal mine.

Accidents through the careless or improper handling of gunpowder are of
frequent occurrence in Indian mines. A miner was supplied with ten pounds of
gunpowder to be manufactured into cartridges for use underground. Instead of
making the cartridges in the special room provided at the colliery he took the gunpowder to his home. Whilst he and two other miners were making the cartridges
a spark from a pipe or a fire ignited the gunpowder which exploded and burnt
them severely. ,the miner who received the powder died of his injuries.
There are no rules under the Indian Mines Act dealing with the handling of
explosives and the manufacture of gunpowder into cartridges on the surface, but
it is hoped that this omission will be remedied when the rules are amended. Several
of the larger coal companies have, however, framed and enforced bye -laws of
their own for the safe manufacture and distribution of gunpowder. These byelaws have worked satisfactorily.
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HAULAGE.

No.. 155. -The Kirkend Coal Company's Kirkend coal mine.
This accident occurred at the bottom of a main haulage road, terminating
in two loading sidings. The road dipped at a gradient of about 1 in 6. In one
of the sidings there was a set of twelve loaded tubs, while in the other there were
seventeen empty tubs (see Plan E). Both sets rested on strong buffers. The
clear space between the two sets was about eighteen inches wide. Coal was being
loaded from places directly to the dip of the sidings, and the loaders passed up the
clear space between the two sets in order to load the tubs allotted to them. When

the accident occurred there were ten persons between the sets, their positions
being shown by crosses. Practically all the tubs contained some coal, some near
the top being nearly loaded. According to the evidence taken at the inquiry it

that one of the loaders threw a large piece of coal into the sixth tub from
bottom which was nearly empty. The shock derailed the tub and the whole
train was set in motion downhill, with the result that seven of the tubs were
derailed and pushed into the positions shown in the plan. The line was not very
solidly laid at that point and in the level gallery into which some of the tubs were
forced, the floor coal was cut away so that the tubs near the bottom of the set
Nine of the loaders escaped but one was caught between
fell into the excavation.
the seventh tub of the set and one of the loaded tubs in the other siding and so
severely crushed that he died soon after he had been released.
The practice of loading tubs on a gradient is a dangerous one, especially if
there is another set standing alongside and the loaders have to .pass between the sets
or between the side of the road and the tubs.
Unless the line is practically level only a few tubs should be loaded at a time
and there should be ample room for the loaders to escape in the event of a disturbance such as occurred in this accident. Incidentally, it should be pointed
out that where loading is being done in a situation similar to that which was the
scene of this accident, a runaway switch or stop -block should be placed on the
line at some distance above the siding so as to safeguard the loaders from a runaway. Wherever possible loading sidings should be on the level and clear of the
appeared
the

part of the haulage road.

straight

ELECTRICITY.

No. 191. -The Aldih Coal Company, Limited's Aldih coal mine.
This accident is a particularly clear example of the importance of efficient
earthing of underground electrical apparatus. Current was switched on to a dip

installation while a gang of men who had completed its removal to a new
handling the cable supplying the apparatus. The armour of the
cable and the metal in connection therewith had become electrically charged by
reason, it is supposed, of a blown fuse wire having fallen and made contact with
a metal stud within a fuse -box which formed part of the installation.
All the men
received a shock and in the case of an electric mistri the shock proved fatal. The
fuse -box which was suspected to have been defective had been in use in another
place and was not examined when re- installed.
Assuming the cable armour and other metal to have become charged in the
manner supposed, the accident would have been prevented by better design and
construction of the fuse -box or by examination thereof before the current was
switched on. No serious consequences could have resulted, however, had not
the earthing of the apparatus been rendered inefficient by the existence of numerous improperly made and loose earth connections between the installation and the
surface earthing system.
,
pump

situation were

.

MISCELLANEOUS ON SURFACE.

No. 205.

-The Central Kurkend Coal Company, Limited's Central Kurkend coal mine.'

The

overburden was being removed from a seam of coal and in the earth cuttthe purpose of checking the measurement of quantities cut.
about 9 feet high, which had been partly undercut, collapsed

ing stacks were left
for
One of these stacks,.
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and fell on a workman. He was severely injured and died about three weeks
afterwards. Where it is necessary to leave such stacks the height of them should
be kept as small as possible by reduction at intervals. They should be regularly
inspected and if they show signs of collapse they should be removed.

Section

IV.-Prosecutions and Additions to the Act. Prosecutions.

Judgment was given in the following prosecutions during the year. Unless
otherwise stated " rule " means a rule under Notification No. 864- 68 -20, dated
the 10th March 1904, being rules for the working of coal mines.
The owner of J. Boisogomoff's Dobrana coal mine was prosecuted under Rule
19 for not fencing a disused shaft and under rule 3 of Bengal Government Notification No. 3970 -Cora., dated the 28th August 1918, for not keeping in repair a gate
at the entrance to an incline. He was acquitted.
The owners and the manager of Patel Brothers and Company's Kalimati coal
mine were prosecuted under rule 7. They were fined Rs. 100 and Rs. 200, res-

pectively.
The owners of B. B. Trigunait's Khas Angarpathra coal mine were prosecuted
not
complying with a notice under section 15(1) of the Indian Mines Act, refor
quiring them to safeguard a public road. They were acquitted.
The owners of the National Coal Company's Angarpathra coal mine were
prosecuted for not complying with a notice under section 15(1) of the Indian Mines
Act, requiring them to safeguard a public road. They were fined Rs. 200.
The owner and manager of the East Bagdiggi Coal Company's. East Bagdiggi
coal mine were prosecuted under Rules 3, 4 and 17. The owner was fined Rs. 15.
The manager could not be traced and the case against him was withdrawn.
The owner and manager of Trinoyoni Debi and others' Mangalpur (Upper
Bungalow) coal mine were prosecuted under Rules 1, 3 and 9. The owner was
discharged and the manager fined Rs. 20.
The owners of J. N. Das and Company's West Baraboni coal mine were
prosecuted under Rule 47, read with section 13(1) of the Indian Mines Act, for not
appointing a qualified manager. They were fined Rs. 15.
The owner and manager of D. Marwari's Mouthdih coal mine were prosecuted
under Rules 3, 7 and 19. The manager was fined Rs. 50. The case against the
owner was dismissed.
The owner of R. N. Banerji and others' Kalikapur coal mine was prosecuted
under Rules 1, 3 and 7. He was fined Rs. 75 but was acquitted on appeal.
The manager of R. N. Mondai and Company's New Nayadanga coal mine
was prosecuted under Rifles 3 and 7. He was fined Rs. 40.
The owner of W. C. Bhattacharji's Egarcoor coal mine was prosecuted trader
Rule 47, read with section 13(1) for not appointing á qualified manager. He was
fined Rs. 15.
The agent of the Model Brindabanpur Coal Company's Brindabanpur Model
coal mine and B. Gupta and S. Tarafdar's Surhid coal mine was prosecuted under
Rule 46, read with section 13(1) of the Indian Mines Act, for not appointing a
qualified manager. He was fined Rs. 50.
The agent and manager of Nistarini Dassi's Jamehari coal mine were prosecuted
under Rules 3 and 7. They were fined Rs. 100 each.
. The owner, agent and manager of the Dangaich Coal Company's Tundoo coal
mine were prosecuted under Rules 7 and 13 and Rule 3 of Government of Bihar
and Orissa Notification No. 11761 -M, dated the 23rd August 1918, for not fencing
disused workings, for not providing a secure case or canister for explosives in the
mine and for not keeping in repair " gates " at the entrance to the inclines. The
. owner and agent (one person) and the manager
were fined Rs. 75 each.
The agent, manager and assistant manager of the Gopalichúck Coal Company,
Limited's Gopalichuck (Head) coal mine were prosecuted under Rule 3. The
agent and assistant manager were fined Rs. 100 and Rs. 200, respectively. The
manager was acquitted.
'
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The manager of the Busserya Coal Company, Limited's Busserya coal mine
was prosecuted under Rule 4. He was fined Rs. 100.
The owner and manager (one person) of Radha Gobinda Sircar's Hirakund
coal mine were prosecuted under Rules 7 and 22 and Rule 2 of Government of Bihar
and Orissa Notification No. 11761 -M, dated the 23rd August 1918, for not fencing
a disused gallery, for not providing at the mine ambulances or stretchers with
splints and bandages and for not keeping an accurate register of persons going
underground. He was fined Rs. 10 under each count.
The owner of Pir Mohanlal's Muraidih (Locobad) coal mine was prosecuted
under section 16 of the Indian Mines Act for not reporting the opening of the mine.
The complaint was dismissed:
The owners (two) of Abdur Sattar and Abdur Rahim Khan's Brindabanpur
coal mine were prosecuted under section 13(1) of the Indian Mines Act, for not
appointing a qualified manager. They were fined Rs. 200 or Rs. 100 each.
The owner and manager of J. P. Lalla's South Barora coal mine were prosecuted
under Rules 3, 7 and 19. They were fined Rs. 150 each.
The owner and manager of D. P. Verma and Son's Pirorgoria coal mine were
prosecuted under Rules 3 and 7 and. Rule 3 of Government of Bihar and Orissa
Notification No. 11761 -M, dated the 23rd August 1918, for not keeping working
places secure, for not fencing disused workings and for not keeping a gate at the
entrance to an incline. They were fined Rs. 75 and Rs. 150 respectively.
The owner and manager of Nauren Singh's Bhutdoba coal mine were prosecuted
under Rules 2, 19 and 20. They were fined Rs. 25 each.
The agent of the New Moheshpur Coal Company's New Moheshpur coal mine
was prosecuted under Rule 19. He was fined Rs. 30.
The agent and manager of P. K. Chatterjee and Brothers' Jotejánaki coal mine
were prosecuted. under Rule 7 and section 15(2) of the Indian Mines Act, for not
fencing disused galleries and for disobeying an order prohibiting the employment
of women and children underground.
The agent vas fined Rs. 40 and the manager

acquitted.
The owner of L. Newtón's Newton Pench coal mine was prosecuted under
Rule 8 for not reporting the occurrence of a serious accident at the mine. He was
was

fined Rs. 30.

Twenty -four prosecutions were instituted for failure to submit annual returns
prescribed date. In fourteen cases fines aggregating
cases were withdrawn ; in one case the accused could
not be traced and in one case the accused died.
Information was received of the following prosecutions instituted by colliery
officials against their subordinates under Special Rules made under section 21
of the Act
for the year 1921 within the
Rs. 375 were imposed ; eight

:-

An overman and a sirdar of

the Jamehari coal mine belonging to Nistarini
under Rules 38, 40 and 41 for failing to see that sufficient
other appliances were kept at the mine and failing to report
a deficiency therein
for not taking due precaution in the execution of dangerous
operations and not fencing the entrance to disused workings ; and for failing to
see that the roof and sides of workings were kept secure. They were fined Rs. 5
Dassi were prosecuted
supplies of timber and

each.

The manager of the Burrakur Coal Company, Limited's Charanpur coal mine
prosecuted a fireman under Rules 64 -67 for neglecting his duties. The case was
subsequently withdrawn.
The manager of the Churulia Coal Company, Limited's Churulia coal mine
prosecuted a banksman under Rule 78 for failing to close a stop -block and opening
the runaway switch

in a haulage incline.

His negligence resulted in a fatal accident.

Ile was fined Rs. 25.
The manager of P. K. Chatterjee and Brothers' Jotejanaki coal mine prosecuted
a sirdar for violation
of Rules 39 and 40 for not maintaining fences in good condition and not taking
due precautions in dangerous operations. The case was dismissed owing to the absence
of the Complainant.
D
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The manager of the Pench River Coal Company, Limited's Eklelua coal mine
prosecuted an engineer under Rule 9 for being in a state of intoxication while in
charge of boilers. He was fined Rs. 20.
The manager of the Bengal Coal Company, Limited's Parbelia coal mine
prosecuted the lamp cabin attendant for breach of Rule 5 in that he issued a dama.
ed safety lamp for use in the mine. The case was dismissed.
The manager of P. Mukerhji and Company's New Peepratand coal mine prosecuted a fireman under Rule 5 for leaving unattended the boilers while under
steam. The accused absconded and could not be traced.
The manager of D. N.. Ghosh and Brother's Tetturiya coal mine prosecuted a
fitter under Rule 4 for absenting himself without leave. He was fined Rs. 15.
The manager of the Burrakur Coal Company, Limited's Joba coal mine
prosecuted a fireman under Rule 4 for absenting himself without permission. The
case was withdrawn as the accused absconded and could not be traced.
A brakesma n at the Ledo Valley colliery belonging to the Assam Railways
and Trading Company, Limited, was prosecuted under Rule 71 of the Special
Rules in force at the mines belonging to this Company for not causing a stop block to be in position on a self -acting haulage road. He was fined Rs. 50 but the
conviction was quashed on revision.
ADDITIONS TO THE ACT.

The rules published with the notification of the Government of India in the
Department of Commerce and Industry, No. 11793 -103, dated the 30th December
1908, were amended in Notification No. M -498, dated the 29th June 1922, which
is reproduced in Appendix IV, Statement No. 8.
During the year Special Rules, under section 21 of the Act, were established
at 58 coal mines. Special Rules have now been established at 665 coal mines and
40 manganese mines.
INDIAN MINES ACT, 1923.

The Indian Mines Act, 1923 (Act No. IV, 1923) which received the assent
of the Governor- General on the 23rd February 1923, and was published in the
Gazette of India on March 3rd, 1923, is given in Appendix IV, Statement No. 9,

to this report.
It may be mentioned that the Government of India are taking advantage of
the opportunity presented by the enactment of the Indian Mines Act, 1923, to
revise the regulations relating to the safety of mines and of persons engaged in
mining. The new regulations will not come into force until the. 1st July 1924. In
the meantime, they are taking steps to ensure that the mine officials responsible
for the regular inspection of the roads and working places in mines and for testing
for inflammable and other gases shall be properly qualified persons. They have
also, following the practice in other countries, appointed a Committee to enquire
into the coal dust danger and to make recommendations as to the regulations to
be enforced in order to minimize the risk of coal -dust accidents in future.

-

Section V.-General Remarks.
HEALTH AND SANITATION.

The Asansol Mines Board of Health held ten ordinary meetings and five special
meetings during the year. Dr. Tomb, the Chief Sanitary Officer of the Board,
reported that there were 351 cases of cholera with 169 deaths and 52 cases of smallpox with no deaths during the year, a& compared with 1,250 cases of cholera with
617 deaths and 74 cases of small -pox with 10 deaths ' during the previous year.
No other disease was epidemic during the year. The health of the mining community was extremely good during the year.
The Board's anti-malarial staff made a complete mosquito and. malarial survey
of the Settlement. The investigation into the existence of hookworm infection
was completed during the year. The total number of persons examined for hookworm was 5,689. The percentage of infection found in collieries was 68.85 per cent.,
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per cent. and in municipalities 18.56 per cent. The percentage
infected
found
was 83.20. The average number of worms found per
mines
of
in
collieries
individual
was 21, in villages 5 and in municipalities 3.
infected
The education of the children in lower and upper primary schools of the Settlement in Elementary Hygiene was continued and highly satisfactory results have
been secured.
The Jharia Mines Board of Health held fourteen ordinary meetings and seven
special meetings during the year. Dr. G. W. Thompson was Medical Officer of
Health during the whole period. Dr. A. G. Wright was appointed as Assistant
Medical Officer of Health and joined in the month of May.
The bye -laws under the Bihar and Orissa Mining Settlements Act, 1920, were
published in the local gazette in the month of March and became operative from
that date. As a result of the powers conferred under these bye -laws it is anticipated
that improvements in housing and matters generally affecting the public health
will show a continuous progress towards betterment.
in villages 37.09

There were 279 cases of cholera with '79 deaths and 414 cases of small -pox
with 10 deaths, as compared with 777 cases of cholera with 314 deaths and 20 7
cases of small -pox with 3 deaths in the previous year. The general health of the
mining community was good.
The rainfall at Jealgora in the Jharia coalfield was- 67.9 inches and at the
Jharia Water Works near Topchanchi it was 66.09 inches. In the Raniganj coalfield the rainfall near Dishergarh' was 35.24 inches, while at Kulti about 4 miles
from Dishergarh it was 84.01 inches. In the Giridih cbalfield it was 64.77 inches.
These figures may be compared with 44.65 at Jealgora, 53.77 at Topchanchi,
41.77 at Dishergarh, 63.25 at Kulti and 31.68 at Giridih during 1921.
MINING EDUCATION.

The Principal of the Bengal Engineering College has reported that in the
examination for the Diploma in the principles of mining held at the end of the college
course in March 1922, of the thirteen students who appeared at the examination
eleven were granted Diplomas. In the junior course, 27 were enrolled at the beginning of the session, eighteen sat for examination, and fifteen qualified for promotion
to the senior course. Twenty -six students entered the preliminary or preparatory
class on the mining side, and of these eighteen were promoted.
The annual mining camp was pitched in November and December 1922

at

Giridih on a site near the East Indian Railway Company's colliery office. The
usual courses of practical work were undertaken and visits of inspection paid to
various plants and appliances of technical interest in the vicinity. The total number
of students in the camp was 47, of whom 11 were special survey students.

The Mining Education Advisory Board held four meetings during the year.
the commencement of the session of 1921 -22 the new scheme of instruction
comprising a three year course was put into operation in Bihar and Orissa and
Mr. Griffith Jones, the lecturer, and Babu N. N. Sen, the Assistant lecturer,
delivered lectures in the first and second year courses at the Jharia and Sijua centres.
In Bengal the lectures were continued according to the old syllabus and Mr. David
Jones was appointed part time lecturer by the Hoard at the different centres in
At

the coalfield.

The sessional examination under the old syllabus was held in May, the
examiners being Mr. H. Lancaster, Inspector of Mines in India, and Mr. E. H.
Roberton, Professor of Mining, Bengal Engineering College. Of the 100 candidates who qualified to sit for examination 49 presented themselves for examination and 31 were successful. As a result of the examination Special Mining Scholarships, tenable at the Bengal Engineering College, were awarded to Babus Haridas
Mukherji, Benoy Krishna Chandra, Phani Bhusan Banerjee and Heramba Kumar
Roy.

In September 1922, the Government of Bengal sanctioned the new scheme of
instruction of a three year course but as this was too late to allow of the introduction of the new course in 1922-23, arrangements are being made for the appoint -
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ment of an instructor so as to commence the lectures under the new scheme from
September 1923.
The construction of new lecture halls at the different centres has not yet
been completed but they are expected to be completed by the end of the current
financial year.
In the Jharia coalfield at the commencement of the 1922 -23 session the full
three years course was instituted. The numbers enrolled were as follows :-first
year 91, second year 90 and third year 53. Equipment has now been provided
for practical instruction in Chemistry, Physics, Mine Gases and Gas -testing,
Drawing and Surveying. Thè work has been hampered to some extent by the lack
of accommodation but it is hoped that the new lecture halls will be available at
the commencement of next session.
Babu Indu Gopal Banerjee delivered lectures in Bengali in the Raniganj coalfield.
Courses of lectures in Hindi to overmen and sirdars were delivered at three
centres in the Jharia coalfield by Babu S. N. Bhattacharyya. The lectures were
well attended. A scheme for the extension of those vernacular lectures was approved by the Government of Bihar and Orissa and arrangements have been
made to commence classes at six centres. A feature of the scheme is the giving of

practical demonstrations in the mine.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR COAL MINE MANAGERS' CERTIFICATES.

The personnel of the Board underwent a change towards the middle of the
year. Mr. F. Owen, on leaving India on retirement, resigned his membership
with effect from the 10th May 1922. He was succeeded by Mr. J. Mackie. Six
meetings were held during the year.
Thirteen first class certificates and one second class certificate of competency
were granted in lieu of British certificates. One duplicate second class certificate

during the year.
At the examinations for colliery managers' certificates of competency held
at Dhanbad on the 13th, 14th and 15th and 20th, 21st and 22nd February 1922,
ninety -eight candidates sat for first class and one hundred and sixty-nine for second
class certificates. Certificates of competency were granted to seventeen first class
and thirty -eight second class candidates.
The examiners for the first class examination were Messrs. H. M. Tarlton and
J. Wilson and for the second class examination Messrs. W. Weir and R. Purdy.
Messrs. H. Lancaster and D. Penman, Inspectors of Mines in India, acted as official examiners and secretary and assistant secretary, respectively.
At a meeting of the Board of Examiners held on the 4th May 1922 it was
decided that, commencing from 1923, the questions set at the annual examinations should be published in the Annual Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines.
The regulations for the examinations were revised. The revised regulations
came into force on 1st January 1923 and are reproduced in Appendix IV, Statement No. 7.
of

.

MINING BOARDS IN BENGAL, BIHAR AND ORISSA AND THE CENTRAL PROVINCES.

The Bengal Mining Board held two meetings during the year. The following
matters were considered by the Board : -(a) The provisions of the Bill to amend
the Indian Mines Act, 1901 ; (b) The provisions of the Workmen's Compensation
Bill. Mr. Graham was a non-official member of the Board throughout the year.
Mr. Glen George, the other non-official member, resigned and was succeeded by
Mr. J. B. Wardlaw from the 5th August 1922.
Thé Bihar and Orissa Mining Board held one meeting during the year. The
draft bill to amend the Indian Mines Act, 1901, was considered in detail. The
non- official members were Messrs. R. G. M. Bathgate and J. Mackie.
There were no meetings of the Central Provinces Mining Board during -the

year.
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MINING AND GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF INDIA.

total membership at the end of the year, including subscribers, was
32x. At the annual meeting and at three ordinary meetings papers were read and
discussed. Two field excursions were made, one in the Jharia coalfield and the
other in the Raniganj coalfield with a view to investigating the losses in coal due
A visit was also paid to Saltore colliery in the
to fire collapse, and inundation.
lecture
illustrated
A
field.
by numerous lantern slides was delivered at
Raniganj
M.
A.
Heron
Dr.
on
the
Mount
by
Everest expedition. In addition to
Asansol
an
general
extraordinary
meetings
meeting was held when a new rule
above
the
to
members
retiring
out
of
privileges
India was passed, by which such
affording
all
compound"
future
subscriptions
may
on payment of Rs. 50.
members
Three parts of the Transactions were published.
Two meetings were held in the Central Provinces and Berar Branch, at one
of which Dr. L. L. Fermor delivered a lecture illustrated by lantern slides on the
manganese deposits of India.
The Government prize for the best paper accepted during the year for publication was awarded to Dr. L. Dudley Stamp for his paper entitled the " Geology of
part of the Pondaung Range, Burma." The writer of this paper was also awarded
the Institute's gold medal. The silver medal was awarded to Mr. D. Penman for
his paper on " The use and Scope of Breathing Apparatus in Indian Mining."
No award was made of the bronze medal.
The headquarters of the Institute has lately been removed to 27, Chowringhee,
The

Calcutta.
THE ASSOCIATION OF COLLIERY MANAGERS IN INDIA.

has been affiliated to the National Association of Colliery
in Great Britain. The business considered by the Council during the
year included the following subjects -(a) Standard agreements, (b) Superannuation, (c) Permits, (d) Proposed registration of winding enginemen an'd other
persons in charge of machinery, (e) The Indian Mines Act, ( f ) The Electricity
Act, (g) Mining lectures in the Raniganj coalfield, (h) Apprentice mining students,
(i) The welfare of women mine workers.
The Association

Managers

:

seen

interesting visit took place to Jealgora where coal- cutting machines were
operation.

An
in

LAND ACQUISITION (MINES) ACT, 1885.

number of original cases disposed of altogether at the end of 1922 stood
twenty -three of which were cases disposed of during the year.

The
at 464,

REGISTER OF APPLICANTS FOR EMPLOYMENT HOLDING FIRST OR SECOND CLASS
COLLIERY MANAGERS' CERTIFICATES.

Numerous applications for employment in coal mines are received in

the office

the Chief Inspector of Mines. For the convenience of mineowners and managers
aregister of the names of applicants holding first or second class colliery managers'
certificates has been opened in the Chief Inspector's
and may be inspected
of

on

office,

request.

OFFICIAL DUTIES, 1922.

Mr. R.

R. Simpson was Chief Inspector of Mines throughout the year.
Mr. H. Lancaster was Inspector of Mines, No. 2 Circle, up to 17th June 1922,

when

permitted to resign his appointment.
Penman was Inspector of Mines, No. 1 Circle, throughout the year.
Mr. J. H. Lang was Junior Inspector of Mines up to 17th June, after
which
date until the
end of the year he officiated as Inspector of Mines, No. 2 Circle.
Mr. F. B. Kerridge was appointed
Electric Inspector of Mines on 30th Apri
1922.
he was

Mr. D.

1
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up to 15th September
Mr. W. H. Goldsworthy was Junior Inspector of Mines
appointment.
his
resign
when he was permitted to
Messrs. G. S. Cameron, W. Kirby and H. R. Tanis were Junior Inspectors of
Mines throughout the year.

I have the honour to be,
SIR,

Your most Obedient servant,
D. PENMAN,

0fg. Chief Inspector

of Mines in India,

)ST COLLIERY.
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ABOVE GROUND.

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED DAILY IN AND ABOUT THE MINES.

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, number of workers and output of minerals, during the year 1922.

Table No. 1.

STATISTICS OF MINES AND MINERALS.

A - PENDIX

Grand

44,893

44,382

350

161

1,254

1,032

157

35

30

3,607

556

3,051

Ifrod

and above

total belog

.

Ventral Provinces.

Bihar and Orissa

PROVINCE.

.

I-contd.

1-contd.

Ramgarh

.

.

1.13reinghpur,-Mohpaui

k.B0tul
YCOEmai

.

TOTAL

.

Chanda, Ballarpur
Chhindwara, Peach Valley

Sonthal Parganas.
lRaniganj

( Jainty

Sambalpur, Hingir-Rampur

Palma'', Daltonganj

lRaniganj

,

1

7

3
8
48

1

1

11

241

4

3

1

1

21

199

41

3

581

7

6

2

1

124

390

2

11

Jharia

6

13

.

NUMBER OF
DUNES INSPECTED
DURING THE
YEAR.

I

37

1

3

320

3

2

1

103

191

2

9

10

4

505

3

1

1

1

104

369

..

12

11

3

6

-

TOTAL

24,277

96,612

68,618

31,933

849,951

9,748,541

4,565

187,758

659,101

1,037,17

Tons.

contd.

OUTPUT.

4

11

8

132.680
453,484
84,000
3,087

994

1,126 12, 708,527

3

2

1

1

179

896

17

21

A-COAL

Number
of mines
under the
scope of Worked
Nu
Not
Number
the Act.
rober
by meworked
of
chanical by me- mines
inspecpower. chanical inspect
tions.
ed.
power.

Giridih

( Jharia

Manbhum {

Hazarilwgh

Bokaro

District and mineral field.

NUMBER OF
MINES.

10

14
844
1,882
300

30,365

125

443

89

60

2,867

20,762

24

483

3,067

2,445

Adult
males.

11
10
483

22,733

93

191

62

1,316

16,755

40

376

1,272

2,638

females.

Adult

185

3

307

4

10

3

179

20

76

14

1

Children'

MINERS.

10

28
854
2,610
800

83,405

222

634

89

122

4,186

37,696

84

933

4,353

5,084

Total.

3

19
818
869
009

10,014

26

166

189

34

865

8,430

64

68

173

IA

28
295
1,470
418

4,788

27

67

200

7

505.

3,802

27

14

139

Adult

OTHERS.

1
94

153

32

16

81

10

14

'

16

47
912
2,433
1,027

14,955

52

233

421

41

1,386

12,313

,.

101

96

812

males. females, Children. Total.

Adult

BELOW GROUND.

ABOVE GROUND.

0

75
1,788
4,943
1,383

' 68,360

274

867

510

163

5,572

50,009

84

1,036

4,449

5,396

874
1,718
540

83

31,959

239

261

201

82

2,825

22,755

46

897

1,815

2,838

-

1,140
157

21
149

17,049

177

114

72

19

1,613

12,315

7

462

940

1,330

485

..

4
81

2,282

25

14

13

127

I

1,565

24

106

25

383

58
884
3,843
703

51,290

441

375

287

114

4,565

I

36,635

77

1,465

2,780

4,551

2,050
8,280
2,030 '

133

119,650

715

1,242

797

277

10,137

86,644

161

2,501

7,229

9,947

Grand
total below
ground. Adult
Adult
males. females. Children. Total and above
above
ground.
ground.

below

Total

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED
DAILY IN AND ABOUT THE DUNES:

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines
Act, 1901, number of workers and
output of minerals during the year 1922-contd.

Table No.

STATISTICS OF MINES AND MINERALS-contd.

APPENDIX

i

t31

Rajputana

Madras

.

Bihar and Orissa

Punjab

ßnrma

jl

I

1

.

11.

YEAR

PRECEDING

DIFFERENCE

OF

-168

609

441

GRAND TOTAL (MICA) POIL 1922

68

36

TOTAL

2

66

337

Ajmer-Merwara

Nilgiris

TOTAL

300

1

.

34

66

49

15

15

34

34

-17

..

+20

+69

Sambalpur

.

.

466

486

884

2

.

-

.

953

Monghyr

Hazaribagh

Gaya

.

YEAR

PRECEDING

DIFFERENCE

OF

GRAND TOTAL (coAL) FOR 1922

-151

543

392

36

53

2

51

203

1

2

266

31

+49

418

467

23

.

24

TOTAL

3

3

Shahpur

1

19

1

20

.l1"Innwnli .

( Nellore

{

Sonthcrn Shan States.

Jhelum

j

'

-83

113

30

12

18

18

+185

581

766

12

2

1

9

15,168,988

67,180

5,017

14,301

47,832

-84

114

30

12

18

18

"

+ 619

29,470

30,089

616

1,298

55

1,243

28,175

5

12,195

15,975

Cwt.

B-MICA.

+639 -189,946

1,005 18,358,934

1,644

14

10

1:2I

3,358

231

289'

18

271

2,838

12

11

2,318

497

48,380

580

40

59

481

78I

;

I

;

1,275

127

132

132

1,016

14

7

825

170

29,514

461

10

16

16

435

4

384

47

492

5,094

368

437

18

419

4,289

30

18

3,627

714

78,186

580

40

59

481

I

567

36

87

2

S5

444

34

589

21

18,574

359

.

349\

624

40

55

55

529

42

487

10,439

..

..

356

2

5

5

349

0

340

295

1,547

78

-

147

2

145

1,322

85

1,216

21

29,308

359

8

2

349

I

I

49,943

48,565

731

65

111

555

27

8

8

1

28,666

25,036

..

-3,730

10,329

6,641

446

584

20

564

5,611

115

18

4,743

735

I

i

i

-800

2,956

2,146

65

179

5

174

1,902

46

1,592

264

-702

1,929

1,219

9

146

4

142

1,064

S

14

873

177

-1,463 -1,378 -3,630

105,957

107,404

939

48

61

830

38

3

1

81,690

76,861

747

342

6

6,214

4,464

79

I

377

12

365

4,008

91

3,134

783

-234 -1,745

1,329

1,099

5

52

3

49

1,042

el

31

669

I

65 i

122

500

27

+179 -4,829

3,081

3,260

.,

-5,475

10,543

11,105

525

961

32

929

9,619

115

109

7,877

1,518

-6,292

190,647

184,355

1,686

113

183

1,'300

WS

Madras

Cefttral Pr®virlcerl

,

.

PIddVilrOE.

.

1--contd.

.

{

.

I

,

I

,

,

TOTAL

.

of

011

NUMnI:R OY

MINES INNPE(H'Ii0
DURING
it
YEA lt,

I

I

4

4

4

I

I

\

_:1

61

50

3

4t

18

1

6

21

2

OUTPUT.

TOTAL

.,

42

28

3

23

10

1

1

0

2

'

48

28

3

25

11

1

2

0

2

'

480.

534,757

392,322

7,845

344,774

127,005

33,478

85,413

148,823

30,703

Tons.

C- MANGANESE ORE,

Not
Number Number
Worked worked
of
of
by me by me- mines
ins pee
chanleat
I nopptetchanical
lions,
power.
ed.
power.

05

54

3

40

211

1

í,

2'1

2

the Act.,

1490í]8

under the

PRt1OP,DINO

Tosmarmnanom

OF

GRAND TOTAL (51AROANESE)
son 1922

Vlaagapat9ut

Nagpur

Jubbuip®rn

Cltbludwara

Sbandara

11919094

1'aneh ;fabala

1ü14tr#t oDoi mineral lleld,

of mines

Ntlmbor

MINEN,

N1,Mn1:B

4,034

223

3,135

1,160

«80

236

1,401

676

malee.

Adult

4,424

230

8,812

1,854

..

400

300

1,680

476

202

45

167

23

0

44

81

Adult
females. Children

MINERS.

8,680

404

7,104

2,530

006

045

3,228

1,152

Total.

194

127

58

0

3

00

07

Adult

males.

BELOW GROUND.

4

1

females Children)

Adult

OTHERS.

198

130

13,472I

8,858

404

7,234

2,507

9

695

648

8,288

1,220

-.e.

61

6

3

00

68

Total.

Total

-175

'

1,904I

1,729

100

1,410

594

14

140

155

610

210

below Adult
ground. males.

14

-cas

I

1,673

1,129

_

1,057

262

0

70

143

470

68

Adult

females

j

i

I

3,855

3,187

114

2,008

I

'

I

,

i

20

058

978

4,355

1,605

17,327

12,025

518

9,902

8,585

e.sus

988

20

263

330

I,

385

1,007

_eea

309 I
278

a=

e

32

102I

'

41

32

87

117

Grand
Total total below
Children. above and above
ground.
ground.

ABOVE GROUND.

AVERAGE NUMBER 05' PERSONS EMPLOYED DAILY IN AND ABOUT THE MINES.

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, number of worliera and output of minerals, during the year 1922--contd.

Table No.

STATISTICS OF MINES AND MINERALS-contd.

APPENDIX 1-contd.

Rajputana

Burma,

Punjab

Burma.

Centrai Provinces

.

{

.-

.

GRAND

Northern

FOR 1022.

TOTAL

.

1

.

.

OF PRECEDING

TOTAL

.

p.

DIFFERNCE.

YEAR

GRAND TOTAL (G2318) FOR 1922.

Ajmer- 1lerwara

Katha

Katha

Ti atha

DIFFERENCE

YEAR

I

I

-1

6

5

2

3

3

4

3

PRECEDING

GRAND TOTAL (SALT)

OF

1

Shahpur

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

+1

-lo

1

1

2

37

27

1

FOR

I

I

1

4

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

1

-11

36

25

1

24

26

2

22

2

24

111ianwali

1922.

YEAR

OF PRECEDING

(LIMESTONE)

.

DI1'FE1:E*iCE.

TOTAL

Shan States.

Jnbbulporc, Eatni

Jhelum

I

Bilaspur

1

n

1

1

-3

23

20

20

20

-143,747

-4

(b)

+64,073

123,084

187,157

22,196

16,684

978

Carats.

1

Sapphire.
102,462

I

Rubies.

.

+30,945

200,215

231,160

(d) Beryl.

231,160

(C) Spinel.
..
35,626

..

Tons.
148,277

-GEMS.

(a)

F.

+6

1

7

2

5

E.-SALT.

284,254

140,507

8,785

131,722

123,119

24

20

20

20

Tons.
8,803

D.- LIMESTONE.

)

60

624

624

624

643

45

20

578

1,155

30

1,125

1,005

..

35

35

936

936

936

3

3

50

50

50

60

624

624

624

681

83

20

578

2,141

30

2,111

2,051

135

135

135

103

43

60

96

06

86

10

1

25

..

478

478

946

946

921

7

55

6

49

53

53

46

,.

135

135

135

636

49

587

1,095

1,095

42
1,053

I

i

I

102

-36

795

759

750

759

+414

903

1,317

83

69

1,165

-1,750

4,986

3,236

30

3,206

3,104

i

+37

458

495

495

495

-17

62

45

\

\

45

-100

567

467

467

75I

392

,

'

-544

930

386

388I

261

125

97

-29

\

\

126

..

97

83

14

+37

458

495

495

495

-17

62

45

45

-673

1,623

950

050

736

214

316

1,263

1,254

1,254

1,254

-

+397

965

1,362

83

69

1,210

-2,423

6,609

4,186

30

4,156

3,840

Madras

Bihar and Orissa

Punjab

Bihar and Orissa .

PROVINCE.

.

I-contd.

1- contd.

.

I

I

..

1

GRAND

Anantapur.

SInghbhum

GRAND

..

TOTAL

.

.

OII

On
1922

1a.IDDIDDINO
YIDSa

(GOLV)

.

.

YEAR.

DIFFERENCE .

.

FOR

1922

OF PRECEDING.

(SLATE)

l

Ì

oke

I

..

6

3

1

-.-=

..

1

-3

18

.

10

4

6

5

15

3

power.

NIIZBER OF

-

9

4

4

4

-:

2

1

1

-5

ed.

TOTAL.
OUTPUT

(

1

males.

-

12,113

50,337

38,224

35,600

4,936

33,661

-:

2

1

1

..

..

-a.>

-.

..

..

..

._

..

-.

-

103

..

103

..

bß

58

262

-.

.

95

25

120

..

142

Adlt

65

4

4

gl

females. 'Children.

MINERS.

I

.

-

..

58

58

..

..

l

1

430

124

95

29

306

Total.

..

..

.

..

66

86

66

48

..

males.

BELOW GROUND.

..

__

..

.

.

..

..

..

_

-.

.
..

-

34

34

34

...

__

..

100

48

48

.

..

100

.

.100

..

females. Children. Total.

OTHERS.

I

1081

-va

101

106

-83

613

530

224

95

129

306

ground.

Total

195

171

57

922

293

293
I

-24

-su

I

38

19

114

Adult

Ì

70I

82

791

-1-3

20

23'

23

23

Audit

I

Total

14

8

6

83'

43

311

-6

20

14

.

401

447

403;/

-227

235

208

94

69

25

I

114

648

609

609

-110

848

738

318

164

154

420

Grand
total below
above and
abov e
Children. ound,

ABOVE GROUND.

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED DAILY IN AND
ABOUT THE t11TNES.

30.108

8,388

8,388

OMR.

H. -GOLD.

-5

9

4

4

4

Tons.
2,824

G.---SLATE.

miof cAdlt

MINES INSPECTED
DURING THE
YEAR.

Not Num er
worked
ofI Number
meins
chanical
li
inspect- doña

..

..

.

..

.

c;:;

4I

6

4

-3

18

15

10

4

TOTAL

.

Kangra

.

5

8

TOTAL

.

Scope of

the Act.

Gurgaon

Gurdaspur

Monghyr

.

District and mineral field.

Number(
of mines
under the

NUMBER OF
MINES.

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 190]., number of workers and
output of minerals, during the year 1922-contd.

Table No.

STATISTICS OF MINES AND MINERALS -contd.

APPENDIX

.

.

.

Burma.

Madras

.

.

Rajputana

.

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

Burma.

.

.

.

{

.

Singhbhum

Ajmer-Mwara

.

.

.

Thaton

.

.

2

TOTAL OF PRECEDING YEAR.

DIFFERENCE

2

..

2

..

..

2

.

..

-10

-2

-12

. I.

13

2

3

3

3

15

..

..

..

..

3

3

..

7

9

+2

..

5

1922.

..

-1

+1

3

2

1

1

O

.

4

3

1

PRECEDING
YEAR
.

FOR

.

.

(WoLFRea!)

DIFFERENCE

OF

TOTAL

TOTAL

DIFFERENCE

YEAR

10

1

5

4

Salem

GRAND

.

Tavoy

Mergui

,,

FOR

1922.

OF PRECEDING

GRAND TOTAL (I20N oRE)

.

TOTAL

i

3

randalny

Northern Shan States.

4

3

3

4

7

7

+3

..

..

.

-45,807

286,190

240,383

,

212,703

27,680

27,680

11
11

-11

..

..

..

..

-1-57k

8841

942

942

+1

..

1

+1

..

1

á

37
938

Tons.

+1,265

17,152

Tons.
18,417'

K.-MAGNESITE.

-11

..

,

..

J.- WOLFRAM ORE.

-1

, ,

..

..

Tones.

I. -IRON ORE-

Iii

.

495

.

495

..

.

..

;,

-.

30

30

..

I

3

..

228

..

225

..
17

17

17

..

..

I

167

with th ose for Tin ore

..

1,137

7

1,130

..

'225

..

..

..

269

..

..

167

167

..

.

248

..

..

..

..

..

408

..

..

..

..

,.

..

925

..

167

167

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

Labo ur figure s in clud ed with those for Tin or e.

167

Labo nrfigures included

612

7

605

..

..

..

..

..

..

,.

..

..

-.

..

I

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

3

245

..

242

242

'

¡

I1

+127

798

925

-1,541

1,708

167

167

167

-572

1,954

1,382

10

1,130

242

242

.
46

+

3

109

112

I

I

-297

329

32

32

3_

-280

839

570

20

382 I

168

122

I

162

..

..

7

-7

,

-114

276

162

..

..

1

I

..

..

11

40

+8

32

..

I

56

56

+45

..

..

..

..

I

l

+11

141

152

-304

336

32

32

32

-338

1,126

788

20

600

1CS
I

,

+138

939

1,077

1,845

2,044

199

199

199

-910

3,080

2,170

30

1,730

410

46
364

46

1^^ I

.

.

Centrai Prosiness

Central Provinces

.

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

,

Bihar and Orissa

Baluchistan

1

Pit0718cm.

.

1-contd.

.

.

.

.

.

MIL

.

.

DIFFERENCE

YEA1

.

.

OP PRECEDING

TOTAL 08 YIIEO]lDINO

Subbutpore

.,

'

.

.

GRAND TOTAL (COPPED ORE)
FOR 1022

Ilalaghat

Singhbhum

.

DIFFERENCE

TOTAL Olt PRECEDING YEAR

you 1922,

ma)

.

GRAND TOTAL (CHROME

.

.

.

.

.

.

Singhbhurn

Zhob

District and mineral field.

1

1

+1

4

5

1

1

2

2

-a

..

..

..

_

2

3

1

-I

-

-]

1

+1

,

2

+1

..

+1

4

24

24

2

3

..

25

22

..

meal
power.

moche-

..
..

25

3

22

nival
power.

Number
of mines
under
the
Not
scope of Worked worked
the Act,
by
by
m °cita-

NUMBER Ob
MINES

T °TAT.

1

.1

.

1

1

+1

..

..

,

I

2

4

F2

,.

4

I

-1,790

32,580

30,704

..

30,704

Tons.

ORE.

-8,032

27,727

19,005

1,147

18,548

Tons,

ORE.-

1

..

1

93,000

Cwt.
70,740

N.-BAUXITE.

2

2

2

M.- COPPER

+1

,.

..

L.--CHROMITE

Number Number 0UTrUT,
°f
°f
mines
spoInspected. lions,

inc

Ntiainnn or.
MINES-INHPEOTED
DURING THE
YEAR.

--

_ .

..

23

8

.

--

.

,.

0

3

8

55

55

30

.

.

..

..

813

MINERS.

_

..

..

..

..

.,

..

.

.:

20

20

I

Adult
females. Children.

..

200

68

141

Adult
males,

-

68

..

827

11

810

..

..

284

148

141

Total.

..

..

..

..

..

6

i

I
I

4

4

Adult
males.

BELOW GROUND.

I

Total

below

._

-

..

-

..

..

..

..

..

I
I

I

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

I

'

..

.

..

..
..

..

a

!

4

4

-x6

208

68

¡

+93

788

831

11

820

262

546

284

143

141

ground.
Adult
females. Children. Total.

OTHERS.

t16

D

24

-65

1,394

1,329

8

1,821

+18

151

168

26

148

44

22

22

tYn4/

33

-151

677

528

1

525

-22

..

74

70

1

78

5

+5

t6

..

17

4

4

-13

..

y-.

13

82

-211

2,145

1,934

30

1,924

-17

212

195

52

143

Adult Adult
males. females. Children. above

Total

ABOVE GROUND-

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED DAILY IN AND ABOUT THE MINES.

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, number of workers and output of minerals during the year 1922 -conta.

Table No.

STATISTICS OF MINES ANI) MINERALS-contd.

APPENDIX I-con td.

Total

Grand

-201

221

120

-118

2,883

2,765

21

2,744

-279

758

479

195

284

above
ground.

below and

.

Burma.

Central Provinces

Burma.

.

.

.

.,

Delhi

.

.

Central Provinces

I00ar and OrMsa

.

.

.

.

n

.

Mergui

1922

.

.

YEAR

TOTAL

DIFFERENCE

TOTAL OF PRECEDING YEAR

.

OF PRECEDING

(LEAD ORE)

DIFFERENCE

GRAND TOTAL

FOR

DIFFERENCE

Northern Shan States.

Drug

.

(CLAY) FOR 1922

.

TOTAL

TOTAL OF PRECEDING YEAR

GRAND TOTAL

Delhi

Jubbulpore

1..1,..

Tavoy
Il Thaton

Ir

{

-

\Ianblonn

-

28

+15

-2

+13

43

3

1

26

15

44

1

,

2

..

-

1

1

1

2

27

15

-

1

1

.-

-2

12

10

5

31

..

2

2

1

1

I

2

-2

2

14

..

..

3

2

..

2

1

1

..

12

5

5

2

1

1

I

3

5

3

2

3

5

3

2

+2

.-

-29,557

87,475

57,918

7,958

46,802

3,158

Tons.
1,231
1,027

+27,9281

-4

-1

+9

2

11

8

3

2

12

+48

1,032

1,080

5

894

181

Tons.

,.

..

`
2,245

19

1,744

482

1,166

5

1,161

..

183

24

149

10

8

2

..

19

24

22

12

12

65

..

322

..

312

10

8

°

I

..

..

..

..

..

..

7

4

3

13

8

5

J

4

2,317

38

1,772

507

1,17S

17

1,161

518

24

469

25

21

*Amount of refined lead extracted 39,214 tons.

+10

,

9

3

Q. -TIN ORE.

144,0891

172,018

1

*172,017

4

..

.,

..

1

..

Tons.

P.-LEAD ORE.

+2

..

0.-CLAY.

10

10

120

..

.,

14

12

2

120

..

..

.,

..

..

..

4

4

100

..

100

,.

,.

..

..

..

..

-.

..

14

14

,

..

120

..

120

114

..
I

1..°

102

..

..

..

4

+1,479

2,331
852

38

1,772

5:.1

+289

1,009

1,298

17

1,281

-492

1,124

632

36

571

25

21

2

-104

711

607

520

87

+111

433

544

5

539

-117

208

91

°..9

40

22

20

4

84

15

1

6

12

12

12

-25

45

20

14

..

..

-69

.,

14

10

14

8

6

a

..

..

..

..

..

-S8

102

..

761

-134

-5

'

93

534

627

.

-

+111

445

556

17

539

-274

394

120

30

48

42

a
36

'5

..

..

..

..

+1,345

1,613

2,958

38

2,306

614

+ 400

1,454

1,854

34

1,820

-766

1,518

752

E6

619

67

67

10

Madras

Burma.

Central Provinces

Madras

Central Provinces

.

PROVINCE.

.

a

1-concld.

.

Fon 1022

(STEATITE)

DIFFERENCE

YEAR

GRAND

AnantaPur

#

.

.

Number
of mines

Dvrsx..xaou

power.

NUMBER OF

MINES INSPECTED
DURING THE
YEAR.

:r

I

-

I

..

-2

0

4

2

2

I

+2

3

G

2

'3

..

..

4,206,138
3.55

664

4,205,584t

Oze.

-I-30

113

152

Tons.

EARTH.

-20,220

23,430

3,x04

1,408

1,700

Cwt.

T.-SILVER.

Ì

3

5

2

3

+2

S.-FULLERS'

-2

o

4

2

2

TOTAL
OUTPUT.

R.-STEATITE.

underthe
scope of
Not
the Act. Worked worked
Number Number
by
of
of
by
mechanimines. inspeecal
inspecLions.
power.
tod.

TOTAL (Brt.vme) son
1022
.
08 PRIDOADrrGO

.

Northern Shan States.

DIFFERENCE

.

.

OF PRECEDING

TOTAL

TOTAL OF PRECEDING YEAR

Jubbulpore

GRAND

Nellore

Jubbulpore

District and mineral field.

MINES.

NUMBER OF

I

.-

31

13

18

Adult
males.

Ditto

figures

Labour figures

Labour figures

Labour

0

1

5

I

1

i

OTHERS.

nciuded with th

i

--

ose

nelndrd with the e

tholse
Ditto

for

f01

for

I

I

i

I

lead ore.

Ditto.

L.

mestone.

gold.

11

Adult
Adult
males. females.IChildren.

neluded with

37

14

23

Adult Children.
Total,
femalcs..1

MINERS.

BELOW GROUND.

Total

below

-4)7

134

37

14

23

ground.

Total

-20

31

11.

8

3

Adult
males.

I

I

-45

00

15

3

12

-18

21

3

3

-83

112

20

11

18

-I80

240

00

25

41

Grand
tot a l below
Total and above
Adult
females. Children. above
ground.
ground.

ABOVE GROUND.

AVERAGE NUNMBER fil!' PERSONS EMPLOYED DAILY IN AND ABOUT THE MINES.

Number of mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, number of workers and
output of minerals, during the year 1922-concld.

Table No.

STATISTICS OF MINES AND MINERALS-contd.

APPENDIX I-con td.

.

.

Central Provinces

Madras

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

Central Provinces

Bi har and Orissa

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1922

(AL1 MINERALS),

.

DIFFERENCE

YEAR

.

GRAND TOTAL Gr PItrorrinG

GRAND TOTAL

DIFFERENCE

1

1

1

2

2

1,183

-120

-3

-123

1,063

+2'

1

3

+2

..

-1

558

655

..

..

..

.,

..

2

..

..

1

1

I

I

..

..
..

1,741

1,018

+2

1

3

+2

.

DIFFERENCE

3

2

1

-1

1

TOTAL OF PRECEDING YEAR

Kurnool

.

.

roi

OF PRECEDING

1922

.

.

(Ocrm1Ia)

.

.

.

YEAR

GRAND TOTAL

Jubbulpore

Puri

DIFFERENCE

2

TOTAL Or PRECEDING YEAR

..

1

.

DIFFERENCE

1

1

Betul

.

TOTAL OF PREOEDING YEAR

S1nghbhum

..

-503

503

9,400

..

t

+536

1,233

t.

Carats.

Cwt.
27,047

Troy ounces
+648,77 8

Carats.
+30,945

-

-470,827k

Tons.

Troy ounces.
4,214,526
Tons.
19,949,3881
Cwt.
155,865
Carats.
200,215
Troy ounces
3,565,748

231,1611

128,818

_

48

40

8

..

64,352

64

_

..
..

..
.-

9

9

..

37,335

..

..

..

.

-

--

I

a

4

4

..

.

1,761

..

..

..

..

.-

-

--

One mine had been closed since September 1921.
Extracted from 172,017 tons of lead ore.

+79

798

1,769

19,469,561

+6,385
Tons

X.-BARYTES.

877

..

Cwt.
15,785

..

..

450

+544

_-

..

904

594

.
..

400

..

Tons.

IV -OCHRE.

'

-347

347

.- GRAPHITE.cwt.

..
..

...

..

.

,

V

..

..

Tons.

I7.- APATITE_

70

61

63

S

..

103,448

'

..

..

-

..

..

20,164

..

..

..

..

..

.,

..

I

..

12,612

..

..

..

..
..

..

..

...

..

703

...

..

..

..
..

..

..

..

33,569

..

..

..

..

..

..
..
11

25

131

105

60,665

57,557

x-16

2

18

T106

.

2G

-1

4

3

+27

8

36

j

8

so

4G

34,540

28,859

+72

..

46

46

-M

6

2

+33

21

54

-12,282 -3,078 -5,687

149,299

137,017

-F G3

7

70

F53

8

61

53

8

-37

37

-11

..

4

11

u.

-4
I

I

5

100,364

91,494

+104

20

124

F156 3

25

188

162

2ß

-9

14

± 60

29

89

-105 -8,870

5,153

5,048

+ 16

10

26

-11

..
..

..

I

-21,152

249,663

228,511

-1-167

27

194

+216

33

---

249

215

34

-46

51

6

+ 49

40

89

,

Bengal

.

Baluchistan

Arumm

Bnovr,am.

I

{

,

TOTAL

,

,

TOTA1.

I3urdwan

.

Tomai.

Bankura-Raniganj
Birbliüm

SibiKhost

Quetta- Pishin

Luralai

Kalat

SIbsagar

.

Naga Hills

Laid impur

District and mineral field.

'

Tons.

Tons.

190,703

284
197,918

1,501

3,093

2,217

1,476

612

90

4_328.080

12,154
'4,309,951

6,881

40,032

33,800

0,044

42

80

347,650

55,903

4,528.680

12,438
4,507,869

8,382

44,325

30,083

3,549,221

7,996
3,537,715

3,510

32,908

25,977

6,880

28

42

8,120

23

334,849

55,204

279,045

Tons.

76

742,235

4,031
735,044

3,160

5,928

5,852

..

11,974

383

11,591'

Tons.

Colliery
Despatches consumption.

80

348,202

65,999

292,203

Tons.

ltaisinks.

291,747

TOTAL.

COAL.

0,800

9,809

At

ft

995

995

Tons.

Coal delivered to
coking.

6.905

5,905

04

Tons.

tories.

coke fac-

patched to

Coal des-

227,424

225,301.

411

1,712

5,489

/

444

412

32

Tons.

stock.

Closing

I

I

97
07

..

Tons.

Hard.

I

76

76

Tons.

Soft.

OPENING STOCK.

Analysis of figures relating to output of Coal and Coke.

Opening
stook.

510

I-contd.

Table No. 2.

APPENDIX

1

800.

809

332

332

Tons.

Hard.

4.609

row

4,699 I

Tons.

Soft.

COKE MADE,

COKE.

891

891' I

332

332

Tons.

Hard.

4,392

4,392 I

Tons.

E.c:ft.

DESPATCLrS.

16

/

15

Tons.

Hard.

383

383'

Tons.

Soft.

CLOSING BTOCK.

Z

d

Punjab

.

.

.

Central Provinces

.

Bihar and Orissa

Burma

'

,

.

.

.

.

Chanda

.

Shahpur

.

.

.

TOTAL

.

.

.

TOTAL

.

.

.

GRAND TOTAL 1922

.

.

Jhelum

Mianwali

.

.

Narsinghpur

Yeotmal

.

Chhindwara

.

.

,

.

73,450

6,209

5,047

67,180

15,490

51,751

694,034

4,283

88,747

463,371

136,489

1,144

396

14;301

47,832

675,841

3,687

84,996

453,484

132,680

994

1'72

64,715

5,665

13,824

45,226

595,668

3,450

74,984

408,943

107,706

585

19

9,965,733

10,449

88,860

49,013

16,915

531,367

7,558,904

4,212

1,003,861
552,589
149,563

2,106,866 18,168,988 20,275,854 14,543,113

6,270

.

1,189

3,919

18,193

596

3,751

9,887

3,509

150

224

1,162

'

.

.

.'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Betul

.

.

28,716

100,371

68,618

32,763

1,878,171 12,708,527 14,586,698

24,277

4,439

68,618

31,933

849,951- 1,057,492

.

.

220,151
4,565

1,038,270
683,836

9,748,541 11,351,916

4,565

96,612

..

830

207,541

1,603,375

..

1,037,171
659,101
187,758

3,759

Southern Shan States

TOTAL

1,099

24,735
32,393

.

Satnbalpur-Hiibir Rampur

Sonthal Par- rJainty
ganas.
L
{l Raniganj

;

Raniganj

.

.

.

.

Jharia

Jharia

.

.

LRamgarh

Palamau-Daltonganj

\

11fanbhum

Hazaribagh

Bokoro
Giridih

2,601,073

3,370

40

33

3,297

63,774

833

8,156

30,881

23,904

..

138

1,773,654

10,258

9,970

18,756

4,805

224,676

1,386,431

..

32,132

19,094
67,532

`

..

..

..

. .

..

..

..

21

21

184

469,105

..
..
..

122,803

289,336

1,387

5,942
49,637

'

532

.

333,752

..

..

..

..

.

. .

..

..

.,

327,847

..

..

..

15,938

311,377

..

..
..
9,373

2,661,554

5,365

504

1,633

3,228

34,571

, ,

5,607

23,526

4,879

559

55

2,378,206

8,009

1,541

849

11,043

178,646

2,117,245

37,069
353

14,078

,

.

7,652

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

7,555

..

,

.

..
..

7,427

..

128

..
..
.

485

12,980

..

..

..

. ,

. .

..

..

12,904

,,

. .

..

2,216

10,203

..
..

..

,

,

..

86

,

81,263

98,401

458

..

4,017

..

..

..

.

,

..

133,521

-

188,979

..

15

15

126

132,380 184,139

'

89,270

42,752
272

..

72,267

87,006

449

..

4,222

124,094

..

..

..

-,

..

..

15

168,383

15

_,

,,,

-

!

32

27

17,079

:.

..

..

..

..

..

..

17,064

39

16,998

..

..

--

122,871 163.944

47

79,699

42,752
'373

33,576

..

..

...

..

94

33,099

-,

11,212

21,598

9

280

..

36

I-contd.

APPENDIX

Table No. 3.
Number of mines opened and closed during the year ending 31st
December 1922.
Number of

District.

Province.

mines opened.

Number of
mines closed,

A.-COAL.
Lakhimpur
ASSAM

.

$ALUCHISTAN

.

Sibsagar

.

_

..

Kalat

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

1

Loralai

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

..

.

.

.

.

1

1

.

.

.

1

I

ToTAL

.

4

3

Quetta-Pishin

.

TOTAL

Sibi-Khost

_

BENGAL

.

.

Banl.-ura

.

.

.

.

.

1

..

Biibhnm

.

.

.

.

.

1

1

19

14

15

Burdwan-Raniganj

Hazaribagh
BIHAR AND ORISSA

.

.

TOTAL

.

21

.

.

1

.

1

Ramgarh

.

_Ciridih

.

.

..

1

Jharia

.

.

27

18

Ranìgauj

.

.

15

6

.

.

1

.

5

.

Manbhum

Sambalpur-Hingir-Rampur

TOTAL

25

.-_-Betul l
CENTRpII PROrINCE9\

.

.

.

Chanda;'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

3

.

.

.

13

.

.

.

.

Tam.

.

17

-

Chhindara,
Yeottnnl

.

.

7

1

'

13
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APPENDIX
Table No.

I- contd.

3-contd.

Number of mines opened and closed during the year ending 31st

December 1922- contd:

{

PANSAS

Number of
mines opened.

-District.

Province.

Jhelum

Number of
mines closed.

.

1

Shahpur

1

TOTAL

TOTAL (COAL)

8

2

95

63

6

11

93

100

1

2

I00

113

.

B.-MICA.
Gaya

.

Hazaribagh
.

BIHAR AND ORISSA

Monghyr

Sambalpur

TOTAL

t

{

MADRAS

Nellore

.

Nilgiris

.

2

29

2

29

7

21

7

21

109

163

TOTAL

Ajmer-Mermara

{ Beamar

RAJPIITANA

TOTAL

TOTAL (MICA)

C.- MANGANESE
Balaghat
CENTRAL

PROVINCES

.

ORE.
3

.

1

Bhandara
.

{

Jubbulpore

1

Nagpur

2

1

3

5

.

TOTAL (MANGANESE ORE)
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APPENDIX

I-contd.

Table No. 3-cont d.
Number of mines opened and closed during the year ending 31st
December 1922-contd.
Number of
mines opened.

District.

Province.

Number of
mines closed.

D.-LYMESTONE.
Bilaspur

1

.

CENTRAL PROVINCES

Jubbulpore

.

.

3

2

.

3

3

.

...

.

...

...

.

.

...

...

TOTAL (SALT)

.

...

.

.

1

...

.

.

...

2

1

2

.

.

.

TOTAL (LIMESTONE)

c

E.-SALT.
rl Jhelum

PIINJAR

.

Mianwali

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

Shahpur

.

.

.

F. -GEMS.
.

.

.

RAJPIITANA

.

.

BURMA

.

.

Katha

.

.

Ajmer -Merwara

.

.

.

TOTAL (GEMS)

G.- SLATE.
BISAR AND ORISSA

.

.

Monghyr

.

t

.i
I

PUNJAB

.

.

"'

Gurdaspur

.

.

.

.

-1

Gurgaon

Kangra

.

.

.

.

.

TOTAL

.

.

1

1

TOTAL (SLATE)

H. -GOLD.
MADRAS

.

.

.

.

.

Anantapur

.

.

.

1
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APPENDIX I-contd.
Table No.

3- contri.

Number of mines opened and closed during the year ending 31st
Deceiñber 1922 -contd.
District,

Province.

Number of
mines opened.

Number of
mines closed.

1

2

I. -IRON ORE.

Singhbhum

BIHAR AND ORISSA
.

BURMA

.

.

Northern Shan States

Mergui
BURMA

.

.

.

1

TOTAL (IRON ORE)

.

2

2

2

1

.

J.-WOLFRAM
.

Tavoy

.

Thaton

.

ORE.

.

.
.

.

..

..

TOTAL (WOLFRAM ORE)

.

2

1

1

..

.

1

..

..

2

2

4

2

6

1

1

.

.

K.-COPPER

.

ORE.

BIHAR AND ORISSA

.

. I

.

Singhbhum

CENTRAL PROVINCES

.

.

.

Jubbulpore

CENTRAL PROVINCES

.

.

.

Jubbulpore

.

.

.

DELHI

.

.

.

Delhi

.

.

.

.

.

.

L.-BAUXITE.
.

M. -CLAY.

.

.

TOTAL (CLAY)

CENTRAL PROVINCES

.

.

..

.

N. -LEAD ORE.

Drug

.

Mergui

.

.

Távoy

.

.

Thaton

.

.

.

0. -TIN ORE.
BURMA

.

.

.

.

5

.

3

.

1

1

9

13

1

..

1

1

3

-1

236

253

TOTAL (TIN ORE)

CENTRAL PROVINCES

MADRAS

.

.

.

Jubbulpore

.

.

Nellore

.

P.-STEATITE.
.

.

TOTAL (STEATITE)

CENTRAL PROVINCES

Jubbulpore

Q,OCHRE.

R.- BARYTES.
.

KURNOOL

7

.

.

GRAND TOTAL

.

(ALL

.

Koms)

.
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APPENDIX I -contd.
Table No. 4.
The following table shows the fluctuations in the output of the principal
minerals raised from mines classed under the Indian Mines Act, 1901. The other
minerals raised are gems, slate, magnesite, steatite, clay, bauxite, fuller's earth,
graphite, molybdenite, ochre, barytes, apatite, and calcite.
Yaea.

nese óre. Mica.

Coal.

stone-

Salt.

Gold.

Copper

W

O1ram Iron ore.

Chro-

mite

Tin ore.

ore.

Sliver

ore.

Tons.

Troy ozs.

Tdns.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

71,259

138,540

11,019

3,639

1,376

98,371

8,414

87

1}

38,189

146,505

135,518

19,873

4,400

1,576

167,600

3,006

45

3}

16,352,480

378,172 24,063

64,179

144,770

24,320

8,010

1,972

126,617

1,465

14

7

61 2

16,419,082

568,032 35,978

45,290

160,357

23,235

2,671

2,955

142,606

5,004

88

7

1,38 2

82,340

152,542

22,991

20,108

3,966

178,303

17,266

182

131,451

158,513

19,916

3,619

3,609

115,890

24,030

602

3

146,810

174,974

11,191

32,756

2,905

101,322

14,067

701

2}

75

1,056 128,908

2,870,59

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Cwt.

637,391 43,650

913

.

15,486,318

1914

.

5,727,831

1915

.

1916

.

1917

. 17,326,384

497,052 35,896

1918

.

19,847,039

415,357

1919

.

21,759,727

420,184 41,683

555,672

51,572

Tons. Troy° re

..

1,25 1

1,16

920

. 17,082,711

582,636

44,6661 161,340

181,092

13,645

28,167

1,733}

148,472

23,123

1921

. 18,358,934

284,254

29,470

284,252

123,084

10,108

32,560

884}

286,190

27,727

1,032 144,080}

3,555,64

392,322 30,089

140,507

187,157

8,388

30,764

942

240,383

19,695

1,080 172,018

4,208,13

922

.

18,168,988

Table No. 5.

The following table shows the amount of coal raised, the average number
of persons working daily and the death-rates during the years 1913 to 1922 in
respect of coal mines tinder the Indian Mines Act, 1901

:-

DEATH- RATES.

s

Amount of
coal raised.

YEAR.

Average
number of
Number of
persons work- deaths below
ing daily below
and above
and above
ground.
ground.

Per 1,000 per

Per 1,000,000
tons raised.

sons working
daily below
and above
ground.

Tons .
1913

.

.

.

.

.5,486,318

133,042

185

11'95

1.39

1914

.

.

.

.

15,727,631

137,851

145

9.22

1.05

1915

.

.

.

.

16,352,480

145,537

166

10.15

114

1916

.

.

16,419,082

143,459

169

10.29

1.18

1917

.

.

.

.

17,326,384

153,683

163

9.41

1.06

1918

.

.

.

.

19,847,039

176,269

197

9.93

1.12

1919

.

.

.

.

21,759,727

190,052

260

11.95

1.37

1920

.

.

.

17,082,711

175,943

172

10.07

0.98

1921

.

.

.

.

18,358,934

190,647

257

13.99

1.35

1922

.

.

.

.

18,168,988

184,355

209

11.50

1.13

1

I-concld.

IPEND; X

Table No. 6.
The following table shows the aggregate horse power of electric motors
installed both on the surface and underground at coal mines under the

:-

Indian Mines Act, 1901

HORSE POWER ON SURFACE.

HORSE POWER BELOW

GROUND.

707AL
HORSE

Coal
oal

COALFIELD.

VentiWinding' lation.

washing

Haulage.

TOTAL.

aneous.

screen -

ing.

pumping.

Haulage.

liridih

TOTAL

60

50

260

20

210

.

..

110

58

168

105

850

220

842

1,947

867

225

135

3,592

1,367

605

1,085

835

1900.50

Mi -cell-

aneo --.

..

30.24

..

340 1,085.50

Raniganj

nery,

160

1,645

Maria

=chi-

oP
TOTAL.

sitaans

TALLED.

..
'tetra Provinces

Portable

POWER

..
15

1,112.50 2,337.50 8,109.50
2,295

4,009

4,855

1.549.50 4,757.50 14,054.74

30.24

30.24

..

230

490

..

970

1,138

824

98

374

305

1,213

11,360

15,481.50

7,829

11,838

403 20,428.24 28,97774

Table No. 7.
The following table shows the aggregate horse power of electric motors installed at all mines under the Indian Mines Act, 1901

:-

MINERALS WORKED.
CON*

-

PROVINCE.

Number
of mines.
Assam

.

.

Bengal

.

.

Bihar and Orissa
Burma

.

.

Central Provinces
TOTAL

of mines.

Horse
power.

of mines.

Horse
power.

..

..

..

..

..

..

30.24

Number

35

9,285

..

..

52

19,172.50

..

..

1

..

..

..

5

..

.

Number

Horse
power.

1

.

SUNDRY MINERALS.

CLAY.

.

1

.

89

30.24
9,285

1,677
.

TOTAL HORSE
POWER OF
MOTORS
INSTALLED.

2,040

490

2

65

2

149

28,977.74

2

65

8

3,866

20,849.50
2,040

.

704
32,908.74

Table No. 8.

table shows the number of electrically driven coal- cutters at
work in coal mines under the Indian Mines Act, 1901
The folrowing

:-

TYPE.

MAKER.

TOTAL

NvMSER

COALFIELD.

British.

Jharia

Raniganj

.

TOTAL

American.

Chain.

Bar.

Percussion.

INSTALLED.

22

9

13

13

9

3

15

16

1

1

18

12

28

29

10

1

40

2

1

Serial No.

Bihar and Orissa.

Khost mine,
Khost P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

2 P.M.

P.M.

9th March,

1

Jeetpur mine,
Jamadoha P. 0.,

n

Name and situation of mine.

23rd January,

hour of
Date and
accident,

-(2I

Name, sex; age and
occupation of person
killed.

North Western Railway

Bengal Iron Co., Ld.

T bomrer_

Timberman.
Kala,
(m.), 23,
Pack -man.
Pir Khan,

On.). 38,

Abdur Rahman,

(m.), 18,
Pack -men.

Abdulla,

(m.), 16,

Fakir Mahomed,

(m.), 18,

Bahran,

(m.), 17,

Timberman.
Metwali,

(m.), 27,
Shoveller.
Allah Ditta,
(m.), 21,

Niaz Gul,

(m.), 25,
Coal-cutter.

Gulam Husain,

Surveyor's Chainman

(m.), 26,

Bauri Mahato,

EXPLOSIONS AND IGNITIONS OF FIRE- DA14LP

Name of owner.

Coal

Coal

deaths).

Name of
mineral.
wrought.

Whilst a party was surveying in a disused gallery an ignition of
received by three
firedamp took place. Severe burns were
-four
hours
later. Inspection
one
of
whom
died
twenty
persons,
and inquiry made.
The thirteen deceased were killed by an explosion of firedamp
in a longwall face in a coal seam. Three persons also were
severely injured. It was presumed that the gas was ignited
and inquiry made.
by 'a defective safety lamp. Inspection

Cause of accident and remarks.

List of fatal accidents in mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the year 1922.

Table No. 1.

ACCIDENTS IN MINES.

APPENDIX II.

L.ND''

N .

N

New Ghusick mine,

22nd June,

4

Parbelia mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Dandot mine,
Dandot P. 0.,
Punjab.

Kirkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Ackhalpur mine,
Nandi P. 0.,
Bengal.

3rd January,

5th January,

6th January,

6

7

S

12-30 P.M.

4 A.M.

3 -30 P.M.

8 A.M.

5th July,

Bengal.

5

11 A.M.

Kalipahari P. 0.,

Damra mine,
Kalipahari P. 0.,
Bengal.

9 P.M.

27th May,

3

Hurriladih Coal Co., Ld.

Marine Coal Co., Ld.

(m.), 28,
Labourer.

Shova Kole,

(m.), 45,
Coat -cutter.

Tilak Suri,

(m.), 36,
Coal -cutters.

Saidan Shah,

(m.), 34,

Rai Sahib Thakur Das, Ramji Alam Shah,

Das.

Main gallery drivers.

(m.), 28,

Sukar Singh,

(m.), 52,

Tipon Singh,

(m.), 22,

Sukar Kahar,

(m.), 30,

Sukar Singh,

(m.), 16,
Coal -cutters.

Sona Mahara,

(m.), 30,

Puron Mahara,

(m.), 50,
Main gallery driver.

Oyorali Meah,

FALLS OF ROOF AND SIDES.
(a) Falls of roof-(57 deaths).

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

New Ghusick Coal Co.

6

Kalipáhari Coal Co., Lcl.

Noor D2r,,homed,
(m.), 35,
Fan-man.
Sujan Singh,
(m.), 30,
Mine-mate.
Mehar,
(m.), 20,
Fan -man.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased entered a fenced area. A piece of roof stone, 5' x 2'6" x 1',
fell from a height of 11 feet killing him instantly. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Deceased and another coal -cutter broke down a fence, and were
robbing coal from a barrier when a mass of coal, weighing
about 3 tons, fell without warning from two " slips." Deceased was killed instantly. The other man received injuries
to his foot. Inspection and inquiry made:

-a

The two deceased were crushed by a slab of stone. 3' x 2' x If',
which fell from a " slip " in the roof
height of 3 feet. Alam
was killed instantly, and Saidan died immediately after he
had been extricated. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst two coal- cutters were at work in the face of a narrow advance heading an explosion of firedamp took place. They
were both killed. The flame of the burning gas was propagated by coal dust and extended to a point 136 feet from the
face where four miners were sitting. These men were severely
burnt, and two of them died within a few days. The initial
explosion was due to a defective safety -lamp. The gas was
considered to have accumulated because two of the deceased
had broken down an air -stopping. Inspection and inquiry
made.

.

Whilst the two deceased were working in an advance heading
of small dimensions one of them accidentally struck with his
pick and broke the glass of his safety lamp. Firedamp was
ignited and they received burns from which they died several
hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased carrying an open light went into the face of a gallery
and ignited an accumulation of firedamp. He sustained serious burns and died sixteen hours later. Inspection and
inquiry made.

(See previous page).

Jainty Central mine,
Karmatar P. 0.,

Jamai -Datla mine,
Parasia P. 0.,

Ledo Valley mine,
Margherita P. 0.,
Assam.

2nd February,

2nd February,

9th February,

12

13

14

3 P.M.

7 P.m.

5 P.M.

10 -30 A.M.

P.M.

Central Provinces.

Bihar and Orissa.

Sripore mine,
Kalipahari P. O.,
Bengal.

1st February,

11

1 -30

(f.), 20,
Coal-carrier.

Budhni Turin,

(m.), 21,
Coal -cutter.

Assam Railways
Co., Ld.

&

Trading

Rai Sahib Mathura Prosad
Motilal & Co.

Jainty Central Colliery, Ld.

Coalfarrier.

(m.), 24,

Ainwalla Musalman,

(m.), 50,
Coal- cutter.

Mata Badal Kehwat,

(m. ), 35,
Coal -cutter.

Hari Meah,

Propsman.

(m.), 31,

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920) Ld. Tuklal

Albion Coal Co., Ld.

Albion mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

31st January,

3 P.M.

Bajan Manjhi,

deaths)- contd.

(a) Falls of roof-(57

-

SIDES-conúl.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

FALLS OF ROOF AND

Name of cwner.

10

¿

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Name and situation of mine.

Dishergarh East mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bengal.

Date and hour of
accident.

25th January,

I

1)

Serial go.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-con

,4FPEloIDIX II-canfd.

.

i

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

4

Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst "a gang of loading coolies was filling coal from an " open ing or chamber, 20' x 20' x 13' high, a mass of stone, weighing
1 cwt., fell from a
height of 13 feet. Deceased, in attempting
to get olear, was crushed
the side, and sustained a
fractured spine. He died against
an hour later. Inspection and
Inc-7,11,o. ...n.a..

Deceased went into a fènced -off gallery to cut coal. While doing
so he was killed by a mass of roof stone, 12' x 6' X 9", which
fell on him from a height of 4 feet. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased was cutting down a band of stone which overlay the
coal in an underground gallery. A piece of stone, 3' x l' x 1',
fell from a height of 5 feet on his foot, causing injuries from
which he died ten days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

killed instantly.

A mechanical contrivance for loading coal tubs underground was
being moved into a gallery. Deceased was in front guiding
it between the timber supports, and several other men were
pushing it along from the rear. The front end' struck and
knocked out one of the timbers and caused a portion of the
stone roof to fall. Deceased ivas struck by a piece of stone,
weighing 5 cwt., which fell from a height of '7 feet, and was

Deceased was engaged in loading coal in a gallery, 10 feet high,
where coal was being taken down from a " slip " in the roof.
A piece of coal, 18" x 12" x 9 ", fell and struck her on the leg,
causing a fracture. Gangrene set in, causing fatal results a
week later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased went through a fence, and commenced picking np fallen
coal in a goaf, when a mass of roof coal, 3' x 3' x2', fell upon
him from a height of 8 feet. He was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Jotejanaki mine,
Toposi P. 0.,

10th March,

Sudih mine,
Sitarampur P. 0.,
Bengal.

Bhagaband mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bagdigi mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

8th April,

13th April,

14th April,

22

23

24

10 -30 A.M.

9 A.M.

10 A.M.

10 A.M.

Khewra mine,
Khewra P. 0.,
Punjab.

Jamadoba mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

17th March,

7 A.M.

17th March,

6 A.M.

3 P.M.

21

20

I

Ushbul or Murder mine,
Quetta P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

9th March,

18

12 P.M.

5 P.M.

Bengal.

Enamine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

26th February,

17

19

Godhur mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

17th February,

16

& 83),

Sharigh mina (leases 76
Sharigh P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

2 P.M.

12th February,

16

Paha

&

Son

& Co.

&

Co.

Villiers, Ld.

Borrea Coal Co., Ld.

Divekar Manilal

Suki Kamarin,
(f.), 18,
Coal- carrier.

(m.), 30,
Tinibe.rman.

Ghanu Bauri,

(m.), 45,
Coal -cutter.

Ratan Dhangur,

(f.), 13,
Salt -carrier.

Bannu,

Pillaring Sirdar.

(ni.), 25,
Coal- cutter.

Petambar Teli,

Government of India

Bros.

Gobindo Bauri,
(m.), 32,

&

(m.), 30,
Carpenter.

Kumbar,

(m.). 28,
Labourer.

Rupan Singh,

Akloo Meah,
(m.), 20,
Coal-cutter.

Ali Mahomed,
(m.), 25,
Coai- cutter.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.

P. K. Chatterjee

Sorabji

North West Coal Co., Ld.

S. B.

H. Minck

Coal

Coal

Coal

Salt

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased was employed in a part of the mine where pillars were
being extracted. A piece of stone, 5' x 4' x 8 ", fell upon her
from the roof at a height of 7 feet. She was killed instantly.
Inspection and inquiry de.

.

Deceased was withdrawing props in a gallery when some roof
stone fell on him. He received injuries from which he died a
few hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

,

Deceased entered a gallery which had been fenced off on account
of the roof being unsafe, and was struck by a portion of the
shale roof 7' x 3' x 7 ", which fell on him from a height of 8 feet.
He sustained serious injuries to the skull and died four hours
later. Inspection and inquiry made.

In a chamber, 65 feet high and 40 feet wide, excavated in rock
salt, a bridge of rock salt, 8 feet thick and 7 feet wide, had been
left to carry a roadway. A small infiltration of water dissolved a portion of the salt and so weakened the support that
a mass of several tons of rock salt fell from the underside of the
bridge to the floor of the chamber, 45 feet below. Deceased
was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was withdrawing props in a goafed area when a portion
of the roof fell and knocked out a prop which hit him on the
head with such force that he was killed almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst working in an underground gallery, deceased went to look
into the goaf behind the pillar where he was at work. A mass
of roof coal, weighing 4 or 5 tons, fell from a height of
15 feet, striking him on the head and killing him instantly.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was killed by a fall of roof coal on an underground road.

Deceased was measuring the length of a prop, preparatory to
setting it, when a portion of the roof suddenly fell and killed
bim almost instantly.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased and another man were taking down roof coal,
a piece of coal, 12' x 3' x 2', suddenly fell on them, crushing
deceased so severely that he died shortly afterwards. The
other man was injured. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst at work ha a longwall face deceased area killed by a fall
of roof shale, 4 feet in diameter and 2 feet thick. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Noonodih mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Jotejanaki (Koradanga) mine,
Toposi P. 0.,
Bengal.

Golukclih mine,
Jharia P. O.,
ïiihar and Orissa.

10th July,

20th July,

26th July
12

28

29

30

`

1

Sijua mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

18th June,

27

28th April,

26

A.2c.

3 P.M.

10 A.M.

6 -30 A.M.

11 P.M.

1 P.M.

Keshoram Satgram mine
Raniganj P. 0.,
Bengal.

South-East Baraboni mine,
Charanpur P. 0.,
Bengal.

Name and situation of mine.

25

accident.

Date and hour of

26th April,

Serial No.

II- contd.

Gopi Manjhi,
(m.), 14,
Labourer.

N. M. Clioudhuri

P. K. Chatterjee

&

Bros.

Bengal Iron Co., Ld.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.

& Co.

Keshoram Poddar

Bheyaram,
(m.), 13,
Coal- carrier.

Bhola Hares,
(m.), 14,
Coal -carrier.

Timberman.

(m.), 26,

Chilengi Burhi,

(f.), 35,
Coal -carrier.

Fudki Harfn,

Coal-carrier.

Saki Mejhian,
(t.), 25,

deaths)- contd.

Maharaja of Cossimbazar

(a) Falls of roof -(57

FALLS OF ROOF AND SIDES-contd.

Name of owner.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contd.

APPENDIX

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

a piece of coal,
Deceased was loading coal in a gallery when
of 8 feet. The coal broke on
3' x 2' x 2', fell from a aheight rebounded and struck him on
the floor, and piece
striking
the back. Ere sustained injuries from which he died nineteen
days Iatcr. Iaspootiou sad inquiry med.,.

Deceased was one of a gang of coal- cutters engaged in extracting
a pillar of coal. They undercut the pillar too far and brought
about the fall of roof stone, 4' x 4' x 9" thick, from a height of
14 feet. Deceased was killed instantly. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Deceased and another man were engaged in timbering the roof,
of 6 feet.
when a mass of coal, 21' x 3' x 18 ", fell from a height
and deceased died within ten
were
both
injured
seriously
They
made.
days. Inspection and inquiry

Deceased was killed by a thin band of stone falling from a height
of 15 feet. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was working in an underground gallery when a piece of
shale, 4' x 3' x 6", fell from a height of 7 feet,, inflicting injuries
which caused death six hours later. Inspection and inquiry
made.

broke away suddenly and swayed out several timbers. Dewas struck on the head
ceased, who was sitting down close by,
and died subsequently. Inspecof
the
timbers
one
falling
by
tion and inquiry made.

A miner was engaged in getting down overhanging roof coal from
a pillar in course of extraction when a mass of coal, 15' x 4' x 4',

Cause of accident and remarks.

Rai Sahib H. Verma and
M. Kanhaiyalal.

Ghose and Adhikary

Chora mine,
Chora P. 0.,
Bengal.

Junardeo (No. 1) mine,
Pench P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Bamanband mine,
Chora P. 0.,

Jogta mine,
Sijua P. 0.,

Hatnol mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,

13th August,

16th August,

26th August,

30th August,

12th September,

14th September,

20th September,

34

35

36

37

38

39

5 -30 P.M.

10-30 A.M.

2 P.M.

4 P.M.

6 P.M.

2 P.M.

12 -30 A.M.

Bengal.

Nandi P. 0.,

Nandi mine,

Bengal.

East Nandi mine,
Toposi P. 0.,

Bengal.

Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

Bengal.

33

9 A.M.

F. Filcher

Adjai Coal Co., Ld.

I.I.

K. D. Laik and J. K. Devi

Agabeg Brothers

N. C. Sircar & Co.

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

Bhaskajuri mine,
Asansol P. 0.,

11th August,

32

New Beerbhoom Coal Co., Ld.

Bastacolta mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

11 A.M.

9th .Augnst,

31

(m.), 40,
Coal -cutter.

Mohan Chamar,

(m.), 56,
Overman.

Kaloo Chamar,

(m.), 28,
Coal- cutters.

Sunder Chahi,

(m.), 50,

Rajaram Koar,

(m.), 40,

Pitamber Gope,

Sido Manjhi,
(m.), 40,
Coal-cutter.

(f.), 22,
Coal -carrier.

Dhursan Dhobin,

(m.), 32,
Coal-cutter.

Pran Krishna Baud,

(f.), 40,
Coal -carrier.

Chhoti Loharin,

(f.), 25,
Tub -fillers.

Sukhi Mejhian,

Moni Mejhian,
(f.), 30,

Propsmen.

(nl.), 21,

Payari Hazra,

(m.), 22,

Nobin Hazra,

(m.), 40,
Coal -cutter.

Pushua Abir,

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

The two deceased passed through a fence and entered a goafed
area from which the props had just been withdrawn. The
roof fell killing them instantly. Inspection and inquiry, made.

The three deceased went through a fence into a goafed area in order
to load some fallen roof coal. Whilst doing so a large slab of
roof stone, 1 foot thick. fell on them from a height of 10 feet,
killing one of them instantly. The two others sustained
injuries which terminated fatally. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased went through a fence to cut floor coal. While cutting
the coal he was injured by the fall of a mass of roof stone,
4' x l' -9" x 4" thick, which fell from a height of 9 feet. He
died three hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was in the act of loading a thb in the top section of a
seam when a stone band, 2j# feet thick, which formed the floor
of the top section and the roof of the bottom section, collapsed
over an area of about 150 square feet. Deceased fell with the
stone and was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was employed in loading coal into baskets in a place
where a pillar of coal was being extracted. A piece of coal,
3' x 2' x 4 ", fell between the props from a height of 6k feet.
She was struck on the back and sustained injuries which caused
death a fortnight later. Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased entered a fenced -off underground gallery, and whilst
cutting, coal at the side of a pillar, a piece of stone, 5' -6" x l' -3"
x 1', fell on him from a height of 7 feet, inflicting injuries from
which he died shortly afterwards. .Inspection and inquiry
made.

Whilst a gang of loading coolies was sitting at the junction of two
galleries a mass of roof,15' x 6' x 9", fell from a height of 23
feet. Five persons were injured, two of whom died shortly
afterwards. Inspection and inquiry made.

.

inquiry
feet, and killed him instantly. Inspection
Deceased with a gang of coolies was instructed to retimber a roadway where a fall of roof had taken place. He set the coolies
to work removing the fallen roof, but neglected to place temporary supports. A further fall of roof took place, killing
deceased and injuring five of the gang, one of whom subsequently died. Inspection and inquiry made.

in a working gallery whena block of ofroot
Deceased was standing
a height
18
stone, 20' x15' x 4' thick, fell upon him from
and
made.

Wà-

North Lohaputti mine,
Mohuda P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bamangarah mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

7th October,

7th October,

47

46

45

44

43

42

Ledo Valley mine,
Margherita P. O.,
Assam.

17th October,

30th. October,
10 -30 a.rec_

4 r.M.

25th October,

9 A.M.

Margherita
°°'`°' P. O.,

Tilrakc mine,

Hermyingyi mine,
Tavoy P. 0.,
Burma.

Choitodih mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

10 A.M.

12th October,

6 P.M.

10 A.M.

5 P.M.

Assam.

Borjan mine,
Kongon P. 0.,

7th October,

41

4 -30 P.M.

Lamcbanchi mine,
Kodarma P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Name and situation of mine.

21st September,

Date and hour of
accident.

40

Serial No.

Assam Railways and Trading
Co., Ld.

Co., Ld.

Burma Finance and Mining

Assam Railways and Trading
Co., Ld.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.

Seth Mohamedali Mamooji

East Jamuni Coal Co.

Nazira Coal Co., Ld.

Chota Nagpur Mica Syndicate
Ld.

deaths)-concld.

(in.),

ássrr.

Churamoni Kalmar,

Miner.

Gee Two,
(m.), 35,

Labourer.

(m.), 30,

Manbahadur Lama,

(m.), 34,
Coal-cutter.

Bultoo,

(m.), 26,
Timberman.

Later Sing,

(m.), 35,
Coal- cutter.

Bishtu,

(m.), 32,
Coal- cutter.

Samir,

(f.), 21,
Labourer.

Bishni Chamain,

(a) Falls of foof -(57

.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person'
killed.

FALLS OF ROOF AND SIDES -contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 -contri.

APPENI)IX II-contd.

Coal

Tin and
Wolfram ores

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Mica

Name of
mineral
wrought.

'

Deceased was engaged in cleaning out an old adit when he was
' killed
by a mass of schist,weighing several tons, falling upon
him. His body was recovered next day_ Inspection and
inquiry made.
Whilst
deceased
" opening
" or was getting down loose coal after blasting in an
fatal iajurios. chamber, some of the coal fell upon him, Causing;

Whilst deceased was working in a gallery, roofstone, 8" thick, fell
over an area of about 160 square feet.. He was killed almost
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased was killed by a fall of roof coal in an, " opening " or
chamber.

Deceased was preparing to retimber a part of the roof of a gallery
which was unsafe. He neglected to support the roof tempo rarily before removing the old timbers with the result that a
mass of coal and stone, weighing about 2 tons, fell on him
killing him almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased had left his working place and commenced cutting coal
from the side of a pillar when a portion of the roof, weighing
about 2 tons, fell on him, killing him almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased whilst robbing coal from a pillar was killed by a fall of
coal.

Deceased was killed by a fall of roof in the end of an underground
level. Inspection and inquiry made.

.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Pi

-57

56

55.

54

53

52

51

50

49

48

1

Sanctoria mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,

8th January,

4 -30 A.M.

Bengal.

Choitodih mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

9 A.M.

27th December,

A.M.

Bihar and Orissa.

Jainty Central mine,
Karmatar P. 0.,

1.

A.M.

13th December,

J.

Tirap mine,
Margherita P. 0.,

Assam.

Assam.

-

Namdang mine,
Margherita P. 0.,

Gandhala mine,
Dandot P. 0.,
Punjab.

Byauk Chaung mine,
Tavoy P. 0.,
Burma.

Central Provinces.

Jamai-Datla mine,
Parasia P. 0.,

7th December,

1 A.M.

28th November,

6 P.M.

24th November.

6 -30 A.M.

23rd November,

7 -30 A.M.

19th November,

'

Foley mine,
(Lease No. 59),
Sharigh P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

8th November,

2 P.M.

Denahir mine,
Y. O.,
Jhria
Bihar and Orissa.

a.m.

'5th
November,
4-30

&

Mining

&

Trading

(ni.), 36,
Carpenter.

Budhan Mistry,

Mohi Mia,
(m.), 26,
Coal -cutter.

(m.), 32,
Labourer.

Snkhon Mala,

(m.), 34,
Labourer.

Ramnath (Marar),

Sher,
(m.), 40,
Carpenter.

Miner.

On.), 35,

Lee Yut,

(m.), 36,
Coal -cutter.

Nand Ram,

Mirgul Mahomed,
(m.), 25.

Coal- carrier.

(f.), 22,

Fulmati Belaspurin,

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

(m.), 38,
Coal- cutter.

Sankroo Roy,

(b) Falls of side-(65 deaths).

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.

Jainty Central Colliery, Ld.

Assam Railways
Co., Ld.

Assam Railways & Trading,
Co., Ld.

Pandit Gian Chand

Burma Finance
Co., Ld.

Rai Sahib Mathura Prosad
Motilal & Co

Baluchistan Coal Co., Ld.

Standard Coal Co., Ld.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Tin and Wolfram ores,

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased, in the absence of the sirdar, went to rob coal from a
pillar 700 feet distant from his working place. A mass of coal,
weighing about 30 cwt. fell on him from the side of the pillar
and killed him instantly Inspection and inquiry made.

-a

Deceased was struck by a mass of stone, 23' x 7' x 18 ", which fell
from the roof
height of 5'-3 ". He was killed instantly.,
Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was robbing coal from a pillar he was killed by a
mass of stone, 8' x 6' x 6", which fell from a
height of 8 feet..
Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst working in an opening the deceased and another
were injured by a mass of roof stone which fell from a person
height
of 21 feet. The deceased died from his injuries ten
days later.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was testing the side in an " opening " or chamber
preparatory to drilling a shot hole a mass of stone fell. Both
ankles were fractured necessitating amputation. He died five
days later.

Whilst deceased was setting timber on an underground road a fall
of roof coal took place. He sustained injuries which
proved
fatal.

Deceased was engaged in driving a new adit level close to an old
one when a quantity of loose rock fell upon him from the
old adit level. He sustained injuries from which he died.

Deceased was sitting down when a piece of stone, 4' x 2' -6" x 9 ;.
fell from a concealed " slip " at a height of 3 feet. His head
was wedged against the ground, and before he could be rescued
be died from suffocation. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased was killed by a fall of roof in an underground working..

Deoeasod and five others were working in a gallery when a mass of
coal, weighing approximately 1 ton, fell from a height of
about 20 feet. Deceased was so severely injured that she cued
almost. immediately. Another person was slightly injured..

Godhur mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Kinuri mine,
Nirshachati P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Sq. No. 18 -h mine,

North Singaran mine,
Toposi P. 0.,

28th January,

6th February,

7th February,

Sth February,

60

61

62

63

4 A.M.

4 -30 P.M.

2 -45 A.M.

10 A.M.

12 A.M.

Bengal.

Kodarma P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Hermyingyi mine,
Tavoy P. 0.,
Burma.

13th January,

Mugma P. 0.,
and Orissa.

59

7 -30 A.M.

Chatabar mine,

a

Name and situation of mine.

11th January,

Date and hour of
accident.

58

Serial No.

Raha & Son

Mining Co.,

S. C. Chowdhury

others.

Satya Kinkel. Sahana and

Kinuri Coal Co., Ld.

S. B.

&

Chatabar Colliery, Ld.

(b) Falls of side-(65

SIDES- contd.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

),

32,

Sibon Manjhi,
(9n.), 36,
Coal- cutter.

, Miner.

( in. ) , 25,

Latoo Gope,

(ni.), 35,
Fitter.

Prayag Bauri,

Coal -cutter.

(m) 35,
'

Kochia Ruhidas,

Tributor.

(m

Lum Yoke,

Labourer.

(m, )' 40,

Lacha Dosed,

deaths)-contd.

FALLS OF ROOF AND

Name of owner.

Burma Finance
Ld.

II- contd.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contd.

APPENDIX

I

Coal

Mica

Coal

Coal

Wolfram
olfram ores

and

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

Deceased left his working place and entered a disused gallery,.
which was fenced-off. A mass of coal fell from the side of a
of the coal, weighing
pillar, at a height of 13 feet. A portionhim
about 3 cwt., struck deceased, killing
instantly. InspeoLion and inquiry made.

.

Deceased was working in a prospecting pit, 5 feet in diameter and:
11 feet deep, when some 7 cwt. of earth and stones fell from a.
" slip " in the side of the shaft. He received injuries from which
he died three hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

,

Deceased and another fitter had been repairing a pump which was
237 feet in
slung on a platform near the bottom of a shaft the
pump,
depth. They were standing in the sinking bucket by from
the
platform, when a piece of stone, weighing 78 lb., fell
side of the shaft and struck deceased upon the head, killing
him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was engaged in barring down rock at the entrance
to a newly commenced adit -some rock fell from the side and
struck him on the leg, fracturing it. He was taken to hospital
but succumbed to exhaustion on the following day.
gallery he was
Whilst deceased was robbing
robbing coal in a fenced -off caller
killed by a block of coal which fell from a height of 10 feet.
Inspection and inquiry made.

-a

and was Cutting earth near
Deceased was carrying debris into the
and
quarry, when a portion of the side, 9' x 2' x 4', ofcollapsed,
9 feet. He
distance
he fell backwards into the quarry
sustained injuries to which he succumbed half-an-hour later..
Inspection and inquiry made.

the edge of a quarry.

A gang of six coolies removed a fence,

Cause of accident and remarks.

Viceroy mine,
Nandi P. 0.,
Bengal.

Joyramdanga mine,
Asansol P. 0.,

Parbelia mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Tikak mine,
Margherita P. 0.,

Northern mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Busserya mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

South Lohaputty mine,
Mohuda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

15th February,

23rd February,

4th March,

10th March,

22nd March,

23rd March,

30th March,

66

67

71

70

69

68

5-45 P.M.

6 -30 P.M.

9 A.M.

11 P.M.

4 -30 A.M.

1 -30 P.M.

6-45 P.M.

Assam.

Bengal.

Bengal.

65

0-15 P.M.

Barkola mine,
tlkhra P. 0.,

1

10th February,

04

&

Trading

South Lohaputty Coal Co.

Busserya Coal Co., Ld.

Northern Coal Co., Ld.

Assam Railways
Co., Ld.

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

New Beerbhoom Coal Co., Ld.

Minto Coal Co., Ld.

Burralcur Coal Co., Ld-

(m.), 21,
Coal -cutter.

Motua Manjhi,

(m.), 25,
Coal -cutter.

Banshiram Gowala,

Manbodh Bilaspuria,
(m.), 25,
Coal-cutter.

(m.), 30,
Coal -carrier.

Purnananda Thapa,

(m.), 35,
Stone- cutter.

Behari Meah,

(m.), 35,
Coal- cutter.

Barka Manjhi,

(m.), 45,
Coal-cutter.

Kisson Chamar,

(m.), 40,
Coal -cutter.

Miooso Manjhi,

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coad

Deceased was said tt have been robbing coal in a quarry, when a
mass of coal and overburden, 30' x 14' x 4',and weighing about
77 tons, fell from the side, and partially buried him. He received injuries, which caused death almost immediately.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased left his working place in a quarry and commenced to
rob coal from a portion of the quarry which had been fencedoff on account of overhanging and dangerous side. A mass of
coal and stone, weighing aboutl0 cwt., fell upon him from the
side at a height of 4 feet. He sustained injuries to which he
succumbed about an hour later. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased went within a fenced area to rob coal from a partly
crushed pillar. A mass of coal, 7' x 7' x 3', and weighing about
5 tons, fell on him. He received injuries from which he died
almost immediately. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased and another man were filling coal in an "opening" or
chamber when a mass of side coal, weighing about 4 tons, fell
upon them. Deceased was killed instantly, and the other man
sustained seriousßinjuries. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased with three other stone- cutters was working on a stage
suspended at a point 40 feet from the bottom of a shaft 1,489
feet in depth. A piece of stone fell from the side of the shaft
above them and struck the protective steel helmet which deceased was wearing. He sustained a fracture of the skull and
died several hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased left his working place against orders, and started to cut
the side of a pillar in an underground gallery. A mass of coal,
weighing about 11- tons, fell from the side of the pillar at a
height of 9 feet and struck deceased, killing him instantly.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was cutting coal from the side of a pillar in course of extraction when a mass of coal, weighing about 1 ton, fell from
the side of the pillar at a
of 10 feet on to deceased, taus. ing injuries from whichheight
he died next day. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Whilst deceased and another miner were cutting coal from the side
of an underground gallery, they loosened a mass of coal, weighing about 5 tons. One piece, 4' 6" x 3' x 3', fell over on to
deceased, who was sitting down beneath it, killing him instantly.
The other miner was seriously injured. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Pretoria mine,
Charanpur P. 0.,

28th April,

1st May,

77

'78

1

Asakuti mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

28th April,

76

7 Y.M.

12-30 P.M.

2 P.M.

5 -30 A.M.

Sonachora mine,
Raniganj P. 0.,
Bengal.

Bengal.

Bihar and Orissa.

Jharia P. 0.,

28th April,

75

12 A.M.

mine,

Muraidih mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

22nd April,

74

2 P.M.

Gopalichuk Head

Sohagpur Dhana & Kotmi
mine,
Shahpur P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

1st April,

5 -30 P.M.

73

72

Jealgora (North) tine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

accident.

Name and situation of mine.

31st March,

Serial No.

Date and hour of

II-contd.

&

Sons

Mangalpur Colliery Co.

Seebpore Coal Co., Ld.

Royal Coal Co., Ld.

Gopalichuck Coal Co., Ld.

Bholaram Agarwalla

Shaikh Shahabuddin

Labourer.

(?n.), 22,

Masath Ram (Chana),

(m.), 25,
Coal -cutter.

Kala Manjhi,

(m.), 35,
Coal -cutter.

Jamru Manjhi,

(m.), 35,
Coal -cutter.

Bhatoo (lope,

(m.), 32,
Coal -cutter.

Chotta Mahato,

(m.), 25,
Labourer.

Tulsi Kotwor,

(in.), 28,
Coal -cutter.

Munda Chamar,

Co., Ld.

East Indian Coal

deaths)-contd.

SIDES-- contd.

Naine, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

(b) Falls of side -(65

FALLS OF ROOF AND

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 -contd.

APPENDIX

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

quarry.
Deceased, against orders, went to remove overburden in aside
and
A mass of earth, S' x 10' x 2', broke away from the,
fell upon him, partially burying him. He sustained a fracture
of the spine and died two days later. Inspection and inquiry

Deceased went through a fence and commenced robbing coal from
the corner of a pillar. A mass of coal, weighing about 15 cwt.,
broke away from the side of the pillar and fell on him, killing
him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

the
Deceased left his working place and began to rob coal from
corner of a pillar. A mass of side coal, weighing about 2 tons:
broke away from a " slip." and fell on him killing him instantly.
Inspection and inquiry made.

was
Deceased while undercutting coal on the side of a quarry He
15
cwt.
about
stone
struck by a fall of coal and
weighing
and
was severely injured and died soon after. Inspection
made.
inquiry

side of a
Deceased was engaged in removing overburden from the buried
6" x 18 ", fell and
7'
x
5'
a
mass
of
when
earth,
quarry
later.
him. He received injuries from which he died two hours
Inspection and inquiry made.

surface workDeceased was killed by a fall of side in an abandoned and
inquiry
were
Inspection
Two
other
injured.
persons
ing.
made.

side of
Deceased was taking down side coal when a portion of the
deceased,
the pillar, weighing about 15 tons, fell and, striking
killed him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Chanch mine,
Barakar P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

27th May,

82

SS

87

86

85

84

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920) Ld. Jinot Chamar,
(m.), 45,
Coal -cutter.

Miners.

(m.), 25,

Gobarahan Gore,

(m.), 34,

Maroo Kola,

Lodna mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

10 A.M.

3 P.M.

Arjoon Gowala,
(m.), 40,)

(m.), 25,
.Coal- cutter.

Luchiram Manjhi,

2nd July,

Bros.

(f.), 13,
Coal - carrier.

Hupni Majhian,

Bengal Iron Co., Ld.

&

Lcl.

(m.),37
Coal-cutting Machineman.

Khalapa Madrasi,

Wagon- trimmer.

(m.), 14,

Ganpatiappa,

(m.), 47,
Coal -cutter.

Dhakal Roy,

45,
Coal- carrier.

(f),

MacLellan mine,
Manoharpore P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

P. K. Chatterjee

Tata Iron & Steel Co.,

Ld.

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920)

Indian Manganese Co., Ld.

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

Lakhia Dusadin,

East Indian Railway

Co.

Mirja C,hamar,

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.
(m.), 36,
Coal -cutter.

Bhugla Kururi,
(m.), 40,
Labourer.

Surat Kumar Gupta

27th June,

10 A.M.

27th June,

11 -30 P.M.

Jotejanaki (Koradanga) mine,
Toposi P. 0.,

Sijua mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

23rd June,

3 P.M.

Sripore mine,
Kalipahari P. 0.,
Bengal.

16th June,

.10 -45 A.M.

13th June,

2 -30 P.M.

5 A.M.

12 A.M.

Kodaigaon mine,
Khapa P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Kurhurbaree mine,
Giridih P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

23rd May,

81

83

Mudidih mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

22nd May,

O.,

Ramgarhand Orissa.
Bihar

hanta mine,P.

so

12-30 P.m.

8th May,

70

I

Deceased, whilst at work in a quarry, was killed by a fall of some
3 or 4 tons of overburden from a height of 9 feet. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Owing to heavy roof pressure a piece of coal burst from the side
of a pillar and struck the deceased on the leg. She sustained
a compound fracture and died a few days later. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was employed dressing the sides of an underon him.
ground gallery a mass of coal, 24' x 15' X 2' thick, fell
He received injuries from which he died two hours later.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was killed by a Fall of side coal in a quarry.

Coal

Iron ore

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased, while at work in a quarry, was loading coal into a baskett
when a piece of coal, 6' x 3' x 2', fell from a height of 8 feet,
He received injuries from which he died shortly afterwards.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was working on a bench of floor coal 8 feet high. A
piece of coal, 3' x 2' x 2', which he had undercut, fell. He was
knocked down and killed instantly. Two other persons received
slight injuries. Inspection and inquiry made.
The three deceased and three others took refuge from a heavy fall
of rain under the vertical side of a quarry. A mass of material,
and detached
weighing about 5 tons and consisting of earth
from a
of
pieces of iron ore, fell suddenly upon them another height
died two
about 12 feet. Two were killed instantly,
and the other
days later, a fourth sustained serious injuries made.
two were injured slightly. Inspection and inquiry

Deceased was struck on the head by a piece of coal, weighing
about 30 lb., which fell from a height of about 20 feet. She
sustained a compound fracture of the skull and succumbed
shortly afterwards. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was levering loose coal from the side of a pillar
the coal came away suddenly. He tried to jump clear but
He
slipped and was struck by a portion of the falling coal.
was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Manganese ore Deceased was killed by a fall of side in a quarry.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Central Kurkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bhowra mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

11th August,

Manaigaon mine,
Tharsa P. 0.,
B. N. Rly.,
Central Provinces.

4th September,

95

4 r.M.

Bhutgoria mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

1 -30 P.M.

15th August,

3 P.M.

4 A.M.

5th August,

94

93

92

Bengal.

Nandi mine,
Charanpur P. 0.,

2 P.M.

25th July,

91

Kanakok Aing mine,
Palaw P. 0.,
Burma.

Kyine Kyon Kai Daw mine,
Karathuri P. O.,
Burma.

P.M.

Name and situation of mine.

31st July
Not known.

1

17th July,

Date and hour of
accident.

90

89

Serial No.

II-contd.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

Central India Mining Co., Ld.

Aldih Coal Co., Ld.

Eastern Coal Co., Ld.

Central Kurkend Coal Co., Ld.

Adjai Coal Co., Ld.

Kyine Kyon

Yew Shwe Ni

(m.), 35,
Not employed.

Miner.
Wadia Gond,

(vn.), 45,

Ganiram Lodhi

(m.), 32,
Labourer.

Doman Mahato,

(m.), 22,
Coal -cutter.

Latha Bauri,

(m.), 22,
Coal -cutter.

Barku Singh,

(m.), 28,
Coal -cutter.

Thatoo Manjhi,

Labourer.

(m.), 30,

Tan Bai,

Mg Tun Thin,
(in.), 20,
Labourer.

(b) Falls of side-(65 deaths)

FALLS OF ROOF AND SIDES-contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 contd.

APPENDIX

Deceased was clearing a gallery which had been filled with stone
when a large block of side coal, weighing about 2 tons, fell on
him, killing him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was surreptitiously robbing the side of a pillar when a
piece of coal, weighing nearly 10 cwt., fell and crushed his
right foot so severely that amputation was necessary. Septic
poisoning supervened and he died seven days after the accident.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was robbing coal in a haulage siding when a piece of
coal, 9' x 3' x 2', fell from the side. He received injuries from
which he died twelve hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst a shothole was being bored in some overhanging coal in an
underground gallery 12 feet high, the overhanging coal fell
without warning. Deceased who was sitting near by was
struck by a piece of falling coal and killed instantly. Another
miner received slight injuries. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was killed by a fall of side in an open excavation.

Deceased, with five other coolies, was cutting a ditch near the side
of an opencast working, when a mass of side, weighing about
2 tons, fell upon him from a height of 12 feet. He was killed
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Manganese ore During heavy rain the deceased and three other persons took
shelter in a tramway cutting. A mass of mica schist, weighing
about 24 tons, fell from the side. The deceased were buried.
One of them was killed instantly. The other was living when
but was
extricated,
so severely that he died shortly
after. Inspection andinjured
inquiry made.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Tin ore

'Tin ore

Name of
mineral
wrought.

Bokaro Jharia mine,
Nawagarh P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Huntodih mine,
Mohuda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Joyrampur mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bhowra mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Kalabagh mine,
Kalabagh P. 0.,
Punjab.

Viceroy mine,
Nandi P. 0.,
Bengal.

Jamadoba mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

25th September,

4th October,

5th October,

6th October,

9th October,

18th October,

24th October,

99

100

105

104

103

102

101

4 -15 P.M.

6 -30 A.M.

9 -30 A.M.

1 A.M.

12 A.M.

1 -45 P.M.

3 P.M.

11 A.M.

Bihar and Orissa.

Giridi1 P. O.,

Sikdardih mine,

23rd September,

3P.M.

93

1

Dholia No. 2 mine,
Kodarma P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

16th September,

97

I

mine,
Diehergarh West
Diehergarh P. O.,
Bengal.

15th September,
5-30 r.m.

99

& Co.

M'angal Manjhi,
(m.), 45,
Coal- cutter.

Kaila Mara,

Mieto Coal Co., Ld.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.
(f.), 40,
Mangie Aran,
(f.), 9,
Labourers.

Bhukhi Aran,

(m.), 30,

Mir Alam,
(m.), 48,
Miner.

(m.), Unknown,
Coal -cutter..

Lahu Kahar,

Coal- cutter.

Om), 35,

Budhai Gudaria,

(m.), 30,
Coal - cutter.

Bhola Rai

(f.), 14,
Coal- carrier.

Rani Mejhian,

(f.), 12,
Coal-carrier.

Lidihri Majhian,

Labourer.

(m.), 23,

Panchoo Turi,

25.
(.).
Coal-carrier.

P`eely Baur"m ,

Government of India

Eastern Coal Co., Ld.

B. R.

Huntodih Coal Co., Ld.

Agarwalla Brothers

Bayra Coal Association

& Co.

quitablo Coal Co., Ld.

Ansinha

]

Coal

Coal

Salt

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Mica

Coal

The workmen had been withdrawn from a working place owing
to a roof " weight." Deceased returned to the place, and was
killed by a mass of coal which fell from the side. Inspection
and inquiry made.
The three deceased were working in an incline cutting when the
side of the cutting to the extent of about 30 tons of stone
and earth collapsed and buried them so completely that they
died from suffocation before they could be extricated. Two
other persons who were in the cutting at the time, narrowly
and inquiry made.
escaped with their lives. Inspection

Deceased was buried by a mass of loose earth, weighing about 5
was killed
tons, which fell from the side of a quarry. He
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was in an underground gallery, on a ladder, getting down
side coal. About 1 ton of coal came away bringing the ladder
and deceased to the ground and killing him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased left his working place and commenced to rob the side of
a pillar. A block of coal, weighing about 1 ton, fell on him
made.
causing fatal injuries. Inspection and inquiry

Deceased was cutting coal from the corner of a pillar when a block
of coal, weighing about one ton, fell unexpectedly and broke
his leg. He received prompt medical attention but died eight
and inquiry made.
days later from heart-failure. Inspection

The deceased was loading coal on an underground tramline when
some 5 cwt. of coal fell on her from the side, causing
fatal injuries. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst a coal -cutter was dressing coal from a pillar in a seam 9 feet
about 30 cwt., fell without warnthick, a mass of coal,
" at weighing
,°
of 7 feet. Deceased who was
a
a
from
height
ing
slip
coal and sustained
sitting down near by was struck by the falling
serious injuries to which she succumbed six hours later. The
coal- cutter was seriously injured. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was killedby a fall of side in a prospecting pit.

'

Deceased ds employee ,u about 10 cwt., broke away from the
mass of coal, weighing
side of a pillar and fell upon her. She was killed instantly.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Bhuggutdih mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

13th December,

111

1

Lodna mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

9th December,
11P.M.

110

112

Dishergarh East mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bengal.

10 A.M.

13th December,

8 A.M.

3 A.M.

8th December,

109

Bagdigi mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Burma.

Mwe Hank Chaung mine,
Palaw Township P. O.,

29th October,
Unknown.

3 -15 P.M.

Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Lodna mine,

27th October,

3 r.M.

Bowla mine,
Chora P. 0.,
Bengal.

Name and situation of mine.

27th October,

Date and hour of
accident.

108

107

105

Serial No.

(b) Falls of side-(65

Villiers, Ld.

Bengal Nagpur Coal Co., Ld.

Colliery Co., (1920),

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Yew Shwe Ni

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920)
Ld.

Bowla Coal Co.

Lodna
Ld.)

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

(m.),
29,
Ooal-cutters_

Pudu Kurmi,
(m.), 32,
Mohan Teli,'

(m.), 30,

Soli Ram Chamar,

(m.), 45,
Coal- cutter.

Darsan Chamar,

Munahi.

(m.), 52,

Durga Passii

Tipee Mejhian,
(f.), 24,
Coal- carrier.

Chine Wan,
(m.), 30,
Miner.

Sashi Baurin;
(f.), 35,
Coal-carrier.

(m.), 40,
Coal -cutter.

Kristo Bauri,

deaths)- concld.

FALLS OF ROOF AND SIDES- concld.

Naine of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contri.

APPENDIX II conk!.

Coal

Coal

Coal

The three deceased were engaged in testing and preparing to
blast down the top coal of a pillar, 24 feet high, when a large
block of coal, weighing about 5 tons, fell and killed them instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased had entered a fenced -off gallery and had commenced to
rob coal from the corner of a pillar, when a block of coal, weighing about 3 tons, fell on him and killed him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was sitting at the corner of a pillar into which, on the
opposite side, a shot was fired, when a piece of coal, weighing
about 1 cwt., was released by the shock of the shot, and, falling
from a height of about 20 feet, struck him on the head and
killed him almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was loading a basket of coal she was killed by a
mass of coal, 3' X 2' -6" x 2' -6 ", which fell from a height
of 15 feet. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was prospecting for tin on a hillside a boulder,
weighing about 2 tons, slid down and fell upon him. He
sustained serious injuries. He was rescued about a day later,
but died a few hours afterwards. Inspection and inquiry made.

Tin ore

Coal

Deceased was loading coal in a gallery when a portion of the roof
and side, weighing about 5 tons, fell from a height of from 10
to 20 feet. Deceased sustained severe injuries to the leg and
to the head and died a few hours afterwards. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was cutting coal in a gallery he was injured by a
piece of falling coal. He died from the effects of blood poisoning six days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

«.

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Sodepur mine,
Sitarampur P. O.,
Bengal.

Hariladih mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Malkera mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

29th April,

24th August,

3rd February,

115

116

117

8 -30 A.M.

3-30 A.M.

9-15 A.M.

12 P.M.

(f.), 35,
Coal -carrier.

Hiromdi,

Tej Ram,
(m.), 25,
Coal- cutter.

Pumpman.

(m.), 30,

Mahomed Khalil,

(f.), 40,
Coal-carriers ;
(8) Suku Karra,
(m.), 14,
Coal- cutter.

(1) Jugal Manjhi,
(m.), 50,
Coal -cutter ;
(2) Rajoni Kora,
(f.), 14,
Coal-carrier ;
(3) Ramani Bauri,
(m.), 30,
(4) Nayan Manjhi,
(m.), 35,
(5) Dinoo Karra,
(m.), 55,
Coal- cutters ;
(6) Nuni Karra,
(f.), 15,
(7) Pusi Karra,

Tata Iron iv Steel Co., Ld.

(m.), 27,
Labourers.

(m.), 33,
Balai Kumar,

Raghunath Gosain,

(ni.), 35,

Atma Singh,

In shafts -Ropes and chains breaking-(5 deaths.)

.

In shafts-Overwinding -(9 deaths).

IN SHAFTS -(35 deaths).

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

& Co.

Bararee mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Rhengarji Trikoo

23rd December,

IShas Joyrampur mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

114

10-15 A.M.

20th December.,

113

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal
(

A steel wire guide rope was being installed in a shaft 364 feet
deep. The upper end was secured to the winding rope at the
pit top by three temporary clamps. The lower end had been
clamped permanently at the pit bottom. The guide rope was
being tightened by the winding engine when the clamps slipped
and the rope fell down the shaft, killing the deceased and
injuring five others who were in the shaft bottom at the time.
Inspection and inquiry made.

While deceased was descending a shaft the winding engineman
lost control of the engine. The
descending cage struck the
landing platform with such impact that deceased sustained
injuries from which he died next day. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Sixteen persons were being lowered in a cage down a shaft 887
feet in depth. The enginemen lost control of the engine and
the cage dashed on to the landing platform with great force.
All the persons in the cage sustained serious injuries and eight
of them died subsequently. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased and three other workmen broke down a fence and lay
down to sleep at the corner of a pillar. A mass of coal, weighing approximately 1 ton, fell on them from a height of about
15 feet, killing deceased and injuring the other three. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased had passed through a fence and commenced to rob coal
from the sido of a pillar, when a large block, weighing approximately 5 tons, fell on him, killing him instantly. Inspection
and inquiry made.

123

3-30 P.M.

1st November,

7 A.tir.

6 -30 P.M.

7 A.M. 0

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

Bansdeopur mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

20th September,

s

Gopalichuck West mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

10th March,

120

121

Ghusick mine,
Kalipahari P.O.,
Bengal.

4th November,

Morriston P. 0.,
Madras.

119

3 -30 A.M.

Jibutil mine,

Name and situation of mine.

7th May,

Date and hour of
accident.

118

Serial No.

II- contd.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

&

Muslia Collieries,

Fitter.

(m.), 38,

Sriram Mistry,

(m.), 23,
Labourer.

Obanna,

-

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Bansdeopur Coal Co., Ld.

(m.), 20,
Afucker.

Low II,

Banksman.

Shew Kumar Pandey,
(m.), 19,

Sinker.

(m.), 25,

Sarban Mudi,

In shafts -Whilst ascending or descending by machinery
(4 deaths).

Ghusick
Ld.

Gold

Gopalichuck Coal Co., Ld.

s

(Anantapur)

Mines, Ld.

Jibutil

In shafts-Ropes and chains breaking-(5 deaths)- contd.

IN SHAFTS -contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 -contd.

APPENDIX

Deceased boarded the cage in order, tel descend a shaft. He
shouted to the engineman to lower and the latter did so. When
the cage had descended a short distance, deceased stepped off
and his leg was caught between the cage and the pit bank.
His injuries were so severe that he died three days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Inspection and inquiry made.

A sinking bucket while being raised in a shaft was caught under
the flange of a pipe in the pump delivery column, at a point
about 300 feet from the bottom of the shaft. The stoppage
caused one of the suspension hooks to be pulled straight, releasing the chain and allowing the bucket to tilt. Deceased was
thrown out, fell to the bottom of the shaft and was killed.

Whilst deceased was standing on the top of the cage at the bottom
of a shaft, 450 feet deep, a guide rope broke. He was struck
and fatally injured by the falling rope. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased was standing at the bottom of a winze, 40 feet deep,
when the windlass rope, r diameter, broke during winding,
and the bucket, weighing about 2 cwt., fell from the top of the
winze on to deceased. He was killed on the spot. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Silver - lead -zinc Deceased was being raised from a winze in a bucket. The bucket
bumped against the timbering and this caused him to fall to
the bottom
of the winze. His injuries were fatal.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Gold

Name of
mineral
wrought.

ca

M

Loi -an- Central mine,
Kalaw P. 0.,

Kargali mine,
Bokaro P. 0., via' Mohuda,
Bihar and Orissa.

5th September,

9th October,

130

131

3 A.M.

10 -30 A.M.

Southern Shan States,
Burma.

Teetulmari mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

1st July,

129

7 A.M.

Khost mine,
Khost P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

6 A.M.

Chanch mine,
Barakar P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Charanpur P. O.,
Bengal.

South-East Baraboni mine,

Bhuggutdih mine,
Jharia P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

North Mosila mine,
Kalipahari P. O.,
Bengal

9th February,

8-15 A.M.

17th October,

11 -30 A.M.

28th June,

9 A.M.

-

Namtu r- O.,a,
Northern Shan Status,.
Burma.

:13s...awla

128

127

126

26th June,

125

Unknown.

4th April,

1

v000ml,or,

-ntf,.str.
J3

124

33

Chandra Singh
(,n.) 30,
lffiner.

Sirdar.

(m.), 35,

Foolchand Roy,

(ni.), 17,
Banksman.

Lakhu Bauri,

(m.), 45,
Underground trolleyman.

la Mahato,

Pumpman.

(m), 45,

Jahaj Bauri,

Great Indian Peninsula Railway Co.

Coalfields of Burma, Ld.

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

Mongra,
(m.), 20,
Banksman.

(m.), 27,
Coal -cutter,

Law , Woo,

Charles Leslie Van Ingen,
(m.), 19,
Mining Pupil.

(m.), 30,
Coal - cutter.

In shafts-Falling from part of the way down-(6 deaths).
North- Western Railway
Mir Hussain,

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

Maharaja of Cossimbazar

Bengal - Nagpur Coal Co., Ld.

North Moshila Coal Co.

(4 deaths).

In shafts-Falling into the shaft from the surface_

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

As the bucket was being raised from the staging at an inset in a
sinking shaft the deceased fell from it into the sump and was
drowned. Inspection and inquiry made.

r

Whilst at work on a temporary staging in a shaft deceased fell to
the bottom of the shaft, 45 feet below, and was killed.

Deceased in stepping on to the cage at a mid
slipped and
fell between the cage and the shaft side to -landing
the shaft bottom, a
distance of about 80 feet. He was so severely injured that he
died almost immediately. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Whilst a train of trams was descending an inclined shaft deceased
attempted to get into the tubs. He slipped and fell down the
shaft, sustaining a spinal injury which caused death two days
later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst a guide rope was being placed in position in a shaft it bore
against a beam placed across the top of the shaft. The beam,
on which some planks rested, was displaced, and
who was standing on the planks, fell down the shaft, adeceased,
distance
of 550 feet, and was killed instantly.
Inspection and inquiry
made.

inquiry

Deceased, whilst opening the valve of a water bucket by means of
a pole, was standing on the brickwork fencing of a shaft 350 feet
deep. He overbalanced and fell to the bottom of the shaft.
He was killed instantly. Inspection and
made.

Deceased fell down a shaft, 220 feet deep, and was killed.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased fell from the surface to the bottom of a winding shaft,
124 feet deep, and was killed instantly.
Inspection and
inquiry made.

Silver- load -ziao An injured mas was being tabor. out ot tbo miro. D ooa d
was supporting the man in the cage, and appears to have fainted.
He fell out of the cage and, falling to the bottom of the shaft,
was killed instantly.

Jharia Khas (Angarpatra)

21st January,

Sijua mine,
P.
Sijua
Bihar and Orissa.

17th April,
4 -30 P.M.

130

6 P.M.

Khas Jharia mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

30th March,

2 P.M.

2-30 P.M.

mine,

Sijua mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

30th December,

6 a.nz.

Aldih mine,
Sitarampur P. 0.,
Bengal.

Name and situation of mine.

30th November,

Date and hour of
accident.

135

134

133

132

Serial No.

IN

SHAFTS-concld.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

Name of
mineral
wrought.

Tindal.

(m.), 38,

Bulan Singh,

Sinker.

(m.), 40,

Rahon Gope,

(m.), 38,
Stone- cutter.

Mattu Gope;
Coal

Coal

Coal

Tata Irma and Steel Co., Ld.

Seth Khora Ramji

22,
(m.),
Stone-cutter.

Gurda Gope,

(m.), 30,
Onsetter.

Nomi Gowala,

Coal

Coal

In shafts -Things falling from part of the way down -(2 deaths).

Trigonait Bros.

In shafts -Things falling from the surface -(1 dea h).

Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ld.

Aldih Coal Co., Ld.

In shafts -Falling from part of the way down -(6 deaths)-contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contd.

APPENI)IX II-contd.

Deceased was the onsetter at the bottom of a shaft, 306 feet deep..
Whilst a loaded tram was being raised in the cage a piece of
him,
coal, weighing about 4 lb. fell from the tram and struck
on the head. He sustained a fracture of the base of the skull,
and died three days later. Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased was in the act of stepping out of a sinking bucket at thebottom of a shaft when a piece of stone fell and struck him on.
the head, killing him instantly. Inspection and inquiry made_

made.

Whilst deceased was at work sinking a well a piece of timber, 3'
diameter x 5' long, which formed part of the landing platform,
fell from the surface, a distance of 32 feet. He received inand inquiry
juries from which he died next day. Inspection

Deceased attempted to descend a shaft 235 feet deep by sliding
down one of the guide ropes to release the cage which had
to control
jammed about midway in the shaft. He was unable
his descent and falling violently on the cage and thence to the
shaft bottom, was killed. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased while ascending a sinking shaft, 950 feet deep, either
fell or jumped out of the bucket and was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

7th July,
3 -30 r.M.

144

9 A.M.

13th April,

143

9 -30 P.M.

23rd March,

142

2 P.M.

22nd January,

141

5 -30 A.M.

14th November,

140

12 -15 P.M.

19th October,

139

7 A.M.

South Bulliaree mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

Baidyanathpur mine,
Pandaveswar P. 0.,

Ghugus mine,
Ballarpur P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Kalabagh mine,
Kalabagh P. 0.,
Punjab.

Bankola mine,
Ukhra P. 0.,
Bengal.

Suratand mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Jamadoba mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

6th April,

138

4 -30 A.M.

Kendwadih miné;
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

5th January,

137

Ia

Co., Ld.

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

Ld.

Samla Govindpur Collieries,

Sir K. C. Daga & Bros. and
Sir M. B. Dadabhoy

Government of India

deaths).

(m.), 72,
Coal - cutter.

Jahari Painka;

(m.), 36,
Coal- cutter.

Upendra Bauri,

Labourer.

(m. ), 13,

Babil Malloo,

Labourer.

(m.), 24,

Ida,

-(9

(in.), 43,
Banlcsman.

Jahuri Bauri,

Fitter.

(m.), 35,

Imaman,

BY E %PLOSIVES

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

Suratand Coal Co., Ld.

(m.), 22,
Hookman.

Komla Dhobi,

(m.), 40,
Trolleyman.

Churaman Gope,

shaÍts-Nrisoellaneous -(4 dedtl s).

Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ld.

East Indian Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Salt

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased received ten pounds of gun powder to be manufactured
into cartridges for use underground. Instead of making the
cartridges in the room provided for the purpose he took the
powder home to his village. Whilst he and two other miners
were making the cartridges, a spark from a pipe or the fire
ignited the gunpowder which exploded and burnt them severely.
Deceased died four days later as a result of his burns. His
companions recovered. Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased, while leaving his working place, was struck by a pieceof coal from a shot fired by a fellow workman. He was killed
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased found a detonator and, whilst he was handling it, it
exploded. He sustained injuries to which he succumbed on
the next day. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was seriously burnt by an accidental ignition of gunpowder by a fellow- worker. He died from his injuries six days
later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Inspection and inquiry made.

As a loaded cage in a winding shaft was coming up to the surface
the two banksmen took hold of the loaded tub. The cage,
however, did not land on the " keps ", but descended about
eighteen inches, causing both banksmen to slip. Their left
legs were crushed between the cage and the landing platform.
They were both injured and deceased died within a few minutes.

Deceased who was standing on the platform of a shaft pump, 180
feet from the top of the shaft and 2 feet above the surface of
the water, fell off the platform into the water and was drowned.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased, while the cag'es were in motion, attempted to fill a vessel
with water from the shaft sump. The descending cage struck
him and crushed his head so severely that he was killed almost
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased, instead of using the pass-bye, attempted to cross thebottom of a shaft. He was crushed under the descending cage,.
and sustained fatal injuries. Inspection and inquiry made.

Pench Valley Coal Co., Ld.

Standard Coal Co., Ld.

Chandametta mine,
Parasia P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Jharia Rhas mine,
Jharia P. 0.,

14th December,

27th December,

148

149

4-30 P.M.

12 P.M.

1 -15 P.M.

Bihar and Orissa.

Government of India

Khewra mine,
Khewra P. 0.,
Punjab.

2nd October,

147

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

(m.), 20,
Coal-cutter.

Gobinda Chamar,

(m.),
Coal -cutter.

Barati Gond,

Miner.

Md. Bux Karim,
(m.), 25,

(m.),
Coal -cutter.

Banshi Gope,

(m.),
Quarryman.

Jheria,

-(9 deaths)-contd.

Peninsula

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

P.M.

5 -40 P.M.

1

Bankola mine,
Ukhra P. 0.,
Bengal.

145

8th September,

Great Indian
Railway Co.

BY EXPLOSIVES

Name of owner.

146

Name and situation of mine.

Kargali mine,
Bokaro P. 0., vid Mohuda,
Bihar and Orissa.

Date and hour of
accident.

11th August,

Serial No.

II- contd.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contd.

APPENDIX

Coal

Coal

Salt

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

.

Deceased, while ascending a shaft, allowed his lamp and gunpowder
tin to fall to the bottom of the cage. The gunpowder ignited
and deceased received burns from which he died. Inspection
and inquiry made.

During blasting operations in his working place, deceased went and
sat opposite an old gallery which was being connected with the
gallery in which shot -firing was being done. He was struck
on the head by a piece of coal and sustained a fractured skull.
He died six days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

made.

Whilst deceased was drying damp fuse sticks over a lamp they
became ignited. He threw them away and they fell on an open
powder bag which also took fire. Deceased and two other men
were burnt. He died five days later. Inspection and inquiry

Deceased took a canister containing seven cartridges of gunpowder
into his dwelling arid placed it beneath an openlamp hanging
on the wall. He opened the canister to put in some fuse when
sparks from the lamp fell on the gunpowder and ignited it.
Deceased was seriously burnt and died three days later. Another man was seriously burnt. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased, whilst engaged in breaking up with a hammer large
stones produced by blasting in a quarry, appears to have struck
a dynamite cartridge. An explosion occurred, and he was
injured so severely that he died five days later. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

.

South Govindpur mine.
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

South Bulliaree mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Chandametta mine,.
Pench P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Khost mine,
Khost P. 0.,
Baluchistan.

Kirkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Khewra mine,
Khewra P. 0.,
Punjab.

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

20th February,

20th February,

22nd February,

24th February,

2nd March,

7th March,

29th March,

152

153

154

155

157

156

P.M.

1 -15

P.m.

3 P.M.

4 P.M.

10 P.M.

1 -30

12 A.M.

4 -30 A.M.

r.x.

131

4

IKustore North mine,
Kusunda P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

1

2nd August,

150

-(i death).

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Government of India

Kirkend Coal Co.

North Western Railway

Pench Valley Coal Co., Ld.

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

South Govindpir Colliery Ld.

Prodhan Singh,
(m),í22,
Brakeman.

(m.), 50,
Mule- driver.

Alam,

(m.), 32,
Coal - cutter.

Rijhu Manjhi,

Signaller.

(m.), 18,

Sikander Sulia,

(m.), 25,
Timberman.

Permasher Nai,

Haulage Engineman,

(m.), 25,

Hari Lall,

(m.), 28,
Coal -cutter.

Tokhan Bhuia,

HAULAGE -(20 deaths).

Coal-carrier.

IRRIIPTIONS OP WATER
Kosoonda and. Nayadee Col- Samos Kamin,
lieries, Ld.
(f.), 30,

Silver-leadzinc.

Salt

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Whilst engaged in coupling ore cars deceased was crushed between a car and a timber support. He was killed instantly.

Deceased was in charge of a train of three loaded trucks. His
foot slipped off the brake and was crushed between the brake
band and the wheel. He died a few days later. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst 'deceased and others were loading a train of seventeen
tubs at the bottom of a dip ha -lage road one of the tubs became
derailed causing the whole train to move downhill. Deceased,
in trying to escape was caught between one of the tubs and
another train of loaded tubs standing alongside. He was sq
severely crushed that he died almost immediately. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst a train of four tubs was being lowered in a shaft or haulage
slope inclined at 50 degrees derailment took place. Deceased,
who was riding in one of the tubs, was crushed against the
shaft timbering and killed. Inspection and inquirir made.

Whilst an empty tub was being taken down an incline it ran wild
and overturned on the level road at the foot of the incline.
Deceased, who was passing, was struck by the tub and fatally
injured. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was caught by the rope of an endless haulage and pulled
on to the haulage pulley. He was so badly mutilated that he
died almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was standing on a slightly inclined road between loaded
tubs when another loaded tub ran away from inbye and collided
with the tubs, crushing him so severely that he died soon afterwards. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased and nine other women accompanied by a Sirdar were
coming out of an incline at the end of the shift when they were
met by a sudden inrush of water due to the breaking of a protective bund as the result of heavy rains. Deceased was carried
away by the rush of water and was either drowned or died
of the injuries she received. The other persons escaped.
Inspection and inquiry made.

17th April,

4th May,

159

160

Bokaro Jharia mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Khewra mine,
Khewra P. 0.,
Punjab.

Sutikdih mine,
Patherdih P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

18th May,

3rd August,

7th August,
10 A.M.

162

163

164

11

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

3 -45 P.M.

9 A.M.

4 P.M.

16th May,

Rajhara mine,
Rajhara P. 0.,
Bihar and Orisa.

Bhatdee mine,
Mohuda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

Churalia mine,
Charanpur P. 0.,

Name and situation of mine.

161

8 A.M.

5 P.M.

8 A.M.

4th April,

Date and hour of
accident.

158

Serial No.

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

Bengal Bhatdee Coal Co., Ld.

Churulia Coal Co., Ld.

Sutikdih Coal Co., Ld.

Government of India

Agarwalla Bros.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

(m.), 35,
Mason.

Pariag'Padder,

(m.), 35,
Labourer.

Khan,

(m.), 45,
Coal-cutter.

Dalu Chamar,

Brakesman.

(m.), 22,

Low Hlu,

(m.), 14,
Coal-carrier.

Ramabatar Noonia,

(m.), 25,
Trolleyman.

Nakul Pudder,

(m.), 20,
Coal -cutter.

Dhaju Manjhi,

HAULAGE -(20 death8)-contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 -contd.

APPENDIX II- -contd.

Coal

Salt

Coal

Silver-leadzinc.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

Deceased was presumed to have jumped on to a moving set of
tubs which was being hauled up an incline. He struck his
head against the roof timbers and received injuries from which
he died a few hours later. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst a train of empty tubs was being lowered down an incline
the leading tub became uncoupled and ran wild. Deceased,
who was sitting at the entrance to a level, was struck by the
tub and died two hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.
During the re- railing of some loaded tubs, deceased slipped and
was struck by the locomotive. He received injuries from
which he died shortly after. Inspection and inquiry macle.

Whilst deceased was attempting to couple ore cars he was crushed
between the cars and a post. He sustained fatal injuries.

The front tub of a train of empty tubs became detached and ran
wild down a haulage incline. It left the rails and struck deceased, causing injuries which resulted fatally next morning.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was pulling on the front tub of a set of five in order to
assist it round a Curve in a haulage road when the tub left the
rails and upsetting, pinned him underneath it. He received
injuries from which he afterwards died. Inspection and inquiry
made.

The banksman at the entrance to a haulage incline having omitted
to close the stop block and open the runaway switch, an
tub ran away down the incline and struck deceased, empty
who
was walking down the haulage road. He sustained serious
internal injuries and died five hours later. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

W

Burma Corporation Ld.

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

17th November,

}

Great Indian Peninsula Railway Co.

Mohpani mina,
Mohpani P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

8th October,

168

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P.O.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

7th February,

173

Bawdwin mine,
Namtu P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,
Burma.

9 P.M.

3 A.M.

27th June,

Jamadoba mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

172

11 -45 A.M.

Khewra mine,
Khewra P. 0.,
Punjab.

30th January,

4 -30 P.M.

21st November,

12-15 A.M.

171

170

169

2 P.M.

Bihar and Orissa.

Jharia P. 0.,

South Goluckdih mine,

7 -30 A.M.

Mule-driver.

(m.), 25,

Raja,

(m.), 25,
Motor-driver.

Chur Singh,

(m.), 14,
Coal-carrier.

Kalari Kewat,

Sirdar.

(m.), 50,

Narain Sirdar,

(m.), 35,
Trolle man.

Mahomed Malerani.
(m.), 33,
Labourer.
Moshari Raj war,

&

Steel

Co
Ld.

Miner.

(m.), 20,

Kunchi Krishnan Nair,

B. P. Rander,
(ni.), 25,
Coal -cutter Foreman.

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Miner.

(m.), 26,

Law Kyan,

SUNDRIES UNDERGROUND -(8 deaths).

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Tata Iron

UNDERGROUND MACHINERY-(2 death's).

Government of India

South Goluckdih Coal Co.

Marine Coal Co., Ld.

6th September,

5 -30 A.M.

167

166

Kurkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Co.,

Assam Railways and Trading
Ld.

30th August,

1

Assam.

Ledo Palley mine,
Margherita P. O.

I

10th August,
4 -30 P..
n

165

Silver - lead
zinc.

Silver - lead
zinc.

Coal

Salt

-

-

Deceased fell down an ore chute and sustained fatal injuries.

The belt driving a ventilating fan broke. Deceased, who was
standing near by, but outside the fence, was struck by the
belt, and sustained fatal injuries.

Deceased was caught by the cutter picks of a coal -cutting machine
and dragged under the coal. He received injuries from which
he afterwards died. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was knocked down and fatally injured by a runaway
mule.

Whilst deceased was driving an electric locomotive on an underground tramway, derailment, due to excessive speed, took
place, and he was crushed between the locomotive and the
timbering of the roadway. The injuries proved fatal.

Silver - lead zinc.

Deceased was struck by one of a set of seven tubs which ran wild
on an incline as the result of the breaking of the drawbar of
the topmost tub. He was killed almost instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased, who was supposed to have been asleep at the foot of
a haulage incline, was struck by one of a set of five tubs which
became uncoupled at the top and ran wild down the incline:
He died from his injuries shortly afterwards. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Deceased was run over and killed by a runaway tub on a gravity
incline underground.

Deceased was run over and killed by a train of tubs as it entered
an underground loading station. Inspection and inquiry
made.

I

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

12th September,

177

179

178

"

8th July,

176

Govindpur mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bararee mine,
Jamadoba, P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

23rd November,
7 a.ir.

Bhalgora mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bararee mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Burma.

17th November,

11 -30 A.M.

9 A.M.

4 -35 P.M.

4 A.M.

Namtu'P. 0.,
Northern Shan States,

Bawdwin mine,

5th July,

3 -30 A.M.

175

174

Mugma P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Name and situation of mine.

Khoodia mine,

Date and hour of
accident.

17th February,

Serial
Number.

II- contd.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

Govindpore Coal Co., Ld.

Bhalgora Coal Co., Ld.

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

Burma Corporation, Ld.

Khoodia Coal Co., Ld.

Somaru,
(m.), 18,
Coal -cutter.

(m.), 25,
Trolleyman.

Chaman Bhuiya,

Propping Mistry.

(m.), 22,

Baroo Kauri,

Trolleyman.

(m.), 34,

Fagua Kandoo,

Trucker.

(m.), 19,

Kaloomarana,

(m.), 27,
Coal- cutter.

Chota Khara Manjhi,

SUNDRIES UNDERGROUND -(8 deaths)-contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-conta.

APPENDIX

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal
-

Silver-leadzinc.

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

f

n

Deceased was loading coal which had been brought down by blasi
ing, when a Iarge piece of coal, weighing about 4 cwt., slipper
down from a
and fell upon him. He sustained injuries
which caused heap
death within a few hours. Inspection and in
quiry made.

Deceased was crushed between tubs on an underground tramwa
sustaining injuries from which he died two days later. Inspe
tion and inquiry made.

e

Deceased and seven other workmen were engaged in setting a
prop in a seam 24 feet high. The prop swayed and fell, an d,
striking another prop 20 feet away, knocked it out. T]
end of the second prop struck deceased on the head with sui h
force that he was rendered unconscious and died a few hou rs
later from concussion of the brain. Inspection and inquil 9
made.

Deceased was assisting to replace a derailed tub on an uncle rground tramline. His foot slipped and the wheel of the ti ib
struck him on the leg fracturing it. Three days later he di( d
from shock following amputation. Inspection and inqui y
made.

Deceased was crushed between a truck and the timbering on
underground tramline. His injuries proved fatal.

Deceased was standing on a loaded tram cutting roof coal, wh(
a piece of coal 18" x 12" x 12" fell from a height of 6 feet ;n
to his legs. In trying to avoid it he stepped backwards at d
fell over the side of the tram on to some pieces of coal. H is
spine was fractured and he died two hours later. Inspecti( in
and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Serampur mine,
Giridih, P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Golukdih mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

25th October,

14th January,
10-20 A.M.

2nd February,

30th February,

29th April,

2nd May,

184

185

186

187

188

5 -30 P.m.

12 -30 A.M.

10-45 A.M.

10 -30 A.m.

12 -15 P.m.

Bokaro mine,
Bokaro P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

South Kujama'mine,
Jheria P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bokaro mine,
Bokaro P. O.,'
Bihar and Orissa.

Kustore North mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bararee mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

183

2-30 P.nr.

6 -5 P.m.

Salanpur mine,.
Salanpur P. 0.,
Bengal.

Bhalgora mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

23rd August,

.

182.

9-30 A.M.

28th November,

10th July,

I

181

180

Sirdar.

Tejoo Meah,
(m.), 56,
Underground

(m.), 17,
Labourer.

Dubraj Bauri,

Head

Co. and
Bengal Nagpur Railway Co.

East Indian Railway

N. M. Choudhuri & Co.

East Indian Railway Co.

Bagdigi , IÇujama Collieries,
Ld.

East Indian Railway Co. and
Bengal Nagpur Railway Co.

4

(m.), 42,
Coal -cutter.

Bahadur Raot,

(m.), 30,
Labourer.

Jhari Bhuia,

Hiro Turi
(m.), 35,
Labourer.

Trammer.

(m.), 28,

Sanichar Dosad,

Sobilal Chamar,
(m.), 32,
Trolleyman.

-(I

ON SURFACE, RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS
BELONGING TO THE MINE
deaths).

(m.), 16,
Labourer.

Raneegunge Coal Association, Babu Lall,

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

Borrea Coal Co., Ld.

Lcl.

Somar &andu,
(m.), 38,
Labourer.

SURFACE MACHINERY-(3 deaths).

Bhalgora Coal Co., Ld-

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

inquiry

Deceased was knocked down and run over by a train of six tubs
on a surface tramline. He sustained injuries which caused
death within a few hours. Inspection and
made.

inquiry

Deceased attempted to board a colliery locomotive while it was
in motion. He fell in front of the wheels and received
injuries
from which he afterwards died. Inspection and
made.

Deceased attempted to cross in front of a locomotive. He was
knocked down and run over and sustained injuries from which
he died shortly afterwards. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Deceased, while pushing a loaded tub, was struck by a second
loaded tub pushed from behind. He received
from the effects of which he died two days later.spinal injury
Inspection
and inquiry made.

The front coupling of a tub accidently caught in the
top of a creeper
chain, tilting the rear of the tub violently. The deceased,
who
clung to the back of the tub, was thrown through or over the
fencing, falling to the ground 20 feet below. He died three
days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased who was apparently under the influence of
drink, attempted to interfere with an endless -rope haulage engine whilst
it was in motion. He was caught by the flywheel and killed
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased was one of four men who were raising a long and
column of steam pipes by means of a hand winch. The heavy
strain
on the rope proved too much for the men and
they let go of
the handles, one of which struck deceased on the
head with
such force ak) to kill him instantly.
Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased became entangled in a revolving shaft
driving workshop
machinery. He was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry
made.

Deceased was assisting seven other coolies in carrying a part of a
steam pump when he complained of over exertion. He was
taken to hospital where he died three clays later from the effect
of the overstrain. Inspection and inquiry made.

.I

Aldih mine,

19th May,

Jamadoba mine,
Jamadoba P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

17th July,

10 AZT.

5 P.M.

193

;

Bhelatand mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

Sitarampur P. 0.,

6th July,

2 -30 A.M.

8 -30 A.M.

192

191

Shivrajpur mine,
Shivrajpur P. 0.,
Panch Mahals,
Bombay Presidency.

15th October,

Mugma P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

190

12 -30

3rd May,

Khoodia mine,

Name and situation of mine.

189

Serial
.Number.

Date and hour of
accident.

II- contd.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of person
killed.

Tata Iron

&

Steel Co., Ld.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld.

Aldih Coal Co., Ld.

Labourer.

(m.), 32,

Ramadhin Mahadev,

Surface trolleyman.

(m.), 35,

Surendra Kahar,

(m.), 32,
Labourer.

Puarh Singh,

Not employed.

(nz.), 8,

Hanif Meah,

(m.), 38,
Head Tindal.

Ratan Gope,

ELECTRICITY -(3 deaths).

Shivrajpur Syndicate, Ld.

Khoodia Coal Co., Ld.

-(7

ON SURFACE, RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS
deaths) -contd.
BELONGING TO THE MINE

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents, 1922-contd.

APPENDIX

Coal

Coal

Coal

and unsatisfactory earthing arrangements. Inspection and
inquiry made.
Deceased was found in contact with one of the conductors of an
overhead transmission line which had broken and was lying on
the ground. Death was due to electrocution. Inspection and
inquiry made.
Deceased was one of a gang of coolies working on a sub -station in
course of erection. Apparently for the purpose of reaching the
other side of the building he walked along the top of one of the
walls and touched the conductors of an overhead line carrying
current at about 500 volts pressure which were only about 5' 6"
in height at that point. He fell a distance of 16 feet and died
almost
at once. Inspection and inquiry made.

An electrically driven pump had been lowered to a new position
in a dip gallery underground. When all the connections were
completed the electric fitter went to a fuse box some. 200 yards
away to switch on the current. The result was that several
persons, who were handling the main cable at the time, received
a severe shock and deceased, who was sitting down
close to the switch box by the pump, also received a shock
and was killed. The accident was due to a defective fuse-box

Deceased, in trying to stop

Deceased in attempting to mount the front buffer of a loaded tub
which was running down a slight gradient, slipped and fell.
The front wheel of the tub passed over his leg. He sustained
a severe wound and died from tetanus eighteen days later.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Manganese ore A truck ran wild on a slight gradient.
it, was struck down and killed.

Coal

Name of
mineral
wrought.

2th May,

30th June,

200

Bhaga mine (Lodna Nos. 4
5 pits),
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

31st July,

202

&

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920) Ld.

Royal Coal Co., Ld.

Raghu Turi,

(m.), 35,
Peon.

Ramsahaya,

(m.), 32,
Mason.

Ismile Mistry,

(ni.), 29,
Labourer.

Alladin,

(m.), 24,
Coal -cutter.

Tara Manjhi,

Bengal.

Asakuti mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

1 =30 A.M.

& Co.

Aldih Coal Co., Ld.

J. V. Padamsey

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Gour Punjabi,
(m.), 50,
Labourer.

(m.), 50,
Labourer.

Bishun Sui,

(ni.), 24,
Labourer.

30th June,

5 P.M.

Concessions,

Central Kurkend Coal Co.,
Ld.

Ld.

Hlaygadaung

Sitarampur P. 0.,

Aldih mine,

Central Provinces.

Lalpeth mine,
Chanda P. 0.,

201

3-30 P.M.

9 P.M.

11 -15 A.M.

199

10 -30 A.M.

Dishergarh West mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bengal.

Central Kurkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

ist April,

25th April,

I

Hlaygadaung mine,
Palauk P. 0.,
Burma.

8 -30 A.M.

1st March,

Trammer.

(m.), 38,

Nitai Kuloo Garai,

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

Saltore mine,
Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Searsol P. 0.,
Bengal.

22nd February,
4 A.M.

12 A.M.

Ramprosad Bhor,
(m.), 45,
Underground Sirdar.

ffiSOELLANEOUS ON SIIRFAOPG-(18 ded[l.a).

Srimati Nistarini Dassi

Jamehari mine,

22nd January,

198

197

196

19.E

I1;.4

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Tin &
Wolfram
ores

Coal

Coal

winch on the surface. Apparently while being raised the pipe
jammed on the rest of the column, and the stress became
sufficient to break the winch rope between the winch
and the head gear. The loose end of the rope coiled round
deceased, who was standing close to the shaft mouth and
crushed him so badly that he died almost immediately.
Inspection and inquiry made.

A column of steam pipes in a shaft, 345 feet deep, was being dismantled by raising one pipe at a time by means of a hand

Whilst' engaged in oiling the bearings of the pulley on the top of a
pithead frame, deceased fell through an opening in the platform on to the banking platform 29 feet below. He sustained
injuries from which he died a few hours later. Inspection and
inquiry made.
Deceased was ascending the open cutting of an incline at the end
of his day's work when the incline wall and a mass of earth
weighing several tons fell on him, and killed him. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Deceased was giving out oil to miners by the light of a lamp. The
oil caught fire
and his clothes became ignited. He sustained
burns which proved fatal.

Deceased was working on a ladder reared against the wall of a
building. He overbalanced and fell a distance of 21 feet to
the ground below, and was killed instantly. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Deceased was engaged in fastening a clamp on a guide rope which
was being tightened by a winch rope. The winch rope was
detached from the guide rope before the clamp was secured.
The guide rope slipped through the clamp and struck deceased,
who was sitting on two cross-beams supporting the clamp,
knocking him down the shaft. He was killed instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst at work lu an open excavation in alluvial ground deceased
lost his balance and fell a distance of about 7 feet. He sustained ruptures of the spleen and of a blood vessel, and died
shortly after.

Deceased was washing himself outside a bathing tank when the
walls of the tank, which were '7 feet high, burst. One of the
walls fell on to deceased killing him instantly. Inspection
and inquiry made.
Deceased went through a fence and jumped into a bunker, containing about 25 tons of sand, in order to recover a piece of
cloth which had fallen. He was buried by the running sand
and suffocated before he could be rescued. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Searsol Khas mine,
Searsol P. 0.,
Bengal.

Central Kurkend mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

7th November,

10th November,

204

205

3 P.M.

4 A.M.

11 -45 A.M.

Shivrajpur mine,
Shivrajpur, P. 0.,
Panch Mahals,
Bombay Presidency.

Name and situation of mine.

3rd September,

Date and hour of
accident.

203

Serial
Number.

Name, sex, age and
occupation or person
killed.

-contd.

II- contd.

Name of
mineral
wrought.

Rani

Central Kurkend Coal Co.,
Ld.

Shyama Sundari Debi.

S. Bagchee & Co., and

Shivrajpur Syndicate, Ld.

(m.), 60,
Labourer.

Tula Ram,

Pumpman.

(m.), 31,

Kuchla Bauri,

(m.), 16,
Labourer.

Girdhari Perna,

Coal

Coal

Manganese ore

MISCELLANEOUS ON SURFACE-(12 deaths)- contd.

Name of owner.

Fatal Accidents,

APPENDIX

Deceased was cutting earth close to or under a conical stack left
for the purposes of measurement when the stack
collapsed and
fell on him. He sustained an injury to the brain. from the
effects of which he died about three weeks later.
Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst deceased was sleeping under a shed the
the shed collapsed. The roof fell upon him, posts supporting
causing injuries
from which he died shortly after. Inspection
and inquiry
made.

Deceased was in a tunnel leading to a quarry and was about 15
feet from the portal. A rock, weighing some 5 cwt., was
dislodged from the side of the quarry by workmen. This
rock rolled into the tunnel and struck deceased
causing fatal
injuries.

Cause of accident and remarks.

23rd January,
Unknown.

26th January,

4

5

29th January,

a

3 A.M.

1 -30 A.M.

27th January,

G

5 P.M.

9 -40 A.nr.

16th January

3

3 P.M.

&

13th January,

Unknown.

January,

Between 5th

7th

Date and hour of
accident.

2

1

S erial
number.

Harriladih mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

Kalipahari P. 0.,

Óhusick mine,

Bansdeopur mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bihar and Orissa.

Jogta mine,
Sijua P. 0.,

Kutchee Dhana mine,
Ramkona P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Concern

Coal

Co.,

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Ghusick Coal Co.

Bansdeopur
Ld.

Agabeg Bros.

Indian Manganese Co.,

Syndicate,

Central Sonardih Coal

Ld.

occupation of
person killed.

Name, sex, age and
Name

wrought.

of mineral

Reason
for
exclusion.

_

Moglar Gwalor,
(m.), 25,
Peon.

(1) Huroo Pundit,
V.), 6.
(2) Muni Pundit,
(m.), 45,
Brick -maker.

(m.), 3.

Mohan Meah,

Peon.

(m.), 35,

Ramsuden Singh,

(f.), 4.

lliru,

(f.), 4.

Jumi Natha,

Peon.-

(m.), 22,

Buduram Brahmin,

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Manganese
ore

Manganese
ore

Coal

Cause of accident and remarks.

Deceased accompanied his parents who were working in a quarry.
He strayed beneath overhanging debris, which fell on him.
He received injuries from which he afterwards died.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased and another person went to sleep in a room in which an
open fire was burning. As all means of ventilation were closed
he was asphyxiated. The other person recovered.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Deceased lay down in a room in which a coke fire was
burning.
The doors and windows being closed, there was no ventilation,
and he was asphyxiated. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not a mining The deceased were sleeping in their hut, when a
spark from a fire
accident
outside set on fire the straw thatched roof. Huroo
was burnt
to death and Muni was severely burnt, dying in
two
hospital
days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Not employed Deceased was run over whilst attempting to cross a surface tramline. Her injuries proved fatal.

.

Not employed Deceased accompanied her father who had been instructed to
take
shelter behind a wall whilst blasting
operations were going on
at a point some 200 feet distant. She
was struck by flying
debris and killed. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Not a mining The body of deceased was found floating in a
waterlogged incline.
accident
Inspection and inquiry made.

DEATHS NOT INCLUDED IN THE STATISTICS-(51 deaths).

Name of owner.

Shivrajpur mine,
Shivrajpur
Ld.
Shivrajpur P. 0.,
Panch Mahals,
Bombay Presidency.

Central Sonardih mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Name and situation of
mine.

core id-

Fatal Accidents, 1922- contd.

APPENDIX II

19th March,

10

14

13

12

11

2 v.M.

12th April,

1 -30 P.m.

Bihar and Orissa.

Karmatand mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,

Bengal.

Raniganj P. 0.,

Searsol mine,

6th April,

1 P.m.

New Kusunda mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Kendwadih mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orisstt.

Bengal.

31st March,

9 P.M.

21st March,

12 -30 P.m.

Ramnagar mine,
Pandaveswar P. 0.,

Budroochuck mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

2 P.m.

Unknown.

S

9

Name and situation of
mine.

Tisra mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

accident.

Date and hour of

6th March,

Serial,
number.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of
person killed.

Name

wrought.

of mineral

Reason
for
exclusion.

(m.),
Unknown.

Unknown,

Somaria Malla,
(f.), 70

Sreeram Coal Co.

Searsol Coal Co., Ld.

Ld.

New Kusunda Colliery,

East Indian goal Co., Ld.

(m.), 30,
ógricuZturist_

Suku Mahato,

(m.), 35,
Coal- cutter.

Parga Manjhi,

(m.), 22;
Hookman.

Chulan Mahato,

Agni Hazra.,
(f.), 9,

Samla Ramnagar Collie- Kanai Dhangor,
ries, Ld.
(m.), 9.

Budroochuck Coal Mining Co. Ld.

Amarsingh Gowamal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Deceased was found dead at the bottom of a subsidence caused
by
mining operations. The subsidence had been fenced. Inand
spection
inquiry made.

Whilst drawing water from a well about 50 feet deep, and containing 3 feet of water, deceased overbalanced and fell to the bottom.
She died a few minutes after being rescued.
,Inspection and
inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Not a mining
accident

Deceased was robbing coal in a disused quarry when a mass of
overburden, 17' x 7' x 3', fell and buried him. He was killed
instantly. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased, despite attempts to prevent him, jumped over the
fence around the top of a winding shaft and fell to the bottom,
a distance of 217 feet. He was killed
instantly. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Whilst bathing in a portion of an abandoned
quarry deceased was
drowned. Inspection and inquiry made.

inquiry

Not employed Deceased fell into a boiler feed tank and was drowned.
Inspection
and
made.

Not employed A woman who was carrying a basket of stone out of a
shallow
cutting on the surface, stumbled and a
of stone fell out of
the basket. The stone struck deceasedpiece
on the head
serious injury to which he succumbed soon afterwards. inflicting
Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed

Not employed

DEATHS NOT INCLUDED IN THE STATISTICS-(51 deaths) -contd.

Name of owner.

II-contd.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 - contd.

APPENDIX

-

South Bulliaree mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Sijua mine,
Sijua P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

28th May,

31st May,

19th June,

18

19

20

16th July,

24

8 A.M.

Simlabahal mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Benidih mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

A.M.

8 -30 P.M.

4-30

7th July,

22

23

Bengal.

Kajora mine,
Ondal P. 0.,

Bengal.

Dumarkunda mine,
Barakar P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

6-30 P.M.

23rd June,

6 P.M.

9 A.M.

9 -30 P.M.

7 -30 A.M.

26th June,

21

;

Dandot mine,
Dandot P. 0.,
Punjab.

3rd May,

17

Ramnagar mine,
Kulti P. 0.,

Durgapur mine,
Chanda P. 0.,
Central Provinces.

Found at 2 P.M., on
22nd April.

16

P.M.

Angarpathra mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

7

I9th
-30April,

IG

(m.), 32,
Onsetter.

Brihospot Dusad,

(m.), 26.

Radha Nath Ghosh,

(m.), 28.

Patal Tamuli,

Bhalgora Coal Co., Ld.

Benidih Colliery, Ld.

Bengal Coal Co., Ld.

Guzdar, Kajora Coal Co.

(m.), 14,
Labourer.

Kashi Ram Kahar,

Coal -carrier.

(,f.), 35,

Phuiny Beldarin,

(m.), 46.

Jogin Deghoria,

(m.), 18.
Labourer.

Surendra Bauri,

(f.), 8.

Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ld. Somi Beldarin,

East Indian Coal Co., Ld.

Panchanan Maity,

Bengal Iron Co., Ld.
(m.), 15.

Mahomed,
(m.), 50.

(f.), 7.

Pochi.

(in.), 46,
Watchman.

Kazim Khan,

Rai Sahib Thakur Das
Ramji Das.

°

Chanda Coal Prospecting
Syndicate, Ld.

National Coal Co., Dd.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Inspection

A woman, drawing water from a waterlogged quarry, fell into the
water and was drowned. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Deceased was found drowned in a boiler feed tank.
and inquiry made.

Deceased was crossing a field when he appears to have tripped'
over and fallen upon, the bare conductors of an electric transmission line which were sagging close to the ground, owing
to a branch having fallen and broken the line at the next span.
He was found lying on one of the conductors, and had probably
received a shock at approximately 300 volts pressure to earth..
Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Deceased was unloading coal at a colliery wharf when he was
struck by lightning and killed instantly. Inspection and.
inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Inspec-

Inspection,

Deceased fell into a boiler feed tank and was drowned.
tion and inquiry made.

Deceased was found drowned in a boiler feed tank.
and inquiry made.

A train of twenty loaded coal tubs was being drawn from a
to an ironworks. When it was passing the points of a colliery
branch
line the thirteen rear tubs switched up the branch line
and became derailed. The deceased persons, who were
riding on the tubs against orders, were thrown off and fatally
injured. Inspection and inquiry made.

Whilst attempting to cross a self- acting incline on the surface,
deceased was run over by a train of tubs. He sustained fatal
injuries.

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Not a mining
accident

Not employed

Deceased was found drowned in a water tank.
fenced.

Not employed

Coal

The tank was.

Whilst in his living quarters the spilling of a lamp caused the
clothing of deceased to catch fire. He sustained serious burns
and died of heart failure ten days later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Coal

Chowrassie mine,

Khas Angarpathra mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

New Chandore mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Asakuti mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

3rd August,

5th August,

11th August,

12th August,

28

29

30

31

-

Hermyingyi mine,
Tavoy P. 0.,
Burma.

3rd August,

27

32

Hermyingyi mine,
Tavoy P. 0.,
Burma.

4 r.e.x.

r.

14th August,

5

5 -30 -P.m.

2

8 -30 P.M.

8 -30 A.M.

3 A.M.

Lodna mine,
Jharia P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Dishergarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.

29th July,

10 -30 A.M.

26

East Nandi mine,
Toposi P. 0.,

mine.

Name and situation of

23rd July,

accident.

Date and hour of

25

Serial
number.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of
person killed.
Pviason
f or

exclusion.

wrought.

Name
of mineral

8'.

(f.), 2.

Khali Bilaspuri,

(f.), 20,
Coal- carrier.

Sita Chamarin,

(m.),

Janki Kuri,

(m.), 30.

Bucha Bauri,

Miner.

Mg. Pe,
(m.), 24,

Wong Hop,
(m.), 30,
Miner.

(f.), 30,
Coal-carrier.

Khudu Baurin,

Lodna Colliery Co., (1920 Mahuri Musor Bhuiya,
Ld.
(f-), 7.

Parascole Coal Co., Ld.

B. B. Trigunait

Co.

Khas Angarpathra Coal

Equitable Coal Co., Ld.

Burma Finance and Mining Co., Ld.

Burma Finance and Mining Co., Ld.

H. F. Pilcher

Not a mining
accident

Deceased was lying asleep beneath a railway wagon with her head'
on the rail. Another wagon was shunted against the first
wagon and caused it to move. The head of deceased was
crushed beneath a wheel. She died within a few minutes.
Inspection and inquiry made.
Deceased was asleep in a hut situated on a hill side, when a " land"
slip occurred. The hut was demolished and deceased buried.
He sustained serious injuries and died a few hours later. Inspection and inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

.

-

made,

Deceased was found drowned in an artificial excavation,
and 2I feet deep. Inspection and inquiry made.

6

feet long

Deceased fell into a well, 15 feet deep, and was drowned. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed Deceased's leg was caught between the incoming rope and the
terminus wheel of a surface
She received injuries.
from which she died three hourshaulage.
later. Inspection and inquiry

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Not employed Deceased was found drowned in a boiler feed tank. The tank was
properly fenced. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed Whilst passing by after dark deceased fell from the top of a retaining wall 10 feet high. He received injuries from which he died
next day. Inspection and inquiry made.

Tin
and Not a mining Deceased was proceeding to work up a steep hill side during a heavy
Wolfram ores accident
rain storm. A " land-slip " occurred, and he was completely
buried, sustaining fatal injuries. Inspection and inquiry made.

Tin
and Not a mining
Wolfram ores accident

Coal
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24th September,

35

Upper Mandra mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

6th November,

-

Katras mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

14th December,
Unknown.

42

Bengal.

Ramjibanpur mine,
Sitarampur P. O.,

Sendra mine,
Bansjora P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa,.

2nd December,

41

2 A.M.

Bolompore mine,
Raniganj P. 0.,
Bengal.

27th November,
Unknown.

2-15 P.M.

11 -30 A.M.

1 P.M.

27th October,

e

Bengal.

Kajora mine,
Ondal P. 0.,

West Bansjora mine,
Bansjora P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Alkusa North mine,
Kusunda P. O.,
Bihar and Orissa.

(

Karmatand mine,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

21st October,

4 A.M.

10th October,

6 A.M.

5 P.M.

Banali mine,
.Ianiganj P. 0.,
Bengal.

.

40

39

38

37

36

22nd September.

34

5 p.m.

21st August,
"

33

Roy

Ramjibanpur Coal Co.

Sendra Coal Co., Ld.

Bolompore Coal Co., Ld.

M. G.

Burrakur Coal Co., Ld.

Raneegunge Coal Association, Ld.

Guzdar, Kajora Coal Co.

West Bansjora Coal Concern

Mullwa Mahara,
(f.), 11.

Sreeram Coal Co.

(m.), 30.

Jogi Dosad,

Engine Khalasi.

(m.), 24,

Lashman Dosad,

(m.), 70.

Gobinda Prasad Goswami,

(f.), 6.

Kisari,

Guli Gope,
(m.), 40,
Carter.

(f.), 6.

Lutchmania,

(f), 2

Dulali Ko rani,

Modho Beldar,
(in.), 45,
Coal -carrier.

(.f -), 2,

Sarnia Kole,

Parascole Coal Co., Ld.

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

Coal

The deceased infant was sleeping beside her mother in a mine
when a mass of roof coal, 2' x l'-6" x 5", fell from a height of
13 feet. She received injuries from which she died an hour
later. Two other persons were injured. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Not employed

'a

disused shaft

Whilst he was sleeping indoors near a fire the clothing of deceased
caught fire. He was severely burned and subsequently died.

Deceased was found drowned in an old water -logged shaft, 60 feet
deep. Inspection and inquiry made.

Deceased whilst bathing fell into a quarry containing water to a
depth of about 12 feet, and was drowned. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Deceased, who was apparently bathing at the edge of an old incline
which was full of water, fell into the water and was drowned.
Inspection and inquiry made.

Not employed Th e body of deceased was found at the bottom of
75 feet deep. Inspection and inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Not employed

Not a mining
accident

Not a mining
accident

Not employed Deceased fell into a bathing tank and was drowned. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Deceased, who appears to have been bathing in a water- logged
quarry, went out of his depth and was drowned. Inspection
and inquiry made.

Not a mining
accident

Not employed Deceased got over the wall fencing an incline, fell into accumulated
water, and was drowned. Inspection and inquiry made.

pool of flood wgtor, 18 inches
Not employed Deceased was found drowned in amade.
deep. Inspection and inquiry

Serial

6 A.M.

28th or 29th Decem- Kendwadih mine,
ber,
Nawagarh P. 0.,
Between 9 P.M. and
Bihar and Orissa.

West Tetturiya mine,
Katrasgarh P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

45

8-30 A.M.

Kustore North mine,
Kusunda P. 0.,
Bihar and Orissa.

Name and situation of
mine.

28th December,

5 -20 P.M.

23rd December,

Date and hour of
accident.

44

43

number.

Name, sex, age and
occupation of
person killed.

Kendwadi , Coal Co.,

West Tetturiya Collieries,
Ld.

Raneegunge Coal Association, Ld.

(m.), 17,
Labourers.

Jugan Bhuiya,

(in.), 20,

Sukar Bhuiya,

(m.), 18,

Budu Bhuiya,

Mongal Bhuiya,
(m.), 36,

(f.), 3.

Radhia Bhuiya,

(m.), 14,
Shale- picker.

Jagna Dosad,

Coal

Coal

Coal

exclusion.

Reason
for

Not a mining
accident

Not a mining
accident

Not a mining
accident

deaths)-concld.

Name
of mineral
wrought.

DEATHS NOT INCLUDED IN THE STATISTICS
-(51

Name of owner.

II- concld.

Fatal Accidents, 1922 -contd.

APPENDIX

The four deceased were detailed to guard a partly unloaded covered
truck of tramway sleepers. They went inside the truck, made
a fire, closed all openings and went to sleep. Early next morning they were found dead having been suffocated by the fumes
from the fire. Inspection and inquiry made.

The deceased sustained fatal burning injuries whilst at
play near a
domestic fire.

Deceased was run over and killed during shunting operations on a
surface railway not belonging to the mine. Inspection and
inquiry made.

Cause of accident and remarks.

II- contd.
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I
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.
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.
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51
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4

2

2

4

8

2

6

8
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0.40
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3
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2

3

1
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8,286

5

5
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5
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8

3
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2,036
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1
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1

6

5

1

6

0.75

..

b.49

.

95

.
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9

8

9

20
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6
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0.98

0.20

0.68

Yeotmal

.

,

TOTAL

.
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Table No.

Statement of fatal and serious accidents in and about mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act
1901, during the year 1922 -contd.
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183
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.
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Statement of fatal and serious accidents in and about mines regulated by the Indian Alfmes Act,
1901, during the yeár 1922-contd.
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APPENDIX

Table No. 3.

Statement of fatal accidents in mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the year
1922, classified according to the age and sex of the workers.
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Table No. 4.
Statement of fatal accidents in mines regulated by the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the Yek
1922, classified according to cause of accident.
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APPENDIX III.
PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE INDIAN MINES ACT, 1901.

.

Statement of prosecutions under the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the year 1922.
-

Number

province

seam

Number
Number Numbers of rules and sections of the Act
of persona
of
p
convicted.
contravened.
prosecu- prosecuted.
tiens.

District.

.

'

5

;angel

Lakhimpur

.

1

1

...

Bankura

.

1

1

...

Burdwan

1

1

1

Section 13 (1) and Section 2 0, Rule 47
of Notification No. 2968-82, dated
the 21st April 1906, as amended by
Notification No. 894 -82, dated the
26th January 1907, and Notification
No. 9709 -131, dated the 23rd October 1908.

Do.

i

2

1

Section 15(2) and Section 20, Rule 7 of
Notification No. 864 -68-20, dated
the 10th March 1904.

One accused

One accused
was dis charged.

.

1

2

1

Section 20, Rules 1, 3 and 9 of Notification No. 864- 68 -20, dated the 10th
March 1904.
e

Do.

1

2

2

Section
cation No. 64- 68-20, dated the 10th
March 1904.

Do.

1

2

2

Section 20, Rules 3 and 7 of Notification
No. 864 -68-20, dated the 10th
March 1904.

1

2

1

was acquit ted.

.

Section 20, Rules 3, 7 and 19 of Notifi cation No. 864- 68 -20, dated the
10th March 1904.

Case against

one accused
was dis-

missed.

Do.

1

1

...

Section 20, Rule 19 of Notification No.
864 -68-20, dated the 10th March
1904, and Rule 3 of Bengal Government Notification No. 3970 -Com.,
dated the 28th August 1918.

Accused was
acquitted.

Do.

1

1

...

Section 21, Special Rule 4

Withdrawn.

Do.

1

2

2

Do.

1

1

...

Rules 39 and 40

.

1

1

...

Rules 64 to 67

.

1.

1

1

Rule 78

.

.

7

2

...

Do.

.

6

6

6

Manbhum

.

1

2

2

Do.

.

1

1

1

1

1

1

Do.

.

Do.

Hazaribagh

and Orissa

Accused was
acquitted.
Section 20, Rules 1, 3 and 7 of Notifica- Accused was
tion No. 864-68-20, dated the 10th
acquitted.
March 1904.
.

Do.

Do.

Bihar

Section 21, Special Rule 71

RratAxxs.

-

Do.

,,

99

Of

11

.

.

Rules 38, 40 and 411

Section 20, Rule

i

disCase
missed.
Withdrawn.

Withdrawn.
1 of Notification No.
11793 -103, dated the 30th December 1908, as amended by Notifications
No. 5072-113, dated the 1st July
1916, and No. M. -498, dated the 29th
June 1922.
do.

Do.

Section J3 (1)

do.

.

Section 13 (1) and Section 20, Rulo 46
of
Notification No. 864- 68 -20,
dated the 10th March 1904.
Section 13 (1) and Section 20, Rule 47
of Notification No. 864-68-20,
dated the 10th March 1904.

8t

APPENDIX III-contd.
PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE INDIAN MINES ACT, 1901 -contd.

Statement of prosecutions under the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the year 1922-contd.
Number
Province.

District..

Number
of
Number Numbers of rules and sections of the Act
o f persons
contravened.
prosecu- prosecuted. convicted.
tions.

Manbhum

Section

1

1

15 (1)

REMARKS.

Accused

.

was

acquitted..

Do.

1

1

Do.

1

1

Do.

Section 16

3

1

Do.

1

Case

.

Section 20, Rule 3 of Notification No.
864- 68 -20, dated the 10th March

2

1904.

Bihar and Orissa

-concld.

dis.

missed.
One accused
was acquit.
ted.

Do.

1

1

1

Section 20, Rule 4 of

do.

do.

Do.

1

1

1

Section 20, Rules 3 and 7 of

do.

do. 'i

Do.

1

2

2

Do.

1

2

1

Section 20, Rules 3, 4 and 17 of Notifica- Case against
tion No. 864- 68 -20, dated the 10th
one accused
March 1904.
withdrawn.

Do.

1

2

2

Section 20, Rules 3,

Do.

1

2

2

Section 20, Rule

Do.

1

2

2

Section 20, Rules 7 and 13 of do. do.
and Rule 3 of Bihar and Orissa Government Notification No. 11761 -M.,
dated the 23rd August 1918.

Do.

1

1

1

Do.

1

1

1

.

Section 20, Rules 3 and 7 of Notification No. 864- 68-20, dated the 10th
March 1904, and Rule 3 of Bihar and
Orissa Government Notification No.
11761 -M., dated the 23rd August 1918.

7

and 19 of do. do.

7 of

do.

do.

Section 20, Rules 7 and 22 of Notification No. 864- 68-20, dated the 10th
March 1904, and Rule 2 of Bihar and
Orissa Government Notification No.
11761 -M., dated the 23rd August 1918.

Section 20, Rule 19 of Notification No.
864- 68-20, dated the 10th March
1904.

Do.

1

1

1

Section 20, Rule

Do.

1

1

1

Section 21, Special Rule 4

Do.

1

1

1

Do.

1

1

1

2

1 of Notification No.
11793-103, dated the 30th Decemher 1908, as amended by Notifications No. 5072 -113, dated the 1st
July 1916, and No. M.-498, dated the
29th June 1922.

,,

5
Accused

5
G

9,

absconded.

Monghyr

1

Section 20, Rule

1

of Notification No.

11793 -103, dated the 30th Decem
ber 1908, as amended by Notifications No. 5072 -113, dated the 1st
July 1916, and No. M. -498, dated the
29th June 1922.

One accused
acquitted.

Do.

1

2

1

Do.

do.

do.

Do.

Do.

1

2

1

Do.

do.

do.

Do.

Do.

1

3

Do.

do.

do.

Accused
traced.

not
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PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE INDIAN MINES ACT, 1901- concld.

Statement of prosecutions under the Indian Mines Act, 1901, during the year 1922 -concld.
Number

Chhindwara

Central

Provinces

1

1

Do.

1

2

2

Do.

1

1

1

Section 20, Rule 8 of

Do.

1

1

1

Section 21, Special Rule 9

1

1

1

2

1

Delhi

Punjab

{

.

REMARKS.

Section 20, Rule 1 of Notification No.
11793 -103, dated the 30th December 1908, as amended by Notifications No. 5072-113, dated the 1st
July 1916, and No. M -498, dated the
29th June 1922.

l

Jubbulpore

Delhi

Number
of persons Number Numbers of rules and sections of the Act
prosecu- prosecuted. convicted.
contravened.
tions.
of

District.

Province.

Do.

do.

Flo.

do.

do.

Section 20, Rule 1 of Notification No.
11793 -103, dated the 30th December 1908, as amended by Notifications No. 5072 -113, dated the 1st
July 1916, and No. M.-498, dated the
29th June 1922.
Do.

do.

do.

One accused
was acquit-

1

Do.

do.

do.

Accused died.

2

Do.

do.

do.

Withdrawn.

ted.

Do.

Shahpur
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APPENDIX IV.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Statement No. 1.
List of Inspection Circles.
No.

1. All mines in

1

No. 2 Circle.

Circle.

Baluchistan.

1. All

the district of the Sonthal Parganas and such mines in
the district of Manbhum as lie west of a line drawn
from mile 175 on the Bengal Nagpur Railway to
mile 169 on the Grand Trunk Road and continued
in a straight line acrossathe district.

2. All mines in Bihar and Orissa except mines in

3. All mines in

the North-West Frontier Province.

4. All mines in

the Punjab.

5. All mines in

Rajputatia.

mines in Assam.

2. All mines in Bengal.
3. Such mines in

Bihar and Orissa as lie in the

dis-

trict of the Sonthal Parganas and in the district of Manbhum east of a line drawn from

mile 175 on the Bengal Nagpur Railway to mile
169 on the Grand Trunk Road and continued
in a straight line across the district.
4. All mines in Bombay.
5. All mines in Burma.
6. All mines

in the Central Provinces.

7. All mines

in Madras.

Statement No. 2.
Names of persons to whom first and second class certificates to manage a coal mine were granted
during the year 1922.
(a) Certificates granted to holders of English certificates of competency.

FIRST CLASS.
No. of

Indian

NAME.

Date of Indian certificate.

certificate.

No. of
English
certificate.

Date of English certificate.

22nd January

Manley, Frederick William

280

18th April 1922

746

Minto, Oswald

281

Ditto

753

Morgan, Arthur Mansel

282

Ditto

861

10th February

Heslington, Thomas Parker

283

733

22nd January

Jones, Clifford

284

Ditto

973

11th May 1921.

Whyte, Maurice Melville

285

Ditto

934

12th February

Fairfield, Wilfrid

286

796

11th August 1920.

Flanningan, Peter

287

Ditto

893

12th February

288

Ditto

947

Ditto.

Healy, John

289

Ditto

896

Ditto.

Mullin, George

290

Ditto

421

Radford, Simeon

291

Ditto

4171

Roy, Alexander Rose

292

Ditto

613

}Tale,

.

Bertram John

4th May 1922

12th December 1922

1920.

Ditto.
1921.

1920.

1921.

1921.

27th July 1917.
28th June

1912.

27th January

1919.
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MISCELLANEOUS-contd.

Statement No.
Names of

persons to whom first and s

o

2-contd.

class certificates
c

manage a coal mine were granted

1922-contd.
to

(b) Certificates of competency.

FIRST CLASS.

No. of
certificate.

Name.

138

4th May 1922.

139

Ditto.

Bijoy Kumar.

140

Ditto.

Herbert Durham

141

Ditto.

Hrishi Kesh

142

Ditto.

143

Ditto.

Kolya,

Narayan Chandra

Renal,

Girijashankar Shambhuram

Ganguly,
Allan,

Date of certificate.

Chatterjee,

Habberjam,
Wilson,

James

.

.

144

Thomas

Chatterjee,
Ghatak,

Pandya,

Ditto.

146

Ditto.

147

Ditto.

148

Ditto.

149

Ditto.

150

Ditto.

.

151

Ditto.

.

152

Ditto.

Jatindra Nath

Pranjivan Hargovind

Ghani, Md.

Osman

Chakravarty,
Karmakar,
Jackson,

Profulla Ran jan

Kali Pada

Clarence Oliver

Ditto.

145

Kshetra Mohon

Tara Sankar

Banerjee,

'

REMARKS.

hiukerjee,

Bhupendra Kumar

153

Ditto.

Ilenezes,

Vincent de

154

Ditto.

(a) Certificates granted to holders of English certificates of competency.

SECOND CLASS.

NAME.

No. of Indian

Date of Indian certificate.

certificate.

Gittinge,

Harry

25

12th December 1922.

No. of English.
certificate.

7229

Date of English certificate.

4th January 1910.

N
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MISCELLANEOUS -contd.

Statement No. 2 concld.
Names of persons to whom first and second class certificates to manage a coal mine were granted
during the year 1922 -concld.
(b)

Certificates of competency.

SECOND CLASS.
No.of
certificate.

NAME.

Date of certificate.

Walker, Clarence James

267

4th May 1922.

Laker, Stanley Alfred George

268

Ditto.

Biswas, Balaram

.

269

Ditto.

Chatterji, Kali Pada

.

270

Ditto.

Bose, Amulya Krishna

271

Ditto.

Chatterji, Anileswar

272

Ditto.

Shome, Makhan Lall

273

Ditto.

Joseph, Marcus. Reginald Coleman

274

Ditto.

Basu, Rama Nath

275

Ditto.

2/6

Ditto.

Roy Chowdhury, Himansu Kumar

277

Ditto.

Paul, Upendra Nath

.

278

Ditto.

Samanta, Debi Kinkar

279

Ditto.

De, Probodh Chandra

280

Ditto.

Mukherji, Sakti Pada

281

Ditto.

Mukherjee, Tarapada

282

Ditto.

283

Ditto.

Mukherjee, Kali Dass

284

Ditto.

Bhattacharjee, Kshitish Chandra

285

Ditto.

Chatterjee, Khirode Chandra

286

Ditto.

Bhattacharji, Pusker Nath

287

Ditto.

.

Mitra, Jnanendra Nath

Roy, Rajeswar

.

.

.

.

Chakravarty, Hari Pada

.

288

Ditto.

Mukherji, Krishna Kinkar

.

289

Ditto.

Banerji, Baidya Nath

.

290

Ditto.

Sarkar, Pramatha Nath

.

291

Ditto.

292

Ditto.

Das, Paresh Chandra

293

Ditto.

Sen Gupta, Nripendra Chandra

294

Ditto.

Sen Gupta, Mono Mohan

295

Ditto.

Chowdhury, Debendra Nath

296

Ditto.

Goswami, Jibananda

297

Ditto.

298

Ditto.

Sarkar, Radhika Ranjan

299

Ditto.

Durgaprasad, Gotipati Ramaswamy

300

Ditto.

Kundu, Shibpada

301

Ditto.

Hazra, Probhakar

Sinha, Modhusudan

.

.

.

.

Mondai, Phanindra Nath

.

302

Ditto.

De, Abinash Chandra

.

303

Ditto.

304

Ditto.`

Mitchell, Christopher Robert Stanley

REMARSE.
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List of Universities and Colleges approved by the Governor - General in. Council for
the purposes of Rules 32 and 33 under the Indian Mines Act.
Name of Institution and Degree or Diploma.

University of Birmingham in respect of its Degree of B. Sc. in
Mining and Diploma in Mining.
University College of Bristol in respect of its Senior Diploma in
Mining.

University of Cambridge in respect of its Diploma in Mining
Engineering.
University of Durham in respect of its Degree of B. Sc. in Mining
Durham College of Science in respect of its Diploma in Mining
University of Glasgow in respect of its Degree and Diploma in

Mite.

11th June, 1904.

16th September, 1904.

6th June, 1905.
21st December, 1903.
29th June, 1904.
28th September, 1904.

Mining.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College in respect of its

Diploma in Mining.
University of Leeds in respect of its Degree of B. Se. in Mining and
Diploma in Mining.
University of London in respect of its B. Sc. Degree in Mining for
Internal Students, subject to the Degree being endorsed by the
University with a certificate of four months' practical experience
in a mine.
University of London in respect of its B. Sc. Degree in Mining for
External Students, subject to the Degree being endorsed by the
University with a certificate of four months' practical experience`
in a mine.
Royal School of Mines in respect of its Associateship in Mining .
University of Oxford in respect of its Diploma B. for Colliery
Engineers (in Scientific Engineering and Mining subjects).
University College of Sheffield in respect of its Diploma in Mining
University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire in respect
of its Diploma in Mining.
Wigan Mining and Technical College in respect of its Diploma in
Mining.
Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur, in respect of its Diploma in
Mining.
Merchant Venturers' Technical College, Bristol, in respect of its
Diploma in Mining Engineering.
Victoria University of Manchester in respect of its Degree and Certificate of Mining.
University College of Nottingham in respect of its Diploma in Mining Engineering.
University of Sheffield in respect of its Degree of Bachelor of

Engineering (Mining).
Herïot -Watt College in respect of its certificate in Mining
Engineering.
Calcutta University in respect of its Degree of Bachelor of Engineering in the Branch of Mining Engineering.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, in respect of its
Diploma in Mining Engineering.
Columbia University, New York, in respect of its Degree of
Engineer of Mines.
California University, United States of America, in respect of its
Degree of Mining Engineer.
Pittsburg University, United States of America, in respect of its
Degree of Engineer of Mines.
Leland Standford Junior University, California, in respect of its
Degree of Bachelor of Arts., 'in Geology and Mining.

'28th June, 1904.

21st November, 1904.

9th June, 1905.

7th August, 1906.

24th March, 1904.
11th February, 1905.
15th July, 1904.
19th April, 1904.

26th August, 1904.
22nd February, 1907.

5th October, 1905.*
14th February, 1906.

28th March, 1906.
30th June, 1906.
'16th January, 1908.

24th September, 1910.
22nd February, 1913.
13th March, 1915.
19th February, 1916.
19th February, 1916.

10th August, 1918.
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Statement No. 4.
BENGAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE.
THE MINING CLASSES.

Admissions to the Mining Diploma Course at the Bengal Engineering
College.
The Diploma Course covers two Sessions, commencing yearly in April, and lasting till
the examinations in the following March. (There is a vacation of about three months in August,
September and October.) Six weeks of each Session is spent during November and December
at a camp of mine surveying in the colliery districts.
Three classes of students are admitted
Occasional-who are admitted to receive training in connection with private business.
Regular-who need have no experience of mining.
Special-who have had about two years' previous experience of coal-mining (underground).
A total of 4 seats yearly are reserved for candidates domiciled in Bihar and Orissa and i
seat each for a candidate domiciled in Assam and Mysore.
Admissions are made as follows
Regular and occasional students. -Age may not exceed 20 on January 1st of the year of
admission.
A.-Through a special preparatory course of one year's duration at the Bengal Engineering College. Admissions at the beginning of March.
B.- Through the Sub -Overseer classes (a two years' course at Dacca, Burdwan, Rajshahi
and Pabna in Bengal ; Bankipur in Bihar and Orissa).
Special students
C.- Direct from the mines to the Mining Diploma classes without passing through either
A or B. Admissions at the beginning of April. Applications must be made by
1st March accompanied by certificates from the colliery managers under whom
candidates have served, showing.the period and nature of employment underground.
Admission qualifications to A, B and CThe passing of the B. Final or the Matriculation Examination in the ist Division with
additional mathematics, the Junior Cambridge Examination held at the end
of the supplementary course for elementary European Schools, or equivalent.
The number that can be admitted is limited. The selection of candidates rests with
the Principal who, all other things being equal, will prefer the younger of two
candidates. So many superior candidates apply for admission that selection
is now practically confined to those who have completed the I. Sc. S. or Senior
Cambridge Course of Study.
Scholarships awarded by the Bengal Government
For Regular students
Scholarships of the following number and value are available for regular students
admitted under A ; these are awarded on the result of the examination held
at the end of the Preparatory Course A
Two of Rs. 12 monthly.
Three of Rs. 6 monthly.
Stipends awarded by. the Bihar and Orissa Government
Two Boarding stipends of Rs. 15 monthly tenable forthree years by poor and capable
students of that Province. These are available in either the Mining or Mechanical and Electrical Engineering classes.
For Special students-Awarded by Bengal Government.
Awarded on the result of the examination held at the end of the lectures given in the
colliery districts by the Instructor in Mining.
One of Rs. 50 for Europeans.
One or two of R. 25 for Indians.
These amounts should be sufficient to maintain a special student resident at the. College.
or farther particulars apply for the Mining Classes Circular.

-

:-

-

-

-

-

T.

H. RICHARDSON,

principal, Bengal Engineering College,
Botanic Garden P.

Q.
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Statement No. 5.
MINING INSTRUCTION IN BENGAL.
[The Mining Education Advisory Board desire that Colliery Managers will !cindly publish this
information in their collieries. An appeal is also made to them to support the lectures by seeing
that members of their colliery staff, who are suitable, take advantage of the lectures and attend

them regularly.]

The full course comprises two parts, the lectures in which are delivered in alternate years
as follows

:-

principles of Coal Mining, 1922 -23.
(2) The principles of Mechanical Engineering of Coal Mines, 1923 -24.
A fee of Rs. 5 (five rupees) payable to the Mining Instructor on the first registration of his
name is charged to each student for each year's series of lectures. This fee is non -returnable.
(1) The

Programme for Session, .1922 -23.
Lectures on the principles of Coal Mining will be delivered in English, as follows

:-

RANIGANJ COAL-FIELD.
Dishergarh
Raniganj

.

Lecture -room near Club

.

Bengal Coal Co. Ltd., zamindary
office

Jamuria

.

.

.

Wednesdays

.

.

.

Mining Engineer's office,
Sibpur Colliery
.
.
.

5 -30 P.M.

Thursdays

5 -0

Fridays

5 -30

Chief

The course of instruction, consisting of not less than 30 lectures, will commence in the
first week in September and end in the following April. The examination will be held early
in May. Candidates who pass the examination will receive a certificate recording their success.
No
50

candidate will, however, be permitted to sit for the examination unless he has attended
per cent. of the lectures and received 40 per cent. of the marks allotted for home work.

Scholarships are awarded by the Mining Education Advisory Board on the results of the
examination ; these will be tenable for two years at the Sibpur College, and are granted to enable the holders to attend the full course for the Diploma in the Principles of Mining. One
scholarship of Rs. 50 is reserved for Europeans and two of Rs. 25 are awarded to Indians. Candidates are not eligible for scholarships unless they have two full years of practical training in the
collieries. Preference will be given to those who have satisfied the examiners in both of the
lecture courses in the coal- fields.
The following Local Committees have been appointed

:-

.

RANIGANJ COAL-FIELD.
Dishergarh Centre.
J. H. Lang, Chairman.
J. B. Wardlaw (Dishergarh).
Geo. Miller (Sitaramp ur).
W. Weir (Kulti).
Babu U. N. Mandat (Dishergarh).
K. B. Chandra (Mugma).
Mr.

,, S. N. G hosh

(Barakar).

Jamuria Centre.
Mr. J. H. Lang, Chairman.
P. S. Keelan (Charanpur).
G. S. Castles ( Charanp ur).
,, D. N. Archibald (Sripur).
,, W S. Elphinstone (Asansol).

Ranigang Centre. .
Mr. J. H. Lang, Chairman.
P.

S.

Keelan (Charanpur).

A. T. Creet (Kalipahari).

,, W . J. Rees (Raniganj).
Babu
Promotho Nath Hazra
Babu S. N. Banerjee (Faridpur Col- (Topo si).
Puma Chandra Bagchi (Kaliliery, Charanpur P.O.)
pahari).
S. Chaudhuri (Jamehari, Raniganj ).

T. H. RICHARDSON,
Secretary, Mining Education Advisory Board,
B. E. College, Botanic Garden P. 0.,

Howrah.
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MINING INSTRUCTION IN THE COAL- FIELDS OF BENGAL.
SYLLABUS OF THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

The lectures in the following courses are delivered in alternate years

:-

THE PRINCIPLES OF COAL MINING.

-

1. Geology. General structure of the earth's crust ; igneous and aqueous rocks definitions of outcrop, dip, strike, fault, roll, wash -out and dyke, etc. ; recording geological observations ; reading a geological map ; description of the Indian coal -bearing rocks ; composition
and properties of coal. Commercial values of coal.
2. Exploration.-Prospecting, trial shafts and trenching ; advantages of boring ; methods
of boring ; driving through faults, uses of boreholes in mines, etc.
3. Breaking ground.- Common tools ; storage and use of explosives ; electric fuses
machine drills ; coal -cutting machines.
4. Sinking. -Site of colliery ; position of inclines and shafts, their excavation and shape,
apparatus used in sinking ; lining shafts ; arrangements at top of sinking shaft ; brief mention
of special methods of sinking.
5. Methods of working. -Quarrying, advantages of bench work, disposal of soil ; shaft
pillars ; pillar and gallery method, working thick seams in stages, extraction of pillars, panels
brief description of long wall and chambering methods.
6. Supporting. -Props and lids, bars, chocks or cogs, square sets, special timbering in loose
ground ; arching ; steel girders ; packing ; dry and hydraulic stowing.
7. Mine gases. -Their experimental preparation by chemicals, and illustration of their
physical and physiological properties ; their chemical composition ; methods of detecting
explosions ; spontaneous combustion of coal ; dangers of coal-dust.
8. Ventilation. -Ascensional currents, currents induced by the heat of steam or furnace
mine fans ; friction of air in mines ; theory of splitting the air ; calculations of ventilating
pressure, etc. ; coursing the air ; measurement of quantity of air ; use of anemometer, watergauge, thermometer and barometer, reversing the air current.
9. Safety lamps. -Principle of the safety lamps ; Sir Humphrey Davys' experimental types
of safety lamps ; firedamp detectors.
;

;

;

;

THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING OF COAL MINES.
1. Applied Mechanics.- Mensuration ; definitions of motion, force, friction, work and
energy ; the simple machines ; mechanical and electrical units ; hydrostatics ; the siphon
pressure of gases ; Boyle's law.
2. Steam, Electricity and Compressed air.- Theory of steam boilers and their fittings ;
the steam engine ; the dynamo ; the electric motor ; the air compressor.
3. Winding.-Types of winding engines and description of parts ; calculation of the dimensions of winding engines ; strength of ropes and chains ; detaching hooks ; over -winding
prevention devices ; rope cappings ; care and examination of ropes, buckets,cages , guide ropes.
4. Pumping.-The lift primp ; the force pump ; sinking pumps ; pumps with positive
valve motion ; the pulsometer ; turbine pumps ; calculations of the dimensions of pumps ;
methods of supporting pumps and pipes ; strength of pipes, pipe joints ; dams to hold back
water.
5. 'Hauling.- Tramways ; tubs ; hand tramming ; horse haulage ; self-acting inclines
locomotives ; single rope haulage ; main and tail rope haulage ; endless rope or chain haulage ;
calculations of the dimensions of hauling engines, ropes, etc. ; capping of haulage ropes ; couplings, haulage clips, etc.; signalling.
6. Surface arrangements.-Headframes and pulleys ; receiving frames ; keps ; arrangements of roads on pit bank ; tipplers ; simple screening and sizing ; railway sidings ; aerial
ropeways.
7. Simple treatment of coking and bye -product ovens.
Adopted by the Mining Education.Advisory Board at their meeting of 27th January 19171
Copies of this Circular may be obtained from the Secretary or from the Instructor.
;

;

T. H. RICHARDSON,
Secretary,
BENGAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE,
BOTANIC GARDEN

P. 0.

The 16th Octo er 1922.

APPENDIX IV-contd.
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Statement No. 6.

MINING INSTRUCTION IN BIHAR AND ORISSA.
(The Mining Education Advisory Board desire that Colliery Managers will kindly publish this
information in their collieries. An appeal is also made to them to support the lectures by
seeing that members of their colliery staff, who are suitable, take advantage of the lectures and
attend them regularly.)
The full course covers a period of three years and the following is an abstract of the syllabus.
First ye7r. -(1) Mathematics, (2) Elementary Science.
Second year. -(1) Elementary Mechanics, (2) Mechanical Drawing.
((1) Elementary Mining Surveying.
Third year (2) The Principles of Coal Mining.
L(3) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering of Collieries.
Copies of the detailed syllabus may be obtained from the Secretary, the Chairman of the
Local Committees and Lecturer.
A fee of Rs. 5 (five rupees) is payable by each student to the Mining Lecturer on the first
registration of his name for the first or the second year's course of lectures. The fee for the third
year's course is Rs. 10. These fees are not returnable.

Programme for Session, 1922 -23.
During Session 1922 -23 instruction in all the years of the course will be provided. There
two lectures per week in the first and the second years and three lectures per week in the
third year.
Lecturer.
will be

Mr. Griffith

Jones, B.Sc., first class certificated Colliery Manager and Surveyor.
Assistant Lecturer.

N. N. Sen, L.M.E.
All students should enrol a follows
Jharia Lecture Hall
Monday, September 4, at 5 -30 P.M.
Sijua Lecture Hall
Tuesday, September 5, at 5-30 P.M.
The class arrangements for all the courses will be arranged by the lecturer on the enrolling
nights. Students should enrol at the first meeting so that the class work may be commenced
without delay.

The course of instruction will commence in the first week in September and end in the

following May. The examination will be held in May. Candidates who pass the final examination will receive a certificate recording their success. No certificate shall be given to candidates
unless they attend the 2nd and 3rd years. No candidate will, however, be permitted to sit for
the examination unless he has attended 50 per cent. of the lectures and received 40 per cent.
of

the marks allotted for home work.
The following Local Committees have been appointed
JHARIA COALFIELD.

Jharia Centre.
Penman, Chairman.
Jones, Lecturer.
R. G. M. Bathgate (Jamadoba).
J. Murray (Kustore).
J. B. Argyle (Lodna).
R. Barrowman (Standard Coal Company, Jharia).
Narendra Nath Sarkar (South ßujama, Jharia).

Mr. D.

» G.
»

» S. M.

Chatterjee (Kalithan Suratand, Jharia).

Sijua Centre.
Mr. D. Penman, Chairman.

-

G. Jones, Lecturer.
A. A. Agabeg (Sijua).
R. Heron (Bhalgora, Jharia P.O.).
H. M. Bull (Bansjora).
G. C. Leach (SijuaP. O.)
Babu Trikumdas Doyal (Bulliheri Colliery, Kusunda
P.O.)
Mr. Meghji Bhimji Relia (Angrapattra).

su
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MINING INSTRUCTION IN THE COALFIELDS OF BIHAR AND ORISSA.
SYLLABUS OF THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

First Year Course.
1.

Mathematics.-Arithmetic and Algebra up to simple equations. Mensuration and

-up

use

to solution of Triangles.
of squared paper. Trigonometry
2. Elementary Science-Physics.--- Volume of displacement, Balances, Density, Specific
gravity bottle, Fluid pressure, Hydrometer, Syphon, Barometer, Ideas of forces, Equilibrium
of three forces, Centres of gravity, Fraction, Thermometer, Expansion due to heat, Latent
heat of steam, Properties of solids, Liquids and gases, Boyle's Law, Hydrostatics, Elements of

electricity amd Magnetism, Electrical units.
Chemistry.-Atomic Theory, Elements, Compounds, mixtures, acids, bases, composition
of the atmosphere and of gases met with in Mines.
Second Year Course.
1. Mechanics. -Units of Mass, Length and time, Levers, Pulleys, Wedges, Gearing, Simple
Machines, Equilibrium, Units of work and energy, Horse Power, Stress and Strain, Design and
headgears, Strength of ropes, chains, boilers, etc. The elementary principles of hydraulics.
2. Mechanical Drawing.-Conventional signs, Construction of Scales, Nuts, Bolts, Screw
threads, Simple parts of machines, Engines and Pumps. The elementary principles of geometry.

Third Year Course.
1. Mining Surveying. -Use of pens, Scales and protectors, Surveying by means of the
chain only. The Miners dial, Loose needle surveying, Fixed needle surveying, Levelling, Field
books, Contouring. The use of the Plane Table. The Theodolite and its uses, Plotting by
co- ordinates. Setting out and alignment. The adjustment of instruments.
2. The Principles of Coal Mining-(1) Geology.-General structure of the earth's crust,
igneous and aqueous rocks ; definitions of outcrop, dip, strike, fault, roll, wash -out and dyke,
etc., recording geological observations reading a geological map, description of the Indian coalbearing rocks, composition and properties of coal, commercial values of coal.
(2) Exploration.-Prospecting, trial shafts and trenching, advantages of boring, methods
of boring, driving through faults, uses of boreholes in mines, etc.
(3) Breaking ground. -Common tools, storage and use of explosives, electric fuses,
machine drills, coal- cutting machines.
(4) Sinking. -Site of colliery, position of inclines and shafts, their excavation and shapes,
apparatus used in sinking, lining shafts, arrangements at top of sinking shaft, brief mention of
special methods of sinking.
(5) Methods of working. -Quarrying, advantages of bench work, disposal of soil, shaft
pillars, pillar and gallery method, working thick seams in stages, extraction of pillars, panel,
brief description of long wall and chambering methods.
(6) Supporting. -Props and lids, bars, chocks or cogs, square sets, special timbering in loose
ground, arching, steel girders, packing, dry and hydraulic stowing.
(7) Mine gases. -Their experimental preparation by chemicals and illustration of their
physical and physiological properties, their chemical composition, methods of detecting, explosions, spontaneous combustion of coal, dangers of coal -dust.
(8) Ventilation.-Ascensional currents, currents induced by the heat of steam or furnace,
mine fans, friction of air in mines, theory of splitting the air, calculations of ventilating pressure,
etc., coursing the air measurement of quantity of air, use of anemometer, water -gauge, thermometer and barometer, reserving the air current.
(9) Safety lamps. -Principle of the safety lamps, Sir Humphrey Davys' experimental
types of safety lamps, firedamp detectors.
3. The Principles of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering of Coal Mines -(1) Applied
Mechanics.-The practical application of the principles taught in the 1st and 2nd years.
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Steam, electricity and compressed air. -Theory of steam boilers and their fittings, the
the dynamo, the electric motor, electric lighting and airing, the air compressor.
(3) Winding.-Types of winding engines and description of parts, calculation of the dimensions of winding engines, strength of ropes and chains, detaching hooks, over -winding prevention
devices, rope cappings, care and examination of ropes, buckets, cages, guide ropes.
(.4) Pumping. -The lift pump, the force pump, sinking pumps, pumps with
positive valve
motion, the pulsometer, turbine pumps, calculations of the dimensions of pumps, methods of
supporting pumps and pipes, strength of pipes, pipe joints, dams to hold back water.
(5) Hauling.-Tramways, tubs, hand tramming, horse haulage, self- acting inclines, locomotives, single rope haulage, main and tail rope haulage, endless rope or chain haulage, calculations of the dimensions of hauling engines, ropes, etc., capping of haulage ropes, couplings, hau(2)

steam engine,

lage

clips, etc., signalling.

(6)
of

Surface arrangements. -Headframes and pulleys, receiving frames, keps, arrangements
pit bank, tipplers, simple screening and sizing, railway sidings, aerial ropeways.
Simple treatment of coking and bye- product ovens.

roads on
(7)

DEPARTMENT

of MINES, DHANBAD

D. PENMAN,

:

The 1st August, 1922 .

Assistant Secretary,

Mining Education Advisory Board.

Statement No. 7
DEPARTMENT OF MINES IN INDIA.
Examiners under Rule 30 of the rules applying to coal -mines
Indian Mines Act, 1901, for the conduct of examinations for
Colliery Managers' Certificates of competency.
(1) No member of. the Board of Examiners shall act as a local examiner, except in emer-

Regulations made by the Board. of

made under Section 20 of the

.

gent cases.
(2)

When possible one or more members of the Board of Examiners shall attend every
at least one óf the days.
So far as is practicable, the local examiners for each examination shall be

examination on
(3)

:-

Inspector of Mines, who shall be Secretary to the local examiners.
Mining Engineers or Colliery Managers who must be the holders of first class
certificates. Provided that a Mining Professor may be appointed instead of
one of the Mining Engineers or Managers.
(4) The remuneration of each local non -official examiner shall be Rs. 150 for each examination, and a capitation fee of Rs. 2 for each first class candidate and Re. 1 for each second class
candidate examined, and travelling expenses and halting allowances on the first class scale under
the Civil Service Regulations ; but an Inspector of Mines, acting as a local examiner, shall not
be entitled to any fee or remuneration whatsoever, beyond the travelling expenses and halting
allowances due to him in his official capacity.
(5) The examinations will be advertised at least four months before the dates of the examinations, and applications, which must be on the prescribed form and supported by original certificates as to experience and character, and accompanied by fees, will be received up to a date,
duly advertised, not less than one month prior to the examinations. No application which is
not in the prescribed form, or which is not supported by the certificates and fees referred to
above, or which is not submitted in
due time, will be considered by the Board.
(6) The subjects for examination shall be
(a) Geology and Mining. -The geological features of the Coalfields of India, and the application of geology to coal mining. Boring, Sinking. "Methods of laying out and
working. Supporting roof and sides. The use of explosives. Dams.
(a) An

(b) Two

:-

o
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and inundations.-Natúra1 ventilation.
Fans and other means of ventilation. The distribution, measurement and control of air in mines. Mine gases. The construction, use and testing of safety
lamps. Spontaneous heating. Coal dust. Recovery of mines after explosions,
fires and inundations.
(c) Machinery.- Strength of materials. Steam. Compressed air. Electricity. Ñ'ind.
ing. Hauling. Pumping. Transmission of power. Mechanical coal-cutting
and drilling.
(cl) Surveying, Levelling and Mensuration. -Magnetic declination. Loose and fast
needle surveying. The theodolite. Contour lines and levelling. Calculations
and triangulation. Connecting of surface and underground surveys. Mine
plans. Instruments.
(e) Management and Mining Legislation. -Organization. Indian Mines Act and Rules
under the Act. Other legislation applicable to mines. Sanitation.
(7) The examination shall be both written and oral and the subjects and conditions shall
be the same for candidates for both classes of certificates ; but the examination questions shall
be made suitable for each class of certificate.
The examiners shall have power to eliminate the oral examination in the case of candidates
who do not reach a standard in the written examination to be prescribed by the Board of Examiners.
(8) The following shall be the maximum number of marks given for each subject :(b) Ventilation, Explosions, Underground fires

FIRST CLASS.

SECOND CLASS.

Subject.
Papers.

Viva voce.

Total.

Papers.

Viva voce.

Total.
s

2

1

Geology and Mining

3

4

5

6

7

110

30

140

100

40

140

Ventilation, Explosions, Underground fires
and inundations.

75

25

100

70

30

100

Machinery

90

30

120

80

40

120

Surveying, Levelling and Mensuration,

50

10

60

45

15

60

Management and Mining Legislation

60

20

80

50

30

80

TOTAL

385

500

345

155

500

.

.

115

(9) A can lidate for a certificate of competency must qualify in each of the subjects for
examination, and must obtain 40 per cent. of the maximum marks obtainable for each paper,
40 per cent. of till maximum marks for -the oral examination and 60 per cent. on the whole
examination (writt mn and oral) to qualify.
(10) A candidatE for a first class certificate, who does not reach the necessary standard,
may, nevertheless, at the discretion of the local examiners, be recommended to the Board of
Examiners for a second class certificate, if, in th6ir opinion, he has done sufficiently well to deserve it.
(11) The Secretary to the local examiners shall submit a report of the result of the examination giving the number of marks obtained by each candidate in each subject, to the President
of the Board of Examiners within one month of the close of the examination.
(12) The questions to be set at the examinations shall be prepared by the Board of Examiners which may, at its discretion, confer with the local examiners.
(13) At least one examination for first class candidates and at least one examination for
second class candidates shall be held annually in one of the Bengal or Bihar and Orissa coalfields and in other parts of India examinations will. be held whenever, in the opinion of the
Board of Examiners, the number of candidates in a coal mining centre justifies the holding of
an examination,
;
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(14) No candidate will be allowed to take part in the examination until he has produced
authorization from the Board of Examiners.
(15) Every candidate must sign a register, in which he will.be given a definite number.
He must sign his name and write his registered number at the top of every page of the paper
on which he writes the answers to the questions.
(16) The number of the question must be given in bold figures before the answer to each
an

question.
(17) The calculations and work by which a result is obtained must be clearly shown in
immediate connection with the answer to each question.
(18) Answers must be strictly confined to the questions asked.
(19) Sketches may be made to make answers clear.
(20) When sketches are asked for, it should be understood that, unless otherwise stated,
freehand sketches, with dimensions, are all that is necessary, and candidates should not spend
time in making finished drawings.
(21) Any candidate speaking to any other candidate during the examination, or using any
book, notes or private paper, or acting in any manner which the examiners consider improper
will be liable to be disqualified at their discretion. The Board of Examiners may in such a
case use their discretion as to allowing the candidate to sit at any future examination.
(22) When a candidate has completed the answers to the questions, or when the time allowed
for answering the questions has elapsed, or he has been disqualified, he must hand the paper of
questions and his answers to the examiners, and at once leave the examination room.
(23) A time -table will be supplied to each candidate at the commencement of the first

day's examination.
(24) The oral examination will be held at a subsequent date. Only those candidates who
obtain a certain degree of proficiency in the written examination will be examined orally. Due
notice of time and place will be sent to each candidate required by the examiners for oral examination.
(25) The number of marks given for each question will be shown in brackets at the end of
_

the question.
(26) Ink and paper will be provided, and no paper other than the official paper provided
may be used. Candidates must bring their own pens and pencils, drawing pens and drawing

instruments, including a protractor.
These regulations cancel all previous regulations and shall take effect from the 1st January
1923.

-E. R. SIMPSON,
Chief Inspector of Mines in India

and ex-officio President of the Board of Examiners.
DHANBAD,
The 10th

June, 1922.
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES.
NOTIFICATION.
Simla, the 29th June, 1922.

-In

exercise of the powers conferred by section 20 of the Indian Mines
No. M.- 498.
Act, 1901 (VIII of 1901), the Governor General in Council is pleased to make the following
amendments in the rules published with the notification of the Government of India in the
Department of Commerce and Industry, No. 11793 -103, dated the 30th December 1908.
1. For rule 1 of the said rules the following shall be substituted, namely
" (1) On or before the tenth day of every month, the owner, agent or manager of every
coal mine shall send to the Chief Inspector of Mines a correct return for the preceding calendar month in Form I in the Schedule to these rules.
(2) The owner, agent or manager of every mine shall submit annual returns in Forms
II, III, IV and V as prescribed in the Schedule to these rules. In addition to
these returns, the owner, agent or manager shall submit returns, in the case of
a coal mine in Forms VI, VII and VIII, in the case of a mica mine in Forms IX
and X, and in the case of any other mine in Forms VI, IX and XI in the
Schedule to these rules.
(3) The returns prescribed by sub -rule (2) shall be made out in duplicate and before
the twenty -first day of January in the year following that to which they refer
the owner, agent or manager shall forward one copy to the Chief Inspector of
Mines and the other to the District Magistrate.
(4) If the owner of any mine abandons the mine or discontinues the working of the
mine for more than three months or if a change of ownership occurs, the returns
required by sub -rule (2) shall be submitted by the owner or the former owner, as
the case may be, within one month from the date of abandonment or change of
ownership or within three months from the date of discontinuance :
Provided that by order in writing the Chief Inspector of Mines may extend the period
for the submission of such returns up to any date not later than the twenty- firstday of January in the year following that to which they refer.
Provided further that nothing in this sub -rule shall be interpreted as authorising the
submission of any return later than the twenty -first day of January in the year
following that to which it refers."
2. In rule 8 of the said rules, for the words and figures " Form VII in the Schedule hereto
annexed " the words and figures " Form XII in the Schedule to these rules " shall be substituted, and after the word " explosion " the words " or ignition " shall be inserted.
3. For the Schedule to the said rules, the following shall be substituted, namely

:-

:-

THE SCHEDULE.

FORM I.
(FOR COAL MINES ONLY.)

Monthly return of coal raisings and coal despatches for the month

19

.

1. Name of mine

2. Name of owner
3. Postal address of owner
4. Raisings of coal of all kinds (including colliery consumption and coal used for

making).

5. Despatches of coal.
6.

coke

Tons
Tons

Signature of owner, agent or manager

Dated
[NOTE. -Under Section 22 (2) (b) of the Indian Mires Act, failure to forward a correct return to the Chief InaPedof
of Mines by the prescribed date will render the agent, olvner or manager liable, on conviction, to a penalty which may extend
to Rs. 500.]
-

-

.

loi
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FORM II.
(FOR ALL MINES.)

Annual return for the year ending on the 31st December 19

mine-

1.

Name of

2.

Postal address of mine

3.

Date of opening

4.

Date of closing (if closed)

fi.

Situation of mine
lProvince

District-

-

Name of owner
6.

Postal address of owner
Name of Managing Agents (if any

Postal address of Managing Agents (if any)
rNaine of Agent (if any), as defined in Section

3 (a) of

the Indian Mines Act

8.

[Postal address of Agent
Name of Manager
9.

Postal address of Manager
10.

Name of mineral worked

11. Means by which
or electrical power

the mineral is raised from the mine, i.e., hand labour, mechanical

CNoTE. -Under Section 22 (2) (l) of the Indian Mines Act, failure to forward a correct return to the Chief Inspector
of Mines by the prescribed date will render the agent, owner or manager liable, on conviction, to a penalty which may
extend to Rs. 500.E

*

Other persons employed

Miners

1

Class of labour.

TOTAL

Aggregate number

2

during the year
of persons
permanently
and temporarily
employed.

of daily attendance

IV- contd.
8- contd.

s.

auludissg

3
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4

ututE_

G

In the workings of the mine.

7

H

O

F

8

9

10

O

F

á

H

loading wharves, private railways
and surface tramways and also
in carting.

11

On surface and not in the workings of the
mine, including all subordinate officials
and persons employed on sidings,

12

Gross total obtained
by adding totals
in columns 7 and
11. This should
equal the number
obtained by dividing
the number in column
2 by the number
in column 3.

DAILY AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED AS CALCULATED BY DIVIDING THE AGGREGATE NUMBER OF
ATTENDANCES BY THE NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED.

Persons employed during the year ending on the 31st December 192

FOR ALL MINES.)

FORM III.

Statement No.
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NOTE. -Where

Other persons employed on surface

Other persons employed underground

Miners

Males

Females

z

Females

(Males

Average number of hours worked per
week per person.

Average weekly earnings per person.

wages are paid monthly, it is permissible to enter figures for the month, but the fact that they are such should be clearly stated.

Class of labour.

III -contd.

8- contd.

HOURS AND WAGES.

FORM

Statement No.

APPENDIX IV- contd.
Miscellaneous -contd.

1

Fatal.

2

Serious.

8- contd.
MINES.)

Seriously injured.

5

Killed.

4

NUMBER OF PERSONS.

Accidents and Prosecutions.

(FOR

FORM IV.

Statement No.

6

Number of prosecutions instituted by
the management, with the sections
and rules under which the prosecutions were instituted.

Aooidonts, which were reported es serious accidents but resulted fatally, should be entered as fatal aooidents.

3

TOTAL.

NUMBER OF SEPARATE ACCIDENTS* REPORTED DURINO THE YEAR.

IV- contd.

Miscellaneous-contd.

APPENDIX

7

Number of persons convicted,
with the sections and rules
under which the convictions were obtained.

influenza

Small-pox

Plague

Cholera

.

_

.

*

.

8-contd.

Date of appearance.

Epidemic Diseases.

FOP ALL MINES.)

Date of disappearance.

mine should be entered in this form.
Figures for any other specified disease which has been epidemic at the

Name of disease.*

n_o.

FORM V.

Statement

Miscellaneous-contd.
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Number of cases.

Number of deaths.
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FORM VI.
(FOR ALL MINES EXCEPT MICA MINES.)

Type and aggregate horse -power of electrical apparatus.

1.- System of supply (whether continuous current or alternating current)Voltage of supply

Periodicity

.

.

Source of supply

2.- Voltage at which current is used forLighting
Power

al

.

3.- Aggregate horse -power of motors installed on surface forWinding

Ventilation

.

Haulage
Coal washing or screening
*

Ore dressing

Miscellaneous

Total horse -power

4.- Aggregate horse -power of motors installed below ground forHaulage
Pumping

Portable machinery
Miscellaneous

Total horse -power
5

-Total horse -power (addition

of

3

and 4)

*

In the case of a mine, other than a coal mine.

Name of explosive.

0

ETPLOSIVES.

8- contd.
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lI1ECHANICAL VENTILATORS.

and coal-cutting machines.
Explosives, safety lamps, mechanical ventilators,

(FOR COAL MINES ONLY.)

FORM VII.

Statement no.
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COAL-CUTTING MACHINES.

.

dust.

Coal, including rubble, slack

1

.

and

Tons.

ü

Rs.

4

Tons.

.

Tons.

must be the same as the total in column 10.
The figures should be in tons and rupees, omitting cwt. and nanas.

NOTE. -The total in column 4

.

Total value
" of raisins
(" Value means, and
should be calculated
u on actual or estimated selling price
into wagons at
the mine).

Output for year ending on the 31st December 19

(FOR COAL MINES ONLY.)

Coal despatched to coke factories

Tons.

3

8- contd.

FORM VIII.

Statement no.

Opening stocks on Raisings (including colliery
Total of columns
1st January
consumption and coal
2 and 3.
used for coke making).
19

2

IV-contd.
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Tons.

0

Despatches.
p

'

Tons.

7

Colliery consumption (exclusive of
coal used for
coke making).

Tons.

8

vered for
cokingg
on
colliery.

Coal deli-

i

10

Tons.
Tons.

.

Total of
columns 6, 7
8 and 9.

9

19

Closing

stocks on
31st
December

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

3

Total of columns
and 2.
1

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

6

5

Date of signature

an.I 5.

4

Total of columns 4

Closing stocks.

Coke despatched.

VIII- contcl.

8-contd.

_

total in column 3 must be the same as the total in column 6.
The figures should be in tons and rupees omitting cwt. and annas.
Signature of Owner, Agent or Manager
(If the form is signed by the Managing Agents, the word " for owner" should be added

NOTE. -Tho

2

Coke made.

1

Opening stocks.

FORM

Statement no.

PPENE11X SV
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Rs.

7

Total value of coke
made. (" Value"
means, and should
be calculated upon.
actual or estimated
selling price into
wagons at the mine.)

Name of explosives.

IV-contri{
8-contd.

Quantitÿ used in lb

EXPLOSIVES.

Particulars of Explosives.

(FOR ALL MINES EXCEPT COAL MINES.)

FORM IX.

Statement no.
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Number of detonators used.

Lb.

Lb.

2

Total amount of dressed mica consigned.

Output for year ending on the 31st December 19

(FOR MICA MINES ONLY.)
.

Date of signature

3

"
Total value at the mine of mica consigned. (" Value means, and
or
estimated
should be calculated upon, actual
selling price
at the mine. Anv charges incurred in transporting the
mica outside the mine should not be included.)

Signature of Owner, Agent or Manager
"
"
(If the form is signed by Managing Agents, the words for owners should be added.)

Cwt.

Cwt.

1

Total amount of dressed Mica raised.

8- contd.

FORM X.
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tracted.

1

TOTAL

.

Name of mineral raised,
and metal (if any) ex-

:-

2

eluded.)

Signature of Owner, Agent or Manager
(If th. form is signod by Ma.nnging Agent,.

the case of clay, limestone, magnesite, marble, phosphatic-rock, salt, slate and other stone, and all metalliferous ores except those referred to in (b), in tons.

.

1.h ,

(c)

(b)

( a)

;

,

4

.

in the case of other metals in tons and
fractions of tons.

of cwt.

in the case of tin, in cwt., and fractions

in the case of gold. silver and other precious metals in Troy ounces ;

:-

Quantity of metal or metals extracted at the
mine. Each metal should be shown separately

words " for owraors ' should be added.)

3

Total value "at the mine of mineral raised.
(" Value means, and should be calculated upon, actual or estimated selling
price at the mine. Any charges incurred in transporting the mineral outside
the mine. property should not be in-

Output for year ending, on the 31st December 19

in the case of alum, amber, asbestos, graphite, j adestone,
steatite, tin -ore, tungsten -ore, in cwt., or where the
circumstances require greater particularisation in order
to give an accurate estimate of small outputs, in cwt.
and lb. Output of radio- active minerals and rare
minerals such as molybdenite, monazite, pitchblende,
samarskite, tantalite, triplite, should be returned in
cwt. and lb ;

(c) in

(b)

;

8- contd.

FORM XI,

Statement no.

(FOR ALL MINES EXCEPT COAL AND MICA MINES.)

Total amount of mineral raised. The figureg should be stated

(a) in the case of gem -stones in carats

IV- contd.
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rately.

5

Value of metal or metals
extracted at the mine.
The value of each metal
should be shown sepa-
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FORM XII.
(FOR ALL MINES.)

-The

Notice of Accident.

From
To

District

Chief Inspector of Mines, through the Sub -divisional Magistrate of
Dated
19

SIR,

fatal

accident

serious
I have the honour to furnish the following particulars of a an accidental explosion
Mine
which has occurred at the

:-

1.

3. Name

-

.

and postal address of owner

'

persons-

4. Name and sex of

5.

Date and hour of accident

.

6.

Place of accident

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7. Cause and description

8. Classification of accident *

9.

Occupation.

Age.

Injured.

Killed.

.

or ignition

Situation of the mine. (Village, Station, Dis.
trict, Province.)

2. Mineral worked

.

.

.

.

Nature of injury, and if fatal cause of death

.

I have the honour to be,
SIR,

Your most obedient servant,
Owner.

Agent.
*

Manager.

:-

Under one or other of the following heads, namely
Explosions and ignitions of fire damp ; (2) falls of roof ; (3) falls of side ; (4) in shafts (overwinding) ; (5)
in shafts (ropes and chains breaking) ; (6) in shafts (while ascending or descending by machinery) ;
(7) in shafts (falling into the shafts from the surface) ; (8) in shafts (falling from part of the way down) ;
(9) in shafts (things-falling from the surface) ; (10) in shafts (things falling from part of the way down) ;
(11) in shafts (miscellaneous) ; (12) suffocation by gases ; (I3) by explosives ; (14) irruptions of water;
(15) haulage ; (16) by underground machinery ; (17).smìdries underground ; (18) by surface maebineiy ;
(19) surface boilers or pipes bursting ; (20) on surface railways or tramways belonging to the mine ;
(21) by electricity ; (22) miscellaneous on surface.

(1)

.

A. C. CHATTERJEE,
Secretary to the Government of India.
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A copy is forwarded to all Local Governments and Administrations for information.
Chief Inspector of Mines in India

A copy is also forwarded to

the

Railway Department
Commissioner, Northern India Salt Revenue,
Secretary, Indian Mining Association
Secretary, Indian Mining Federation

for information.

By order, etc.,

H. L. CHIBBER,
Assistant Secretary to the Government of India.

q
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INDIAN MINES ACT, 1923
(Act No. IV of 1923).
WHEREAS

it is expedient to amend and consolidate the law relating to the regulation and

inspection of mines

;

It is hereby enacted

as follows

CHAPTER

:-

I.

Preliminary.
1. (1) This Act may be called the Indian Mines
Act, 1923.
(2) It extends to the whole of British India, including British Baluchistan and the
Sonthal Parganas.
(3) It shall come into force on the first day of July, 1924.
2. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect the provisions of the Upper Burma Ruby XII of 1887.
Regulation, 1887.
Saving of Reg. XII of 1887.
3. In this Act, unless there is anything repugDeBnitions.
nant in the subject or context,
(a) " agent," when used in relation to a mine, means any person appointed or acting
as the representative of the owner in respect of the management of the mine or
of any part thereof, and as such superior to a manager under this Act ;
(b) " Chief Inspector " means the Chief Inspector of Mines appointed under this Act
(c) " child " means a person under the age of thirteen years ;
(d) a person is said to be " employed " in a mine who works under appointment by or
with the knowledge of the manager, whether for wages or not, in any mining
operation, or in cleaning or oiling any part of any machinery used in or
about the mine, or in any other kind of work whatsoever incidental to, or
connected with, mining operations ;
(e) " Inspector " means an Inspector of Mines appointed under this Act, and includes
a District Magistrate when exercising any power or performing any duty of an
Inspector which he is empowered by this Act to exercise or perform ;
(f) " mine " means any excavation where any operation for the purpose of searching
for or obtaining minerals has been or is being carried on, and includes all works,
machinery, tramways and sidings, whether above or below ground, in or adjacent
to or belonging to a mine :
provided that it shall not include any part of such premises on which a manufacturing process is being carried on unless such process is a process for coke
making or the dressing of minerals ;
(g) " owner," when used in relation to a mine, means any person who is the immediate
proprietor or lessee or occupier of the mine or of any part thereof, but does not
include a person who merely receives a royalty, rent or fine from the mine, or
is merely the proprietor of the mine subject to any lease, grant or license for the
working thereof, or is merely the owner of the soil and not interested in the
minerals of the mine ; but any contractor for the working of a mine or any part
thereof shall be subject to this Act in like manner as -if he were an owner, but
not so as to exempt the owner from any liability ;
(h) " prescribed " means prescribed by regulations, rules or bye -laws ;
& 22 Viet.
(i) " qualified medical practitioner " means any person registered under the Medical 21 90.
C.
legislature
any
of
Act
any
Act, 1858, or any Act amending the same or under
in British India providing for the maintenance of a register of medical practitioners, and includes, in any area where no such last-mentioned Act is in force,
any person declared by the Local Government, by notification in the local official
Gazette, to be a qualified medical practitioner for the purposes of this Act ;
rules and
(j) " regulations," " rules " and " bye -laws " mean respectively regulations,
bye -laws made under this Act ;
(k) " serious bodily injury " means any injury which involves, or in all, probability will
involve, the permanent loss of the use of, or permanent injury to, any limb, or
the permanent loss of or injury to the .sight or hearing, or the fracture of any
limb or the enforced absence of the injured person from work for a period exceeding twenty days ; and
the
(l) " week " means the period between midnight on Saturday night and midnight.on
succeeding Saturday night.
Q2
Short title, extent and commencement.

-
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II.

Inspectors.

the Gazette of India,
appoint a duly qualified person to be Chief InsChief Inspector and Inspectors.
pector of Mines for the whole of British India,
of Mines subordinate to the Chief Inspector.
Inspectors
persons
to
be
and duly qualified
(2) No person shall be appointed to be Chief Inspector or an Inspector, or, having been
appointed, shall continue to hold such office who is or becomes directly or indirectly interested
in any mine or mining rights in India.
(3) The District Magistrate may exercise the powers and perform the duties of an Inspector
subject to the general or special orders of the Local Government :
Provided that nothing in this sub -section shall be deemed to empower a District Magistrate to exercise any of the powers conferred by section 19 or section 32.
(4) The Chief Inspector and every Inspector shall be deemed to be a public servant within
the meaning of the Indian Penal Code.
5. (1) The Chief Inspector may, by order in writing, prohibit or restrict the exercise by
any Inspector named, or any class of Inspectors
Functions of Inspectors.
specified, in the order of any power conferred
on Inspectors by this Act, and shall, subject as aforesaid, declare the local area or areas within
which, or the group or class of mines with respect to which, Inspectors shall exercise their
4. (I) The Governor General in Council may, by notification in

XLV of 1860.

respective powers.
(2) The Inspector shall give information to owners, agents ánd managers of mines, situate
within the local area or areas or belonging to the group or class of mines, in respect of which
he exercises powers under sub -section (1) as to all regulations and rules which concern them
respectively and as to the places where copies of such regulations and rules may be obtained.
6. The Chief Inspector and any Inspector may
Powers of Inspectors of Mines.

-

(a) make such examination and inquiry as he thinks fit in order to ascertain whether
the provisions of this Act and of the regulations, rules and bye -laws and of any
orders made thereunder are observed in the case of any mine ;

with such assistants (if any) as he thinks fit, enter, inspect and examine any mine
or any part thereof at any reasonable time by day or night, but not so as unreasonably to impede or obstruct the working of the mine ;
(c) examine into, and make inquiry respecting, the state and condition of any mine
or any part thereof, the ventilation of the mine, the sufficiency of the bye -laws
for the time being in force relating to the mine, and all matters and things connected with or relating to the safety of the persons employed in the mine.
7. Any person in the service of the Government duly authorised by a special order in writing of the Chief Inspector or of an Inspector in
of special officer to enter, measure, etc.
this behalf may, for the purpose of surveying,
evelling or measuring in any mine, after giving not less than three days' notice to the manager
of such mine, enter the mine and may survey, level or measure the mine or any part thereof
at any reasonable time by day or night, but not so as unreasonably to impede or obstruct the
working of the mine.
8. Every owner, agent and manager of a mine shall afford the Chief Inspector and every
Inspector and every person authorised under
Facilities to be afforded to Inspectors.
section 7 all reasonable facilities for making any
entry, inspection, survey, measurement, examination or inquiry under this Act.
9. (1) All copies of, and extracts from, registers or other records appertaining to any
mine, and all other information acquired by the
Secrecy of information obtained.
Chief Inspector or an Inspector or by any one
assisting him in the course of the inspection of any mine under this Act or acquired by any
person authorised under section 7 in the exercise of his duties thereunder, shall be regarded
as confidential.
(2) If the Chief Inspector, or an Inspector or any.other.person referred to in sub -section
(1) discloses to any one, other than a Magistrate or an officer to whom he is subordinate, any
(b)
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such information as aforesaid without the consent of the Governor General in Council or of the
Local Government, he shall be guilty of a breach of official trust, and shall be punishable in
Xv of 1889.
the manner provided by section 4 of the Indian Official Secrets Act, 1889.
(3) No Court shall proceed to the trial of any offence under this section except on com-

plaint made by order of, or under authority from, the Governor General in Council or the
Local Government, or made by a person aggrieved by the offence.
CHAPTER

III.

Mining Boards and Committees.
lo. (1) The Local Government may constitute for the province, or for any part of the
province, or for any group or class of mines in
Mining Boards.
the province, a Mining Board consisting of(a) a person in the service of the Government, not being the Chief Inspector or an Ins pector, nominated by the Local Government to act as chairman ;
(b) the Chief Inspector or an Inspector ;
(e) two persons, neither of whom shall be the Chief Inspector or an Inspector nominated
by the Local Government, of whom one shall be a person qualified to represent
the interests of persons employed in mines ;
(d) two persons nominated by owners of mines or their representatives in such manner
as may be prescribed.
(2) The chairman shall appoint à person to act as secretary to the Board.
(3) The Local Government may give directions as to the payment of travelling expenses
incurred by the secretary or any member of any sudh Mining Board in the performance of his
duty as such secretary or member.
11. (1) Where under this Act any question relating to a mine is referred to a Committee,
Committees.

(a) a chairman nominated by

the Committee shall consist ofthe Local Government or by such officer or authority as

the Local Government may authorise in this behalf
(b) a person nominated by the chairman and qualified by experience to dispose of the
question referred to the Committee ; and
(c) two persons of whom one shall be nominated by the owner, agent or manager of the
mine concerned, and the other shall be nominated by the Local Government to
represent the interests of the persons employed in the mine.
(2) No Inspector or person employed in or in the management of any mine concerned shall
chairman or member of a Committee appointed under this section.
(3) Where an owner, agent or manager fails to exercise his power of nomination under
clause (c) of sub -section (1), the Committee may, notwithstanding such failure, proceed to
inquire into and dispose of the matter referred to it.
(4) The Committee shall hear and record such information as the Chief Inspector or the
Inspector, or the owner, agent or manager of the mine concerned, may place before it, and
shall intimate its decision to the Chief Inspector or the Inspector and to the owner, agent or
manager of the mine, and shall report its decision to the Local Government.
(5) On receiving such report the Local Government shall pass orders in conformity therewith unless the Chief Inspector or the owner, agent or manager of the mine has lodged an objection to the decision of the Committee, in which case the Local Government may proceed to
review such decision and to pass such orders in the matter as it may think fit. If an objection
is lodged by the Chief Inspector, notice of the same shall forthwith be given to the owner, agent
or manager of the mine.
(6) The Local Government may give directions as to the remuneration, if any, to be paid
to the members of the Committee or any of them, and as to the payment of the expenses of the
inquiry including such remuneration.
12. (1) Any Mining Board constituted under section 10 and any Committee constituted
under section 11 may exercise such of the powers
Powers of Mining Boards.
of an Inspector under this Act as it thinks necessary or expedient to exercise for the purpose of deciding or reporting upon any matter referred
to it.
serve as

.
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(2) Every Mining Board constituted under section 10 and every Committee appointed
under section 11 shall have the powers of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908,
for the purpose of enforcing the attendance of witnesses and compelling the production of documents and material objects ; and every person required by any such Mining Board or Committee
to furnish information before it shall be deemed to be legally bound to do so within the meaning of section 17'6 of the Indian Penal Code.
13. The Local Government may direct that the expenses of any inquiry conducted by a
Mining Board constituted under section 10 or
Recovery of expenses.
by a Committee appointed under section 11 shall
be borne in whole or in part by the owner or agent of the mine concerned, and the amount so
directed to be paid may, on application by the Chief Inspector or an Inspector to a Magistrate
having jurisdiction at the place where the mine is situated or where such owner or agent is for
the time being resident, be recovered by the distress and sale of any moveable property within
the limits of the Magistrate's jurisdiction belonging to such owner, agent or manager.
CHAPTER

IV.

Mining Operations and Management of Mines.

the case of an existing mine within
one month from the commencement of this Act
Notice to be given of mining operations.
or, in the case of a new mine, within three months
after the commencement of mining- operations, give to the District Magistrate of the district
in which the mine is situated notice in writing in such form and containing such particulars
relating to the mine as may be prescribed.
15. (1) Save as may be otherwise prescribed, every mine shall be under one manager who
shall have the prescribed qualifications and shall
Managers.
be responsible for the control, management and
direction of the mine, and the owner or agent of every mine shall appoint himself or some other
person, having such qualifications, to be such manager.
(2) If any mine is worked without there being a manager for the mine as required by subsection (1), the owner and agent shall each be deemed to have contravened the provisions of
this section.
16. (1) The owner, agent and manager of every mine shall be responsible that all opera Duties and responsibilities of owners, agents tions carried on in connection therewith are con and managers.
ducted in accordance with the provisions of this
Act and of the regulations, rules and bye -laws and of any orders made thereunder.
(2) In the event of any contravention of any such provisions by any person 'whomsoever,
the owner, agent and manager of the mine shall each be deemed also to be guilty of such con travention unless he proves that he had taken all reasonable means, by, publishing and to the
best of his power enforcing those provisions, to prevent such contravention :
Provided that the owner or agent shall not be so deemed if he proves
(a) that he was not in the habit of taking, and did not in respect of the matter in question take, any part in the management of the mine ; and
(b) that he had made all the financial and other provisions necessary to enable the
manager to carry out his duties ; and
(e) that the offence was committed without his knowledge, consent or connivance.
(3) Save as hereinbefore provided, it shall not be a defence in any proceedings brought
against an owner or agent of a mine under this section that a manager of the mine has been
appointed in accordance with the provisions of this Act.
14. The owner, agent or manager of a mine shall, in

-

CHAPTER V.

Provisions as to Health and Safety.
17. There shall be provided and maintained for every mine latrine and urinal
accommodation of ' such kind and on such
Conservancy.
scale, and such supply of water fit for drinking,
as may be prescribed.
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every mine in respect of which the Local Government may, by notification in the
local official Gazette, declare this section to apply,
Medical appliances.
such supply of ambulances or stretchers, and of
splints, bandages and other medical requirements, as may be prescribed, shall be kept
ready at hand in a convenient place and in good and serviceable order.
19. (1) If, in any respect which is not provided against by any express provision of this
Act or of the regulations, rules or bye -laws or
Powers of Inspectors when causes of danger
of
any orders made thereunder, it appears to
not expressly provided against exist or when
the Chief Inspector or the Inspector that any
employment of persons is dangerous.
mine, or any part thereof or any matter, thing
connected
in
or
with
the
mine,
or
with the control, management or direction thereof,
practice
or
is dangerous to human life or safety, or defective so as to threaten, or tend to, the bodily
injury of any person, he may give notice in writing thereof to the owner, agent or manager of
the mine, and shall state in the notice the particulars in which he considers the mine, or part
thereof, or the matter, thing or practice, to be dangerous or defective and require the same to
be remedied within such time as he may specify in the notice.
(2) If the Chief Inspector or an Inspector authorised in this behalf by general or special
order in writing by the Chief Inspector is of opinion that there is urgent and immediate danger
to the life or safety of any person employed in any mine or part thereof, he may, by an order
in writing containing a statement of the grounds of his opinion, prohibit, until the danger is
removed, the employment in or about the mine or part thereof of any person whose employment is nit in his opinion reasonably necessary for the purpose of removing the danger.
(3) Where an order has been made under sub -section (2) by an Inspector, the owner, agent
or manager of the mine may, within ten days after the receipt of the order, appeal against the
same to the Chief Inspector who may confirm, modify or cancel the order.
(4) The Chief Inspector or the Inspector making a requisition under sub- section (1) or an
order under sub -section (2), and the Chief Inspector making an order (other than an order of
cancellation in appeal under sub- section (3), shall forthwith report the same to the Local
Government and shall inform the owner, agent or manager of the mine that such report has
been so made.
(5) If the owner, agent or manager of the mine objects to a requisition made under subsection (1) or to an order made by the Chief Inspector under sub -section (2), or sub -section
(3), he may, within twenty days after the receipt of the notice containing the requisition or
of the order or after the date of the decision of the appeal, as the case may be, send his objection in writing, stating the grounds thereof, to the Local Government, which shall refer the
same to a Committee.
(6) Every requisition made Under sub -section (1), or order made under sub -section (2),
or sub -section (3) to which objection, is made under sub- section (5), shall be complied with
pending the receipt at the mine of the decision of the Committee :
Provided that the Committee may, on the application of the owner, agent or manager,
suspend the operation of a requisition under sub -section (1) pending its decision on the objection.
(7) Nothing in this section shall affect the powers of a Magistrate under section 144 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898.
V of
20. When any accident occurs in or about a mine causing loss of life or serious bodily injury,
or when an accidental explosion, ignition, outNotice to be given of accidents.
of fire or irruption of water occurs in or
about a mine, the owner, agent or manager of the mine shall give such notice of the occurrence
to such authorities, and in such form, and within such time, as may be prescribed.
21. (1) When any accidental explosion, ignition, outbreak of fire or irruption of water
or other accident has occurred in or about any
Power of Government to appoint court of inquiry
mine, the Local Government, if it is of opinion
in cases of accidents.
that a formal inquiry into the causes of, and
circumstances attending, the accident ought to be held, may appoint a competent person to
hold such inquiry, and may also appoint any person or persons possessing legal or special knowledge to act as assessor or
assessors in holding the inquiry.
(2) The person appointed to hold any such inquiry shall have all the powers of a Civil Court
under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908,
for the purpose cf enforcing the attendance of wit - p of
aesses and compeni.ng the production of documents and material objects ; and every person
18. At

1898.

.

1908.
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required by such person as aforesaid to furnish any information shall be deemed to be legally
bound to do so within the meaning of section 176 of the Indian Penal Code.
(3) Any person holding an inquiry under this section may exercise such of the powers of
an Inspector under this Act as he may think it necessary or expedient to exercise for the purposes of the inquiry.
(4) The person holding an inquiry under this section shall make a report tó the Local
Government stating the causes of the accident and its circumstances, and adding any observations which he or any of the assessors may think fit to make.
22. The Local Government may cause any report submitted by a Committee under section
11 or by a court of inquiry under section 21 to
Publication of reports.
be published at such time and in such manner
as it may think fit.
CHAPTER

VI.

Hours and Limitation. of Employment.
23. No person shall be employed in a mine
week,
any
one
(a) on more than six days in
(b) if he works above ground, for more than sixty hours in any one week,
(c) if he works below ground, for more than fifty -four hours in any one week.
Hours of em131oyment.

-

24. Nothing in section 23 shall apply to persons who may by rules be defined to be persons
holding positions of supervision or management
Supervising staff.

or employed in a confidential capacity.
25. In case of an emergency involving serious risk to the safety of the mine or of persons
employed therein, the manager may, subject
mption from provisions regarding employthe provisions of section 19, permit persons
to
ment
to be employed in contravention of section 23 on
such work as may be necessary to protect the safety of the mine or of the persons employed
therein :
Provided that, where such occasion arises, a record of the fact shall immediately be made
by the manager and shall be placed before the Chief Inspector or the Inspector at his next
inspection of the mine
26. No child shall be employed in a mine, or be allowed to be present in any part of a mine
which is below ground.
Children.
27. (1) If any question arises between the Chief Inspector or the Inspector and the manager
of any mine as to whether any person is a child,
Disputes as to age.
the question shall, in the absence of a certificate
as to the age of such person granted in the prescribed manner, be referred by the Chief Inspector
or the Inspector for decision to a qualified medical practitioner.
(2) Every certificate as to the age of a person which has been granted in the prescribed
manner and any certificate granted by a qualified medical practitioner on a reference under
sub -section (1) shall, for the purposes of this Act, be conclusive evidence as to the age of the
person to whom it relates.
28. For every mine there shall be kept in the prescribed form and place a register of all
persons employed in the mine, of their hours of
Register of employees.
work, of their days of rest, and of the nature of
their respective employments.
CHAPTER

VII.

Regulations, Rules and Bye-laws.
29. The Governor General in Council may, by notification in the Gazette of India, make
Power of Governor General in Council to make
regulations.

regulations consistent with this Act for
any of the following purposes, namely :--

all or

(a) for prescribing the qualifications to be required by a person fot appointment
Chief Inspector or Inspector ;
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for prescribing and regulating the duties and powers of the Chief Inspector and of
inspectors in regard to the inspection of mines under this Act ;
(c) for prescribing the duties of owners, agents and managers of mines and of persons
(b)

acting under them ;
(cl) for prescribing the qualifications of managers of mines and of persons acting under
them ;
(e) for regulating the manner of ascertaining, by examination or otherwise, the qualifications of managers of mines and persons acting under them, and the granting
and renewal of certificates of competency ;
(f) for fixing the fees, if any, to be paid in respect of such examinations and of the grant
and renewal of such certificates ;
(g) for determining the circumstances in which. and the conditions subject to which it
shall be lawful for more mines than one to be under a single manager, or for any
mine or mines to be under a manager not having the prescribed qualifications ;
(h) for providing for the making of inquiries into charges of misconduct or incom petency
on the part of managers of mines and persons acting under them and for the suspension and cancellation of certificates of competency ;
(i) for regulating, subject to the provisions of the Indian Explosives Act, 1884, and iv of 1884
of any rules made thereunder, the storage and use of explosives ;
(j) for prohibiting, restricting or regulating the employment in mines or in any class
of mines of women either below ground or on particular kinds of labour which
are attended by danger to the life, safety or health of such women ;
(k) for providing for the safety of the persons employed in a mine, their means of
entrance thereinto and exit therefrom, the number of shafts or outlets to be
furnished, and the fencing of shafts, pits, outlets, pathways and subsidences ;
(l) for providing for the safety of the roads and working places in mines, including the
siting and maintenance of pillars and the maintenance of sufficient barriers between
mine and mine ;
(na) for providing for the ventilation of mines and the action to be taken in respect of
dust and noxious gases ;
(n) for providing for the care, and the regulation of the use, of all machinery and plant
and of all electrical apparatus used for signalling purposes ;
(o) for requiring and regulating the use of safety lamps in mines ;
(p) for providing against dangers arising out of the accumulation of water in mines ;
(q) for prescribing the notices of accidents and dangerous occurrences, and the notices,
reports and returns of mineral output, persons employed and other matters
provided for by regulations, to be furnished by owners, agents and managers
of mines, and for prescribing the forms of such notices, returns and reports,
the persons and authorities to whom they are to be furnished, the particulars to
be contained in them, and the time within which they are to be submitted ;
(r) for prescribing the plans to be kept by owners, agents and managers of mines and
the manner and places in which such plans are to be kept for purposes of record ;
(s) for regulating the procedure on the occurrence of accidents or accidental explosions
or ignitions in or about mines ;
(t) for prescribing the form of,. and the particulars to be contained in, the notice to
be given by the owner, agent or manager of a mine under It ction 14 ; and
(u) for prescribing the notice to be given by the owner, agent or manager of a mine
before mining operations are commenced at or extended to any point within
fifty yards of any railway subject to the provisions of the Indian Railways Act,
1890, or of any public work or classes of public works which the Local Govern - TX of 1890.
ment may, by general or special order, specify in this behalf.
Local Government may, subject to the control of the Governor General in Council
by notification in the local official Gazette, make
Power of Local Governments to make rules
rules consistent with this Act for all or any of the
following purposes, namely
30. The

.

:-
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(a) for providing for the appointment of chairmen and members of Mining Boards,
and for regulating the procedure of such Boards ;
(b) for providing for the appointment of courts of inquiry under section 21, for regulating the procedure and powers of such courts, for the payment of travelling allowance to the members, and for the recovery of the expenses of such courts from
the manager, owner or agent of the mine concerned ;
(c) for prescribing the scale of latrine and urinal accommodation to be provided at mines,
the provision to be made for the supply of drinking- water, the supply and maintenance of medical appliances and comforts, the formation and training of rescue
brigades, and the training of men in ambulance work ;
(d) for defining the persons who shall, for the purposes of section 24, be deemed to be

IX of 1890.

X of 1897.

persons holding positions of supervision or management or employed in a confidential capacity ;
(e) for prohibiting the employment in mines of persons or any class of persons who have
not been certified by a qualified medical practitioner to be more than thirteen
yearsof age, and for prescribing the manner and the circumstances in which such
certificates may be granted and revoked ;
(f) for prescribing the form of register required by section 28 ;
(g) for prescribing abstracts of this Act and the vernacular in which the abstracts and
the regulations, rules and bye -laws shall be posted as required by sections 32
and 33;
(h) for requiring the fencing of any mine or part of a mine, whether the same is being
worked or not, where such fencing is necessary for the protection of the public;
(i) for the protection from injury, in respect of any mine when the workings are dis- continued, 6f property vested in His Majesty or any local authority or railway
company as definod in the Indian Railways Act, 1890 ;
(j) for requiring notices, returns and reports in connection with any matters dealt with
by rules to be furnished by owners, agents and managers of mines, and for
prescribing the forms of such notices, returns and reports, the persons and
authorities to whom they are to be furnished, the particulars to be contained
in them; and the times within which they are to be submitted ; and
(k) generally to provide for any matter not provided for by this Act or the regulations,
provision for which is required in order to give effect to this Act.
31. (1) The power to make regulations and rules conferred by sections 29 and 30 is
subject to the condition of the regulations and
Prior publication of regulations and rules.
rules being made after previous publication.
(2) The date to be specified in accordance with clause (3) of sectior 23 of the General
Clauses Act, 1897, as that after which a draft of regulations or rules proposed to be made will
be taken under consideration, shall not be less than three months from the date on which the
draft of the proposed regulations or rules is published for general information.
(3) Before the draft of any regulation or rule is published under this section it shall be
referred in the case of a regulation to every Mining Board constituted in British India, and
in the case of a rule to every Vining Board constituted in the province ; and the regulation or
rule shall not be so published until each such Board has had a reasonable opportunity of reporting as to the expediency of making the same and as to the suitability of its provisions.
(4) Regulations and rules shall be published in the Gazette of India and the local official
Gazette, respectively, and, on such publication, shall have effect as if enacted in this Act.
32. (1) The owner, agent or manager cif a mine may, and shall, if called upon to do so
by the Chief Inspector or Inspector, frame and
Bye -laws.
submit to the Chief Inspector or Inspector a draft
of such bye -laws, not being inconsistent with this Act or any regulations or rules for the time
being in force, for the control and guidance of the persons acting in the management of, or
employed in, the mine as such owner, agent or manager may deem necessary to prevent
accidents and provide for the safety, convenience and discipline of the persons employed in
the mine.
(2) If any such owner, agent or manager
(a) fails to submit within two months a draft of bye -laws after being called upon to do
so by the Chief Inspector or Inspector, or

-
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submits a draft of bye -laws which is not in the opinion of the Chief Inspector or
Inspector sufficient,

the Chief Inspector or Inspector may

-

(i) propose a draft of such bye -laws as appear to him to be sufficient, or
(ii) propose such amendments in any draft submitted to him by the owner, agent ormanager as will, in his opinion, render it sufficient,

and shall send such draft bye -laws or draft amendments to the owner, agent or manager, as
the case may be, for consideration.
(3) If within a period of two months from the date on which any draft bye -laws or draft
amendments are sent by the Chief Inspector or Inspector to the owner, agent or manager under'
the provisions of sub -section (2), the Chief Inspector or Inspector' and the owner, agent or.
manager are unable to agree as to the terms of the bye -laws to be made under sub- section (1),
the Chief Inspector or Inspector shall refer the draft bye -laws for settlement to the Mining Board
or, where there is no Mining Board, to such officer dr authority as the Local Government may,
by general or special order, appoint in this behalf.
(4) (a) When such draft bye -laws have been agreed to by the owner, agent or manager
and the Chief Inspector or Inspector, or, when they are unable to agree, have been settled by
the Mining Board or such officer or authority as aforesaid, a copy of the draft bye -laws shall
be sent by the Chief Inspector or Inspector to the Local Government for approval.
(b) The Local Government may make such modifications of the draft bye -laws as it thinks.

.

.

fit.
(c) Before the Local Government approves the draft bye -laws, whether with or without
modifications, there shall be published, in such manner as the Local Government may think
best adapted for informing the persons affected, notice of the proposal to make the bye -laws.
and of the place where copies of the draft bye -laws may be obtained, and of the time (which
shall not be less than thirty days) within which any objections with reference to the draft bye -laws, made by or on behalf of persons affected, should be seht to the Local Government.
(d) Every objection shall be in writing and shall state
.

-

the specific grounds of objection and
(ii) the omissions, additions or modifications asked for.
(e) The Local Government shall consider any objection made within the required time byor on behalf of persons appearing to it to be affected, and may approve the bye -laws either in
the form in which they were published or after making such amendments thereto as it thinks fit.
(5) The bye -laws, when so approved by the Local Government, shall have effect as if
enacted in this Act, and the owner, agent or manager of the mine shall cause a copy of the bye laws, in English and in such vernacular or vernaculars as may be prescribed, to be posted up,
in some conspicuous place at or near the mine, where the bye -laws may be conveniently read
or seen by the persons employed ; and, as often as the same become defaced, obliterated ordestroyed, shall cause them to be renewed with all reasonable despatch.
(6) The Local Government may, by order in writing, rescind, in whole or in part, any
bye -law so made, and thereupon such bye -law shall cease to have effect accordingly.
33. There shall be kept posted up at or near every mine in English and in such vernacular
or vernaculars as may be prescribed, the pres -Posting up of extracts from Act, regnlations, etc.
cribed abstracts of the Act and of the regulations
(i)

and rules.
CHAPTER

VIII.

Penalties and Procedure.

obstructs the Chief Inspector, an Inspector or any person authorised_
under section 7 in the discharge of his duties under
Obstruction.
this Act, or refuses or wilfully neglects to afford
the Inspector, an Inspector or such person any reasonable facility for making any entry,
inspection, examination or inquiry authorised by or under this Act in relation to any mine,
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months, or with
fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or with both.
34. (1) Whoever

.

s
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(2) Whoever refuses to produce on the demand of the Chief Inspector or Inspector any
Tegistersor other documents kept in pursuance of this Act, or prevents or attempts to prevent
or does anything which he has reason to believe to be likely to prevent, any person from appearing before or being examined by an inspecting officer acting in pursuance of his duties under
this Act, shall be punishable with fine which may extend to three hundred rupees.
Falsification of records, etc.

35.

Whoever-

.

(a) counterfeits, or knowingly makes a false statement in, any certificate, or any
official copy of a certificate, granted under this Act, or

knowingly uses as true any such counterfeit or false certificate, or
(c) makes or produces or uses any false declaration, statement or evidence knowing
the same to be false, for the purpose of obtaining for himself or for any other
persona certificate, or the renewal of a certificate, under this Act, or any employment in a minè, or
(d) falsifies any plan or register or record the maintenance of which is required by or
under this Act, or
makes,
gives or delivers any plan, return, notice, record or report containing a
(e)
statement, entry or detail which is not to the best of his knowledge or belief true,
(b)

shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months, or with
fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or with both.
36. Any person who, without reasonable excuse the burden of proving which shall lie
upon him, omits to make or furnish in the presOmission to furnish plans, etc.
cribed form or manner or at or within the pres,cribed time any plan, return, notice, register, record or report required by or under this Act
to be made or furnished shall be punishable with fine which may extend to two hundred rupees.
37. Whoever, save as permitted by section 25, contravenes any provision of this Act
or of any regulation, rule or bye -law or of any
Contravention of provisions regarding employ- order made thereunder prohibiting, restricting
ment of labour
or regulating the employment or presence of
persons in or about a mine shall be punishable with fine which may extend to five hundred
rupees.
38. Whoever, in contravention of the provisions of section 20, fails to give notice of any
accidental occurrence shall, if the occurrence
Notice of accidents.
results in serious bodily injury, be punishable
with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or, if the occurrence results in loss of life,
be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three months or with fine which may
.extend to five hundred rupees, or with both.
39. Whoever contravenes any provision of this Act or of any regulation, rule or bye -law
or of any order made thereunder for the contravenDisobedience of orders.
tion of which no penalty is hereinbefore provided
shall be punishable with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, and, in the case of a
,continuing contravention, with a further fine which may extend to one hundred rupees for
every day on which the offender is proved to have persisted in the contravention after the date
of the first conviction.
40. (1) Notwithstanding anything hereinbefore contained, whoever contravenes any
provision of this Act or of any regulation, rule
Contravention of law with dangerous results.
or bye -law or of any order made thereunder,
shall be punishable, if such contravention results in loss of life, with imprisonment which may
extend to one year, or with fine which may extend to two thousand rupees, or with both or,
if such contravention results in serious bodily injury, with imprisonment which may extend
to six months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, or with both ; or, if
such contravention otherwise causes injury or danger to workers or other persons in or about
the mine, with imprisonment which may extend to one month, or with fine which may extend
to five hundred rupees, or with both.
(2) Where a person having been convicted under this section is again convicted thereunder, he shall be punishable with double the punishment provided by sub -section (1).
;

(3) Any Court imposing, or confirming in appeal, revision or otherwise, a sentence
fine passed under this section may, when passing judgment, order the whole or ,any part

of
of
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the fine recovered to be paid as compensation to the person injured, or, in the case of his death,
to his legal representative :
Provided that, if the fine is imposed in a case which is subject to appeal, no such payment
shall be made before the period allowed for presenting t e appeal has elapsed, or, if an appeal
has been presented, before the decision of the appeal.
41. No prosecution shall be instituted against any owner, agent or manager for any offence
under this Act except at the instance of the Chief
Prosecution of owner, agent or manager.
Inspector or of the District Magistrate or of an
Inspector authorised in this behalf by general or special order in writing by the Chief Inspector.
42. No Court shall take cognizance of any offence under this Act unless complaint thereof
has been made within six months of the date on
Limitation of prosecutions.
which the offence is alleged to have been committed.
43. No Court inferior to that of a Presidency Magistrate or Magistrate of the first class
shall try any offence under this Act which is
Cognizance of offences.
alleged to have been committed by any owner,
agent or manager of a mine or any offence which is by this Act made punishable with imprisonment.
44. (1) If the Court trying any case instituted
Reference to Mining Board or Committee in
in certain cases.

lieu of prosecution

at the instance of the Chief Inspector or
of the District Magistrate or of an Inspector under
this Act is of opinion
that the case is one which
p
should, in lieu of a prosecution, be referred to a

Mining Board or a Committee, it may stay the criminal proceedings, and report the matter
to the Local Government with a view to such reference being made.
(2) On receipt of a report under sub-section (1), the Local Government may refer the case
to a Mining Board or a Committee, or may direct the Court to proceed with the trial.

CHAPTAt

IX.

Miscellaneous.
45. If any question arises as to whether any excavation or working is a mine within the
meaning of this Act, the Local Government
Decision of question whether a mine is under
may
and a certificate signed

decide the question,
by a Secretary to the Local Government shall
be conclusive on the point.
46. (1) The Governor General in Council may, by notification in the Gazette of India,
exempt any local area or any mine or group or
Power to exempt from operation of Act.
class of mines or any part of a mine or any class
of persons from the operation of all or any specified provisions of this Act
Provided that no local area or mine or group or class of mines shall be exempted from the
provisions of section 26 unless it is also exempted from the operation of all the other provisions
.of this Act.
(2) On the occurrence of any public emergency, the Local Government may, by an order
in writing, confer any exemption which might be conferred by the Governor General in Council
under sub -section (1). When such an order is made, a copy thereof shall forthwith be sent to
the Governor General in Council.
47. The Governor General in Council and every Local Government may reverse or modify
any order passed under this Act by any authority
Power to alter or rescind orders.
subject to his or its control, as the case may be.
48. This Act shall apply to mines , belonging to
Application of Act to Crown mines.
the Crown.
49. No suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding whatever shall lie against any person
for anything which is in ,good faith done or intendSaving.
ed to be done under this Act.
50. On and from the commencement of this Act, the enactments mentioned in the Schedule
shall be repealed to the extent spe cified in the
Repeals.
fourth column thereof.
this Act.

:
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APPENDIX IV-cone/d.
MIS CELLANE O US-concid.

Statement no.

9-concld.

THE SCHEDULE.
(See section 50.)
ENACTMENTS REPEALED.

Year.

Short title.

No.

Extent of repeal.

1901

VIII

The Indian Mines Act, 1901.

1914

IV

The Decentralisation Act,
1914.

X

The Repealing and Amending
Act, 1914.

The whole.
So much of the Schedule as relates to the Indh n.
Mines Act, 1901.
So much of the Second Schedule as relates to t' e
Indian Mines Act, 1901.

H. MONCRIEFF SMITH,
Secretary to the Government of India.

Statement no. 10.
LAND ACQUISITION (MINES) ACT, 1885.

Particulars required to be furnished by colliery owners to Local Governments when giving
notice under Section IV of the Land Acquisition (Mines) Act, 1885, of their intention to work:
coal under land acquired for a railway

:-

(a) The name, residence and profession of the person giving the notice.
(b) The name of the mine, together with that of the village and district in which the
mine is situate.
(e) The name of the railway line or of the siding and the main line to which the siding
is attached, under which the mine is situate.
(d) The names of the railway stations and the mileage between which the said siding
or the said portion of the railway land, under which the mine is situate, falls.
(e) The number and date of the declaration under which the land was acquired.
(f) A tracing showing the boundaries of, and the area over which,

extends.

the acquired land

With the compliments of the Editor of Publications,
Department of Industries.

MINING AND GEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN INDIA
BY

D. PENMAN, B.Sc., M.I.M.E.,
Principal, School of Mines and Geology

India is a country rich in mineral resources. Its coal and iron
are among the richest in the world. Besides these
there are valuable deposits of mica, manganese ore, gold, silver,
copper, lead and many other valuable minerals. A large proportion of the probable mineral deposits of the country have been discovered, prospected and proved, but there remains much work
to be done before the whole of the available 'mineral wealth of
India is known.
The development of some of the industries of India has been
rapid. The expansion of the coal mining industry, for example, in spite
of many difficulties, has been considerable during the last twenty years.
The output of coal increased from six and a half million tons in
1901 to over twenty-two million tons in 1919. It is true that
the output during 1920 fell considerably and that for 1921 it is
also likely to be below the figures of 1919, but this arrestment is
not likely to continue. The development of the industries of
India depends upon the production of sufficient quantities of cheap
coal, and we may look confidently to the near future for a recovery
of the coal trade and a steady increase in the output of coal.
The expansion of some of the other mineral industries has been
no less noteworthy than that of coal. The exports of Indian mica
increased from an average of about five hundred tons during the
quinquennial period ending 1898 to an average of approximately
five thousand tons during the five years ending 1918.
India is
still the greatest mica producing country in the world.
India is also the largest producer of manganese ore, in the world.
The iron and steel industry is one which is certain to develk p
rapidly in the near futur e. Already several large iron and st el
works have been erected and are producing large quantities of
pig-iron, steel, rails, etc. The resources of India in iron ore are
very extensive. It is estimated that in the province of Bihar and
ore deposits
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Orissa the reserves of iron ore amount to many hundreds
possibly
to thousands
of millions of tons. It is evident, therefore, that,

with large and valuable coalfields and abundant deposits of iron
there must be a bright industrial future for India.

ore,

Technical education
A study of the industrial history of any country will show that
advancement in vocational and technical education has kept pace
with industrial development. The natural resources of a country
cannot be rapidly developed without the aid of an army of men
trained in the processes by which the various minerals are extracted
from the bosom of Mother Earth and prepared for the market.
Wherever great industrial activity is found, there one will also
find that the facilities for vocational and technical training are
of the best. In Great Britain, France, America, Germany, Belgium,
in all the great industrial centres, universities, technical colleges
and schools provide facilities for training in almost every branch
of industrial activity. Training is provided not only for the man
who is destined to become sooner or later a captain of industry,
but also for the more lowly, but equally necessary, workman who
desires to become skilled in the operations of his trade.
It is recognized everywhere that progress in any industry depends to a large extent upon the skill and capability of the workmen engaged in the industry. Skill and capability cannot be
acquired without training. Much of the training has to be obtained
in the workshop itself, but, nevertheless, real progress in this direction cannot be obtained without the help of technical institutions
which provide facilities for the study of the scientific principles
underlying industrial processes.
In no industry, perhaps, has technical education played a
more important part than in that of coal mining. In Great Britain,
for example, every village school in the mining districts has its mining
class, where instruction is given in such subjects as elementary
'science, mathematics, drawing, etc. Most of these are affiliated
to the nearest central institution, so that an industrious student
may advance to the higher stages of training in his profession.
Legislation has undoubtedly compelled interest in technical education, but who can doubt but that such training is beneficial and,
indeed, necessary.
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In Great Britain not only must the colliery manager and his
assistant, the under manager, hold a certificate of competency,
but so also must the surveyor, whose work it is to make the colliery
plans, and the colliery fireman, or deputy, who is responsible for
the examination of the working places of the mine. It is necessary, therefore, in mining areas to make provision for the technical education not only of the mine manager but also of the subordinate officials. Besides those mentioned above, the coal mining
industry requires trained mechanical and electrical engineers who
have an intimate acquaintance with the types of machinery used
at collieries, and technical chemists with a knowledge of carbonization processes and the numerous by- products of coal.
In metalliferous mining, especially in the large undertakings,
such as those in South Africa and on the Kolar gold fields, many
different types of trained men are required mine managers, surveyors, assayers, mechanical and electrical engineers, mill foremen,
etc. One must not forget, too, that both the coal mining and the
metal mining industries require the services of the geologist. It
is he who first explores the virgin ground for the discovery of
minerals and who, having made the discovery, surveys and maps
In India, for example,
out the probable extent of the deposit.
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Mine managers' certificates
It has been mentioned that legislation in Great Britain demands
that the colliery manager and many of his subordinate officials must
possess certificates of competency. Similar requirements hold in the
United States of America, Germany, Canada, Australia, South
Africa, New Zealand, and, indeed, in all important coal mining
In some of the British Colonies, as, for example, in
countries.
Nova Scotia, even the miner must hold a certificate of competency
before he is allowed to cut coal in a working place.
In India, however, only one man, the manager, requires to be
certificated.
There are two coal mine managers' certificates
granted, the
first class and the second class certificates.
The examinations for these certificates are partly written and
partly oral. The subjects of examination are the same for both
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first and second class certificates, but the questions set for the first
class are more difficult than those for the second class. Before
a candidate for a 'first class certificate of competency is allowed
to sit for the examination he must be at least 23 years of age and
produce evidence of having at least five years' experience in and
About coal mines. The minimum age for a candidate for the second
class certificate is 21 years, and he must have had at least three
years' experience in coal mining. The period of practical experience may be reduced to three years for a first class certificate, and
to one year for a second class certificate, in the case of a candidate
who has received a diploma in scientific and mining training after
a course of study of at least two years at an educational institution
approved in this behalf by the Governor General in Council, or
who has taken a degree in scientific and mining subjects at a university approved in this- behalf by the Governor General in Council.
The examinations are held once a year, at Dhanbad, generally
in February. The number of candidates has increased greatly
in recent years. In 1910, for example, four years after these examinations were instituted, 19 first class and 22 second class candidates sat for the examinations, whereas this year (1922) the numbers
were 98 and 168 respectively. The mining profession is a lucrative
one and is attracting more and more students every year. The
demand for certificated men at present exceeds the supply, and
no one holding a first or a second class coal mine manager's certificate need be long without a post.
The provision for mining education in India does not compare
very favourably with what has been done in the chief mining
countries of the. world. There have, of course, been peculiar difficulties in the way of the development of technical instruction in
India as compared with other countries. The general standard
of education of the great mass of the people is low, and, until this
has been improved, scientific and technical education cannot advance
as it has done in countries where - elementary education is more
widespread. Moreover, it is only in comparatively recent times
that the interest in things industrial has become marked. Nevertheless much useful work has been done.

Training of mining engineers at the Bengal Engineering College
In tl e work of training mining engineers in india, the Mining
Department of the Bengal Engineering College stands an easy first.
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The mining department at this college was opened in 1906 under
Professor E. H. Roberton. Since that time the Department has grown
very considerably, and during the session which has just ended
as many as 64 students attended the mining courses at the College.
The mining course covers three years, the first of which is a preparatory Year taken in common with engineering students. The
second and third years are devoted chiefly to mining subjects.
A final examination is taken at the end of the course, and if
the candidate passes, the Diploma of the College is awarded.
Holders- of the College Diploma are exempted from two years of the
qualifying period of practical work in a mine required of candidates
appearing at the examination for certificates of competency as
colliery managers. The Bengal Engineering College is the only one
in India which enjoys this privilege. Students admitted to the
mining course must have reached the standard of the matriculation
examination of Calcutta University or some equivalent examination. The Principal may at his discretion hold a special examination of candidates for admission. The standard of education of candidates for admission to the mining course at the College has greatly
improved of .recent years, and many of the candidates have passed
the intermediate examination and a few have even reached the
B.Sc. stage of an Indian university. The College has undoubtedly
done very valuable work in the cause of mining education in India.
The course at the Bengal Engineering College involves fulltime attendance and provides the highest form of mining instruction available in India at the present time. There are many students of mining, however, who, either because of pecuniary- circumstances or from a desire to get into touch with the practical side
of mining at as early an age as possible, are not able to take advantage of a full-time course of instruction. For this type of student
evening classes are necessary. In 1905 a peripatetic mining teacher
was appointed for the province of Bengal. Lectures on mining
were given at various centres and these were very well attended
from the first. These classes have been continued up to the present
time with little interruption. During the present session classes in
mining have been conducted at three centres in Bengal (in the
Raniganj coalfield) and at two centres in Bihar and Orissa (in the
Maria coalfield). Theattendance at most of the centres is very good,
as many as 100 students being in regular attendance at some of
the centres.
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Mining classes on the coalfields

In 1913 a .committee appointed by Government considered the
question of mining education in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. They
recommended the establishment of a school of mines in the coalfields
to meet the requirements of the two provinces, and, in addition, they
advised that the then existing system of evening classes should be
developed and made more useful. They recommended a five years'
course leading up to the requirements for the colliery managers'
certificate. The war interfered with the immediate adoption of
their recommendations, but eventually the scheme on a modified
scale -'iz. a 3 years' instead of a 5 years' course -was approved. The
new scheme has been in operation in the Jharia coalfield during
this session. It is too early yet to compare results with what was
accomplished under the old system. No one who understands the
position can doubt, however, but that the new scheme is a great
advance on the old methods. Under the latter there was little
continuity between the classes of one year and those of the next.
Under the new scheme the student is able to advance without
interruption' from the scientific principles underlying mining to the
practical application of those principles. Moreover, the scheme
involves the employment of permanent lecturers who devote their
whole time to the work of organizing and teaching. New lecture
halls have been built and residences for the lecturers are in course
of construction, so that the scheme is being put on a permanent
footing. Previously there was no equipment for instruction in
the elementary sciences allied to mining and for practical work
in surveying, but now sufficient materials have been obtained for
the equipment of a chemical and physical laboratory on a small
scale and an excellent set of surveying instruments has been secured.
It is hoped that additions, to the equipment will be made during
this year. Instruction in the scientific principles underlying mining
cannot be effective without the use of instruments and appliances
for ocular demonstration. The Mining Education Advisory Board
who, under the provincial Governments, control mining education in the two provinces, hope to introduce the scheme in Bengal
during next session. The scheme in the Raniganj coalfield will
be under a separate full-time European lecturer with Indian assistants, but it will be conducted on siüiilar lines to those obtaining
in the Jharia coalfield.
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For several years training in mining bas been provided at the
Ethora School of Mines on the Raniganj coalfield. The system of
training is to give theoretical instruction on one or two days a week
and to devote the rest of the time to- practical work in the mine.
The system has proved unsatisfactory on both the theoretical and
the practical sides.
Mining apprentices
Some of the larger mining firms have tried to train mining
apprentices on the mine. One of the most noteworthy examples of
this is the scheme put into operation by Messrs. Bird & Co., Ltd., at
Sijua in the Maria coalfield. There a hostel has been erected to
accommodate about a dozen apprentices and a lecture room and
library have been provided. It was intended to appoint a fulltime lecturer who would train the apprentices on the scientific side;
owing to the difficulty of obtaining a suitable tutor; however, this
appointment has not yet been made. The scheme covers a five years'
agreement. The apprentices must have a good general education
they are maintained by the company and are paid a small salary
which increases by annual incr ements. The students enter the
mine every working day and take part in the various operations
in mining, and the practical training so obtained is excellent in
every respect. The system is undoubtedly weak, however, on the
theoretical side. To give adequate and effective instruction in
the scientific principles underlying mining more than one expert
is required. No tutor, however capable, is qualified to teach satisfactorily the many subjects with which the mining student must
be acquainted. In the training for mine management, the mathematician, the chemist, the physicist, the geologist, the draughtsman;
the engineer, the surveyor and the man with an extensive practical
knowledge of mining operations are all required. Moreover, in
such schemes the time devoted to theoretical instruction is insufficient. Technical education, to be of value, must be thorough,
and although it is desirable to emphasize the practical side of mining
engineering training, the scientific and technical side must not be
neglected.
An attempt is being made to build up a mining coarse in connection with the Engineering College, Benares Hindu University. A
Department of Mining and Geology has been formed under a wellqualified staff. It is doubtful, however, whether a college, remote
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from important mining centres and situated in a district containing
little that is of geological interest, is a suitable place for the training
of men to take a leading part in the mining profession, but one
cannot but wish the venture well. Improvement in the facilities
for mining and geological training are urgently needed, and in spite
of the geographical disadvantages of Benares as a centre of mining
education, it may be possible, even there, to do valuable work.
Geological education
With reg rd to geological training, it should be mentioned that
most of tilt; Indian universities include geology in the curricula
f r the B.Sc. and B.A. degrees.
At some of the universities,
notably Calcutta, where the Department of Geology is under an
officer of the Geological Survey of India, the course in geology is
very thorough. In the mining diploma course at the Bengal
Engineering College, geology, and particularly economic geology,
9s one of the chief subjects in the curriculum.
It is nevertheless true, as the Government of India point out
in a Resolution published in 1920, that " the existing provision
in India for high -grade instruction in geology is even less
satisfactory than in the case of mining. The Public Services Commission recommended the early establishment- in India of a School
of Geology which would rank with similar institutions in Great
Britain and give equal opportunities for the scientific study of the
subject." The true solution of the problem of meeting the demand
for highly trained geologists in India is in the early creation of means
of instruction such as will enable Indians to attain the necessary
qualifications in their own country.

The School of Mines and Geology
Mention has already been made of the committee appointed
in 1913 by the Government of Bengal to consider the question of
mining education in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. They recommended that a school of mines should be established at a suitable,
centre on the coalfields. In 1914 -15 another small committee,
consisting of mining experts, after examining the system of mining
education in England, submitted a report which was in general
agreement with the proposals of the earlier committee. The scheme
formulated by the 1913 committee had for its main object the supply
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trained men for the coal mining industry. The site chosen for
the School of Mines was Dhanbad, an important railway centre
The site was admirably chosen.
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the scope of the School has been greatly extended beyond the
original proposals, it still remains that one of its chief objects is the
supply of trained men for the coal mining industry. The best
situation for an institution which is to train coal mining engineers
is unquestionably on, or in the vicinity of, a large and important
coalfield. Not only do the staff of the school have ample opportunity of becoming acquainted with the conditions on the coalfield
and of keeping themselves au courant with the latest developments
of their profession, but the students themselves, by frequent visits
to collieries, gain a familiarity with the operations of mining during
their school careers, which they would be quite unable to obtain
if the school were situated at a long distance from the coalfields.
It is important for the student of mining, and particularly the
of
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Indian student, to supplement his studies in the school by observation of and participation in actual operations in the mine. Unless
this is done, much of the information obtained from lectures is apt
to be evanescent or incorrectly assimilated. If the school is situated
in an important mining district, the student receives his training
in a mining atmosphere, so to speak, and by the time he has completed a three or four years' course, in all probability, he will have
a very intimate knowledge of the equipment and organization of
most of the important mines in the surrounding coalfield. In this
way the value of the training given at the school will be greatly
enhanced.
The situation of the school at Dhanbad will also be of great
service to those students who intend to specialize in metalliferous
mining or in geology. The student of metal mining may obtain
much valuable experience by visits to coal mines. He may witness
and take part in such operations as boring, sinking, timbering, blasting,
pumping, hauling and winding, all of which are common both to
coal and metal mining. Thus, many of the operations of metal mining
will become familiar to him through coal mining. He may supplement this by visits to the not far distant mica fields of Hazaribagh,
Gaya and Monghyr, and the iron ore, copper and chromite mines
of Sinfhbhum, all in the same province as the School.
The position of the School is also suitable for the study of geology. Bihar
and Orissa is probably the richest province in India in mineral
deposits. Many of these deposits have not yet been fully proved
and a great deal of prospecting work remains to be done. The
student of geology will find many interesting rock studies within
easy reach of Dhanbad. From the point of view of high -geade
mining and geological training it would be difficult to find a more
suitable place for the establishment of a school of mines and geology
than Dhanbad. There are also other advantages. The situation
is very healthy and the train facilities are good : the school will
be close to the headquarters of the Department of Mines in India
and the staff of the school will be able to keep in close touch with
that Department, a connection which is bound to be of great advantage to the school.
A b ief explanation of the present position with regard to the
School may not be out of place. The Governing Body of the School
have prepared a scheme, on the lines of the Government of India's
Resolution- of 1920, for the establishment of a high-grade institution
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which will provide the highest form of instruction for mining
engineers and geologists. Owing to financial stringency it has
not been found possible to proceed with the construction of the

school as quickly as was hoped, but the Legislative Assembly are
fully satisfied of the need for its establishment at the earliest possible
moment and have voted a sum of one lalih of rupees for expendi-

ture on the project during the current financial year.

Co-ordination of mining education
When the School of Mines and Geology has been established
it is the writer's hope that a close connection will be instituted
between it and the institutions for lower grade teaching in coal
and metal mining under the control of the provincial Governments. The Government of India in their 1920 Resolution
expressed the opinion that " close contact is desirable between
teachers of the evening classes in the coalfields and the staff of the
Imperial School, in order that the former may be able to keep
themselves au courant with the latest developments of their profession and to receive advice and information on technical matters."
The writer s hopes go further than this. I he establishment of a
coal producing areas at once
central institution
suggests the desirability of co-ordinating the entire system of mining
education into a connected whole. All the most successful and
progressive mining colleges in Great Britain, which are situated
iii or near coalfields, have in operation schemes of cb- ordination
with the provincial centres of mining education. The provision
for lower -grade instruction is, of course, made by the county authorities, but the curricula are in most cases arranged in harmony with
those of the higher -grade institutions, so that it is possible for the
clever and ambitious student to proceed from the county part time classes to the full-time courses in the central institution. In
many cases scholarships are provided so that poor students of ability
may be enabled to continue their studies in the college. The writer
is confident that once the School of Mines and Geology has been
established and the full scheme has been put into operation, the
desirability of co- ordinating the classes for lower -grade instruction
in mining which are being financed by the provincial Governments
of activity
will become apparent. Co- operation in any branch
increases usefulness and efficiency, and co- operation in mining
education cannot fail to produce good results.
'
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Need for adequate facilities for mining and geological training
At the present time there are many students who have
already passed the B.Sc. or I.Sc. examination of an Indian
university attending the evening classes held in the Jharia and
Raniganj coalfields. The facilities for training such men in the
evening classes are totally inadequate, and it is evident to anyone
who knows the circumstances that much good talent is going to
waste simply because of the lack of adequate facilities for a
proper training in mining engineering. The number of university
graduates and undergraduates wbo are turning their attention to
the mining profession is considerable. Although no effort whatever
has been made to advertise the proposed School of Mines and
Geology, nearly 300 students have applied for admission, and of
these many already possess the B.Sc. or B.A. degree or bave
passed the I.Sc. or I.A. examination. The writer is constantly coming
into contact with students who have previously studied for the
legal, medical and teaching professions, who have now taken up
the study of mining. Such students have, however, many difficulties
to overcome. For one thing their previous education has not been
such as to develop an aptitude for practical things which is the
essential characteristic of the mining engineer. The writer believes
that, especially in the case of the Indian mining student, the
nature of his training should have a practical bent from a comparatively early age. In the acquisition of book knowledge he is
difficult to beat. It is on the practical side that he is weakest.
Mining is essentially a practical profession, and training in mining
engineering, to be effective, must be along lines which keep ever
prominently before the mind of the student the practical aspect
of his profession.
The Indian student is, as a rule, keen, ambitious and industrious.
He is not easily discouraged in the endeavour to attain the goal
of his ambitions. In mathematics and in the sciences he can hold
his own with the student of any other country. In engineering
he is dexterous and skilful With attributes such as these, careful
training is all that is required to make the student into a capable
mining engineer.
The provision of high grade mining and geological education
in India is a question of vital national importance. India is as yet
in its swaddling clothes, so to speak, so far as industrial development.
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and there is a great future before its mining industry.
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INTRODUCTORY

.

The primary object of this paper is to invite the
opinion of members as to the system of training mine
managers which is best suited to the conditions obtaining
in India. The writer feels that systems of mining education
which have proved highly successful elsewhere might not,
unless considerably modified, produce such satisfactory
results in this country. He proposes therefore firstly, to
outline the broad general principles of the systems in vogue
in Great Britain ; secondly, to indicate the modifications
which in his opinion are required to suit the conditions
under which mining is carried on in India, and the facilities
for technical training which exist at present, or are likely
to be provided in the near future ; and thirdly, to appeal to
members to give him the benefit of their views by a free
discussion of the points brought out in the paper.
Attention wil be given chiefly to the system of training involving attendance on a full time course of study.
There are two varieties of full -time training in mining,
1

important " Report on Mining Education in England with special referIndia" appeared in Vol. XI, p. i61 of the Transactions.
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viz. (a) the continuous system ; and (b) the " sandwich "
system. The main difference between the two systems
lies in the fact that under continuous system the students
attend college during nine months each year, whereas under
the sandwich system the duration of the session is restricted to six months.
The introduction of the " sandwich " system was due
to a laudable desire to provide opportunity for a practical
acquaintance with mining side by side with theoretical instruction. The system, I believe, was first tried at Sheffield
University. In the mining department of that University
there are two full -time courses in mining, a degree course
of four years' duration, and a diploma course of three or
four years' duration depending upon the previous education
of the student. A higher standard in general and scientific
education is required from degree students than from
diploma students. The session at the University extends
over six months, from October to March. The student
spends the six months between the sessions at a colliery.
He is further recommended to spend from six to twelve
months at a colliery before entering on the course. The
final examination for the degree in mining includes a practical examination at a colliery in addition to the usual
written examination.
The sandwich system of training has also been adopted at the South Wales and Monmouthshire School of
Mines. The course at this school is highly organised and
well merits description.
The school is an institution established by the principal coal- owners in the South Wales and Monmouthshire
coal-field for imparting technological instruction in all
branches of coal mining and is supported and maintained, solely at their expense. The cost is borne by
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the subscribing collieries by means of a tonnage levy of
I/io d. per ton on their declared output for the previous
year.
The Governing Body of the school is composed of two
representatives from each constituent company. The
courses at the school are arranged in conjunction with an
apprenticeship scheme details of which are given in Appendix I. Although probably the youngest mining school in
Great Britain, the South Wales and Monmouthshire School
of Mines, is one of the most successful, and the secret of its
success undoubtedly lies in its close connection with the
mine owners of the district and in the practical efficiency
of the system of training in operation. The courses at
most of the other technical colleges and universities in
Great Britain, as for example, those at Birmingham, Leeds,
London, Edinburgh and Glasgow, cover a nine months'
session, the authorities at those institutions believing, it
is to be presumed, that this system is preferable to the
six -months' course. A comparative table of the mining
courses at eleven different Colleges and universities is given
in Appendix II.
There is little or no difference between the various
schools so far as the subjects of the courses and the methods
of teaching are concerned.
The chief point of variance
lies in the provision made to enable the student to obtain
practical experience in mining, and it is to this aspect of
mining training that the writer wishes to direct particular
attention.

SYSTEMS OF CO- OPERATIVE MINING

the

APPRENTICESHIP.
By the term " Co- operative Mining Apprenticeship "
writer means a system of apprenticeship in which a
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full time course at a school is co- ordinated with a regular
training in the mine. The various systems differ only in
respect to the period at which the practical training is
taken, i.e. whether before, during or after the school
course. It will probably serve the purpose best, therefore
to treat the question on general lines.
The sandwich system is admirably exemplified in the
scheme in operation at the South Wales and Monmouthshire School of Mines. In the scheme as arranged at this
school the practical work is really part of the college
course. The student cannot evade it without seriously
damaging his position and prospects in the school. He is
therefore constrained to take as much interest in the
practical side of his training as in the theoretical side.
He is placed under the direct supervision of a responsible
colliery official and is required to do the work allotted to
him just as if he were one of the regular workers. He has
a definite programme of work to carry out and he is made
to feel therefore that he is a unit in a busy organization
of which the aim is to produce materials on commercial
lines, and that if he is to attain to the position of controlling such an organisation he must make himself master of
the details of its several branches. It should be noted
that the coal companies participating in the scheme pay
the apprentice's school fees in addition to giving him a
wage during the time he is employed at the colliery.
The system, although possessing certain undoubted
advantages is however not without its defects. The discontinuity of study involved is a weak point. Unless the
student endeavours to keep his mind fresh during his six
months' practical work he is apt to forget a great deal of
what he learned in the last session at college. The result
is that when he returns to the school it may take him
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quite a considerable time to take up the threads of his
theoretical studies. It may of course be said with truth
that the so- called continuous system is only continuous in
name, and that even under it the student forgets part of
what he has been taught during the long summer vacation
of three months. While this is true, however, the break
is shorter and less harmful than the longer interval of the
sandwich system. Another defect of the latter system
is that to cover the same ground a four years' course is
required as compared with the three years' course under
the other system. Moreover the system is more costly on
the theoretical side than the nine months' course, as the
members of the teaching staff, who are paid for the whole
year are actively employed in teaching for only one-half
of the time. The advantages gained from " sandwiching "
the student's practical experience with his theoretical training are of course of great importance and are held by
supporters of the system to outweigh any defects from the
educational point of view. There is however no reason
.why an apprenticeship scheme should not be successfully
worked in conjunction with the nine months' college course,
and if this is done the system is put on a level with the
sandwich course from the practical aspect.
The following scheme for example has been carried
through by several colliery companies in Great Britain with
satisfactory results to both parties. The essence of the
scheme is that the student binds himself to serve the company one year before and two years after attendance at a
mining college, while on their part, the Company pays
tuition fees and assists with the subsistance costs during
the years the student attends the school.
The period of apprenticeship embraces six years as
follows

:-
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.. at the colliery.
First year
to
fourth
..
at school or college.
year
Second
.. at the colliery.
Fifth and sixth year
The three months' vacation each year is also spent in
the mine.
The first year of the apprenticeship is a probationary
period, and at the end of that period, the agreement between the two parties is either endorsed or rescinded. The
terms of the agreement are such as render it obligatory on
the part of the apprentice to attend regularly and to carry
out his duties with diligence whether at the school or in
the mine.
The probationary year provides a valuable opportunity
for observing the aptitude of the student in practical work.
Consider the case of the student who has reached, let us
say, the Intermediate Science stage of an Indian University or some equivalent standard. He becomes an apprentice to a colliery. By the end of a year the mine manager
under whose control he has been working will certainly
have a fairly sound opinion as to his capabilities. If he,
proves of real worth as an apprentice, it might conceivably
pay the colliery company to assist him financially through
his theoretical training at a mining school on the understanding that he returns to them for a certain term after
he has graduated.
Above all things, colliery management demands practical men, men of resource, courage, promptitude, tact, discretion, prudence and common sense. It is impossible to
discover these attributes by a purely educational test.
They only appear in the actual handling of men and affairs.
Consequently, nothing is more likely to provide opportunities for observing the general suitability of an aspirant
to the management of a colliery than the probationary year
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an apprenticeship.

Such a test is not, of course, inrests
but
it
on
surer ground than the methods of
fallible,
of

the examination room.

Another point worthy of notice is that the student is
introduced to practical work at an early stage in his technical training, and this is all to the good. In the case of
the Indian student, if he passed the Intermediate Science
examination at, say, the age of 17, he would complete his
apprenticeship at the age of 23, when he would be qualified
to sit for a First Class Colliery Manager's Certificate.
There is, of course, the long break in the continuity of
the student's theoretical training to be considered. It
should be remembered that the conditions in India at present are vastly different from those in Great Britain. The
facilities for part -time instruction in the coal-fields as
they stand at present, leave much to be desired. In Great
Britain, the student who, having obtained a sound general
education, wishes to gain some practical experience before
returning to college to take up specialised technical training,
may do so with little or no lack of continuity. He may
attend evening or one -day -a-week classes at a technical
school or college during his stay at the mine and so keep
his mind fresh on such subjects as elementary science, mathe
matics, and drawing, which form the essential basis of an
engineering education. In India this is not possible at
present. There are of course evening classes which, under
a new scheme which is being introduced in the jharia Coalfield this year, provide for instruction in elementary science,
mathematics and drawing, but the provision for practical
instruction in science at present is nil. This defect may
shortly be remedied to some extent, but the facilities for
instruction in science and engineering are not likely, for
some years to come, to be anything like so good as those to
-
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be found in any of the larger evening class centres situated
on the British coal -fields.
Under these circumstances, as has already been stated
it is undesirable that there should at any time be any prolonged break in the theoretical training of the mine manager in India.
The writer would therefore like to see a scheme of cooperative mining apprenticeship evolved which would not
fix too rigidly the extent of the practical experience required
from the student before attending the proposed School of
Mining and Geology.
The following is suggested as a basis for discussion;
i. A probationary period in the mine with a mini mum period of three months.
2.
Three years' attendance at the School of Mining
and Geology.
The students would be required to put in three
months' work in the mine during the long vacations after the first and second year.
3. On completing his school course, the student must
return to the mine until the period of practical
work totals three years.
At the termination of his apprenticeship the student
would be in a position to sit for the Colliery Manager's
Certificate.
In other points the scheme might very well be similar
to that which has been stated to be in operation in Great
Britain. The work to be done by the student should be
arranged on the lines adopted at the South Wales and
Monmouthshire School of Mines and shown in Appendix I.
The writer is anxious that a scheme of co- operative
mining apprenticeship should be devised which would be
suited to the conditions in India and which could be run

-
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in conjunction with the mining courses at the School of
Mining and Geology, and he would be grateful if members
would kindly concentrate on this aspect of the question.

PRACTICAL WORK DURING COLLEGE COURSE.
A vexed question in mining education is the extent to
which practical work should be combined with theoretical
instruction given at the school. Many able and well-known
mining teachers hold that the school should confine itself
to the teaching of principles. They say, and with a large
measure of reason, that the time is all too short for covering
the ever -widening field of scientific and technical subjects
which the mining student requires to study without reducing it still further by more or less futile attempts at
practical work.
They urge that useful practical training can be obtained
only in the mine, and that a student who is well -grounded
in the principles upon which mining is based ought to be
capable of acquiring the necessary practical aptitude in the
minimum of time. As against this view, there are equally
successful teachers who maintain that practical application
should, as far as possible, go hand in hand with the teaching
of principles.
The practical side of some mining subjects indeed can
best be taught at a mining school, as for example surveying, assaying, and coal and gas analysis. Many of the
practical points of mine ventilation may also be conveniently studied during the school course. On the metalliferous
side, with an equipment like that at the Royal School of
Mines, London, the student may obtain practical experience
of many of the operations of ore -dressing. The consensus
of opinion is in favour of such practical work. It is when
the question arises as to whether a student should spend
.
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some of his time in such purely mining operations as boring,
sinking, timbering, and blasting, etc., that a divergence of
view arises. Little time, if any, is given to the class of
work at the majority of mining colleges in Great Britain.
At the School of Metalliferous Mining, Camborne, Cornwall,
however, practical work in the mine is included throughout
the course. The school owns a mine which is run expressly for the purpose of enabling students to obtain an acquaintance with practical mining and the treatment of ores. Students take part in the various mining operations and are
changed systematically from one part of the working to another at proper intervals, always under the direction of
competent instructors. In this way they are trained in a
mining atmosphere, so to speak, right throughout their
college course. Moreover, they gain a precise knowledge
of one mine which is probably the best way of laying a
sound foundatio n to practical experience. Visits to or experience in other mines are then more likely to be properly
understood and assimilated. The mine unquestionably
forms a valuable adjunct to the school. A coal mine
would be of similar service to a school which provides
training in mine management.
'ro the writer the arrangements in favour of practical
methods of instruction appear to be of greater weight here
in India than elsewhere. The Indian student excels in
the acquisition of book knowledge. It is on the practical
side that he is weakest. It is therefore all the more important that he should be trained, not only to study diligently, but to use his hands and mind in the manipulation
of tools and machines and in the conduct of operations.
In. the training of the Indian mine manager practice must be

blended with theory throughout the student's entire school
career. He must never be allowed to forget that mining
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first and last a practical profession, and that before he
can expect to be capable of efficiently and safely managing a colliery he must strive assiduously through a long
period of hard practical training. He must be made to
understand that a college diploma or a colliery manager's
certificate is merely a " scrap of paper " unless practical
aptitude, energy and resource are behind it.
The writer knows that unless the student has the necessary grit no amount of practical work will turn him into a competent colliery manager. Someone has said that
colliery managers like poets are horn, not made. This,
like many another aphorism, is only a half- truth. Training is necessary in order to develop an inborn aptitude, and
improper training may quite easily wreck what might otherwise have been a useful career. No doubt the man of outstanding ability will rise in spite of the disabilities of his
training, but even he would " make good " all the sooner
for a training on sound lines.
is

PART -TIME INSTRUCTION IN MINING.
Before concluding this paper some remarks on part time instruction may not be out of place. In Great Britain
meritorious work in the training of mining officials has been
done in the evening mining classes. The majority of the
managers in control of mines in Great Britain at the present
day received their theoretical instruction in the evening
classes of a technical school or college. Probably the same
might be said with reference to European Managers serving in India.- Some of those erstwhile evening class students
have risen to the very topmost rung of their profession.
Such an achievement speaks volumes for the value of part time instruction. At the same time the writer is by no
means disposed to argue that the evening class system or
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the recently introduced one-day -a -week course is preferable
to full -time instruction in a technical college. Those who
have been indebted to evening classes for their theoretical
tuition will doubtless be the first to admit that the system
is not without its disadvantages. One remembers the long
weary grind year after year, studying, it may be, the same
things twice over, and fretting and fuming at the slow rate
of progress being made. A hard day's work in the mine
is not the best preface to scientific study in the evening.
The men who have made good through evening class teaching have done so, not because of the efficiency of the
system but rather by their own determination to succeed
in spite of the difficulties in their way.
Nevertheless part -time instruction plays a very important part in mining education.
In Great Britain mining education has become highly
organised, and the county evening classes are now closely
linked with the courses at the nearest college or university.
One of the best examples of this close co- ordination is a
scheme which has recently been proposed by the Governing Body of the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, and
the Fife Education Authority. Under this scheme the
students will attend the evening classes at the Fife County
Mining School for six winter and five summer sessions. If
he passes the class examinations successfully he may then
proceed to the Mining Department of the Heriot Watt
College where by attendance during two summer and one
winter sessions he can qualify for the College Diploma in
Mining Engineering. He may even go further. Provided
he satisfies the regulations regarding matriculation he
may proceed to the degree of B.Sc. in Mining of London
University, the college being affiliated to that University
for the purposes of the B.Sc. Mining Degree. Such a
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scheme provides a ladder as it were which enables the
working lad of ability to reach the highest qualifications in
the mining profession.
Most of the English and Scottish Universities situated
on or near the coal -fields open their portals to evening class
students. The student takes his first, second and perhaps
third years in the county schools, and proceeds for higher
instruction to the evening, Saturday afternoon or one -daya-week classes in the University. Such close co- ordination
with the evening classes is all to the good advantage is
taken of the better equipment and more highly qualified
teaching staff available at the University, the student is
helped and the usefulness of the University is at the same
time increased.
The evening classes on the Indian coal -fields are many
years behind those in Great Britain. Doubtless, however,
in the near future great improvements will be effected, and
the establishment of a Central Institution for mining instruction on the coal -fields ought eventually to lead to a coordinated scheme of training, which, combining part-time
and full -time instruction, will provide adequate facilities
for the training of men in all the various branches of the
mining profession.

APPENDIX I.
MINING APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME AT THE SOUTH WALES
AND MONMOUTHSHIRE SCHOOL, OF MINES.

The Mining Board have arranged a scheme of apprenticeship for full-time students, and without pledging themselves to secure any given number of places for appren-
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tices, they endeavour to place as many as can be accommodated by the subscribing Colliery Companies under the
following conditions
(1) To be open to pupils of not less than i6 years of
age who have either matriculated or passed a
similar qualifying examination of an acceptable

:-

(2)

standard.
Pupils to be apprenticed to the Colliery Company
in either
(a) Mining Engineering.
(b) Colliery Engineering (Mechanical and Electrical)

:-

.

Chemical Engineering.
for a period of five or six years ; the apprentices to attend
the School of Mines during the winter session for four years,
and to be employed at the colliery during the vacations,
i.e. six months at the School of Mines and six months at
the Colliery.
(3) Pupils to be apprenticed without premium and to
receive apprentice's wage during the period they are
employed at the colliery ; wages to commence at i6
shillings per week and increase by 4 shillings per week
per year during the period of apprenticeship. The colliery
official, under whose immediate supervision the pupil may
be, shall receive the usual allowance of 4 shillings per week
fór his services.
(4) The Colliery Companies, in addition to the wages,
to pay the fees of the apprentices to the School of Mines,
i.e., Uzi is. od. per annum.'
(5) That a definite system of training at the colliery,
(c)

The fees have recently been increased.
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during the apprenticeship period be instituted for each
class of apprentice on the following lines, i.e.:

-

Practical Work at the Colliery.
I. Mining Engineering
Ist year. Engineering, etc., Workshops, 6
months.
With Fireman and Repairs, 6 months.
2nd
3rd
At Coal Face and Ripping, 6 months.
With Surveyors, 6 months.
4th
5th
With Undermanager, 6 months ; with
Manager, 6 months.
In
Management offices, i year.
6th
II. Colliery Engineering
Ist year. Fitting and Erecting Work, 6 months.
2nd
Use of Machines (lathe, shaper, etc.),
6 months.
3rd
Foundry or Pattern Shop, or Carpenters' Shop or Smithy, 6 months.
4th
Repair Work (taking measurements,
making drawings for repairs and
erection), 6 months.
5th
Six months at a Power Station and
six months in Engineering Shops.
In drawing Office, I y ear.
6th
III. Chemical Engineering
Ist year. Engineering, etc., Work -shops, 6
months.
In Laboratory, 6 months.
2nd
3rd 33 On Washing and Coking Plant, 6
months.
In By- Product Recovery House, 6
4th
months.
In Laboratory, I year.
5th

:-

:-

:-
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The students to be requested to keep a daily
journal of the work done by them at the colliery, such
record to be signed by the person under whose authority
the respective students are working.
(7) Matriculated or qualified students making application for an apprenticeship may, if they choose, compete for
an Entrance Scholarship by taking the School of Mines
En trance Examination.
In the colliery engineering course a combined training
in mechanical and electrical engineering as applied to collieries is given. The chemical engineering course provides
a training in applied chemistry leading to specialization in
coke -oven and by- product recovery work. The scheme of
courses at the South Wales and Monmouthshire School of
Mines shows the trend of up -to -date mining education in
England.
The industry requires and is calling for, not only men
cf ability to manage the mines, but mechanical and electrical engineers who have specialised in mining machinery,
draughtsmen and surveyors who are intimate with the
plant, fittings and arrangements of a modern colliery, and
chemists who have been trained in the carbonization and
distillation products of coal.
The following particulars are given to show the variety
of courses provided at this enterprising school and the
number of :audents attending
(6)

:-
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS (SESSION 1920-2I).

Treforest Full-time Courses.
Joint Diploma Course
Colliery Engineering
..
Chemical Engineering
Manager's
Coarse
Special Colliery
Special Draughtsmen Course
Surveyor's Course

6o
35

2I
.

II
3

Total

Part-time

26

..

156

(one day per week) Courses.

Colliery Managers (Treforest 102, Crumlin 74) ..
Colliery Electricians (Treforest 35, Crumlin 45)
Colliery Mechanics (Treforest 47, Crumlin 26) ..
Mine Surveyors (Treforest)
Chemical Assistants (Treforest)
Special Courses (Crumlin)
.

Total

176
8o
73
4
3

7

343

3

Nine months.

Nine months.

Diploma.

3

3

Bengal
Engineering
College.

4,

Nine months.

Nine months.

-

4,

Six months.

4

Eight months.

Nine months.

Six months.

Nine months.

Nine months.

Nine months.

School Course.

Duration of

4

4

3

3

3, 2

in Course.

Number of years

School of Metalliferous
Diploma.
Mining, Cornwall.

loma.

Associateship, Dip

Degree, Diploma.

Heriot -Watt College,
Edinburgh.

Royal Technical College,
Glasgow.

Diploma.

Wigan Mining and Technical College.

Mines.

Royal School of Mines Associateship.
(London).
South Wales and Monmouthshire School of Diploma.

Degree, Diploma.

University of Sheffield.

Degree, Diploma.

Degree, Diploma.

of Birming-

Degree, Diploma.

Grade of Course,
Degree or Diploma.

University of Leeds.

Unhivmersity

University of Durham
(Armstrong College).

Name of School,
College or University.

38

Practical work forms part of
the training and amounts to
about eighteen months.

Practical experience recommended but not insisted
upon for Diploma. Two
years' practical experience
required for associateship.
Practical work is given in a
mine attached to the School
throughout the course.
Regular students at least three
months in the camp of
mine surveying.
practicalstudents
two years'
Special

Four months.

Five months.

Practical work forms part of
the training and amounts to
about eighteen months.

64

185

147

58

89

156

220*

12

Four months.

hours.

98

Degree students six months,
students four
diploma
months.

720

37

1920-21.

Courses, session

Number of full -time
students in Mining

Four months.

experience required.

Extent of minimum practical

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF MINING COURSES AT BRITISH AND INDIAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
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DISCUSSION.
Mr. E. H. Roberton said that he noted Mr. Penman
began his excellent paper with a statement that Indian
conditions may well prove unsuited for the introduction
of methods of training mining engineers that have been
favoured in other countries, and from which very satisfactory results have been produced. He agreed with Mr.
Penman on this point. Many years of close contact with
the youth of India had shewn him that in character and
instincts both the Indian and Anglo- Indian student differed considerably from the English -bred lad. He did not
say they were intrinsically worse ; in some respects he had
found them better ; but they were certainly different ;
they took a considerable time to understand, and required
different treatment. In India the idea of mine management had not reached, nor would it reach for a long time,
the standardised idea of mine management at home. We
had widely- divergent conditions here. For instance, in
Kolar the chief things that struck one were the wonderful
mechanical contrivances, equal to the very best the world
can produce, and the great variety of highly technical
operations, each in charge of a specialist, and the whole
under the control of the general manager. The man who
would rise to the highest posts there must possess firstclass mechanical engineering knowledge, combined with
high administrative ability. He would contrast this with
the requirements of mine management in a certain metal
mining district that he visited some time ago. Mechanical
appliances, where they were used, were of the most primitive description. The ore was simply quarried out of the
hillside, or from a hole in the ground, and loaded into
trams. The impression that one received was. that the
mine manager there relied for success not on his mechani-
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cal or technical skill or administrative excellence, but on
his ability to steal his neighbour's labour, and to prevent
his own being stolen. In our well-established colliery
districts we had a combination of the above two extreme
cases. There existed economically designed power-production schemes, and at the same time many examples
of wasteful methods; up -to -date mining operations were
promoted in some collieries, while in others short- sighted
and old- fashioned methods prevailed. In all there was
the ever -present problem of labour. It should also not be
forgotten that the colliery manager is not only between
the managing agents and shareholders on the one hand,
and labour anxieties on the other, but he has the Inspectors of Mines thrown in. He agreed with Mr. Penman
that one of the chief requisites of the colliery manager
was tact.
Mr. Penman had suggested that a scheme of co-operative mining apprenticeship should be devised in conjunction with the School of Mining and Geology at Dhanbad.
It would interest members to know that exactly such a
co- operative apprenticeship had been instituted at the Bengal Engineering College in connection with the Electrical and Mechanical courses, and the career of the
experiment would no doubt be watched with critical
interest for the next few years. Such a co- operative
arrangement in the coal -fields required first and last the
active sympathy of the members of the mining profession;
and if this were accorded to Mr. Penman, as he was happy
and grateful to say it had been accorded to himself,
success would assuredly attend his efforts. Mine superintendents and managers of all the colliery districts had
invariably granted him and his students' every facility,
and had in addition extended to him very many acts of
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personal kindness. He was glad to be able to take this
opportunity of expressing his gratitude at the present
meeting.
Two attempts, on somewhat different lines, had already
been made in the direction of apprenticeship-cum -tuition
in the coal-fields. Messrs. Bird & Co., had had a scheme in
operation for some years whereby they took young men
from the schools, and placed them as apprentices in the
mines, at the same time endeavouring to give them facilities for training in theory. The Ethora School of Mines
took lads from the schools and placed them in the college
as students, farming them out as apprentices amongst
such collieries as could do with them. At first sight the
former scheme would appear the sounder, as the colliery
managers would be inclined to take a personal interest in
their own apprentices rather than in those farmed out
on them. Perhaps some of the gentlemen having knowledge of or connected with either of these schemes would
give the members of the Institute the benefit of their
impressions of its working.
1917 I gave employMr. R. G. M. Bathgate.
ment to two young and promising youths who had taken
These lads did
a degree of B.A. at Hazaribagh College.
very well at College and I therefore put them both under
indenture to me for a period of 3 years. I might have
made it 5 years, but as they both had a degree I decided on
the shorter period. Both have done splendidly and
passed in the examination for second -class certificates
During
at the last Colliery Manager's Examination.
fully
occupied
was
the period of three years their time
underground and in accordance with my promise I offered
them an improving course of 6 months in each of the
following departments: (z) Workshop, (2) Power Station,

-In
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Underground Electric Pumps and Haulages and (4)
Survey. One accepted and continues his training while
the other departed to act as Manager of a Colliery (Permit)
on a salary of Rs. 250. It is unfortunate that he did not
complete the full course of training instead of going out
in a half -baked state. The other articled apprentice
remains to complete his course. Another apprentice, not
under indenture, has also obtained a second -class certificate and since then he has completed his training in
Workshop and Power station. This month he starts
in the Electric Workshop and running pumps and haulages underground and when he completes this course
will commence six months' survey work.
All mining apprentices at the collieries have these
facilities afforded them and if they shew any keenness for
work and attention to duty, managers give them every
assistance and encouragement to make them good mining
men. I shall never engage another apprentice unless
he is bound down under agreement or indenture to serve
a complete five years course. The Company certainly
starts them on a small subsistence allowance, which
is increased if they shew ability ; but I generally find
that just as they are becoming useful to us they clear
out and take another job at a much better salary, so that
my manager's and my own time has been wasted.
The same remarks apply to workshop apprentices
they receive a small salary, and expend the Company's
material in learning to work lathes, drills, etc. ; and
then at the end of two or three years they secure employment next door as fitters, etc., on twice the salary, and
most of them are not worth it.
I have nothing further to add except to emphasise
that Managers and Superintendents are willing and
(3)

-
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anxious to train up men ; but the men, or many of them,
are not willing to complete the course. Tie them down
some way or other, and prevent their being employed
at another colliery or workshop until their apprenticeship is completed.
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REPORT
ON

Mining Schools in Great Britain and India

On my appointment as Principal of -the proposed School of Mines and
Geology at Dbanbad, it was pointed out that before I proceeded to India t3 take
up duties, it was desirable that I should visit some of the more important
Schools of Mines in Great Britain with a view to acquiring information regarding the training provided in Mining, Engineering and in Geology.
2. I submitted the following list of Schools of Mines which was approved
by the Secretary of State for India in Council
(1) Armstrong College, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
(2) Birmingham University.
(3) Heriot -Watt College, Edinburgh.
(4) Leeds University.
(5) South Wales and Monmouthshire School of Mines, Treforest.
(6) Royal School of Mines, London.
(7) Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
(8) Sheffield University.
(9) Mining and Technical College, 'Wigen.
I paid attention chiefly to (a) the methods of instruction, (b) the subjects
included in the courses, (e) the extent of practical work given or required and
(d) the equipment provided for practical instruction.
I have also added some particulars regarding the mining courses at the
School of Metalliferous Mining, Camborne, Cornwall, and at the Bengal
Engineering College, Sibpur, the former I visited before my appointment,
and the latter shortly after arriving in India.
3. I have now the honour to submit a report of my investigations.

:-

University of Durham.
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEWCASTLE -ON-TYNE.
This College is a constituent College of the University of Durham and
primarily the interests of the Coal Mining areas of Northumberland and
Durham.
serves

:-

There are four courses as follows
1. A pass degree course.
2. An honours degree course.
3. A diploma course.
4. A mine surveying course.
Entrance qualifications.
Candidates for the Pass and Honours degrees of Bachelor of Science in
Mining must have passed the University Matriculation Examination before
entering on a course of study.
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Candidates for the diploma in Mining or the diploma in Mine Surveying
are required to undergo such entrance tests as the Heads of the Departments
may think desirable.
The minimum age for admission is 17 years.

-

Duration of courses and Session.-

The pass degree course occupies three years, the honours degree occupies
not less than three years and not more than four years depending on the entrance
qualifications of the student, the diploma courses in mining and in Mine
Surveying cover two years.
The session for all courses commences about the end of September and
terminates near the end of June. The session is divided into three terms.
Michaelmas, Epiphany, and Easter, each of approximately 10 weeks'
duration.
SUBJECTS OF COURSES.
PASS DEGREE COURSE.

First year-

Hours per week.
1.

Mathematics

1

Lectures

3 hours

,.. {
(.Laboratory

2. Physics

Lectures

3

9
6

hours

.

hours

1. Chemistry

Laboratory

6

hours

Lectures

3

hours

Drawing
b

6

hours

...

.}

4. Mechanics and Mechanical Drawing
5. Ambulance

week)

9

9

...

Z

Total

30

A first examination in subjects 1, 2, 3 and 4 as held in June and in Sep tomber. Candidates must offer at least three of these subjects in the first
instance and must satisfy the examiners in at least three subjects at the same
time. The fourth subject may be deferred to a subsequent examination but
must be passed before the candidate can be deemed to have completed the first
examination.
Second year

-

Hours per week.
2

1. Geology lectures
2. Geological Laboratory
3. Geological Field work

3

4. Economic mineralogy

1

5.

Mineral deposits (last

2

terms)

2

6. Engineering lectures

Engineering Laboratory
8. Chemistry Lectures
9. Laboratory
10. Drawing
7.

...

,..

6

3
7
. -..

11. Ambulance (one evening per week)

6

2

Total

36

3

A second examinatioriis taken at the end of the second year as follows
Group L -(a) Geology.
(b) Economic Mineralogy.

:--

(c) Mineral Deposits.

Group II. -(a) Engineering and Engineering Laboratory.
(b) Mechanical Drawing.
(c) Chemistry.
Candidates are required to pass in all the subjects of Group I at one examination, and any candidate who fails to satisfy the examiners in any subject
of this group is deemed to have failed in the entire group. But in Group II
candidates are allowed credit for each several subject in which they satisfy the
Examiners and will be required to be re- examined in those subjects alone in
which they have failed.
All candidates must in the first instance present themselves for the full
examination.

Third year

-

Hours per week.

6.

Engineering lectures
Electrical Engineering lectures
Electrical Engineering Laboratory
Mining lectures
Mining Demonstrations (occasional)
Metallurgy and Assaying

7.

Metallurgical and Laboratory

12

.

6

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

3

3
3

2

2
1

8. Surveying lectures and practical
9. Dressing of minerals

.

10. Ambulance (one evening per week)

Total

1

2

35

In addition one week at Easter Surveying Field Work.
There is a Final Examination for the B. Sc. degree at the end of the third
year, as follows
Group I. -(a) Mining (both coal and metal).
kb) Surveying.
Group II. -(a) Dressing of Minerals.
(b) Metallurgy.

:-

Engineering.
(d) Electrical Engineering.
The regulations regarding the final examination are the same as those for
the second examination.
(c)

HONOURS DEGREE COURSE.

This course is provided for students who have passed the First year examination of the Pass degree before entering the College or who specially
distinguished themselves in the First Examination.
Firsf year. -Desoriptive mineralogy and economic mineralogy. Geology
and Geological Field work. Senior mathematics, Chemistry, Engineering,
Drawing, Engineering Laboratory.
Second year.- Senior Engineering,
Mineral deposits, Metallurgy, Surveying.

Engineering Laboratory, Geology,

Third year.- Advanced Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Elec'. rical
Engineering Laboratory, Dressing of Minerals, Mining and Mining Laboratory,
Surveying, Gas analysis, Accounting.
Ambulance course in each year.
Diploma Course. -The first year of this course is the same as the first
year of the pass degree course except that no drawing is given and that geology
is added.
The subjects of the second year are geology, mining engineering and surveying. Both the degree of B. Sc. (mining) and the Diploma in mining have
been approved by the Department of Mines for the purposes of the coal Mines
Act 1911.
Practical work in a Mine:- Before a degree or Diploma in mining is
granted the student must produce evidence of having spent a period of not less
than four months altogether in or about a mine.
:

Laboratory equipment. -The college has well- equipped, chemical, physical,
geological, metallurgical, mechanical, and electrical laboratories all of which are
available to mining students in common with students in other courses.
The mining laboratory contains air -compressing and rock- drilling plant, fan
gallery for ventilation experiments, gas -testing chamber, gas analysis apparatus, etc.

First year

MINE SURVEYING COURSE.

-

2. Physics

.

( Lectures ...
.

Hours per week.

..

1. Mathematics (including mensuration)

...
3

9

Laboratory
Lectures
3. Chemistry

.

6

Laboratory
41.

Mechanical Drawing

7

31

.

...

.

6

. .

Total

6

...

28

Second year
Mathematics

..o

5

Surveying (including plotting and drawing)
Applied mechanic Lectures

12

,

3

Geology Laboratory 3

5

Mining

2

Minna' deposits

2

Physical Laboratory

A

Ambulance (one evening per week)

...

2

Total

.

34,

In addition one week at Easter in Surveying Field Work.
Saturday afternoon classes are also held from 3 to 6 P.M. for 24 Saturdays
during the winter session for miners, surveyors and colliery engineers who are
at work during the week.
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S'cholarsïi.ips. -The scholarships are open to mining students :
1. Charles Mathey scholarship of the value of £10, with remission of all
class fees, tenable for one year.
2.

Institution of mining and metallurgy scholarship of £50, tenable for

one year.

Daglish Fellowship of the value of £120 tenable for one year and
renewable for a second year under exceptional circumstances.
4. The Ebbw -Vale Mining Exhibitions (3 in number) each of the value of
£60 per annum tenable for three years at the collieries or mines of the Ebbw3.

Yale Co.
5. The Cameron -Swan Weardale (Lead Company, Limited).
of the £60 tenable for one year.

Scholarship

value of £20 tenable for one year.
7. Messrs. Osbeck's and Company's Exhibitions in mining and Metallurgy, two of the value of £10,.10 each.
.Fees. -The fees for the mining B. Sc. course are
6. The George May Scholarship. of the

:-

First year
Second year

Third year

...

...

E20

£25

The University of Birmingham.
In the mining department of this University three courses are offered,
viz

1. Degree course in mining.
2. Diploma Course in mining.

Petroleum Mining. The Degree courses are open to
those who have passed the matriculation examination or its
equivalent.. -Matriculation is not required for Diploma students.
..Equipment. -The courses of study are carried on by Iectures laboratory
and field work. The laboratories in the Department are well equipped with
macliinery.and include a dressing laboratory, with crushing, sizing and dressing machines. Special rooms are set aside for the examination and analysis
of coals, oils and mine gases, and a research laboratory is equipped for the
testing of self- contained breathing apparatus. Besides the equipment in the
main building, an experimental mine is provided, with underground roadways
for instruction in surveying and ventilation and other work which it would be
difficult to carry out in an ordinary working mine. A full sized drilling plant
is installed for instruction in boring.
A mining camp is held during three weeks of the summer vacation,
where surveying (both surface and underground) and geological field work
are practised.
The session consisted of three terms of about ten weeks each.
Laboratory Practice. -The Laboratory Practice is made up as follows
(a) Fuel Mining Laboratory for second and third year students. This
weak is carried on in the laboratory and experimental mine, and
Analysis of coals,- and other fuels. Fractional disconsists of
tillation and examination of petroleums. Flash points,-viscosity.
Determination and analysis of the constituents of mine air..
Testing of safety lamps. Determination of fire damp by the
3. Degree course in

:-

6

flame test. Ventilation Tests. Efficiency of fans, manomatrical
and mechanical determination of co- efficient of friction ; efficiency
of pumps. Mine timbering. Practice and use of mine rescue
apparatus.
(b) Dressing Practice for third year students. Construction and use of
machines, crushers, stamps, Huntington mill, ball mills rolls,
conveyors, screens, classifiers, jigs, amalgamators. Wilfley and
Frue Vanner Tables, etc., etc. Typical ores from various well.
known mining districts are treated in accordance with the particular mill practice. Experiments are also conducted for the
determination of special methods of treatment.
(c) Drilling practice. Test Drilling with the experimental drilling
plant, illustrating different methods of drilling particularly
applied to Petroleum boring,

COURSES OF STUDY.
DEGREE AND DIPLOMA IN MINING.

.First

yearHours per week.
4

1. Mathematics

2. Physics and Laboratory

...

...

3. Chemistry and Laboratory

4. Mining

6.

..
..

I

5. Surveying

,

I

...

10
1

...

Engineering Workshop

7. Mechanical

8

2}
3

Drawing

3

Total

31/ hours.

Essential subjects.-Mining and Surveying and one of the other subjects

V

Second year

Hours per

..

1. Applied mathematics

4

3. Metallurgy and Metallurgical Laboratory

5.

7.

.

...

Electrical Engineering

6. Workshop

..

Mining

8. Surveying
9.

Mining Laboratory

week.

3

2. Geology and field work

4. Engineering

-

..

5

.

3

.

1

...

.
.

3

,
...

Total

t

.
...

2

3/
3

27/

Also field excursions in geology on Saturday mornings.
Essential subjects.-Mining, Surveying, Geology, and the completion of
the first year courses.

Third year.

7

-

(Coal Mining students).
1. Geology, Lectures and

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
.9.

Hours per week.

Laboratory

4

Field York (mapping) (summer only)
Economic mineralogy (winter only)
Engineering Lectures and Laboratory
Electrical mining and Electrical Laboraeory
Power station ...
Mining (including Laboratory)
Surveying
Accounting

21-

3

34

...
...

.

..

5
3
9
3
1

...

Total

34

Third year (metal mining students).
Same as coal mining except that six hours Metallurgical Laboratory take
the place of Engineering Lectures and Laboratory.
DEGREE IN PETROLEUM MINING.

First year. -(Same as for Degree in Mining).
Second year. -(Same as for Degree in Mining with
mistry added.

G

hours practical che-

Third year. -(Same as for Degree in Coal Mining) except that six and

one -half hours practical chemistry are substituted for Electrical Engineering and

-

Accounting.
The First Mining Examination is open to external candidates whether
matriculates or not and is held twice each year in June and September. A
student who passes this examination may enter on the second year's course of
study and take the examination for the degree at the end of his second year,
but he is still required to complete three years of study before being admitted
to the degree. In addition the student must have passed the matriculation
examination before he receives credit for the First Mining Examination. Student
entering the University in this way may study during their third year with a
view to taking the higher degree of Master of Science.
Practical work in a M5ine. degree students are recommended to obtain
twelve months practical experience before entering on the course, and must
during their attendance at the University have had practical experience of at
least two months in each year or a minimum of six months of such experience
prior to graduation. Diploma students must do two months in a mine in each
year, and a minimum of four months.

Fees.First year ...
Second year
Third year

.

E

..

In addition there are examination

.<.

...

fees.

Heriot Watt College, Edinburgh.
At this College four courses are provided

-

Three years Diploma Course in Mining.
2. Two years Certificate Course in Metal Mining.
3. Three years Diploma Course in Oil Mining.
4. Four years Degree Course in Miniog.

1.

s.

35 11
41 11
46 11

d.
6
6

6
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DIPLOMA- ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.

Students must pass the following Entrance examination :-(a) English and Mathematics.
(b) Any two selected from the following
Experimental Science, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Latin and Greek.
The Governors may accept a language other than those named. All the
subjects professed by a candidate must be taken at once and the examination
passed as a whole.
The entrance examination is held twice a year.
Candidates are exempted from the Entrance Examination who hold the
Leaving Certificate of the Scottish Education Department, or who have passed
the Matriculation examination of London University, the Scottish University
-Preliminary examination for Science Degrees, or who are in the opinion of
the Principal otherwise qualified to take the Diploma Course. Iu special cases,
Students who are found by the Principal to be sufficiently qualified by the
training they have received elsewhere will be exempted from the first year
course for the diploma and will be allowed tó enter at once into the second
year course.
For the degree course candidates must pass the Scottish University Preliminary Examination for Science Degrees or its equivalent..

:-

DIPLOMA COURSE IN MINING.

First Year- Winter Session.

Subjects.- Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Mechanics and Drawing..
Summer Session.
Chemistry, Coal Mining Lectures, Coal Mining Laboratory, Introductory
Geology.
Second Year Winter Sessions.
Subjects.- Mathematics, Coal Mining Lecture, Electrical Engineering,
Mine Surveying, Plotting and Computation. Mining Laboratory, Geology and
Mineralogy.
Summer Session.
Metal Mining Lectures, Assaying and Geology.

-

Third-Year-Winter Session.
Subjects. -Civil Engineering, Electrical Mining, Mining, Mine Surveying,
including Plotting, Assaying, Heat Engines, Rescue Station Training..

Summer Session:
Practical mine surveying in a mine in the neighbourhood. of Edinburgh.
Students spend about six weeks.carrying out the survey of the miné, and the
regaining four weeks are spent in plotting from the notes taken.
PRACTICAL WORK IN A MINE.

Every candidate for the diploma in mining is required to show evidence
of having practical experience in a mine for a period of at least four months.
EXAMINATIONS.

The method of conducting examination at this College is worthy Of note.
At the end of each of the three terms of each year of the course class examination are held and students must obtain sufficient marks to pass on to the
'next stage of the course.
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At the end of the course there is a Diploma examination in the principal
subjects of the course. For example in Mining the Diploma subjects are as

follows

:-

Geology and mineralogy.
Coal mining.

Metal mining.
Surveying.
The papers set cover all that has been taught in the several subjects over
complete
course.
the
There is at least one exiernal examiner in each subject.
ETUIPMENT.

The college has very well equipped chemical and physical laboratories.
The assaying laboratory contains coke wind furnaces coal muffle furnace, ga,
muffles, oil crucible furnace, small crushers and grinders, balance rooms
reagents, etc.
The Heat Engine Laboratory contains the following plant
A 90 I.H.P., coupled Compound Experimental Steam Engine, made by
Messrs. Marshall, Sons and Company, fitted with DoubleBeat Valves to botti
cylinders, and designed to work with superheated as well as saturated steam.
This engine can be worked compound -condensing or non -condensing, and with
varying crank angles. It is also arranged that either the high pressure or low
pressure side of the engine may he run as a separate unit condensing or non. condensing. Both cylinders and receiver are jacketed, and can be heated
either with saturated or superheated steam as desired. Electrical thermometers
are fitted at all necessary pints at which temperatures are required to be observed. The condenser which is of the Surface type made by the Worthington
Pump Company and provided with an Edwards Air -pump, is independently
driven by means of an electric motor. Every care has been taken in the design
and erection of this engine to ensure accessibility to all parts,
A 30 I.H.P. Compound Experimental Steam Engine fitted with slide
valves to both cylinders and provided with both jet and surface condensers,
A 16 I.H.P. Vertical Steam Engine arranged for simple experiments in
connection with indicating and brake horse power,
A 10 B.H.P. De Laval Steam Turbine Dynamo with separate surface condenser and air -pump, and arranged to work with superheated as well as saturated steam.
A 9 B.H.P. Gas Engine of the most modern type, designed to work with
Producer gas in addition to the ordinary Town's gas. It is fitted with magneto
electric as well as tube ignition, and the degree of compression of the explosive
charge can also be varied within certain limits,

:-

B.L.P. Oil Engine specially arragnged for experimental work,
A two cylinder 8 B.H.P. Petrol Engine,.
A two cylinder 14 B.II.P. Petrol or Paraffin Engine (marine type).
A 6

All the above engines are fitted with the necessary appliances for taking
tests.

A complete Suction Gas Producer plant is also provided to work in conjunction with the experimented Gas Engine. The generator is mounted on a
platform weighing machine, so that the coal consumption can be readily and
accurately measured.
A Stirling Water Tube Boiler, capable of evaporating 3,270 pounds of
water per hour from and at 212° F. This boiler is fitted with a Meldrum
Forced Draught Furnace.
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A Locomotive type Boiler.
A Babcock and Wilcox independently fired Saper heater, arranged to work
in conjunction with either of the above boilers.
Separate pipe mains are provided for saturated and superheated steam, and
so arranged that both kinds of steam may be supplied at the same time to any

engine in the Laboratory.
Tanks and meters are arranged so that the feed -water, steam consumption,
and condensing water, can be accurately measured.
Gas, coal and oil calorimeters are provided, also complete apparatus for
flue gas analysis, etc.
The Engineering workshops contain :-Self-acting sliding, surfacing, screw- cutting and hand -lathes ; planing,
shaping, milling and drilling machines.; twist -drill and cutter grinding machines; vice- benches; wood - turning lathes, mortising
machine, etc.
The Electric Engineering laboratory is equipped as follows
The continuous current machine room contains eight motors from 60
horse power to 3 horse power of various types and dynamos from
40 kilowatts ; to 5 kilowatts ; in the alternating current laboratory
there are two 30 kilowatts three phase machines, and one 10 kilowatt single phase machine, driven by motors, a rotary converter
of 10 kilowatts several motors of various types from 15 to 7 horse
power, several 10 kilowatt transformers of varied range, a 20
kilowatt transformer to give up to 80,000 volts, and a large equipment of instruments, choking coils, artificial loads and other
requirements, with a heavy fly wheel for acceleration tests. A
room is arranged for photometric work on arc and glow lamps,
another room is fitted up for standardising work, calibrating of
instrutments and the testing of cables, insulating materials and
magnetic materials. It is provided with the most sensitive patterns
of galvanometers, standard resistances, and other applicances for
accurate measurement and experiment. A small chemical room
is attached for incidental work and the develpment of photographic records. The battery room is provided with five cells of
1200 ampere -hour capacity, sixty eels of 350 ampere -hour capacity and one hundred and twenty 30 ampere -hours cells for
testing purposes and experimental work.
The mining laboratories contain gas analysis apparatus, gas testing apparatus with darkroom, fan equipment for ventilation tests, anemometer testing
apparatus eudiometer, motor - driven air- compressor. Haldane chamber for
Co- inferior and oxygen tests, motor -driven plunger pump.
Apparatus for the testing of mine rescue apparatus and a liquid air plant.
There are also two research laboratories with workshop attached. A fully
equipped Central Mine Resecue Station is attached to the Mining Department
of the College.

:-

Fees-

£

8.

CI.

21

15

0

Second year

23

15

0

Third year

19

9

0

e

First year

PRIVILEGES

TO

...

EVENING CLASS STUDENTS.

A scheme of co- ordination between day and evening tuition has recently
been agreed upon by the College authorities and the Fife Education Authorities. Under this scheme certain of the evening classes held in the County
Mining Schools at Cowdenheath and Buckhaven are recognised by the College
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exempting from tue whole of the first year and a large part of the second
year of the Diploma Course. The student must attend for five and one-half
years at the evening classes and then by spending one and -a -half years at the
day classes of the College he may obtain the diploma. Further as the College
is recognised by the London University for the purpose of the B. Sc.
degree in Mining, the way is open, by a scheme of this description, for the
ordinary miner with ability and ambition to reach the highest grade of technical
education.
AA

Number of Students (Session 1920 -21).
Diploma Course.

.

1st year
2nd year

...

..

...

3rd year ...

...

14 (13 Coal and metal,

I oil).

..

34 (24

9

...

7

In addition there are two students in the special

in metal mining.

oil).

(Coal and metal).

two years certificate course

Degree Course.
1st year ...

No figures:

The students' time being wholly spent at the University of Edinburgh.
2nd year ...
... a
As the degree has been only recently established there are no third or
fourth year students yet.
I.n addition there are about 150 students attending the Saturday afternoon
classes.

Leeds University.
In the Mining Department there

is a three -year course Ieading to the
if
student
has passed the Matriculation or its
in
the
B.
Sc.
Mining
of
Degree
in Mining if the student has not
to
the
Diploma
or
equivalent examination
passed

that examination.

The course is very similar to that provided at the institutions already menSpecial stress is laid on laboratory work and drawing.

tioned.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENY

The Mining Laboratory contains a 3 -stamp battery, rock crushers, jigs,
crushing rolls, slime tables, sample grinders and a sampling machine, muffle
furnaces for assay work, a small ventilation experimental gallery worked by a
sirocco fan, air analysis apparatus, safety -lamp testing gallery, gas testing
equipment, photometry room, etc.
The mechanical laboratory contains the following apparatus with which
the mining students conduct tests and experiments :
Water turbine, Worthington pump, Steam engine and boiler, steam turbine, gas -engine, petrol engine, air compressor, refrigerator, fan, torsion
machines, a 25 ton torsion, crushing and bending tester, a 100 ton testor in
which ropes, rope- capping, pit -props, etc., are tested, applied mechanics and
hydraulics apparatus.
The fuel gas and metallurgial laboratories provide for instruction and
research in the following subjects
(a) Examination of solid and liquid fuels.
(b) Analysis of gases.

:-
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(c) Preparation, compression and liquefaction of gases,

Use of high
pressure gas.
(d) Chemical and Physical examination of refractory material.
(e) Examination of raw materials and by- products of the manufacture
of coal gas, coke and producer gas.
(f) Pyrometry, thereto- electric, resistance, radiation and optical.
(g) Calorimetry, photometry, radiometry, and the testing of gas heating
and lighting appliances.
(h) Analysis of ores, slags, mattes, alloys, and other metallurgical pro.
ducts.
() Microstructure, beat and mechanical treatment of steel and other
industrial alloys.
PRACTICAL WORK IN A MINE.

Degree and Diploma students must spend four months in or on a mine.
.Fees.-The fees for the Degree course are £31 118. per year.
There are also several afternoon and evening courses in Mining and Mine
Surveying for students Rho wish to obtain colliery Manager's or Surveyor's
certificate and who are prevented from attending the day classes.

Number of Students (Session 1920 -21).
Full -timeB.Sc. degree

6

Non -degree

...

6

Total

Part .time -M ine
(6

Surveying course-

Coal Mining course
(Four -year course

-

12

-

...

hours a week)

..

-3i hours a week)

..

8

..
Total

...

67*
75

University of Sheffield.
Sandwich system of training. -The system of training adopted in the
Mining Department of this University is what is popularly termed the ` Sandwich'
system. Students attend at the University for three or four six-months sessions
from October to March inclusive. The remaining six months of each year are
spent at a colliery. Students are recommended to spend from six to twelve
months- at a colliery before entering on the course at the University, but
previous practical experience in a mine is not insisted on.
Entrance qualifications. -There are two full time courses, a Degree and
Diploma Course. Candidates for the degree course must have passed or been
exempted from the Matriculation Examination of the Joint Board of the
Northern. Universities. Candidates for the Diploma Course must pass a special
preliminary examination or be exempted from such examination.
*

Of these, 27tse;ond year etudint =) are taking Geo'.ogy.
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There is also a part time course intended for students preparing for positions
as colliery managers and under officials. Those students attend at the University for two days a week throughout the University session from October to
June inclusive. A systematic apprenticeship at a colliery is combined with
the course. Students wishing to take the part time course must pass a similar
entrance examination to the Diploma students. The course covers three years,
in the last of which a differentiation is made between those taking up underground work and those preparing for the mechanical and electrical engineering
departments of a colliery.
Degree examination. ---In addition to the written examination taken at
the end of the course, candidates are required to pass a practical examination at
a colliery before being qualified to receive the degree.

COURSES.
DEGREE COURSE.

First year. -Chemistry, Chemical laboratory, Physics, Physics laboratory,

Mathematics, Pure and applied.
Second year. ---Theory of machines. Heat Engines, Electrical Engineering,
Mining, Geology, Machine Drawing, Civil Engineering, Mine surveying,
Organic Chemistry, Applied mechanics.
Third year. -Mining, Mining chemistry, Engineering and laboratory,
Mining laboratory and Drawing, Heat Engines, Theory of structures,
Fourth year. -Mining, Mining Chemistry, Mining Geology, Mining
laboratory and Drawing, Engineering and Electrical laboratories, Electricity,
Reinforced concrete.
The hours per week vary from 26 to 30.
DIPLOMA COURSE.

First year.- Mathematics pure and applied, Chemistry, Chemical labora-

tory, Physics, Physics laboratory, machine drawing and design, Theory of
machines, Heat Engines.
Second year.- Mining, Mining chemistry, Mining laboratory, and Drawing,
Mine Surveying; Civil and electrical engineering, including laboratories, Heat
Engines, Theory of structures.
Third year.-Mining, Mining chemistry, mine surveying, Geology
including laboratory, Civil and Electrical Engineering.
Fourth year.- Mining, Mining. Chemistry, Mining Geology, Mining
laboratory and Drawing, Electricity and .laboratory, Engineering laboratory,
.

Reinforced concrete.
The hours per week vary from 26 to 30.
Part -time course.-The subjects in this Course are similar to those in the
full -time courses, but a shorter time is devoted to each subjeçt.
Fess.- Degree or Diploma Courses 18 guineas per session.
Part -time course 12 guineas per session.
Equipment. -The laboratories are well equipped on somewhat similar lines
to those at Leeds University.

Number of Students (Session 1920 -21).
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Degree
Diploma
Part week Course
Part-time

...

27

...
,.,

32
1

71

Saturday afternoon Course

...

...

...

153
224

Mining Students taking Geology

22

I4
..

Royal School of Mines, Co ds

..

This School has a world wide're utation. Its former students are found
in.everyminerál producing country in the world and the high positions attained

by many of them bear eloquent testimony to the excellence of the training
given at the School.
.Little coal mining practice is taught but practically all the other branches
_of mining received attention.. the School forms an integral part of the Imperial College of Science and Technology which in term forms a part of the
University of London so that students of the College who have matriculted
at, the University may proceed to the Science or Engineering degree as " Internal Students." Advisory Board. -An Advisory Board appointed by the Governing Body
of the Imperial College exists for the purpose of obtaining expert advice in
relation to the courses of instructions, with a view to adapting these to meet
industrial requirements. The constitution of the Beard is as follows : -Eight
representatives nominated by the Institution of Mining and Matallurgy, Q118
representative nominated by the Iron and Steal Institute and one representative nominated by the Institution of Mining Engineers.
Courses
Study.- Facilities are offered comprising the undermentioned
types cf courses of study, according to the need of the individual, viz.
(a)_ facilities for research work or advanced (post -graduate) study in
the subjects of all Departments of the School, extending over
one or more years, leading to the Diploma of the Imperial College (D. I., C.).
(b) organised courses of steady in dining, Mining Geology, Metallurgy,.
and the Technology of Oil extending over four years,
leading to the Diploma of Assoeiateship of the _Royal School of
.:Mines (A. R. S. M.)..
(e) short courses of lectures; of an-advanced character. with or without
laboratory work, dealing with special branches of Science and
Technology, snit-able -for those who have graduated or are already
engaged in. some.scientific industrial occupation.
(d) occasional courses in Mining, Mining Geology, Metallurgy, Oil, or
in' Surveying, to suit individual needs.
Conditions of Adrinission. -The authorities of the Imperial College are
prepared-to admit students tó the various courses of-study in the' Royal School
of Mines; on the ccnditians given below, but it must be understood that they
reserve power to admit, in special cases, candidates whose qualifications do not.
in every respect coincide with those named therein.
While the regulations are drawn primarily for candidates from the British
Empire, the College authorities are prepared to admit candidates-. from outside
that Empire, provided they fulfil -.the necessary standard Of requirements and
there is room. Associateship :courses (a) First year,-Candidates for admis
.si(-)n to the first year of any of . the Associateship courses,: must as a rule be
not less than 17 years age. They are required to take a special entrance examination, conducted annually in September, or otherwise to satisfy the College_
authorities. that they have attained-to the standard representedby that exami..
nation ; but the number of students admitted on record will, in the first
instance, be limited to one -half of the available plates.,
The examination includes (I)-Mathematics and Mechanics, (2) Chemistry,
(3) Physics, (4) Efiglish, (5) French or German or Spanish; and (6) Geometrical drawing ;. and (7) Freehand drawing; and to qualify for admission candidates Must satisfy the examiners in (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and either (6) or (7).
Weakness in one of the subjects.. of examination may be compensated by
excellence in another.
Alternative (higher) papers are set in 1Vlathemathics and Mechanics, Che.,
t stry and Physics. Candidates who take' these papers may be exerripted the.
,

,

'

'

.
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first year course of study therein, if their performance is regarded by the
,College authorities as satisfactory, and may be admitted direct to the second
year.
(b) Second and third years. Candidates for admission to a second or
third year course must have retched a standard of Scientific Education
correspondingly higher than that required for admission to a first year
course.
Students working for the Associateship of the Royal'School of Mines must
take the work of the third and of the fourth year.
SPECIAL COURSES OF

LECTURES OF AN ADVANCED CHARACTER WITS
LABORATORY.

Work.- Students

desirous of attending, any of these special courses of
lectures ,must satisfy the Authorities of the College that they are fitted by
previous training to take.full'advantage of them.' Aiplication shouldbe made
at least one week before the commencement of the course.
60 Occasional" Students.- Students who are not crndidates for
a diploma
may obtain permission to enter as occasional students in one or more special
branches of Science or Technology provided they possess the necessary. preliminary knowledge, of the subject they propose studying, and provided .also that
there is sufficient room. Application should be made at least one week before
the candidate desires to commence work.

:

ntrance Exa;nination.- -The following particulars are given to indicate
generally the standard of attainment which is required for` admission to the
Royal School of Mines, and the scope of the entrance examination. Candidates for admission to a first year course should take the "A" or lower
;alternative papers, where given. Candidates for admission to a second year
should take the `° B " or higher alternative papers in .Mathematics. aui.
Mechanics, Chemistry and Physics.
MATE]sZiaICS'

.A

ND

MECHANICS':"

In this subject there are two sets of pipers, which are alternative, ean 1 dates who take the easier set of papers (A) in the subjects in Schedule A;. below
can satisfy the ''examiners in mathematics and mechanics: by means of .these
papers. Candidates who take the more difficult set of papers,. (B) in the
subjects in Schedule B, below, and who satisfy the examiners in these papers,,
will also be excused from the examination which is held on the first Thursday
and Friday after the commencement of the Session..
A. Arithmetic. -The ordinary rules_ of arithmetic applied to whole numbers
and vulgar and.decinial fractions. The metric system. Extraction of square
.roots. .,Approximation to a ,specified dagree of accuracy. Use of lògarithmic
tables. Percentage.
(Note.-- Special value will be attached to exact calculations with decimals,
.especially by abridged methods.)
Algebra.--The ordinary rules of Algebra. Factors of simple. -binomial or
quadratic expressions ; determination of common factors. Simple equations
with one or more unki%own quantities, and quadratic equations with one unknown quantity ; together with problems-leading to these equations... Theory
of indices .and.,' logarithms.
Elements of permutations a :,d combinations,
Arithmetical and geometrical progressions. Graphs of simple rational functions
of one variable. ;Binomial theorem with integral indices.
Geometry.-The-substance of the first four books of Euclid's Elements,
with simple deductions, including'easy lòci. Simple properties of similar figures,
being part of the substance of the sixth book' of Euclid's` Elements.
(Note: --Euclid's proofs, as given. in English text books, are admissible ; but
they will. itc t be insisted upon.)
.

.

"

4
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Trigonometry. -The measurement of angles. Trigonometrical ratios,
defined for angles of any magnitude, and their relations. The simple formulae
connecting the trigonometrical ratios of two or more angles. The solution of
plane triangles, with numerical examples requiring the use of four figure

logarithmic tables.
Mechanics. -Mass, force weight ; their measures. Composition and resolution of forces at a, point. Moment of a force, and its meaning ; couples. Equilibrium of forces in one plane. Pressure, frictions and their measures. Motion
of a point. Velocity and acceleration, and their compositions ; their units,
Rectilinear motion under a constant force. Momentum, and change of momentum, their mesures. Work and energy ; their units and their méasures.
(Note. -Special importance will be attached to a knowledge of the
measures and the units in the foregoing syllabus and, generally to clearness iii
the conception of mechanical quantities.)
B. The subjects of paper A., more advanced, together with the folkwing
Algebra. -Use of the binomial theorem with fractional indices. Use of
the exponential theorem and the Logarithmic theoram. Elements of convergence of series.
Plane Co- ordinate Geometry. -Rectangular co- ordinates, polar co -ordinates. Geometrical meaning of equations in two unknown quantities ; plotting
of curves from equations. Equations to a straight line, a circle and conics in
their simplest forms Simple properties of conics, with rectangular co -ordinates, and with polar co- ordinates. Points of intersection of lines and curves.
Tangents and normals.
Elementary Solid Geometry.- Equations, together with simple properties
of conics, with rectangular co- ordinates, and with polar eo- ordinates. Points
of intersection of lines and curves. Tangents and normals.
Differential and Integral Calculus. -- Differentiation and integration of
functions of one variable. Use of 'laylor's theorem and Maclaurin's theorem,
for simple expansions and approximations. Simple cases of maxima and
minima for functions of one variable.
Easy explanations to plane curves. Determination of easy lengths,
areas, volumes.

:-

2. CHEMISTRY.

For Enterance only. -Atomic theory, Determination of equivalents, atomic

weights, molecular weights. Periodic classification of elements. Electrolysis.
Gaseous diffusion. Chemical calculations.
The study of the communer
elements, metals and non -metals and of their principal compounds.
For Scholarship and Entrance to Second Year. -Two papers will be set
theoretical and practical. The theoretical paper will include the above, treated
in a more advanced manner, with one or two questions on the elements of
organic chemistry. The practical examination will include preparations.
Qualitative and quantitative work. No practical work in organic chemistry
will be required.
3. PHYSICS.

Mitten Examination. --The simpler methods of measuring, and the
fundamental ideas regarding electric currents, differences of potential
resistances, power and energy. The construction and mode of action of simple
electrical machines and galvanic batteries. The fundamental laws of electorolysis. The heating effect of a current. The construction of magnets and
their action on one another and on iron. The constru ction and action of an
eleotro-magnet. The simpler phenomena of electro- magnetic induction.
Distinction between temperature and amount of heat. Construction and
use cf thermometers. Meaning of the melting and -boiling points and the modes
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Change in volume of a gas with changes of pressure and
temperature. Expansion of solids and liquids. Pressure and temperature of
saturated vapours. Specific heat and latent heat, and the modes of measuring
them.
Candidates will be expected to know how to use delicate balances and
weights.
of determining them.

4. ENGLISH.
4. (a) Precis writing, the writing of an essay, and the answering of general
questions on (i) a set book, and (ii) a short specified period of English History ;
or alternatively
(b) The answering of-general questions on (ii) above, and the writing of an
essay on a technical subject.
Alternative (b) can only be taken with any prospect of success by
candidates who, before sitting the examination, have bad technical experience
in works.
For the examination it September, 1921, the set book under (a) above will
be Carlyle, Past and Present ;" and the specified period of history, under (ii)
above, will be " The general course of English History from and including the
period of the Tudors to the present time."

:-

5. FRENCH OR GERMAN

OR SPANISH.

5. The translation from French or German or Spanish into English of
such passages as may be set, including (i) easier passages, without the use of a
dictionary, and (ii) harder passages, with the use of a dictionary.
Any candidate knowing any other language and submitting satisfactory
evidence of the same, may be exempted from this part of the examination.
6. GEOMATRICAL DRAWING.

Ability to make a sketch copy of diagrams used in illustrating lectures or
a sample sketch of ordinary apparatus used in the laboratories.
Time Table of .Entrance .Examination; 1921.
Date.

Hours.

Monday, September 19th

3 -5

Tuesday, September 20th

10 -1

Tuesday, September 20th

2 -5

Wednesday, September 21st

10 -1

Wednesday, September 21st

2 -5

Thursday, September 22nd

10 -1

Thursday, September 22nd

2 -5

-.,Friday, September 23rd

10 -1

Friday, September 23rd

2 -5

Saturday, September 24th

10 -12

Subject.

English-Essay.
Geometrical or Freehand Drawing.

French or German or Spanish.
Algebra and Geometry.

Trigonometry and Mechanics.
Physics.

.

Physics -Practical ; (for second year).
Chemistry.

.

Chemistry-Practical (for second year).

English- General

paper.
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Candidates taking .the Mathematics Examination should provide themselves with a pair of compasses, a scale, and two set. squares, 45° and 60 °.
Those taking Geometrical Drawing should also provide themselves with a box
of drawing instruments, a piece of pencil, a piece of rubber, four drawing
pins, a T- square, and an engineer's scale.
7. EXEMPTIONS FROM THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.

Candidates for admission to the Royal School of Mines who have passed
any of the examinations named below -including one or more of the subjects
indicated by the numbers in brackets following the name of the examination
and who satisfy the College Authorities to that effect by certificate or otherwise, will, till further order, be exempted from examination in the corresponding subject or subjects included in the Royal School of Mines Entrance
Examination.
The numbers given in brackets following the names of the several examinations refer to subjects as follows : -(1) Mathematics and Mechanics ; (2)
Chemistry ; (3) Physics (4) English ; (5) French or German Spanish ;
(6) Geometrical Drawing ; (7) Freehand Drawing.
Birmingham University.. Matriculation Examination. -(1) including
pass in." Higher Mathematics " and in " Experimental Mechanics " (2) (4) ;
(5) ; (6) Geometrical Drawing..
Bristol University, Matriculation Examination. (1) including pass in
" Additional Mathematics " and "Mechanics " ; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5) ; (6) Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing.
Cambridge Higher School Certificate Examination. (1) including pass in.
group III, Mathematics ; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5) ; (7) Drawing, including Freehand.
"
pass
Cambridge Senior Local Examination.
(2) ; (3) ;
"
and
Applied
Plane
Trigonometry,
Mathematics
"
"
" Algebra,
;
(7)
Drawing
Drawing
including
Drawing,
including
(4) ; (5) ; (6)
Mechanical
Freehand.
Cambridge University, .Previous Examination. (1) including pass in
Part II, and in Mechanics among the additional subjects ; (2) ; (4) ; (5):
Cambridge University, Qualifying Examination for the Mechanical
Sciences Tripos. (1).
Durham University, Matriculation Examination for the Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne (1) including pass in " Mechanical " and " Extra
Mathematics "; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5).
London Higher School Certificate Examination. (1) including pass in
" Mathematics (more advanced) " and in `6 Elementary Mechanics," as set out
in the senior list ; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5) , (6) ; Geometrical and mechanical Drawing.
'London University, Matriculation Examination. (1) including pass in
" More advanced Mathematics " and in Elementary M echanies ; (2) ; (3)-;
(4) ; (5) ; (6) Geoniètrical And mechanical Drawing
Northern Universities (Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield) Matriculation. Examination including pass in "Additional Mathematics " a nd in
" Mechanics " ; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5).
Oxford Hlghev School Certificate Examination. (1) including pass in
Group III, Mathematics; (2), (3) ; (4) ; (5) ; 6 Drawing, including Geo_metricaDrawing ; (7) Drawing.
Oxford Senior Local Examination. -(1) ,including pass in " Geometry;"
Algebra," " Elementary Plane Trigonometry," in Applied_ Mathematics of
the examination, 'and is " Higher MVIathematics " ; (2) ; (3) ; (4) ; (5)-; (6) Drawing, including geometrical Drawing; (7) Drawing.

-

'

.

-

.
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Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination, Higher Certificate. (1) ineluding pass in " Additional Mathematics " or Advanced Mathematics " (2) -;
; (4) ;
(3)

(5)

;

(7) Drawing.

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination, School Certi6cate. -(1) including " Additional Mathematics and Trigonometry " ; (2) ; (3) ; (4); (5) ; (7)
Drawing.
Scottish Universities (St. Andrews, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Edinburgh)' Preliminary Examination in Arts and Science. -(1) including pass in " Mathematics
on the Higher Standard " and in " Dynamics " ; (4) (5).
Wales University, Matriculation.-(1) including pass in " Additioñál
mathematics 67 and in " Dynamics "; (2) ; (4) ; (5).
Regard will also be paid to equivalents recognised by the respective Universities in the foregoing list as allowing exemption from the various examinations apecified, provided that these secure the necessary standard of attainment.
A certificate of other document showing that a student has passed an
examination in any one of the Universities more advanced than the respective
examinations specified in the foregoing list, or in any other University
(within the British Empire), will exempt the stúdent from the entrance exami=
nation of the Royal School of Mines, provided there is evidence in the certificate
or document that the student has attained, in the requisite subjects, a standard
at least equal to that required in the entrance examination. Similarly, with
regard to examinations of Universities without the British Empire, but in the
case of students for whom English is_not the native .language, evidence will be
required to show that there will not be á linguistic difficulty in following the
courses of the School.
Exemptions from the Entrance Examination.- Candidates for admission
to the School may obtain- exemption from any one or more of the subjects of the
entrance examination by giving proof that they have passed an equivalent
examination in the subject or subjects.
'

.

Exemptions from Parts of Associateship Courses. -Candidates for
examination to the Royal School of Mines may be exempted from the work of
the first year, of of the first and second years, in whole or in part, if they
satisfy the College authorities that they have done equivalent work elsewhere.
Exemption from the first year may also be granted on the results of the
higher papers of the College Entrance Examination:. Candidates cannot be exempted from any of the subjects of the third and
fourth years.
-Terms, Pacations, and Hours -of Attendance. -- First-Hslf Session. -From
Tuesday, 5th October, 1920, to Friday, 18th February, 1921.
Second Half -Session. -From Monday,- 21st February, 1921, to Friday, 1st
-

_

Ju1r, 1921.

Dates of Terms.-Winter Term. -From Tuesday, 5th Octob er, 1920, to 10
to Friday, 17th December, 1921, at 5 P,M.
Spring Term.-From Tuesday;- 11th January, 1921, at 10 A.M., to Friday,
18th March, 1921, at 5 P.M. -- Summer Term..-From Tuesday, 12th April, 1921, at 10 A.M., to Friday;
1st duly, 1921, át7 P.M.
A:,11.,

Vacations. -Christmas. --From Friday, 17th December, 1920, at 5 P.M.,
11th January, 1921, at 10 A.M.
Easter. -From Friday, 18th March, 1921, at 5 P.M., to Tuesday, 12th
Aprii, 1921, at
Whitsuntide.- Monday and Tuesday, 16th and 17th May, 1921.
Summer. -From Friday, 1st July,-1921, -at 5 P.M., to Tuesday, 4th October,
1921, at 10 Aar.
to Tuesday,

,20

The

Hours of Attendance.
hoùrs of attendance are from 10
d lily (Monday to Friday) with an interval for luncheon.

A M.

to

r.u.,
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MIMING COURSE.
GENERAL TIME TABLE -FIRST YEAR.

First Half-Session.
Monday.

Tuesday.

Wednesdáy.

Chemistry Lec-

Chemistry Lecture.

Chemistry Lec-

Hours,
...

10-11

tare.

11 -12

ChemistryLabo12 -1

1
'

ratory.

2-3

3 -4

ture.

Chemistry La'cora- Chemistry Labora-

Friday.

Chemistry Lectore.

Chemistry

Chemistry La-

1 Chemistry

1
J

tory.

tory.

I

Thursday.

`

ture.

boratory.

}

Mathematics A.

!

I

1

Mathematics A.

I

d -1

1

I

Second
10 -11

...(

11 -12

...

Physics Labora-

Half- Session.

Physics Labora-

Physics Lecture

Physics Labora-

Physics Labora-

tory.

tory.

tory.

S

12 -1

La-

botatory.

I

}

...

Lec.

Physics Lecture

Physics Laboratory.

tory.

Physics Lecture

Physics Lecture

Physics Lecture.

CAstro- Physics1
Lecture..
I

2 -3

Mechanics 1st year Practical

3.4

Geo. Mechanics 1st year

metry.

I}

IAstroPhysics
L

4.5

I

Mechanics
year.

1st

Laboratory,)

Students who have passed the examination in Mathematics A either attend the Chemistry Laboratory
take Mathematics B.

o

TABLE - SECOND YEAR.

Second
10 -11

110.

Mechanics
Lecture.

J

Mechanics

1

Lecture.

Mechanics class
work or labo-

-11.12

12 -1

1

year-First Half- Session.

.. atory.

Mechanics
Lecture.

1

Mechanics

1

Lecture.

Mechanics class
work
Applied Electri-

Mechanics class
work or labora-

Machine Draw-

Machine Drawing.

tory.

Mechanics! class
work or labora-

tory.

Mechanics
Lecture.

1

Mechanics class
work or labora-

tory.

city lecture.

2 -3

4-5

pplied Electricity Laboratory.

1

3 -4

ing.

Machine Drawing.

.. J

Second
10-11

Graphics

Geology 1 Lea-

,..

year- Second Iialf- Session.

Geology

1

Lec-

Geology Labora-

Geology 1 Lec-

ture.

ture.

tare,

-

Geology 1 Lec-

ture.

Geology

1 Lec-

ture.

Geology Laboratory.

Geology Laboratory.

Geology Labora-

Lea-

Geology Lecture

Geology Lecture

Geology Lecture

Geology LaboL ratory.

Geology Laboratory.

Geology Labora-

Geology Labcra-

Geology Lab ora:
tory. Applied

tory.

Electricity

12 -1

tory.

Lecture.
2-3

I

3-4

I

Applied Electrrcity Laboratory.

rGoology
1

I

tare.

tory.

tory.

Students preparing for the Associateship in the Technology of Oil are required to attend
Organic Chemistry at times to be arranged.
1- Before Easter, Geology Laboratory, after Easter, Lecture.

a coarse ía
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Tim E-TABLES- MINII\ G.

Third Year-First half- Session.

10.11

Tuesday.

Monday.

Hours.
...

Principles
(a)
and
Practice
Mining, Pait
Lecture.

1

1(a)

1

...

...

Class work

12.1

...

Surveying
Demonstration.

Thursday.

Principles

and Practica
Mining, Part

I
I

1

Surveying

}
11 -12

Wcdncsday.

Class work

Practice.

I

Lcture.

{

..

Friday.

rta)

-

}Surveying
Practice.

Principles
and Practu e
Mining. Part
1 Lecture.

{

Cl ss work.

Snrveying

(b)

j

Demonstr a
tion.

2 -3

-

J

I,

Demons t r a
tien.

-

Surveying Practice.

3 -4

t -5

...

...

Lecture

...

(c) Lecture

I

Lecture

...

(c) Lecture

..,

Lecture.

Third Year-Second Half- Session.
Principles (d)
and
practice

10 -11

Mining, Part II
Lecture.

work

11 -12

Cle..ss

12 -1

Mine Surveying
Lecture.

fee

Principles
and

(d)
practice

Mining, Part

lecture.

Principles

(d)
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DETAILS OF SUBJECTS.

First $ ear.- Chemistry Part L
The Course comprises
(a) A course of about 65 lectures on Thecratical and Systematic
Chemistry with special reference to Inorganic Chemistry.
(b) A course of Laboratory work.
-

LECIURES.

The coarse treats of the nature of chemical affinity and the conditions of
its action ; the laws of chemical combination ; the atomic theory, its modern
development ; the principles of chemical notation and nomenclature; the
gaseous laws; the kinetic theory of gases; the continuity of the gaseous and
liquid states; electrolysis ; hypothesis of ions and ionic dissociation ; methods of
ascertaining atomic and molecular weights ; law of Avogadro ; law of Dulong
and Petit ; isomorphism ; valency ; influence of mass on chemical change ;
dissociation ; laws of solution ; osmotic pressure ; periodic classification of the
elements; radio activity. It will include a systematic description of the non.
metals and the chief compounds formed by their mutual union ; and of the
principal metals and their more important combinations, with special reference
to their technical applications.
LABORATORY.

A course of experimental work has been arranged which is intended to
serve as a general introduction to Practical Chemistry. It occupies all the
time of the first half- session except that given to the Chemistry Lectures and
to work in Mathematics A, This includes experiments on the preparation and
crystallisation of salts, and a series of operations partly qualitative, and partly
quantitative, by which the student learns to verify the laws of definite
combination. This course is modified in the ease of students who have already
had some experience in a.laboratory.
Students c entering the laboratory course are examined at the beginning
of the term in Çhewical Arithmetic should their knowledge be found insufficient they are required to attend a class for instruction until they show a satis.
factory acquaintance with the subje2t.
The practice of experiment by the student himself, as distinct from the
observations of experiments mad e by the teacher in the lecture room, is indispensable to the acquisition of a real knowledge of chemistry.
The course of study is so arranged that the pupil in the first place learns
to verify by his own operations some of the fundamental principles of
chemistry, and, in his progress through this course, he is trained to observe
accurately and record carefully the results of his experiments. Subsequently
each pupil is instructed in the principles of qualitative analysis and in a certain
selected series of operations of a quantitative character.
Each laboratory student works independently. A table, with drawers,
cupboards, and shelves, is appropriated to every pupil The College supplies
gas, fuel, and reagents. The larger and more expensive instruments of the
laboratory, such as air-pumps, thermometers, barometers, condensers, etc., may
be used by the students, who are held responsible for their safety. The students
have to provide themselves only with the apparatus specified in the Laboratory
Regulations, of which a copy may be obtained in the Department.
;

.

.

PHYSICS.

The course comprises (i) an elementary course, consisting of a series- of
experimental lectures, in which the general principles of Physics are explained
and illustrated combined with (2) a systematic course of practical taming in
the-use of instruments, and in the measurement of fundamental physical
quantities.
;
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An elementary knowledge of Mechanics and practical Mathematics is
assumed in the Phys'es lectures and classes ; a;so a general acqut intance with
the mechanical properties of matter, and with measurements of mass, time,
length, vilocity, acceleration, elasticity, density pressure, etc. Provision for
preliminary instruction in these subjects is included in the work of the
mechanical laboratory.
HEAT.

:-

The courses of lectures treats of the following
General Ske'ch.- Temperature and sensation of heat ; quantity of heau ;
effects of heat ; nature of heat ; caloric and mechanical theories ; modes of
transference and production or transformation of heat.
Expansion of Solids.- Methods of "measurement ; linear and cubical
expansion ; practical applications.
Expansion of Liquids.- Methods of measurement ; real and apparent
expansion ; applications to water and mercury.
Eæpansion of Bases.- Laws of gases ; gas thermometer ; constant
'pressure and' constant- volume types ; standard scale of temperature.
.Calorimetry.- L'nits of heat ; thermal capacity ; specific a>id atomic heat ;
types of calorimeters ; variation of specific heat.
Mechanical equivalent of Heat.-First law of thermodynamics ; experiments Of JOule and Rowland, and Reynolds and Moorby ; laboratory methods.
Properties of Gases.- Mayer's calculation of equivalent ; Joule's experiments of gases ; porous plug method ; deviations from Boyle's law.
Fusion. -Melting points latent heat ; ice caloinieters ; change Of volume ;
effect of
; freezing of solutions and alloys.
Vapórisation.- Dalton's laws ; Pressure of saturated vapours ; hygrometry;
Vapóu.- préssure of solutions; osmotic pressure; latent heat of vaporisation ;
total heat and specific heat of steam; freezing by evaporation ; liquefaction of
gases critical temperature.
..
Transference of Heat.- Conduction, convection, and radiation ; laws of
cooling ; conductivity and diffiusivity methods of measurement.
Transformation of Beat. -Into work.-Carnot's principle application to
perfect gases and saturated vapours efficiency of ideal engines practical limita.

.

'

-

;

tions.

Radient Energy. -Laws of radiation and absorption ; theory of exchanges ;
diathermancy ; distribution of energy in the spectrum.
LIGHT.

Rectilinear Propagation. -Rays of shadows; velocity ; 'photometry.
Laws of Reflection and Refraction.-Index of refraction; total internal
reflection; formation ofimages by pane and spherical surfaces ; mirrors;
lenses.

Simple Instruments.-Camera, optical lantern ; microscope ; telescope.
.Dispersion.-Chromatic and spherical aberration ; colour vision.
Interference and Difraction.- Newton's rings; Fresnel's bands ; diffrao
tion grating ; interferometers.
Polarisation by reflection and double refraction ; Iceland spar, tourmaline,
Nicol prism ; rotation of plane of polarisation ; polarimeters.
ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

Properties of Magnets.- Magnetic poles ; law of attraction and repulsion;
strength of pole ;. unit pole; magnetic moment ; intensity of magnetisation;
molecular theory of magnetism. '

2t

Field.- Strength of field ; lines of force ; magnetic .induction;
magnetic
terrestrial
elements ; methods of measurements.
.Electrification by Friction. - Insulators and conductors ; electroscopes ;
laws of electric force ; unit charge.
Electric Field. -Lines of force ; induction ; distribution on conductors ;
surface density ; potential ; energy ; capacity ; condensers ; dielectric constant.
Electric Discharge.- Electrical machines ; Loden jars ; action of points
spark length and potential; energy and heat of discharge.
Electric Current. -Laws of flow ; electromotive force and resistance ; practical units and standards ; methods of measurements ; potential balance ; divided
circuits ; w heatstone bridge ; specific resistance.
Thermal Effects.- Joule's law ; electric light ; variation of resistance NI ith
temperature ; thermocouples ; Peltier and Thomson effects.
Magnetic Effects.-Magnetic field of a current ; galvanometers ; absolute
measurem 'ut of current force actin; on a circuit in a magnetic field ; work
done in moving a circuit ; mutual actions of circuits ; electrodynamometers and
balances ; solenoids ; electromagnets ; magnetic circuit ; permeability.
Electro- magnetic Induction. -Faraday's and Lenz's laws ; induction coil ;
transformers ; self and mutual inductance ; earth inductor ; dynamo and motor ;
transmission of power ; efficiency of conversion.
Chemical Efec,s.- Primary cells ; secondary cells ; chemical and electric
energy ; electrolysis ; Faraday's laws ; voltmeters.
Magnetic

LABORATORY.

The students are divided into sections of 12 to 15, each of which is under
the immediate control of an assistant demonstrator. The results of experiments
and exercises are recorded in laboratory notebooks which are periodically
examined and corrected, and are taken into account in awarding marks at the
end of the course.
Special books of instruction in the practical work in physics and astro'
physics are issued as guides to the students in performing the experiments.
The following is a typical list, including some of the principal measure ments performed
Testing a mercurial thermometer ; expansion of solids and liquils ;
Boyle's law, and expansion of gases ; specific heats of solids and
liquids ; latent heat of fusion and vaporisation; thermal conductivity of solids ; mechanical equivalent of heat ; curvature of focal
length of mirrors and lenses ; measure -ment ofrefractive indices ;
photometry wave -length by Newton's rings and gratings ; comparison of magnetic moments ; determination of horizontal intensity ; mapping lines of force ; measurementof permeability ;
measurement of electrical resistance ; electromotive force of
voltaic cells ; calibration of voltmeters and ammeters ; electrochemical equivalents ; capacity of condensers ; co- efficient of
mutual inductance ; experiments with earth inductor.
In connection with the astrophysics course, practical instruction will be
given in the use of the sextant and theodolite, the transit instrument and side
real clock, the equatorial and its accessories, and some of the simpler methods
of determining time, azimuths, and geographical ptsitions. Instructions will
also be given in the use of the globes and the Nautical Almanac, and ingrayhical methods of solving certain astronomical problems.
Practical Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Introductory survey of the subject.
Geometry of the celestial sphere in relation to the earth's rotation and
revolution ; determination of co- ordinates ; transit instrument ; theodolite and
sextant ; correction of observations for parallax and refraction.

;-

-
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Mean solar time, and its determination ; terrestrial latitude and longitude ;
measurement of the figure of the earth.
Kepler's laws and the law of gravitation; tides and precession.
Physical features for the solar and stellar system.
Elements of spectrum analysis; use of instruments; types of spectra;
determination of wave- lengths ; analysis of minerals ; photographic methods ;
applications of Doppler's principle,
MATHEMATICS AND MECHANICS.

Mathematics, Class A.- Abridged arithmetic ; approximations to a specified
degree of accuracy ; percentages ; use of logarithmic tables.
Principle ordinary rules of algebra ; factorisation of simple expressions,
and common factors ; simple equations in one of more unknown quantities ;
quadratic equations in one unknown quantity theory of indices and logarithms ;
arithmetical and geometrical progressions ; binomial theorem for integral
indices, with numeral calculations and approximations.
Elements of plane trigonometry; simple formulae connecting the trigonometrical ratios of two or more angles ; solution of plane triangles, with use of
four figures logarithmic tables; heights and distances.; mensuration of areas
and volumes.
Introduction to co- ordinate geometry ; meaning of equations; the straight
line and simple properties of conics ; use of squared paper ; graphs of simple
rational functions ; finding empirical formul e from tabulated observations.
Approximate determination of irregular areas.
Elementary notions concerning the differential and integral calculus ;
differentiation and integration of simple functions ; slope of a curve at a point;
area of a curve ; rate of change, with simple applications.
Mechanics Class A-Mass, force, wight, and their measures ; the parallelogram of vectors, and its consequences, in elementary statics and dynamics;
composition and resolution of forces ; moment of a force, and its meaning ;
parallel forces ; couples ; equilibrium of forces in one plane pressure in solids
and fluids, friction stress., strain, elasticity, and their measures.
Motion of a point ; velocity and acceleration, their compositions, and their
measures ; relative motion ; uniform motion ; simple harmonic motion, and
the pendulum ; rectilinear motion under a constant force ; momentum and
change of momentum, with their measures ; Newton's laws of motion ; impact
of bodies ; work, energy, power, with their units and their measures.
;

.

;

MECHANICS, FIRST YEAR.

Mechanics.-Additional work on the syllabus of Mechanics, Class A, will
be given.

Principles of Machines. --Linear and angular velocities

;

instantaneous

axes of rotation.
Transmission of circular motion ; by means of belts, by
weans of toothed gearing. Wheel trains, Epicylic trains.

Teeth of wheels ; cycloidal and involute teeth ; bevelgearing.
Conversion of circular motion into reciprocating motion ; the crank and
connecting rod ; the eccentric ; quick return motions ; reciprocating pumps.
yams.

Conversion of reciprocating motion into circular motion
; the oscillating engine.
Diagrams of crank effort.
General linkwork ; the four bar mechanism.

;

the direct acting

engine

Aggregate motions ; various mechanisms and contrivances.
Machine Drawing. -- Practice in the use cf instruments by the careful
execution of a graduated series of tracings.
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Qudlities coñstituting a good style of work. The making of hand sketches: and
the taking of dimensions of simple details of machines. Penci 1 drawings from
the sketches. Tracings, dimensioning, and sectioning the drawings, and the
production of photographic prints Proportional dimensions of details, such as
bolts and nuts, rivets, keys, and cotters.
The lectures will he of an essentially practical nature, and will include
escriptions of machines and of constructional details.
N. B. -There are certain properties of wood and metals which can only be
known through the_ use of hand tools. Some opportunities of practising with
such tools will be given to those students who have not had any workshop
practic3.
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

The graphic representation of the forms and relative positions of Objects
in space, in mich a Manner that magnitudes can be measured from the draw-

ings. Orthogonal 'projection, Metric projection. Planes of projection or Of
reference. Simple examples of projections and sections of polyhedra. Rectangular and polar co ordinates of a point. Representation of planes. and
problems on the straight line and plane. Application to geological problems.
Plane and so,lid figures in given positions. Sections. Developments. Projections of curves and of figures bounded by curved surfaces. The sphere,
cone and cylinder.
Interpretations ; tangent planes ; surfaces in contact with one another ;
metric projeetion the principles of perspective projection .; horizontal .projection ; contours ; problems relating to earth -works, road construction intervisi=
bility ; map reading ; determination of cubic capacity of such irregularity
shaped earthworks as ore dumps, embankments, cutting ; spherical triangles.
'

Second Year.
1. Mechanics.- Introductory. -.The objects aimed at in giving this course
Of lectures ; necessary connexion between the lecture room, laboratory,
drawing office, workshop, and exercise classes hypothetical and practical
mechanics, illustrated by the triangle and polygon of forces; the combination
of mathematical and experimental methods of wòrking.

Work.- Mechanical energy ; a perretual motion impossible is the simplest axiom; 'potential' energy of lifted weights, strained springs, etc. ; effect'of
friétión ; -use of sgùáred paper ;: law of friction in machines ; loss of 'energy
due to friction ; laws of friction between solids,' and between solids `arid flùids ;
fiction at journals ; 'roller bearings ; mechanif..al advantage ; rate of doing
work ; horsepower ; efficiency of a machine.
Velocity Ratio.- Blocks and tackle ; inclined plane ; screw ; the differential pulley block ; law of moments ; the lever ; hydraulic pressing and lifting
machinery ; shafts driven by belting ; shapes of wheel teeth ; worm and worm
wheel ; skeleton drawings ; simple harmonic motion ; crank and connecting
rod ; mechanism in. general.
'Tránsoiiesion of power by shafting:'Couplings; dynamometer coiipliog ;
strengths of belts and how belts transmit power ; friction b etween :belts and
pulleys ; absorption dynamometers.
Kinetic 'Energy.-energy indestructible ; pendulum ; laws of falling
bodies; Neivton's one law of motion ; energy,in a rotating body ; comparison of
bodies having motions of translation, with bodies having motions with rotation,
under the action of forces; energy stored up in flywheels ; the energy stored
-üp' in any 'moving machine ; the steadiness of machines ; the function of a flywheel ; to determine the flywheel suitable for a 'pinching, shearing, or riveting
machine, for a gas engine or steam engine.
Extension and Cómpression.-How a pull is exerted ; how tensile strain is
measured ; tensile stress; elasticity, and strength of a tie rod ; compresive
sttaiu'and` stress ; permanent set ; nature of the strain in a tie ròd ; modulus of
elasticity of bulk ; strengths of pipes and of boilers of various shapes.
'

.
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Properties of Materials. -The knowledge possessed by workmen. The
" killing " of copper and iron wire ; " live " and " dead" loads ; strain energy ;

the tempering of steel ; annealing ; necessity for a knowledge of physics and
chemistry in mechanical engineering.
Materials.- Stone ; preservation of stone; artificial stone ; bricks ; limestone ; mortars ; cement ; manufacture of Portland cement ; concrete, etc.
Earth.-The pressure of earth on walls foundations of buildings.
Water,- Pressure of water at rest and in motion ; flow of water from
orifices ; measurement of water by rectangular and triangular gauge notches ;
Professor James Thomson's theory ; turbines and centrifugal pumps.
Air. -- Compressed air ; elementary aerodynamics.
Timber.-Warping ; seasoning ; preserving.
Glass.- Annealing ; toughened, glass.
Cast Iron; Pig Iron. -What occurs in the cupola ; patterns and castings ;
the cooling of castings ; chilled, malleable, and toughened cast iron.
Wrought Iron. -Refining, pudding, rolling,'etc. ; qualities of iron in the
market ; case hardening:
Beesemer, Siemens, and Basic steel shear and cast steel ; tempering.
Copper, brass, bronze, gun-metal, phosper bronze, etc.
Shear strain.- Nature of shear strain ; the stiffness and strength of shafts '
punching and shearing machines; strengths of riveted joints.
Bending.- Theory of bending ; strength modolus of a section strength
rectangular beams loaded and supported in various ways ; cur stiffness.of
and
vature of a beam at any point ; elastic curve ; testing timber beams ; combined
bending and crushing; conditions of stability of masonry arches and piers;
struts and pillars.
Graphical Statics. --Resultants and equilibrants of forces ; forces acting at
a point ; force and link polygons"; graphical proofs; centres of area ; moments
inertia ; diagrams of bending moment ; shape of a loaded beam ; hinged skructures loaded ; Roof and bridge trusses ; suspension bridges ; arched ribs of
masonry ; Fuller's rules ; metal arches ; buttresses.
Spiral Springs. -Flat spiral springs ; Cylindric springs when twisted, and
when elongated or compressed ; their strength and stiffness.
Periodic Motion.-- Simple harmonic motions periodic 'times of various
vibrating bodies ; composition of motions ; the -balances of watches and vibrat-ingparts of instruments.; the stilling of vibrations.
The effect of a B low. Hammers ; pile drivers ; hydraulic propulsion ;
'turbine water wheels ; impulse wheels ; ballastie pendulum.
The balancing of machines. -Balancing rotating parts ; Balancing reci.prooating parts.
Applications.-Rapid sketch of the nature of the application of mechanical
principles in engineering and machine design.
;

;

-

The Steam Engine.-General construction ; expansion of steam ; con'len-sation of water i-n the cylinder ; compound and three -cylinder engines ; water
per hour per horse power ; the indicator ; valve motions generally the locomotive slide valve ; lap, lead, and advance calculations ; link motions and radial
..gears ; arrangements of modern steam engines ;:stationary, marine, and locomotive bailers and their fittings ; some steam engine details ; flywheels,
:governors, etc ; the machines usually driven by steam engines, and the gearing
employed ; efficiency ; the Lancashire boiler and its fittings ; a good furnace ;
modern marine and locomotive boilers ;. draught.
Internal combustion Engines. History of air and 'gas engines ; energy of
1 lb. coal gas ; Dowson's gas ; the manufacture and composition Of gases used
;

-
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for heating purposes.; action of the Otto and other engines; gas engine diagram
indicated horse -power and efficiency ; the machines usually driven by gas
engines and the gearing employed ; oil and petrol engines.
Theoretical Mathematics. -All the students attend once a week a lecture
on Elemetary Dynamics, in which the general principles of the subject are
discussed, and applications to simple problems are dealt with.
fib

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS.

A course of lectures on Practical Mathematics is given once a week
throughout the first half of the session, for students in Mechanics, Part 1, who
have not passed Mathematics Class B. The Course will treat of the applications
of the calculus to problems in Mechanics and Physics, and more especially in
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
Attendance during the first half session will be compulsory for students
taking mechanics Part 1, who have not passed the examination in Mathe-

matics, Class B,
LABORATORY.

List of experiments to

be

peifor

red by students in

illustration of the lectures

in Mechanics.

Quantitative illustrations of the composition and resolution of forces ; the
principle of moments ; force polygon ; link polygon ; why the illustrations are
defective ; quantitative experiments on the effect of friction in various
machines ; laws of friction between solids with dry or lubricated surfaces ;
friction of fluids independent of pressure friction of different speeds ; the
efficiencies of various lifting machines, such as blocks and tackle, differential
pulley blocks, hydraulic jack, screw jacks, etc.; illustration of the law of the
friction between a belt and pulley ; kinetic energy of a rotating body, such
as a flywheel ; illustrations of the laws of dynamics by Attwood's machine ;
strength of materials ; quantitative experiments on the laws of tensile stress and
strain ; shear stress and strain ; torsion of wires ; strength and stiffness of beams
of differents section and materials ; quantitative illustrations of the laws of
centrifugal force ; study of valve motions by means of models ; stiffness and
resilience of spiral springs ; in testing materials, simple methods are adopted,
and small specimens employed, which can be broken by the application of
comparatively small forces, so that the intervention of complicated machines is
not necessary.
Measurement of Young's modulus ; use of extensometer ; determination of
the modulus of torsion by Mawell's apparatus; finding moments of inertia
by bifilar and trifilar suspension apparatus; experiments with Kater's pendulum ; finding the value of `° g "by pendulum observations; observations onthe
extension and vibration of springs; use of the ballistic balance ; direct impact,
elastic and inelastic ; experiments with ball rolling on inclined plane ; the
measurement of the slope and the deffection of beam ; and of the pressures on
the supports in the case of continuous of beams ; use of step -by -step dividing
machine in the construction of scales and verniers ; use of cathetometer and
optical lever ; experiments on the balancing of rotating bodies. Indicator
diagrams and brake horse -power tests.
Machine Drawing-Part I.- -The lectures in Machine Design will deal
with the following
Introductory ; an idea is conceived ; the rough sketch ; the scale drawing,
complete with sections, dimensions, and specifications ; the tracing and repro duction of the scale drawings in quantity for distributions to workshops, etc.;
various processes of reproduction ; drawing office routine ; filing of drawings;
modifications ; making the best use of existing material.
The strength and prospectus of such standard details as nuts, bolts, screws,
;

:-

keys, cotters, pins, belts.

L¡I

The design of simple, riveted joints, shafts, couplings, l ipe lines, cylinder
Covers, firs, struts, boiler stays, girders ( simp:e, or buitl up sections of rolled
iron or steel); wheels and wheel teeth, etc.
In the Drawing Office the student will obtain practice in the Use of instrm -nts by the careful eeeetrion of a graduated series of tnein:,s ; he will
make hand skeches and taking dimentions of simple details of maol;ines; pencil
drawings from these sketches; dimension and section these drawings ; make the
tracings ; and produce photogr t.plric prints.
The examples will be chosen from among details of engines ; boilers; valves;
pipes ; aed titter connections ; machine tools ; hydraulic and.miningmaoliinery.
GRAPHICS.

The necessity for good draughtsmanship. The uses of squared paper ; in.
recercling stetistice ; finding areas ; averages, empirical for:nadae ; and salving
equations. The graphic representation of formulae on squared paper and
logarithmic paper.,. Nomography. The addition, subtraction, and scalar pro duet of vectors. Relative motion. The vector polygon ; applied to find the
resultant of a number of concurrent forces, such as the forces in the members
of braced frames. roof principals girde..s, cranes ; and the balancing of rotating*
masses. The link polygon ; its use in finding the resultant of any systera of
cornplanar forces, and the centre of area of any plane figure. Diagrams cf
shearing force and bending moment on. beams. Graphical determination of
moment of intertia of plane sections. Compounding simple harmonir,motions.,
Valve diagrams. The best angle at entrance and exit of the blades,
and the power developed, in turbines and water wheels. Determination
of whole pressure and centre of pressure on any surface, froma knowledge of
the intensity of pressure at various points on the surface.
GEOLOGY AND MINEnALOGY.

Part 1-Lectures

and Laboratoì y.
The Lectures and Laharatory Instruction are carried on in conjunction
with one another ; earth day's work in the laboratory embodying, so f,,r as
is possible, a series of illustrations of the princples enunciated in the lecture
of that day. In the same pray the demonstrations in the field are preceded and
followed by lectures, in which the structure of the district visited is described.
The subject thus taught in the lecture room, the laboratory, and the field are
as follows, though the order in Shier taey are taken may vary in different
Geology

years.

Crystallography. -The recognition, ,classification, and renresentatio t of
the principal crystal forms a=surned by minerals ; the use of crystal form irr
the identification of minerals. The subject will be illustrated in the laboratory by the reár?ing and drawing of crystals and models of the important roetcform ing minerals.
Mineralogy. --Tire physical and chemical properties of the more comm-rn

anal ('specially the rock-forming minerals : their classification, association. and
n òcles of occurrence.
In the laboratory the properties and characters will be

determined and recorded by the students, with the aid of such instruments as
the lens, rnicroscepe, polariscope, balance, and blow pipe.
Petr-cl )qv -The nature, composition. and classification of crystalline
elastic, and foliated rocks ; the origin of corresponding rock at the present day
on the sea be i, in association with volcanoes, and elsewhere. In the laboratory,
series of rocks will be studied in hand specimens and by the microscope, and
students will be taught the mithods of prep.rring rocks for microscope study.
Dynamic' l Geology. -The action of tite air and of water upon the solid
earth, and its geological consequeucei.. in the destruction and renewal of the
earth -rust ; the forces a ^ting upon that crust from within and their results in
modifvine the forms of the. earth's. surface, and in :altering the character and.
d?tri' -rión_ of its materials.
-

.r-
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Tectonic Geology. -The arrangement and inter-relations of the great rock-.
masses in the earth -crust and the part played by them in its architecture. This
part of the subject. w ill be illustrated by the study of geological maps and
sections ; the methods of reading and constructing these will be taught in
the laboratory, and as far as possible in the field.

Stratiipraphical Ge klggy. -The principles on which the chronological elassi fication of rock -masses depends ; the nature of the foss remains of animals
and niants and their iase in determining the age of rocks ; the history of the
earth's crust and of its inhabitants as revealed by the succession of Formations
in the British Isles.
In the laboratory typical sections, rocks, and fossils will be studied.
PhyQiograplaic Geology. -The nature, origin, and distribution of the greater
surface features of the earth -crust ; their relation to the internal forces of the
earth and to the action of external agencies upon the crust.
Palceorrtological Geology -Demonstrations and practical work on the chief
groups of fossils, and their use as indices of age or importance as rock forming
organis ils.
_Determinative Mineralogy (for students in Mining, JUin'ng Geology, and
Jlfetallurgy).
special course on determinative Mineralogy is given for students
interested in the mining. and economic side of the sui,ject. This consists of
demonstrations and practical work on the characters and determination of the
ores of the useful and precious metals, and of other minerals of commercial value.
This course is given on three afternoons each week from Easter to the middle of
June, 'l'uesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 3 -5.

-A

APPLIED ELECT1tICITY.

Laboratory.
Fundamental ex,3erinaents in electro- magnetic induction.
Determination of the magnetic properties of samples of iron.
Laws of the magnetic circuit.
Calibration of electrical measuring instruments.
Measurement of insulation, resistance of dynamos, motors, mains, etc.
Testing. various types of dynamos and motors ; measurement of resistance
of armature and field ; determination of characteristics, efficieney and regulation.

Localisation of faults in machines.
Determination of the efficiency, *aT for various conditions, of electrically
driven fans and pumps.
Jo=nting wires and cables.
Secondary batteries.
Measurement of candle -power and efñ2iency of various types of electric
lamps.
Electric meters.
Testing and adjusting simple telephone apparatus.
LECTURES.

Generation, transmission and utilisation of electrical energy. Dynamo
transforms mechanical into electrical enerr. Motor transforms electrical into
mechanical energy. Efficiency.
Current. Potential difference. Resistance. Temperature co- efficient.
The Laws
Ohm and Joule.
The magnetic field. Forces of conductors. Electro- magnetic induction.
Ta c r ernagnefs.
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Dynamos and motors, principles find construction. Characteristics and
uses of series, shunt and compouna machines:
Alternating currents ; Root - mean -square values.
Inductive circuits. Measurement of power.
Alternating current machines, and transformers
Transmission and distribution of power. Three wire system.
Secondary batteries. Electric glow lamps arc lamps; photometry.

Telephon: s.
Electric haulage.

Third Year.
PrinçipleE and Practice of Mining,

Part 1.

:-

The course will deal with
Intro'iuctory.- Definitions ; historical review of mining ; influence of
minim, on the arts, sciences, civilisation and colonisation ; nature, scope, and
purpose of mining.
Examples of Mineral Deposits.- Lodes, bids, masses, gravel deposits,
etc.
Faults. -Types of faults ; the d'seovering of faulted deposits ; relation of
ore -deposition to faulting; effects of faulting on the value and quality of
deposits.
Prospecting.- Chance discoveries ; surface indications ; ancient workings ;
the dipping needle ; shoaaing ; trenching ; probing ; application of geology in
the exploration of deposits.
Boring.-Use in determining the presenee and continuity of mineral
deposits ; proving faults ; testing the dimensions and value of d ^p >sits ; other
uses ; description and comparison of various percussive and rotary methods ;
survey of bore holes.
Miner's Tools and Drilling. -Hand tools ; machine ,drills ; theory of
drilling rock ; placing and depth of hales in driving, sinking and working
faces ; coa1cutting and methods of breaking coal.
Explosives and their use.- Classes of explosives ; detailed description of
explosives : explosives permitted in coal mines ; meaQurement- of the force
devFlnped by an explosive ; detonators fuse ; firing by.electricity ; use' of explosives ; handling and storing of explosives.
Supporting Rxeavations.- Lining of shafts ; preparation of vite at surface;
purpose of the various timbers in a set ; incline shaft timbering ; shaft linings
of masonry, brick -w ork, cono et e and steel; shaft pillars.
Timbering of Driva.. -Drive timbers ; drive sets in firm and in heavy
ground ; forepoling ; spilling ; pegging ; Stipp )rt by masonry, brickwork, concrete; iron and steel.
Supports for working plc,ce.,.- Classes of suppor's ; pillars of the minrra
worked ; pillars of waste rock ; hacks of the mineral worke t ; packs of wa to
jock ; cribs and chocks of timrer ; square set timbering ; timber, m t>1 or
concrete props ; conciete piers ; waste rock filling ; sand or calm filling flushed into place.
Subsidence resulting front Mining.-Nature and extent of subsidence
problem ; geological conditions affec ing sulisidencc ; protection of objects at
tt;e surface.
Preservation of aline Tantber. --C >uses of decay ; seasoning ; oi.en -tank
treatment ; pressure treatrr ent.
-

;
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Shaft sinking in wet, weak and running ground.--Sets, crib,, and lagging ;
forepoliná ; wood or steel piling ; shields ; coffering and tubbing ; open caissons
or drop shafts ; forced è.rop shafts ; Sach borer ; pneumatic cylinder; freezing
process; Sind- Chaudron method ; cementing process.
Working Gravel DeD' sits. --Dry washing ; beach, river and bar mining;
ground sluicing ; stripping by hand and by power ; dredging ; hydraulicking;
drift mining ; forzen gravel mining.
Development of Deposits. -Type of location and shafts; comparison of
square, round and rectangular shafts ; size of shafts ; cost of shafts ; spend of
sinking ; bucket versus skip for sinking; shaft stations ; lay -out of headings and
levels ; cross cuts ; drives ; winzes and raises ; staple pits ; formation of panels ;
development of mines at great depths.
Principles and practice of Mining, Part II.
The course will deal with :-Methods of working.- Open -workings. By cuts and light gradients; by
incline ; by shafts ; adyantages and disadvantages of open workings ; stripping
and excavation:.
Undergro "n1 working9. -- Factors influencing the choice of a method.
Underhand stoping; overhand stoping ; shrinkage ; stoping ; square set stoning;
longwall, room and pillar, and systems specially. applied in coal muting ; top slicing ; caving ; special methods.
Haulage.- Transport in Stops or Working Faces. -Chutes ; conveyors. ;.
.i

fas.

Main Haulage. -Hnnd trams ; animal haulage ; self -acting inclines ;
; engine planes ; locomotive haulage ; mechanical haulage ; aerial rope -

slopes
ways.

Hoisting.- Underground stations and

ore bins; decking systems ; surface
shaft equipment ; skips and cages ; ropes ; reels and drums ;
special methods of-hoisting ; safety provisions; signalling.
Drainage.- Surface water ; underground water ; adits ; hoisting water in
skips ; pumping engines, surface and underground ; mine dams or stoppings.
Ventilation.- Causes of pollution of.mine air ; testing quality and quantity
of air circulating in the mine ;'amount of fresh air required ; resistance of mine
workings to passage of air ; .means of producing and directing. the necess try air
circulation ; explo,,ion; firedamp and coal dust; spontaneous combustion ; rescue
apparatus.
Illumin'¡tion. -Use of candles, oil, acetylene, electric, and safety lamps.
The safety lamp as a gas indicator.
.iWining Economics. -The emp':óyment, management, and payment of
labour ; native labour ; mine officials.
Social Conditions.-Changing, housing,. education.
Heal./ and Sanitation.- Diseases associated with mining.
Accidents.-Nature and prevention rescue and first aid.
.Legislation. -Miuing and machinery regulations ; Coal Mine Regulation

arrangements

Act.

;

:

SURVEYING.

i,

Surveying occupies all tue time of the first half-season not given to Prin=
ciples. of. Minis Ç,. Timber -for Engineers and Tropical Hygiene ; and all the time
of the se oiid, half- session .except that given to E. ploitat.ion )t Mines. About
'àst,er Surve'iM= students go for about eight weeks to Tywa7..1.hnil Mine,

Mount llawke, Scorner, Cornwall, for practice in. underground purveying and
thé correlation of surface and underground surreys.
..
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LECTURES

Direct measurement of distances.- Chains and steel bands and their mode

; application of steel tapes to precise measurements and the
the
applied.
corrections to
Study of errors and their treatment. -Sources of error, classification of
errors and the propagation and growth of errors. The application of the method
of least squares to the consideration of nonsystematic errors.
Surveys depending mainly on Linear Measurements with the chain, steel

of use ordinarily

band, etc.

The Magnetic Compass and its field of Application in surveying -Forest
and jungle surveys ; exploratory surveys.
The Theodolite. Construction, use, and adjustment of the transit theodolite.
Triangulation.- Simple triangulation complex systems with triangles of
primary, secondary, tertiary, etc., orders ; the three point problem : two -point
problem ; intersections ; errors and their distribution.
;

Determination of Geographical Position and Direction.
Traversing with the theodolite both independently and when supported
by triangulation.
The Plans Table and its use. The Rapid Traverser.
Levelling.
Tacheometry and its applications in. preliminary surveys for roads, railways, etc.

Contouring.- Tracing outcrops.
Surveying, Levelling, an setting -out for railways.
Office Work. -- Computation of rectangular co- ordinates and various problems in connection therewith. Plotting, copying, enlarging, and reducin g
plans and profiles ; determination of areas ; measurements of excavations, embankments, etc.
FIELD WORK.

Surveying.-.- Preliminary exercise in use and adjustment of instruments
in Hyde Park or elsewhere.

;

field- practice

UNDERGROUND SURVEYING.

Lectures.
The use of the magnetic Compass Underground.- Surveying in the neighbourhood of iron ; use of orientation lines to correct for variation of magnetic
declination and instrumental errors ; precautions to he taken when approaching
old workings which have been surveyed with the aid of the magnetic needle.
Mine- Theodolites . -Transit -theodolites with additional or interchangeable
top and side telescopes ; theodol ites with inclined standards circumferentors
(dials), etc.; adjustment of auxiliary telescopes theory of the effect of errors of
adjustments on the accuracy of the measurements ; relative importance of the
various adjustments in flat and steep working respectively ; import ance of the
" transiting
or compensation method in steep working ; special centering appliances ; three- tripod system ; special supports for shaft -work, steep workings
and other difficult cases (stretcher bars, brackets, etc.).
Surveying Underground with Theodolite or Vernier-Dial -Modes of
marking permanent stations ; self- checking methods of traversing for " holing through jobs "; the need for accuracy often greatly superior to that required
of the civil engineer, and the difficulties. that stand in the way of its realisation ;
;
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manner of combating difficulties arising from restricted room, short or steep
drafts, infirm supports, loss of stations through stoping, movements of the
ground, etc.; less accurate but more- expeditious methods with dial or theodolite
for surveying the face of workings ; special methods in stope- surveying, etc.,
supplementary work gathering etc., data, re faults, heaves, changes of
thickness, etc., of mineral deposits ; changes in the country succession of strata
in crosscuts, etc.
Underground Levelling.- Modifications desirable for underground instruments and methods ; use of the theodolite for levelling (a) by horizontal sights,
(b) by vertical angles ; combined surveying and levelling with the theodolite;
levelling with the flexible-tube water level; underground benchmarks; determination of accurate reduced levels of underground bench -marks by measurements through shafts, slopes, etc.
Correlation of Underground and Surface Surveys. -Shaft plumping,
various cases rough and precise! magnetic orientation ; traversing through an
inclined shaft with the theodolite, and special sources, of error to be. combated.
Use of the Transit or Passage -instrument.
Setting out. -Giving and.maintaining direction, and gradient for inclined
shafts, slopes, levels, etc., consideration of the accuracy required in the
operations of various special surveys with setting out as the object ; ranging
curves for rope-haulage roads; setting -out curves at the junctions of inclined
and vertical portions of shafts, straightening long -wall faces for machine
working ; laying out mining claims.
Laws Regulating Mine Surveying.- Comparison of Government limits of
error of various countries.
Surveying Boreholes.
Surveying for Magnetic Minerals by magnetometric observations.
Office work.- Rectangular co- ordinates and their application mine -plans
and sections; the representation of geological and other data on mine -plans
and sections ; fault -problems ; mine -models.
;

FIELD AND UNDERGROUND WORK.

The field -work will consist of further practice in Hyde Park, 'and survey
ing at a mine in Cornwall or elsewhere.
For some years the class has obtained its underground practice at Tywarn.
haile Mine, Mount Hawke, Scorrier, Cornwall, and the following list summarises
the work usually accomplished :-=
(1) Triangulation of the surface of the mine.
(2) Boundary and ether traverses with the theodolite.
(3) Surface -levellings.
(4l) Contouring the surface with the tacheometer.
(5) Underground traverses of three or four levels with the theodolite.
(6) Stope-surveying (three methods).
(7) Correlation of surface of underground surveys by plumbing two
vertical shafts.
(8) Correlation by plumbing one vertical shaft.
(9) 'Correlation by traversing an inclined shaft.
(10) Correlation by plumbing and traversing a compound shaft.
(11) Correlation by one vertical and one inclined shaft.
(l2) Correlation by one vertical and one compound shaft.
(13) Correlation by one inclined and one compound shaft.
(14) Correlation by one plumb-line and precise magnetic orientation.
(15) Correlation Underground and surface dialling,
(16) Correlation Underground levelling.
.

-

-
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17. Determination of reduced level by measurements

:-

(a) ,Down a vertical shaft (two methods).
(b) Down an inclined shaft.
(e) Down a compound shaft.

The production by each student of a plan and sections of the mine, together with the calculations for the triangulation, the various correlations of the
surface and underground surveys, the main traverses, etc., is essential.

Explanatory Surveying.
This is a special short course of lectures adopted to the needs of travellers,

explorers, geologists, oil -engineers, mining engineers, etc.
1. Introductory. -Sketch of the various methods of surveying, levelling,
-sketching. Scales. of maps, and their influence on surveying methods.
field
and
2. Instruments.-Compasses, clinometers, plane tables, tacheometers, theodolites, cameras, levels, barometers, hypsometric thermometers, etc.
3. Route surveys.
4.. Geographic Determinations, especially Azimuth and latitude.
5. Local Topographic Surveys. Determining position on existing map
and filling-in detail in the vicinity.
6. Levelling and contouring. -Tracing the possible run of outcrops of
beds, veins,. etc.
7. Setting out boundaries, roads, water races, etc:
8. Office Work.-Reduction of results and plotting. A course in field work will correspond with the lecture- course as far as the weather will permit.
TROPICAL HYGIEN,E..

.

The course treats of.
1. General principles and definitions. Classification òf disease causes,
climate and work, etc., bacteria. History of Bacteriology ; Pasteur, Lister, etc:
Connection of sanitation with great engineering works. Panama, showing failure
..
and success.
2. Infectious diseases definition ; conditions necessary for causation of.
Lines of communication from man to man -direct, e.g., enteric fever; indirect, e.g..
malaria. General principles to be observed in prevention of both classes. Cut -,
Ling the chain of infection.
3. Directly infectious diseases ; most important members of class. Enteric
fever taken as a type ; some account of history, especially in India and South
Africa; general description and nature of symptoms. Description of Bacillus;
conditions, favourable to its life ;. mode of passage from man to man.
4. Enteric fever (continued) ; modes of prevention ; conservancy water
supply ; cooks; kitchens ; etc., carriers.
5. Enteric fever Inoculation ; general principles of inoculation ; results..
achieved.
6. Cholera, Dysentery, Diarrhoea ; causation and prevention..
7. Indirectly infectious diseases.-Malaria taken as a type ; history of
discovery of causation. General account of mosquitos. Description and habits
of anopheles.
8. Malaria (continued) methods of prevention -directed against larva ;
directed against adult insect ; administration of quinine.
9. Yellow fever. -history.- Description and habits of stigomyia.
Methods of prevention.
10. Sleeping sickness. Minor tropical diseases : beri -beri, eprue, etc:
;

;
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11. General advice as to maintenance of health in tropics.
Water, Food, etc.
12. Treatment of minor complaints and injuries.

Camping out.

MINING GEOLOGY, PART 1.

The Lectures on Mining Geology deal with the characters and genesis of,
mineral deposits, and with the geographical location, detailed geology, and
modes of occurrence and origin of the chief ores and- industrial minerals.
special reference is made to the principal producing centres of the world,
and, as far as possible, to statistics of production, distribution, and consumption. The actual and potential uses of the more important minerals are also
considered.
The Laboratory work includes the study and preparation of maps to show
the geography and geology of important mineral deposits or mining districts,
and of diagrams and models to illustrate the structure of some of the most
notable of these. Specimens of ores and minerals, and of the associated rocks,
from various well -known fields are studied in hand specimens and under the
microscope. Training is also given in the collection of data as to the resources
of certain minerals or metals, and in the preparation of reports thereon.
.Part 1 (a)- Nature and origin of Mineral Deposits. Anneral deposits
defined ; their geological significance. The terms ore, ore -mineral, ore -body,
and ore- deposit.
Forms of mineral deposits, e.g., beds and seams, lenses and saddles, masses
pockets and bunches, pipes and chimneys, veins, stockworks and impregnations,
superficial deposits. The terms lode, reef, ledge, placer,
Origin of mineral deposits. Cavity. filling and replacement ; contemporaneous and subsequent deposits. The principal genetic processes, e.g., crystallisation from igneous magmas, extraction by maymatic gases, contact metamorphism, precipitation from underground and overground waters, action of orga
nisma concentration of products of weathering and disintegration.
Classification of mineral deposits.,
Primary and secondary variations in mineral deposits. Ore shoots. Depth
zones. The superficial alteration of ore deposits. Irnpoverishsnent and enrichment. The persistence of ore min _depth. Deformation and dynamo-metamorphism of deposits.
Tihe.geographical distribution and special geology of the principal deposits
Aluminium, Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead, Manganese,
yielding the following
Tin, Zinc ; Asbestos, Gypsum, Kaolin, Nitrates, Phospates, -Salt.
Part 1. (b) Geology of fuels.-Peat, lignite, brown coal, cannel, anthracite. The origin, variations, and relations of coals and -coal measures. The
distribution and tectonics Of typical çoal -fields. The concealed coal -fields and
their bearing on coil resources. The nature and mode of occurrence of natural
gas, petroleum, and asphalt, and :their connection with coals, eannels, and oil
shales. The relations between geological structure and the occurrence of pet roleum.. Theories -as to the origin of petroleum. The association, migration,
fractionation, and diffusion Of petroleum. Description Of the leading oilfields
and oil -shale areas.
Part II. (a) 0-es and Resources of -the metals.- Aluminium, Antimony
Arsenic, Bismuth, Chromium, 'Cobalt, - Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead, Manganese
Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Platinum, etc., Radium, Silver, Tantalum, Tin,
Titanium, Tungsten, Uranium, Vanadium, Zinc.
Part (b) The Us'ful ",Non-Metallic " 7bfinerala.- Asbestos, Barium
Minerals, Borates, Corundum, Felspar, Fluorspar, Graphite, Gypsum, Kaolin,
Magnesite, Mica, -Mineral Pigments, Monazite and Rare Earth Minerals, Nitrates, Iodides, Phosphátes, Potash, Precious Stones, Quartz. Salt and other Soda
Minerals, Bromide ani Strontium Minerals, Sulphur and Pyrite, Talc and
Soapstone.

:-

.

II
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TIMBER FOR ENGINEERS.- (Optional).

Fourth Year.
Mining Plant and Machinery.
Lectures.

-

Lectures-

Compressed Air,

Machine Drills.
Machine Drills.
Transport and Haulage.
Hoisting.
Pumping.
Ventilation.
CLASS AND LABORATORY WORK.

The solving of problems likely to occur in practice ; the calculation of
machine sizes for particular work, and the efficiencies of installations, are the
Practical work will include taking to pieces and
bases of the class work.
assembling representative types of machine drills ; rock drilling ; drill sharpening ; and rope testing.
ENGINEERING SUBJECTS.

Lectures. -Power Generally.
Generation. -Boilers and boiler auxiliaries. The control of combustion ;
suction gas producers ; liquid fuels ; types of steam, gas and oil engines in
mining practice.
Transmission.- Gearing ; belting ; ropes ; steam ; compressed air ; water ;
electricity.
Consumption.-Power consumption on mines ; costs ; purchased power.
Water power.
Theory.
Storage and supply.
Generation.- Typieal bydro electric power stations.
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS.

-

Materials used by the mining engineer.
Metals, cement, concrete, timber ; comparison of wrought iron ; cast iron,
cast steel ; their uses in engineering practice; steel ; mild, cast, tool, special
alloy ; malleable iron ; case hardening ; annealing ; care and preservation of
iron, steel and timber ; use of paints ; ultimate and working strengths in compression and tension ; bronze, white metal, and other industrial alloys.
Theory of Structures.
METALLURGY AND ASSAYING.

Mining students will be required, during the first half session, to attend a
course of lectures and laboratory work, and to pass an examination in Metallurgy and Assaying, which is given in the Metallurgy Department.
MINE SAMPLING

AND VALUATION.

Sampling Damps, Heaps, and Consignments.
Sampling Mineral in a Mine.
Calculating Averages.
Assay Plans.
Minerals reserves.
Sampling by Boring.
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Examination of Mines.
Examination of alluvial deposits by cuttings, pits and boring.
Examination of mines working deposits in place.
Economic considerations ; general conditions influencing working costs'
such as climate, labour, fuel, fluxes, timber, water, transport market for product, Government and Mining laws. Calculations of profit, working cost, and
production.
Reports on Mines.
Mine Valucat-ion.- Prospects and developed mines ; mineral areas ; interest
and risk ; a mine a wasting asset ; life of a mine ; amortization ; present value of
future profits ; mining dividends regarded as terminable annuities.
Marketing and Products.
Limited Liability Companies. --Formation ; Memorandum and Articles of
Association ; various kinds of shares; debentures ; directors ; auditors; windingup.
dccozcnts.- Record of expenditure at the mine ; time -book ; pay -roll ; cost sheets ; classification of expenditure ; capital and capital expenditure ; revenue
or profit and loss and appropriation accounts ; balance sheet ; depreciation ;
rsserve -fund ; payment of dividends ; critical examination of the published
annual accounts of a mining company ; book -keeping and posting.
CLASS WORK.

The lectures on the above subjects are followed by class work in which
problems are worked out, and assay plans and Annual Reports of Mining
Companies are examined and analysed.
PRACTICAL SAMPLING WORK.

During the visits to mines under the guidance of a, Lecturer or while students are surveying in Cornwall, actual sampling is demonstrated and explained. In October of the fourth year, two hours of each morning are devoted to
sampling in the Bessemer Laboratory.
DRESSING OF MINERALS.

Nature and Scope.
Washing.
Picking and Sorting.
Breaking.
Crushing.
Grindin g.
Crushing Systems.
Sizing.
Classification.
Water Concentration.
Flotation Concentration.
Magnetic Separation.
Electrostatic Separation.

Hear Treatment.
Pneumatic and Centrifugal Separation,
Control of Operations.
Accessory Appliances.
Mills.
The practice in coal screening and washing is given in: separate lectures
included in this course.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING APPLIED

TO

MININQ.

Lectures.
Characteristics and uses of machines for mining work.
Reactive circuits in alternating current working. Power factor.
Alternators, transformers, induction and synchronous motors, rotary
converters.
Parallel running.
Special requirements of mine installations.
Types and cables used in mines and their erection.
Surface and overhead systems of transmission.
Switchgear.
Protection of plant and isolation of faulty sections, Insulation testing and
fault localisation.
Electric coal -cutting and drilling.
Mine locomotives.
Single drum, main and tail and endless rope haulage.
Rating of motors.
Electric winding systems, Electrically- driven pumps. Sinking pumps.
Mine ventilation and lighting.
Electric signalling in shafts and roads.
Electric furnaces for smelting, refining and tempering of metals.
In connection with the laboratory course, instruction in working boilers
and engines is given, and in addition to more advanced work with machines and
mining apparatus, complete tests are made on the electrically driven mining
machinery in the Bessemer Laboratory. Short Syllabuses of the courses are
given below

:-

Laboratory.
Uses and control of various types of continuous.current generatorsand
motors.
Power required by, and output of, electrically driven fans, centrifugal and
plunger pumps and hoists.
Insulation resistance of live mains and localisation of faults in mains.
Jointing and testing wires and heavy cables.
Stoking boilers, driving engines, and running electrical plant.
Testing alternating current generators, transformers and rotary converters.

Synchronising and parallel operation of alternators.
Working and control of induction motors and synchronous motors.
Testing of electric ore hoists and motors, driving batteries, mills, rolls, etc.;
in the Bressen,er Laboratory;
COURSE.

Associateship Course in Mining Geology.

First year

Same as for Mining Course. See pages 31 & 32.

Second year

Third

year-

Principes and Practice of Mining Part I
Same as for Mining
Ditto
l'art II 1 (See pages 51 -54.)
ditto
Mining Geology Part I. (See pages 60 -61.)
Mining Geology,

Part II.

Courses
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II

(a) Ores and Resources of the .Metals.-Aluminium, Antimony,
.Part
Arsenic, Bismuth, Chromium, Cobalt, Copper, Gold, Iron, Lead, Manganese,
Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Platinum, etc., Radium, Silver, Tantalum, Tin,
Titanium, Tungsten, Uranium, Vanadium, Zinc.
Tart II (b) The "Useful Non -Metallic " Minerals.- Asbestos, Barium
Minerals, Borates, Corundum, Felspar, Fluorspar, Graphite, Gypsum, Kaolin,
Magnesite, Mica, Mineral Pigments, Monazite, and. Rare Earth Minerals,
Nitrates, Iodides, Phosphates, Potash, Precious Stones, Quarts, Salt and other
Soda Minerals, Bromides, Stroniunl Minerals.
Strontium Minerals, Sulphur and Pyrite, Talc and Soapstone.
.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL, SURVEYING.

The methods of making and interpreting geological maps and sections.
The laboratory and drawing office work is followed by practice in actual
Geological Surveying in the field, carried out in two steps. The first consists
of mapping under guidance, and the second in independent mapping in a selected area. Each is followed by office work necessary for the completion of maps,
sections, and memoir. The field work of the first stage is done during the last
week of the Easter Vacation and the following two or three weeks of the Summer
Term, and the office work during the remaining weeks of that term. The field
work of the second stage occupies a month of the third summer vacation, the
office work being done later or during the ensuing Winter Term.
ADVANCED MINERALOGY, PART

I.

The principles involved in the identification of minerals by their geometrical and optical properties ; the application of these principles to the use of the
petrological microscope. A systematic and practical study of the minerals
occurring as constituents of rocks and ore bodies.
ADVANCED, PETROLOGY, PART

.

.

I.

Methods of examination of thin sections and separations by chemical and
optical means ; recognition and classification of rock types and rock-structures.
Igneous Rocks, Sedimentary Rocks, Foliated Rocks. The rock -types specially
associated with Ore deposits.
STRATIGRAPHICAL GEOLOGY, PART. 1.
A. short course dealing with the Geological Formations in order of date,,
with special reference to the distribution of rocks and deposits from which
materials of economic importance derived, and with the past conditions, geographical and otherwise, to which the nature of the Formations is due.

FIELD STUDY

OF

ORE DEPOSITS.

A course consisting of visits, under guidance, to a number of selected
mining districts, where the nature, geological relationships, and modes of
occurrence and origin of actual deposits are investigated, both at the surface
and underground.
Four districts are studied during the Associateship course. The visits
occupy six weeks in all, and take place during the Christmas and Summer
Vacations of the third year and Christmas and Easter Vacations of the Fourth
year. The last visit is to Cornwall, and immediately precedes th e course in
Mine Surveying conducted there.
.

Fourth Year.
Mine Sampling and Valuation 1
Underground Surveying
} Same as for Mining Course.
Metallurgy
Tropical Hygiene
Topographic Surveying.
J
S
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ENGINEERING GEOLOGY.

Geological Graphics. -- Methods of geological mapping for Engineering problems.
The geology of water supply, both overground and underground ; the
principles which govern the getting and storing of supplies, and the conditions
which regulate their quantity and quality.
The Geology of Lines of Transport.- Roads, railways, canal, aqueducts,
etc.
Field Study of Ore Deposits.- Continuation of 3rd year's work.
The course in Mining Geology may be combined with the course in
mining but attendance for a fifth year.
ASSOCIATESHIP COURSE IN THE TECHNOLOGY OF

First year
Second year

OIr.

Same as for Mining Course.

Third year.
Structural Geology.
Field work and Geological mapping.
Physical Geology.
Engineering Geology.
Principles of Mining.

Same as for Mining Geology.

Tropical Hygiene.
CHEMICAL AND PRYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM AND SHALE OIL.

Specific gravity ; distillation ; flash -point ; viscosity ; melting -point
colour test ; calorific value ; acidity ; unsaturated compounds ; saponification
sulphur.

;
;

CHEMISTRY OF REFINING.

Refining plant ; distillation ; use of steam and vacuum ; cracking ; condensation ; scrubbing ; elimination of water ; chemical treatment ; desulphurisation ; clarification ; separation and purification of solid hydrocarbons ;,utilisation of waste products.

Fourth year.
Topographic Surveying.
1
Paleontology.
}Same as for Mining Geology
Sedimentary Petrography.
Course.
Advanced Field Surveying and Geological mapping.
J
Engineering Subjects. '
Same as for Mining Geology
Electricity applied to Mining.
Course.
5
The Geology of Petroleum and Natural Gas.- Genesis, migration, and
natural storage of hydrocarbons ; field indications of oil and gas ; the sratigraphical occurrence of oil in the principal oil -fields ; relation of oil -fields to
geotectonics. Practical work ; examination of maps and sections of oil -fields.
Methods and Principles of Drilling. -The different methods of drilling ;
the erection of drilling plant and the use of tools.
i

Oil -shale Mining. -The location, mining, and distillation of oil -shales.
The Economics of the Petroleum and Shale -oil Industries.
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PRACTICAL WORK ON A MINE.

Associateship in Mining. -Students are required to complete 720 hours
of work underground. Part of their practical experience should be gained in
a coal mine but chiefly in metal mine. Students are required to keep a
diary on a special form, which should be signed by the student and by the
manager or other official of the mine who is cognisant of his work. These
forms must be handed to the Professor of mining before the end of the fourth
year of the course.
Associateship in Mining Geology. -Students must devote a total of 480
hours to practical mining work and Field Geology.
Associateship in Oil Technology.- Students are required to complete in.
all, during the period of their course six months' practical experience ; of this
one-half, or one -third at least should be completed before the student attends the
lectures of the third year. The practical experience shall mean at least 720
hours in shifts averaging not less than six hours' duration. One -half of the
whole time should be spent on an oil -field or oil -shale mine, the rest in independent geological mapping on drilling plant, or in a refinery.
Scholarships.- Several Scholarships are available to students attending the
College.

Number of Students (Sessio i 1920 -2i.).
Royal College of Science, London. -The Royal College of Science also forms
integral part of the Imperial College of Science and Technology, but tt.e Course
in Geology is distinct from that given at the Royal School of Mines.
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY.

First Year. -Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics and Mechanics.
Second

Year.-Botany, Zoology,

Geology and Mineralogy.
Geology, Mineralogy, Petrology, Palaonto.logy, Geological

-

Third Year.
and Topographical Surveying.
Fourth Year. Students vho have satisfactorily completed the course in
Geology for the Associateship of the Royal College of Science, or who satisfy
the authorities of the Imperial College that they have done equivalent work
elsewhere, may proceed to more advanced work in Geology or in special branches of it of economic importance, leading to the Diploma of the Imperial College.
This work may consist of
(n) One or more of the special courses mentioned below ;
(b) A course of reading and laboratory work to meet individual needs

-

:-

or

(c) Research work.

The special courses to be given during the Session are as follows
1. Economic
2.
3.
"
4.

:-

Geology-Mining.

Engineering.
Road making and maintenance.
The Geology of Petroleum.

South Wales and Monmouthshire School of Mines.
This School is an Institution established by the Principal coal- owners
in the South Wales and Monmouthshire coal -field, and is supported and
maintained solely at their expense, for improving the technological instruction
in all branches of coal mining. The expense of the scheme is borne by the
subscribing collieries by means of a tonnage levy on their declared output
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for the previous year -10 of a penny. The companies associated have a total
output approaching 30,000,000 tons per annum. The scheme includes the
Central School of Treforest, with Branch School at Cru n1 in, working in
co- operation with the Public Education Authorities and the University College
of South Wales and Monmouthshire at Cardiff.
Although the School has only been in existence for some nine year, it
has established a reputation second to none in the United Kingdom in the
efficient training of all the higher grades of C )lliery Officials, and for this
reason I propose to describe the system and courses of training very fully.
It should be noted that the school specialise3 in Coal Mining and Colliery
Engineering, less attention being paid to metal mining, than to coal mining
practice.
SANDWICH SYSTEM.

The system of training adopted at the School is in some respects similar
to that in operation at Sheffield University. The course extends ever four
years and the student attends at the School of Mines during the winter sessions
of six months and spends the intervening six months at a colliery. The
Home Office (now Mines Department) regards the practical experience obtained
during the periods between the sessions at the school as equivalent to one and a -half years, and this together with the two years practical experience allowed
for the Diploma of the School makes in all an equivalent of three- and -a -half
years. The student therefore requires to obtain outside the period of his Diploma
Course only one -and -a -half year's practical experience in the Mines.
OBJECTS OF THE SCHOOL.

The Schools at Treforest and Crumlin have been established to provide
instruction of an advanced and practical character for the purpose of training
all grades of Colliery Officials, and for the general improvement of all engaged
in and about the Mines. It is also intended that the School shall be a centre
for Research Work into the causes of accidents of all descriptions and the means
for their prevention.
The Schools have been provided with the most modern Laboratories and
Equipment, and as the work will be directly associated with a large number of
collieries in the immediate neighbourhood, this affords exceptional facilities for
students to study the most modern methods of Colliery Practice at first band.
The students will have the privilege of seeing Tests made under actual working
conditions, and, generally speaking, the work at the Schools is to be looked
upon as an integral part of actual Colliery Management.
This will give the students an unrivalled opportunity of getting a good
technical training while keeping in touch with actual working conditions.
The Schools are open to all students over 16 years of age on equal terms.
.

APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME.

The Mining Board have arranged a Scheme of Apprenticeships for full
time students, and without pledging themselves to secure any given number of
places for Apprentices, they will endeavour to place as many as can be accommodated by the Subscribing Colliery Companies under the following conditions
(1) To be open to pupils of not less than 16 years of age who have either
matriculated or passed a similar qualifying examination of an
acceptable standard.
(2) Pupils to be apprenticed to the Colliery Company in either
(a) Mining Engineering,
(b) Colliery Engineering (Mechanical and Electrical),
(c) Chemical Engineering,

:-

;
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for a period of five or six years; the apprentices to attend the School of Mines
during the Winter Session for four years, and to be employed at the Colliery
during the Vacations, i.e., six months at the School of Mines and six months
at the Colliery.
(3) Pupils to be apprenticed without premium and to receive apprentice's wage during the period they are employed at the Colliery;
wages to commence at 16 per week and increase by 4 per week
per year during the period of apprenticeship. The Colliery
Official under whose immediate supervision the pupil may be
shall receive the usual allowance of 4 per week for his services.
(3) The Colliery Companies, in addition to the wages, to pay the fees
of the apprentices to the School of Mines, i.e., £11 ls. Od. per'
annum.
(5) That a definite system of training at the Colliery during the
apprenticeship period be instituted for each class of apprentice
on the following lines, i.e.:

-

PRACTICAL WORK AT THE COLLIERY,

I. Colliery Enginepring.1st Year. Fitting and Erecting Work, 6 months.
2nd
Use of machines (lathe, shaper, etc ), G months.
3rd
Foundry or Pattern Shop, or Carpenters' Shop or Smithy,
6 months.
Work (taking measurements, making drawings
Repair
4th
and erection), 6 months.
repairs
for
5th
Six months at a Power Station and six months in Engineering Shops.
6th
In Drawing Office, 1 year.

II.

III.

-

Mining Engineering.
1st Year. Engineering, etc., Workshops, G months.
With Fireman and Repairers, 6 months.
2nd
At Coal Face and Ripping, 6 months.
3rd
With Surveyers, 6 months.
4th
With Undermanager, 6 months ; with manager, 6 months.
5th
In Management Offices, 1 year.
6th

-

Chemical Engineering.
1st Year. Engineering, etc., Workshops, 6 months.
In Laboratory, o months.
2nd ss
On Washing and Coking Plant, 6 months.
rd ft
In By- Product Recovery House, 6 months.
4th ft
In Laboratory, 1 year.
5th
(6) The students to be requested to keep a daily Journal of the work
done by them at the Colliery, such record to be signed by the
person under whose authority the respective students are working.
(7) Matriculated or qualified students making application for an Apprenticeship may, if they choose, compete for an Entrance
Scholarship by taking the School of Mines Entrance Examination.

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION FOR FULL TIME COURSES OF STUDY.

The Examination preliminary to entry on a Course of Study fór the
Diploma in Coal Mining, Colliery Engineering, or Chemical Engineering, is
held at the School of Mines, Treforest, and candida tes must send in their
names to the Priucipal of the School of Mines one week before the date of the
examination.
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:-

Candidates must satisfy the Examiners in
(1) English,
(2) General Elementary Science,
(3) Geometry and Practical Drawing,
(4) Mathematics,
or present certificates of the standard of the Senior Local Examination of
Oxford, Cambridge, or Central Welsh Board, or any other equivalent examinations.
The results of the Examination will be announced the following week.
SYLLABUS FOR ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.

I. English. -The standard of English will be judged on the written work
papers submitted by the Candidates in the other examination subjects,
the
in
together with an Essay dealing with some subject of local interest.
IL- general Elementary Science. -A. Chemistry. General properties of
matter. Chemical Combustion and Decomposition and the laws governing
them. Preparation, classification, and chemical behaviour of the chief elements
and their compounds, especially of the non- metals. The outline of Chemical
Theory.
B. Properties of matter. The structure of matter. Gravitation. Properties of solids, liquids, and gases. Uniform acceleration. Composition and llesolu,
tion of Forces in one plane. Moments of Force. Work and Energy. Centre of
Gravity. Circular motion. Simple pendulum.
C. Heat. Temperature. Thermometers. Expansion of Solids and Liquids'
Laws of Gases. Quantity of heat. Specific heat. Latent heat. Vapour pressure.
Conduction, Convection and Radiation.

D. Light.

Laws of Reflection and Refraction. Photometry. Fcrmation
mirrors and lenses.
E. Magnetism. Magnets. Magnetic Force. Magnetic Field. Lines of Force.
Torrestial Magnetism.
F. Electricity. Statical Electricity. Laws of electric force and potential.
Voltaic cell. Magnetic field of current. Measurement of current. Galvanometer.
E.M.F. Resistance. Ohm's Law. Heating effects of currents. Electrolysis.
III. Geometry and Practical Drawing.-The Examination in Geometry
and Practical Drawing will include the following work : -Properties of parallel lines ; Division of a line ; Construction of scales ;
Relation of scale to area of drawing Construction and measurement of angles by protractor Scale of CI;ords and Trigonometrical
tables. Construction of regular geometrical figures. Reduction
of rectilinear figures to equivalent triangle or rectangle. Drawing
and measurement of important propositions in plane geometry.
'Ile more important properties of circles. Construction of circles
to meet given conditions.
Simple, oblique and isometric projection. Plans, elevations and sections
of simple objects. Freehand sketching of common objects.
IV. Mathematics. -The examination in Mathematics will consist of two
papers. The following syllabus will cover the work required by the fiat
of images by

;

;

paper

Paper I.

Arithinetic.- Square and cube root, averages, percentages, proportion
and variation.

,
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.Algebra.- Simplification of expressions. Solution of simple and simultaneous equations. Factors. Indices. Use of logarithms in
making calculations involving multiplication and division.
Mensuration. -The mensuration of plane figures and solids.
Practical applications. -The relation between the areas and volumes of
similar plane figures and solids. Capacity of water tanks, weight
of pipes, and other applications to Engineering. Plotting related
quantities on squared paper. Measurement of areas by the mean
ordinate method.
Trigonometry.- The elementary parts plane trigonometry. Use of
tables of sines, cosines, tangents. Simple problems on heights
and distances.

Paper II.
The examination in this paper will be of a more advanced nature. The
following syllabus will cover the work
Algebra.- Solution of simple, quadratic, and simultaneous equations and
problems involving same. Use of legarithms in calculations
involving multiplication, division, involution, and evolution.
Arithmetical and geometrical progressions. Simple powers of
binominal expressions.
lllensuration.- Problems connected with the area and properties of plane
figurescrile, parabola and ellipse. Similar figures and solids.
Centre of gravity.
Trigonometry and Geometry.-Plotting fonctions. Roots of equations:
Maximum and minimum values from inspection of plotted functions. Relations among trigonometrical functions of angles. Simple problems connected with the solution of triangles.

:-

FEES.

Each student (with the exception of apprentices) will be required to pay a
fee of £10, plus .211s. Od. Registration fee per session.
A fee of £1 ls. Od. is charged for each Diploma when it is issued.
With the exception of First Year Joint Diploma Students (who pay 21 to
the College) the Amalgamation Fee payable is 15 per Session.

Each student using the Chemical Laboratory must pay a deposit of

10.

TERMS OF VACATIONS.

With the exception of the First Year of the Joint Diploma Mining Course
taken at the University College, Cardiff, the terms and vacations are as follows

:

--

Begins on Tuesday, 5th October, and ends oh Wednesday, 22nd December, 1920.
2nd Term, 1921, Begins on Tuesday, 4th January, and ends on-Thursday, 24th March, 1.921.
There is a summer term for the First Year of the Joint Diploma Mining
1st Term, 1920.

Course,

The " Practical " Term for Apprentices will be from Tuesday, 5th April
1921, to Saturday, 24th September, 1921.
FULL TIME COURSES Of STUDY,

:-

These comprise
1. Joint Diploma Mining Course.
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By arrangement between the Mining Board and the Council of the University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, a four years' Diploma
Course of Instruction in Coal Mining lias been established, to be given jointly
by both Institutions. The Diploma is awarded on the results of the examination conducted at the conclusioh of each year's Course of study by the two Bodies
concerned, and is issued by the College and School of Mines as a Joint Diploma.
The first year of the course is taken at the University College, Cardiff.
The second year (with the exception of one -half day per week taken at the
University College, Cardiff) and the third and fourth years of the Course are
taken at the School of Mines, Treforest.
2. Colliery Engineering Course. -This Course provides a four years' come
bined training in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering as applied to Collieries.
3. Chemical Engineering Course.
4. Special Colliery Manager's Course.
5. Special Draughts men's and Surveyor's Course.
FACILITIES

TO STUDENTS.

Part of the instruction consists of visits to the Collieries, under the
guidance of the Staff, during the Sessions, and as the Schools are situated in the
most Central parts of the great Coal -field of South Wales and Monmouthshire,
and within easy reach of some of the most modern and best equipped Collieries
in Great Britain, students will have an opportunity of seeing practical tests
demonstrated under actual working conditions.
Visits of inspection are also arranged at the end of the session to the other
British or Continental Coal- fields, or arrangements made for Geological and
Surveying Camps. In the case of visiting outside Coal -fields, the students at
the termination of such visits are required to furnish a detailed report of the
mine, etc., inspected as part of their class work. In the case of Geological
and Surveying Camps, Notebooks and maps must be presented at the beginning
of the following session.
EQUIPMENT.

In addition to the usual Lecture Rooms, Drawing and Surveying Offic es
there are separate up -to -date Mining, Gns Testing, Geology, Physics, Chemical,
Heat and Mechanical, and Electrical Laboratories ; also Workshops equipped
with the most modern machinery for Practical Tests. These include Lathes,
Drilling Machines, Steam Testing Plant, Hydraulic Plant, Gas Producers, Gas
Engine, Water Turbine and Generator, Electric Motors, 180 -ton Testing
Machine, Cement Testing Machine, Smithy, Wood Workshop, etc.
As the Subscr,bing Collieries send some of their Testing work to the School,
students have an opportunity of learning how to locate faults, trace their causes,
etc., and generally to associate their technical training with working conditions.
JOINT DIPLOMA COURSE

TN

MINING.

Synopsis of the Scheme of Study.

First Year.
All the Courses will be taken at the College.
Second Year.
.

All the Courses will be taken at the School of Mines, with the exception
of Chemistry of Fuels and Practical Mathematics which will be taken at the
College.
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Third Year.
All Courses to be taken at the School of Mines.

Fourth Year.
All Courses to be taken at tiie School of Mines.

Post .Diploma Course.
Students who desire to specializo in certain subjects can take a Post
Diploma Course.
DETAILS OF SUBJECTS.

All subjects taken at University College, Cardiff.

First Year.
Geology.
1. Lectures.

Mineralogy and Petrology.
Physical Geology.

II.- PRACTICAL WORK.
The examination and determination of common minerals and rocks in
hand -specimens.
The interpretation and preparation of geological maps and sections. The
application of graphical methods to the determination of outcrop, thickness
and depth of strata from data obtained in the field.
Field Excursions are made during the Summer Term.
Throughout the course, special attention is paid to the principles of structural geology and geological mapping.
.

ENGINEERING.

I.- Drawing.
(a) Practical Plane Geometry.
(b) Practical Geometry of Plane Curves.
(c) Practical Solid Geometry and Projection.

(d) Mechanical Drawing.

II. Applied Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering. -This Course forms
to Applied Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering.
introduction
an
Graphics..Displacement and Velocity diagrams. Elementary
Graphic Statics.

IIL-

CHEMISTRY.

Lectures.-Three per week.

Practical.- Preparation and examination of the most important compounds of the Non -metallic Elements, including the common gases.
PHrslcs.
A Course of twenty Lectures will be delivered, dealing with the elements
of Magnetism, Current Electricity, Heat and Light.
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Practical Work.-The course of instruction will include Simple Measure-

ments in Heat. Electricity and Magnetism, and Light.
Practical Work.-The course of instruction w ill include Simple Measure ments in Heat, Electricity and Magnetism. and Light.

Practical Mathematics.
Arithmetic.
cr.etic.
Elementary Geometry and Mensuration.
n l,cjora.

rigonom2try.
Calculus.
'1

Second Year.

Taken at University College.
ChemiU try of

Fuels.-

Fuel.
A Course of twenty Lectures.
Syllabus.
Cornbur.Ition. Chemical Principles involved.
Cl.w ideation of Fuels.
1. Natural Fuels.
Wood, peat, lignite, coal.
Anthracite, liquid fuels.
H. Prepared Faits
(a) Charcoal.
.

:-

(b) Coke : 'Tarious system of coking.
(e) Gaseous fuel ; gas producers.

Calorimetry.
Pyrometers.

?'
L_;

a

i

_

,

f

z.f;;x

,'1

Anal:,ss of Fuel.
uel. Determination of Moisture. Volatile Matter, Coke
ce::_,.:'nat1on of

the Calorific Fo7,-er of fuels.

Practical Mathematics.
rM1.`,e

C -,rse

advanct.

sub'ects of the First

Y'e.F:r's

Course but is more

Collier; Practice --l.

-

Work.- -Mine Gas °.e.
e1 an I'( 3ica' T'r 1erties. How produced. found and dealt with.
Poliu'irn and Loss of Cy vge-±" of Mine Air. Extinctive and irrespirable
amso lerc. Diseases of Miners. Coal dust. Influence of Gas Explosions.
Pcopertie,^ of Flame Types, Conditions of Safety, and Principle of Safety
Lamps. Meneds. of testing, locking aud relighting. Illurninants and illumi1sating power. y .ulcs of Safety.
Ga.3 dcteciug '`'S :mails of caps, F_oecial gas detectors, Apparatus for gas
-

testln.

entilation.
icry ` icl
qur ntiiies C.
and pe u,aucut.
1.71.

tion?

La---_ of

uï'ie

°:

J

IrerHlation,

S

littin

.

gl?.talising

';ß:'_3 llg .current, tc:inporary

Eever.;ng ventila-
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Laboratory.
Preparation and Estimation of Mine Gases.
Effect of stone dust on coal dust, Detecting C.H. -4 by standard flames
of various illuminants.
Experiments with wire gauzes. Testing safety Lamps, Photometric
measurements. Air-measuring instruments. .Experiments of Fans. Leakages from return into intake. Ventilation of mine plans.
Surveying -1.
Measurements. Units of measurement. Various instruments used, scales.
Making corrections.
Surface survey with chains. Chaining over obstacles. Off Use of optical square.
Field book. Conventional signs.
Triangulation. Base line.
Measuring distances by Tacheometer and staff. Theodolite and 10
feet rod.
Measuring inaccessible heights.
The magnetic needle. Testing meridians of old plans.
The miner's dial. Improved forms.
Vernier, racking, or fast needle surveying. Construction of verniers.
-

Booking underground surveys. Plotting the survey:
Connecting underground and surface surveys.
Levelling contours. Adjustments of dumpy level.
Booking of levels and preparation of sections.
Trigonometrical levelling. Method of booking. Advantages.
Laying out curves, railways and- sidings.
Preparation of finished plans and sections.
MITTERALOGY.

Occurrence of Minerals.
Sampling, specimen collecting and packing. Keeping field book.
Classification of Minerals.
Chemical composition, metallic amt non-metallic.
Description of Mineral Species.
Physicalpbaracters. Pseudomehism and dimorlhiso.n.
Examination of Optical preperties of Minerals.
Polarization, refraction, pleechroism.
Testing Minerals.
Simple tests with wet re-agents, With blewpipe. Scale of fusibilty..
Examination of Rocks.
Lithology and petrology. Chief rock forming minerals. Rockstructares.
Microscopic work combined.
Classification of Rocks.
Sedimentary. Igneous. Metamorphic.
Crystallography.
Laws of Crystallography. .Crystallographic Systems. Systems of not*
tion. Orthographic and clinographic projections of crystal forms. Twinning.
Allotropism and Isomerism.
.
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MECHANICS AND HEAT ENGINES.

Mechanics.

Properties and Strength of Mated Ils.
Heat Engines.
Steam Engine and Turbines.
Gas Engines.
.Laboratory.
The above course is supplemented by parallel work in the laboratory.
This work includes the use of measuring instrumenta, vernier planimeter, etc.
Experimental determination of the forces in simple stuctures, the principle of
moments, stress, and strain, beams, springs, friction, ]acv of machines,
centrifugal force, hydraulics, flow over weirs, frictional loss in pipes. Testing
of wire ropes, and commercial specimens, cement testing, etc.
Verification of the Law of Gases, relation between temperature and
pressure of steam. Latent heat. Experimental work on the simple slide valve,
Link motions, Indicators, etc.
Engine and Boiler Trials.
A series of trials on the power and efficiency of steam engines, steam
pumps, gas engines, producers, centrifugal and reciprocating pumps, air
compressers and boilers.
ENGINEERING DRAWING.

Third year.
All taken at School of Mines.

-

Applied Geology.

Geological Surveying
Outcrops. Measurement of thickness of strata. True and apparent dip
Solutions of dip and strike problems. Faulting and folding, etc.
Geological Mapping
Conventional notation, shading and hachuring. Geological traverse
Fixing data on ordnance maps. Geological sections. Economic Geology.
Building materials. Fuels. Coal- fields. Ores.

-

Geological Laboratory.
Determination of rocks and minerals by physical and optical tests.
Isolation of rock constituents. Microscopic examination.
Preparation of microscopic sections.
Examination of fessils. Generic types.
COLLIERY PRACTICE

-

-II.

Sinking and Fitting of Shafts
Rate and cost of
Site, form and size. Surface arrangements. Tools.
frame.
sinking
sinking. Simultaneous sinking. Walker's
Shot firing Hand'and machine drills. Sinking through soft ground.
Methods of dealing with debris
Fitting rectangular and circular shafts. Piling, Tubbing, Coffering.
Ventilating and methods of dealing with water. Enlarging and repairing
shafts. 1 orming and securing Pit-eye. Sinking between scams.
&plosives and Shot-FiringDefinition, Ignition, Force, Work D hno. High and Low Explosives
Permitted E eplosives.

-
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Regulations as to Storage.
Electric Shot -firing apparatus. Firing in series and parallel.
Principles of rock blasting.
Substitutes.
Methods of Work and Timbering
Longwall, Bord and Pillar. Ideal conditions for each.
Subsidence. Shaft PillarsMethods of laying out working. Timbering. Supprirts used for pit -eye.
Main roadways and faces. Withdrawing of timber.
Cost of timbering and other supports

-

SURVÉYING-II.

Adjustments of Instruments- Sextant. Theodolite. Telemeter. Tacheometer. Miner's Dial. Prismatic Compass.
Plane Table TopographySuitable Scales. Preliminary adjustments. The " Three Point problems.
Triangulation
Rapid triangulation by Tachéornetry. Connecting adjacent survey.
Trav ersir.gTraversinng, with Dial.
Theodolite and Tacheometer. Co-ordinating the
Adjustments.
Survey.
Graphic adjustment of Closing Error.
Minor Triangulation
Limits of accuracy. Correcting of angles and computation of sides. Compntation of coordinates. Use of two trigonometrical points from any existing
rand triangle in lieu of a base line. Survey of new Colliery Royalty.
Levell inc;Surface and underground levels. Curvature and refraction. Balancing
the bookings. Railway curves. Colliery sidings. Tunnelling and alignment
of tunnels. Combined level and traverse.

-

-

-

Office

work-

Necessity for system. Reducing field notes to office form. Plotting
by protractor. Chords, tangens, and rectangular co- ordinates. Plottinng
longitudinal and traverse sections of levels taken above and below ground.
-CaiculatLg. average gradient3 and excavations.
COLLIERY ENGINJ ERING

-

-1.

Mechanical Coal cutting and conveying
Suitable conditions. Cost ccmpared with manual labour. Various types
of machines. Conditions best suited for each form, etc. Mechanical conveyors.
Advantage of conveyors in thin seams.
-

PumpingWinding water in tanks. Force, Ram and plunger Pumps. Fixing
Pumps in Shafts. Sizes of Pumps, Pump rods, etc. Suspended pumps for
shaft- sinking. Centrifugal and turbine pumps. Syphons for underground
-

use.

Winding and Haulage -Winding ropes. Winding drums, various forms. Size of engines. Methods
of balancing. 'Electrical winding plant. Brakes, detaching hooks and safety
devices to prevent over - winding.
Cages, catches, keys and safety gates.
T eadgears. Arrangements .for loading and unloading. Winding in inclined
súaft3.

'
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Haulage.-Trams and methods of lubrication. Horse haulage. Self -acting inclines. Direct acting dip haulage. Main and tail rope and endless
systems. Endless chain haulage. Underground locomotives Comparisonrope
of
various forms regarding cost, upkeep, etc.
Screening, Washing and Coking.
General surface arrangements. Pit bank arrangements. Various methods
of decking: Screening plant. Principles of coal washing. Various forms
of plant. Fine coal washing. Slurry recovery plant. Preparation of coal for
coking. Objects of coking. Coal suitable for coking. Suitable Coke.
Coke ovens. Types of ovens. Recovery of by- products. Utilisation of " waste "
gases for power production under steam boilers or in gas engines.
ELECTROTECHNICS

-I

AND

II.

Introduction.
Signalling.
Units of Measurement.
Ohm's Law.
Cables.

Magnetic Properties of Materials.
Production of Current.
D. C. Meters.
Lighting.
Accumulators.
Special Rules for the Installation and Use of Electricity in Mines.
Alternating Currents.
Alternate - Current Instruments.
Transformers.
Alternators.
Alternate- Current Motors.
Transmission and Distribution of Power.
CHEMISTRY Of FUELS AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY.

Classification and composition of fuels.
Coal. Ultimate and proximate analysis. Action of solvents on coal. The
nature and properties of known constituents of coal and their influence on the
economic value of coals.
Impurities in coal. Coal washing.
Liquid and Gaseous Fuels, their source, nature, and utilisation. Dust
firing and celloidal fuel, The principles and control of industrial combustion.
Coking of Coal.
Theory of coking. Methods of coking. Beehive coke ovens. Retort
coke ovens. N. S. P. in Coals.
Bye- Product coke ovens. Regenerative and waste heat types. Vertical
and horizontal Hued ovens.
Extraction of Bye -Products.
Tar. Sulphate of ammonia. Benzel. The principals of coking and their
influence on the nature of the products.
Boiler feed water, its nature, and purification. Lubricating oils and
greases, their nature, evaluation, and adulterants.
Alloys, their general nature and structure. A general introductory discussion of steels.
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LABORATORY.

Analysis of coal. Proximate and ultimate. Sulphur Nitrogen. Phosphorous. Specific gravity of coal. Experiments on Coking Coals. Analysis
of Ash. Ammonia. Tar. Gas. Benzols. Petrol. Fuel. Oils.
Calorific value of coal gas. Thompson's and bomb calorimeters.
Gas. Analysis. Flue gases. Coal gas. Mine air.
Iron and steel. Brasses and bronzes. Water. Oils, etc.
'

Fourth Year.
COLLIERY ENGINEERING

-II.

Generation and Distribution of Power.
Steam Power.
Compressed Air.
Electricity.
Mechanical Ventilators.
General Surface Arrangements.
General Surface Arrangements.
Laying out surface plant. Survey lines. Site of permanent and temporary plant. Size of winding and other engines. Headgears. Size and position of screening and allied plants.
Comparison of British and Continental Methods of working.
Working thick seams in France, Silesia, Pennsylvania, compared with
British methods. O verfolded and vertical seams in Belgium.
Hand- packing of thick seams. Flushing of goafs with sand, etc. Comparison of costs.
Continental and British Methods of timbering.
Precautions against gob fires.
Comparison of British and Continental ventilators. Special Methods of
Boring and Sinking.
MINE SURVEYING-III.

Railway Survey.
Parliamentary survey. Use of ordnance maps. Local corsiderations.
Tunnel Alignment and setting out.
'Underground alignment. Transferring
Surface alignment over hills.
levels down shafts.
Water Supply Works.
General features of water supply surveys. Parliamentary surveys..
Stadia Surveying.
Tangential and subtense systems.
Trigonometrical Surveying.
Base line and primary triangles. Base of verification..
Metalliferous or Steep Coal Mine Surveys.
Ground plamns. Working plans, etc., Section.
Astronomical Observations in Surveying.
Determination of Geographical North. Longitude. Latitude. Locál'
mean time, etc.
Office Work.
Office work- Copying plans by tracing, transfer and pricking through. Enlarging and
reducing. Preparation of plans and sections for Colliery Manager's and Mine
Surveyors' Examinations.
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Coal Dust

COLLIERY PRACTICE

-

-III.

Explosive properties.
Oxidation.
Influence on fire-damp mixture.
Reports on Commissions. Experiments.
,Explosions -Explosions of fire -damp and coal dust. Coal dust. Precautions.
Gob

Fires

-

Oxidation. Influence of Subsidence.
ing and isolating gob fires.
Rescue

Air sealing.

Methods of eliminat-

Work-

Organization. Stations. Types of apparatus. Inundations. Subsidence
in relation to temperature of mines. Cost of maintenance of roads. Cost of
surface damage. Hydraulic packing.
Legislation and general provision for safety.
General management cf mines.
Deep mining problems.
Colliery management.
Mine valuation and design of surface arrangements.
MINE MANAGEMENT.

A. -Mine Valuation:

B.- Mining Law.

C.- Colliery Management.

D.- Design of Surface Arrangements.

4.--Mine Valuation--

Information upon which valuation is based in." Virgin " and " Explored "
fields ; how information is obtained and verified : comparisons of methods of
valuation ; what determines time allowed for development rates of interest
required and value of plant at end of period.
Calculation of the present value of a Mineral property or Colliery Undertaking from given data.
B.- Mining Law
Leases, etc.
Parcels ; Liberties ; Exceptions ; Term ; Rents and Royalties ; Cessor Clause
Distress ; Recovery of Rent ; Undergettings or Short Workings.

-

-

Covenantsto

Rates of Taxes ; to Sink and Work ; Barriers ; Supply Coal, etc., for use;
repair and deliver up ; to restore surface Spoil banks ; Inspection.
Assignment
Covenants running with the land ; Underletting.

Re- Entry.
Relief against forfeiture ; "Surrender ; Break Clause ; Morger ; Notice to,
quit ; Fixtures ; Renewals.

Liability of Lessor

-

Contracts as to Machinery and Building, etc
Law of Lines and Minerals
Meaning of Terms ; Special Courts ; Rights and Customs Powers with
respect to Sales ; Exchanges ; Inclosures ; Trespass ;, Canal Acts affecting min mg operations.

-
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-

Taxation
Imperial Taxation; Local Taxation.

Reports-

C.- Colliery 1lanagemEntConditions of labour in Collieries. Practical management of a Colliery
Superintendence of labour at a Colliery, arrrangement of labour and system of
wages. Wages, Bills and Cost Sheets.
Conditions and results of working in different districts compared.

D.- Design of Surface ArrangementsSurvey of site of Colliery. Section Lines, etc.
excavation for sites of Permanent plant, etc.

Amount of filling and

COMPLETE DESIGN OF SURFACE ARRANGEMENTS OF MODERN COLLIERY.

The Colliery Engineering Course is similar to the usual University Engineering Course, except that special emphasis is laid on machinery applicable
to mines.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.

First year.
This course consists of Inorganic, Theoretical and :Practical Chemistry,
Magnetism and Electricity, General Physics, Mathematics, Applied Mechanics,
Engineering Drawing.
Second year.
This course consists of Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, Practical Chem istry, Organic Chemistry, Magnetism and Electricity, General Physics, Mathematics, Mechanics and Heat Engines, Engineering Drawing.
The first two years' courses are so arranged as to prepare students for the
London Inter. B. Sc. Examination.

Third year.
This course consists of Organic Chemistry, Theoratical and Practical
Chemistry of Fuels, General Physics, Magnetism and Electricity, Mathematics, ar.d Mechanics and Heat Engines. (This Course is arranged to enable
students to enter for the London B. Sc. Examination.

Fourth year.
This Course comprises lectures on the principles and pratice of Carbonisation and Bye -Product Recovery, and the materials, construction, and principles underlying the lay out and design of chemical plant. The practical work is of
a purely technical character and deals with the analysis and evolution of
commercial commodities. The course prepares students for the Final Examination for the A. I. C. in Chemical Technology with the Coal and Allied Indus
tries as a principle subject.
Each Year of the Course consists of 2 Terms of 3 months.
There are also a Part -time Course for one day a week as follows :-1. Colliery Managers' Course.
2. Colliery Electricians' Course.
3. Mine Surveyors' Course.
4. Colliery Mechanics' Course.
5, Chemical Assistants' Course.
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Equipment. -The mechanical engineering laboratory contains : --a tensile
compressive and bending machine capable of testing up to a total force of 200
tons, a Polton wheel driving a dynamo, a 3 -ram pump, a small centrifugal pump
a compressor, a 20 H. P. steam- engine, apparatus for experiments on the condensation of steam, hydraulic experimental apparatus, including venturi meter
and Pilot tube for flow measurements, a throttling calerimeter, an anememoter
calibrating machine, a steam turbine, Babcock and Wilcox steam boiler (coal
fired), steam boiler (gas - fired).
The workshop contains lathes, drills, slotting, shaping and planing machines
etc.

The electrical laboratory is large and well arranged and contains : -(a) Motor -generator, consisting of 10 k.w. 6 pole revolving field
alternator generating at 220 volts and 25 cycles per second and
driven by a motor operator at 440 volts from an outside supply.
(b) Booster set for accumulators.
(e) Several 5 H. P. A. C. and D. C. meters.
(d) Three 5 K. W. transformers.
(e) Switchboard with feeder panels and fittings.
(f) Battery of 120 chloride accumulators.
(g) Various electrical apparatus.
The Mining Laboratory. Contains amongst other things, an experimental
fan equipment for ventilation tests. There are two fans of different types
arranged so that they can be connected in series or in parallel or run singly.
One large Haldane's gas analysis apparatus, and several small sets of the same
type. One Bone and Wheeler's gas analysis apparatus. An electric furnace for
stone dust tests, several forms of gas testing apparatus, photomentry room.
The Drawing and Surveying Offices are well arranged for effective work.
Elementary drawing is done in a separate room from the advanced drawing for
which special tables are provided.
In the Geological laboratory an exhaustive study is made of coal sections
under the microscope. No less than sixty petrological microscopes are provided
for the use of students. Blow -pipe work and geological mapping are also
emphasised. The geological museum is well furnished with shew.cases containing rock, mineral and fossil specimens. A special feature of the School is the
facilities for Research work offered to lecturers and postgraduate students.
The School proposes to spend £50,000 en new equipment. It is intended
chiefly to develope the chemical side of coal mining, large coking and bye product recovery plant being one of the special features of the scheme.

Number of Students (Session 1920 -21).
Treforest -Full -time Courses.
Joint Diploma Course

..

Colliery Engineering

...

60

...

..

21

Chemical Engineering
Special Colliery Managers' Course
Special Draughtsmen Course

Surveyors' Course

35
26

6.

11

..

3

Total

...

156
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Tart -time

(one day

per week) Courses..

Colliery Managers (Treforest 102, Crumlin 74)

176

Colliery Electricians (Treforest 35, Crum lin 45)
Colliery Mechanics (Treforest 47, Crumlin 26)

so

Mine Surveyors (Treforest)

73

...

4

.e

Chemical assistants (Treforest)

3

Special Courses (Crumlin)

7

...

Total

313

Wigan and District Mining and Technical College,
Lancashire.
This is one of the oldest technieal Colleges in. the United Kingdom, dating
back to 1857.
Instruction is carried on by both Day and Evening Classes. At the
present time the College provides courses in relation to the following industries.
of the distri ,t :-Mining, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, BuildingTrades, Chemical Industries, Metallurgy, Artistic Trades, and
Commercial occupations.
The session for the mining classes commences about the end of September
terminates
about the end of May
and
-

O

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

.Day Classes.- Students will be required to give evidence that their
previous education is of a standard suitable for the course they pròpose to
follow. Students attending senior full -time courses must in general be over
16 years of age at the commencement of the Session.
Evening Classes: (1) Students over. 17 years of age should consult the
Principal or Heads of Departments as to the course they are qualified to

attend.
(2) Students over 17 years of age in general will be required either to
have satisfactorily completed the corresponding second year course of an
Evening Continuation School-(see below) -or to have reached the necessary
standard by attendance at a Secondary Day School or Junior Technical School.
As evidence of having completed the second year evening continuation
school course satisfactorily, the corresponding examination certificate of the
Lancashire and Cheshire Union of Institutes or a certificate of the Headmaster
of the Evening School or the Secretary of the Local Education Authority concerned will be accepted.
Students can be admittel direct from a Secondary School if proceeding
from forms higher than (iv) (b) ; students entering from the highest forms of a
secondary school can enter at classes above the first year of the course in
those subjects for which they are qualified to proceed to higher stages.
COURSES IN MINING.

O

"

The Mining Department is organised to supply the growing demands for
higher scientific instruction m connection with the various branches of the
Mining Industry, and to meet the requirements of those who intend to become.
Mine Officials, and others whose business or yrofession requires a knowledge of
Minin g_
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The following courses have been arranged to meet the needs of different
types of student :-Full -time Day -)iploma and Degree Courses.
Part -time Day Course (one day per week).
Evening Course for intending Mine Managers.
Under Managers..
f3
Mine Surveyors,
Managers.
Saturday
Under
Course for Colliery Mechanical Engineers.
Mining Electrical Engineers and Electricians.
Mine Chemists.
THE DIPLOMA. COURSE EXTENDS OVER TIME YEARS.

The summer vacation periods between each successive year of the course
should be spent at a Colliery. The College makes arrangements for such practical work before the end. of March in each year.
Candidates for the Diploma must produce satisfactory evidence that they
have had at least Five Months practical work in the mine, and have obtained'
the St. John's or other approved ambulance certificate.
Students who have successfully completed the third year of the Part-time
Day or Evening Course for Mine Managers, or the Evening Course for UnderManagers with certain supplementary classes may transfer to the Day Diploma
Course proceeding direct to the second year St ch students are eligible for the
College Diploma on completing the remaining. two years of the course.
The Diploma Course is recognised by the University of London; for the
purpose of the B. Sc. Degree in Mining for external students.
.

PART -TIME DAY MINING COURSE.

This course provides part -time day instruction. in Mining and. Surveying,
and is primarily intended for students preparing for first class Mine Manager's
or other professional certificates. The course extends overa period for six years
and necessitates attendance for one day per week during each session.
In addition classes are arranged for one evening per week in connection
with each year of the course ; whilst attendance at such evening classes is
optional they serve to extend the range of the course considerably, and wherever possible students are strongly advised to attend ; no extra fee is involved.
Intending students will be required to satisfy the Principal tlAt their
general education is sufficiently advanced to enable them profitably to attend the
course.
Evening students attending the Course for Mine Managers may transfer
to the corresponding year of this course, at the commencement of a new
-

session.

.

Laboratories. -The Obllege laboratories are well equipped with chemical
physical, electrical, and mechanical apparatus and plant. There is also a
special mining laboratory. This year an entirely new set of laboratories is
being added at a considerable expenditure,
These laboratories of which there are four are to'be spnrially reserved for
mining apparatus and machinery. Clete of the rooms will bo devoted to
apparatus for the experimental study of colliery explosions, a second will contain
equipment for ventilation test', a third will be reserved for gas- testing and
analysis, and the, fourth will contain mining plant and machinery.
At this School very little metalliferous mining is taught. The College is,
situated in. the centre of a large coal -field and chief attention is directed to the
training of colliery managers, agents and mining engineers,
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.Fees.-The fee for each year

of

guineas.

the Diploma or Degrees Course is thirty

Scholarships.- Numerous Scholarships are obtainable at this College.

Number of Students (Session 1920 -21).
Full -time Mining Students
Part -time Day
Evening Mining Students
Saturday

.
...

...
...
...

...

39
63

320
139

The Roy al Technical College, Glasgow.

of-

The courses offered in the Mining Department of this institution consist

(a) A day Diploma Course of three years duration in Mining Engineer-

ing.
(b) Evening classes in Mining, Surveying, and Colliery Engineering.
DIPLOMA AND ASSOCIATESHIP OF THE CuLLEGE.

The Mining Diploma of the College is granted to students who have
completed satisfactorily the following Courses of Study and passed the required
examinations. Attendance on the first, second, and third years of the course
in Mining Engineering, qualifies for the Diploma, while attendance on the
fourth year of the course with the addition of certain experience in practical
work, qualifies for the Associateship of the College.
MINING DIPLOMA COURSE.

Classes

First

-

year..

Natural Philosphy, I.
Mathematics, I.
Inorganic Chemistry, I.
Drawing, I.
Physical Laboratory.
Chemical Laboratory.
Second year.

Mathematics, II.
Motive Power Engineering, L
Electrical Engineering, I.
Mining Engineering, I.
Laboratory.
Mechanics.
Geology and Minoralogy, I, with laboratory.
Electrical Engineering Laboratory.
Mechanics Laboratory.
Summer Session.
Mine Surveying.
Practical Metallurgy.

01

Third year.
Mining, II.
Laboral ory.
Electrical Engineering, II.
Laboratory.
Geology, II.
Metallurgy, L
Laboratory.
Fuels, Lectures and Laboratory.
Notes -The summer between the first and second sessions should be spent
in work underground.
A certificate from the St. Andrews or the St. John Ambulance Association
of satisfactory attendance at a course of First Aid to the Injured will be required from all crndidates for the Diploma in Mining.

Fourth year.
Students entering for this course must have had two years' mining
experience.
EQUIPMENT.

There are fully equipped Laboratories in the Departments of Natural
Philosophy, Chemistry, Technical Chemistry, Dyeing, Sugar Manufacture,
Metallurgy, Mechanics, Motive Power Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Mining, Geology, Biology, Textile Manufacture, and Navigation. The Museums
contain important collections, and the Library consists of about 20,000 volumes,
including many valuable works. The Reading Room is provided with the
current issues of the principal scientific and technical journals,.
FEES.

Fifteen guineas per year.

Number of' Students (Session 1920 -21).
Full time Mining Students
Evening
r,
Full time Geology Students
Evening
,,

...

...
...

...

147

..,

...

...

124

...

40

456

The School of Metalliferous Mining, Cornwall.
This School was formed by the amalgamation in 1909 of the Mining
Iehools of Ca,mborne, R.edruth and Penzance. The Central School is at
The School is very
Camborne, and there a Branch School at liedruth.
favourably situated for instruction in metalliferous mining which is the only
Course taught.
Cornwall has quite exceptional mining traditions running through centuries ; the position of the School is in the heart of present metalliferous
mining operations; the school itself has the unique advantage of possessing a
mine which is used mainly for the purpose of giving practical instruction to the
students in their profession; it has the run of other important metalliferous
mines which are most effectively equipped for breaking, raising, stamping, and
dressing ores; and it is in immediate proximity to extensive engineering works
which are mainly devoted to the production of modern mining appliances, as
pumping engines, compressors, rock drills, fuses, etc., to which the students
have access for observation and instruction.
'
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ADMISSION OF STUDENTS.

Candidates for admission to the School must be over sixteen years of age,
and must satisfy the authorities that they have received a goof educati
and
are able to pass the entrance examination in,
Mathematics,
English (essay),
Freehand drawing,
or can s itisfy the authorities that they possess qualifications enabling them to
benefit by the course of instruction.
KING EDWARD MINE,.
In 197 the eastern portion of . South Condurrow mine adjoining
Wheal Grenville was purchased from the former lessees, and is now worked
under the name of Ring Edward Mine; the object being to enable students
to obtain an acquaintance with practical mining and the treatment of ores
under the supervision of competent instructors.

Skilled miners, mechanicr,.and other workmen are regularly employed on
the mine. Students take part in the various mining operations and are changed
systematically from one part of the workings to another at proper intervals,,
always under the direction of competent workmen.
Students gain the atmosphere of mining gradually over a period of three.
years, and a part from the lectures in the third year, which are quite independent, have a precise knowledge of one mine. They have studied it as a mineral
deposit, they have surveyed it, they have ampled and assayed some considerable section of it. They have worked in the smiths'and carpenters' shops and
have had some of their instruction in machinery on the mine. They have madedrawings say for a new .head-gear and drawn up specifications for it with an
estimate of the cost.
Most of the actual mining is carried on continuously as in a commercial
mine, aad as if solely for the sake of profit. The students. take theix share
in all these operations, which occasionally are slowed down are variedor stopped:
for a time for their sake, with no great expense.
Every year there is some repair or replacement in which all the students;
participate.
The mill runs as a profit. A flow of a ton of ore per hour is always there
when the instructor wants it, and it-may be modified for an hour, a day or a.
fortnight at a small cost and with a reasonable expectation of profit from an.
investigation. Work of a mining workshop type with. a few hundredweights
of ore can be arranged for, more economically and efficiently than in a Collegelaboratory.
It will be evident from what has been said that a mine of this description:
attached to a School forms a very valuable aid indeed to the ordinary work of
class teaching and enables students to live as it were inthe practical atmospherethroughout their College career..
The School Buildings are equipped with class rooms, chemical laboratory,.
mechanical laboratory, drawing office, assaying and furnace room, museum;,
library and offices.
.

.

DIPLOMA. COURSE.,

.

The School Diploma course last three years and is given at Cámborne:
The Diplomats awarded to: students who: have completed the period of
study assigned, have satisfied the Governors as to attendance, diligence;, progress;
and conduct, and have passed satisfactory examinations in the subjects: of each

year of their. course..
Generally students will be expected to satisfy the Governors as to their
proficiency in each subject of the current year before being allowed to proceed'_
to the following year's course.
.

g3
%EMPTIONS.

The School Diploma maybe obtained in two years by Students
who are
either :
(1) University Graduates,
(2) Students who have passed satisfactorily through a 2 years'
course in
Mechanical Engineering at a recognised Technical School.
(8) Men who have received satisfactory scientific training in. Day
or
Evening Schools during apprenticeship.
(4) Men who have had a Theoretical and Practical training that
will
justify an exemption of the first year's course of study.
SUBJECTS,.

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Mechanics, Mechanical Liboratory,,
Mechanical Engineering, Machine Drawing, Metalliferous Mining, Assaying,
Metallurgy, Ore Dressing, Surveying, Geology, including Mineralogy,,
Petrology, and Palmentology.
There is also a shorter course of two years duration held at Redruth_
Fees,.- Thirty -five guineas per year.
.

Number of Students (Session 1920-21),

185..

The Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur.
The Mining Department at this College has been in existence since 1900.
The College is well equipped with engineering, workshops, carpentry shop,,
smithy, foundry, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering testing rooms,
and chemical, physical and assaying laboratories.. A special mining machinery
is provided
mining department.
In.the mining department the 9( scion starts early in April and continues
throughout the year with. a 3. months' break from the beginning, of August to
early in November. The examinations are held in March. The full College
course covers, three years. of which the last two constitute the Mining Diploma.
course at the end of which if the sti.d -nt passes the final examination the
College Diploma in the Principles of Mining is granted..
ADMISSION REGULATIONS.

Two classes, Of students, are admitted- regular and special.
Regularstudents are.st.udents who are duly qualified for admission under the
rules and who intend to go through the regular prescribed course of training.
A. candidate for admission as a regular student must have the following
qualifications and must registerhis nameat the Principal's odî:ce on or before'
nuch date as may be fixed, sending with his application..-(a) A registration fee of Re. l..
(b) Evidence as to age.. In the case- of a European his Baptism certifi.
cate will be accepted in the case of an Indian the age 'statemen.t
on his: passing the Matriculation. or School Final Examination is
the only evidence accepted..
.

(e) ,Evidenoe, that he has passed one of the following examinations.
(1) The Matriculation Examination of the Calcutta University, Preference being given to 1st Division Matriculate strong, in mathe-

matics.
(2) The School

Final E'xaminati'on for the B classes of Z.illa anal

Collegiate Schools.
(3) Any other examination held by the Director of Public Instruction
Bengal, to be equivalaat..

-
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The evidence must, if possible, be supported by a statement showing the
subjects in which he has qualified and giving in detail the marks obtained in
them.
The Principal may at his discretion hold a special examination of candidates
for admission, an he is authorised to require any or all of such candidates to
appear at this examination and to charge each candidate an examination fee
of Rs. 4. The subjects of the examination shall be as follows

:-

Compulsory -(-Dictation.

...

English

Reading.
Colloquial.

Problems only of Marticulation standard in Arithmetic

Mathematics

Drawing

..

Optional- Mechanics
Science

...

Algebra and Geometry.

.

Freehand and Geometrical, of a standard to be
prescribed from time to time by the Principal.
Problems as laid down in the Matriculation course.
As prescribed for the B classes of Zilla and High
schobls in Bengal,

Students from other schools, who have passed the Sub -overseer Examina.
tion and who possess the qualifications laid down in Rule 4, may be admitted to
the first year of the Mining course, provided they have passed within the first
twenty per cent. of successful candidates and have been placed in the higher
division.

In making selections for the admission

of students to all courses the
age,
Principal shall take into account their
the examinations they have passed,
and the subjects in which they have qualified. Persons who have completed
at least two years practical work upon a mine may be admitted to the second
year of the three years' course as special students provided that the Principal
considers their general education is sufficient to enable them to follow the
courses of instruction with benefit,
PEES.

The tuition fee per session, is Rs. 36. In addition there is an admission
fee of Rs. 5 not returnable and a caution -money deposit of Rs. 25, which is
returnable under certain conditi ons.
Several Scholarships are available for mining students attending this
College.
The subjects of the courses are as follows :--

.birst year-Hours per week,

Mathematics
Mechanics Lectures
Chemistry
Physics ...
Steam Engine
Materials of construction
...
Metallurgy
and
Magnetism
Electricity
...
Drawing
Workshops
...

...

.

,..

b
1

a
a

1
1.

1

,..

..,
Total

1

13

...-.

... 39

VJ

In addition three weeks practical surveying during November.
Second

year-

..

Mathematics

Experimental mechanics
Chemistry

...

Physics

...

...

,....

..e

...

..,

(h

...

2

...

2

'Tours per ¡mid

,.,

..:

...

Applied mechanics

Steam Engine

...

Electrical Engineering
Drawing
,1111

Mining Engineering
Mining Laboratory
Mine Surveying ...

...

...:

.,.

...

...

...

,,.

.,.

..,

44,

.,,

/n2

,.

..

...

,,,

2

..1

..,

.,,

s..

..,

...

,.
1141.

7

"

Coal Mining

Geology and Mineoroalogy

..

Workshops

Total
affill11110

In addition six

weeks are spent in a Mine Surveying Camp, in November

and December.

Third yearHouzg For

Mathematics

n.

4

..

11

wok,

..

Chemistry
Drawing

.

..

Estimating
Mining Laboratory

3

...

Mine Surveying
Metal Mining
Ccal Mining

1111.

Mining Regulation
Geology and Mineralogy
Workidalis

.

.II

...

i

III

$

r

..

..

e

...

..

.

r.
H

.,

..

.r.

...

..l

.s

In dddittion six weeks are speht in a Mine

Ennvoying Camp in

ogrember

and Derember.
.¡

raame,:.

p

llllowing am
Session (1921-22) the Allowing
attending, the several years s the
itru

.;..

,nt

y
1st mu 't Wit
year
Val yew,
yva1r
&$ pall, Violl year
4,111

come

00/

r.

Comm

1000

C4ggswe

.,

,0i¡ii!:ri

il

1010.

MOO

rrr

lc4tt$11

...

..

...

III

...

II

Saturday, I.

1I1:

II

...

Drawing ...
Mine Engineering

Mine surveSing

...

...

-

Electricity and Mágäetism

Mining.Engineering-...

III

Friday, I

Mining Laboratory ...

-

Mining

1_,)

8

-9

...

lgebra,.''Trigonemétry, Mensuration, Geometry.

Coal mining

i

Drawing

Mining Engineering_..

Drawing

Metal Mining

,

Algebra, Trigonometry, MensuraLion. Geometry.
Geology ...
raw ing.

...

Minerolrgy

o

-

.y

..:

i

.DI- 1a -4 -7.2 -,.n..c

Drawing

Statistics and Dynamics

Metallurgy

tion, Geometry.
-Mining Laboratory

4

..

...

Hydrostatistics

Chemistry

Draw in g.

.

...

...

Mensuration,

...

Materials of construction

Hydrostatistics

Applied mechanics

Mechsni cs

Iiiiirg Review

Statistics and Dynamics

Chemistry

Heat and Light

...r Drawing.

7rigonoiretry, Algebra, Mensura-

Hydro statistics
0.1

Statistics and Dynamics

Draw ing

Carpenters and Smiths' shops.

Coal Mining

Laboratory.

Algebra,

i

-2 Electrical En gin eéring.

Experimental Mechanics.
Machine shop.

Mathl. Laboratory.

Carpenters' and Smiths' shops.

Machine shop.

Drawing.

Practical Physics. -

Estimating.

Fitting.

Carpenters' and Smiths' shops.

Machine shop.

2-4 Mining Laboratory.

1

Chemical Laboratory.

Trigonometry,
Geometry.

tatistics and Dynamics

1-4

Carpentry, Smith's ship.

Mechanical Drawing.

Mensuration,

Machine shop.

Algebra,

Hydri s'.atistice

Trigonometry,
Geometry.

Drawing.

Drawing.

10-11

Fitting.

...

Mechanical

9'--10

Heat 'an d Light

Applied Mechanic

Draw ing

...

Mechanical

II

Thursday, I

Mining Engineering...

III ...

-...

Mine Surveying

Steam Engine

004

Mine surveying

Steam Engine

-8

II ...

Wednesday, I ...

II

Monday, I

7

1st year has practical surveying during November (3 weeks).
2nd year and 3rd year have practical Mine Surveying Camp during November, December (6 weeks).
in March.
Session, April 1 to March 31. (Vaçation=15 weeks- Auguät, September and October). Examinations
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I

COAL-WHAT IT DOES

talk about a kind of black
called coal, which is found in many parts
of India. Most of you have seen a piece of
coal. It is black and dirty but when set on fire
gives out glow and heat which cooks our food and
warms our bodies in the cold evenings of winter.
But coal does much more than this. How well you
enjoy a ride in a railway train. Perhaps you are
going to see friends. You get into the carriage not
far behind the engine, which puffs and snorts as if
Soon you
it were in a great hurry to get started.
hear the tinkle of the signal to start and the train
moves slowly out of the station. The speed quickly
increases until you are flying along faster than the
quickest horse can travel. What fun to lean out
of the window and watch the trees and fields flash
past you as if they were chasing each other ! But
have you ever thought of what it is that makes the
engine able to pull such a long train of carriages
crowded with people and to travel so fast ? Well
engine itself you would find
if you were on the
that all the time the engine is running, and sometimes
when it is standing, a man is throwing coal as fast as
he can into the blazing furnace beneath the boiler.
He must keep the fire well supplied with coal for it
is the heat from the fire which changes the water
into steam for driving the engine.
We are going to

rock
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What a powerful engine a railway locomotive

Just try to picture how many bullocks

is !

would be
needed to pull a long train of carriages or wagons.
Why, it would take hundreds, perhaps thousands,
of bullocks to do as much work as a single railway
engine ; and think of how fast the engine can go.
What a weary journey it would be if the only way you
could get, say from Calcutta to Bombay, or Madras,
was by means of a bullock cart or even a horse
gharry. It would take about three months to go on
a bullock cart whereas you can go in less than two

days in a railway train.
And perhaps you have seen the big steam -ships
coming up the river at Calcutta or into the docks at
Bombay or Madras. How grandly they move through
the water, and glide into their berths ! Here again
it is coal which provides the power to drive those
great vessels through the water. Deep clown in the
hold of the ship coolies are hard at work keeping the
boiler fires fed with coal. Coal is the fuel which
drives the railway engine and the steam -ship just
as food is the fuel which keeps you alive and makes
you grow bigger and stronger. There are many
other things which man can do by means of coal.
For instance it is coal which provides the power
to drive the machinery in most of our large mills
and factories, and to work the tramcars in our large
cities. From coal we get our supplies of gas for
lights and cooking and we could not make such large
quantities of steel if we did not have coal. You will
see a drawing on Fig. 23, which shows some of the
fruits of coal. Even this picture doesn't show all
the things we get from coal. You can see then,
that coal is a most valuable rock, and, if you follow
your lessons in geography and history carefully,
you will find that most of the great countries of the
world owe their position amongst the nations of the
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to their having had large quantities of
their
boundaries.
within
coal
Now, you will all agree that India is a great
country and you all feel that you would like to see your
beloved land becoming greater and greater. One
of the things that makes India an important country
Of course
is the size and value of her coal fields.
other
things
that
India
a
are
make
wonderful
there
country even without coal, but coal is so useful that
you will agree, I think, that the value of India to
herself and to the world is greatly increased by there
being large quantities of coal in the country. That
being so it is surely right and proper that you
as sons of India, should take a deep interest
in one of her most valuable possessions. It is for
this reason, that this little book has been written.
That coal is the most valuable as well as the most
earth chiefly

Got, d.

Satt
OtL
Man.gartese -ore
Value of Coal.
produced in India
easily
the most
to

The heights of the columns show the valve of the coal
compared with otherathings It will be seen that coal
valuable. Fig. 2.
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useful mineral found in India you can see from Fig. 2.
In the book you will learn what coal is, where it is
found, how it is got out of the earth, the dangers
that beset the miner in his work, and many other
interesting things about this most useful and valuable
mineral.

CHAPTER
COAL -WHAT

II

IT IS AND WHERE IT IS FOUND

the ground with other rocks
differs from the other rocks
in that it burns easily and gives out great heat. It
is found in layers or leaves as shown in the drawing
Fig 3. In the drawing, you see a layer of coal
Coal is found in
below and above it.

It

STONE

COAL
STONE
Diagram showing coal -seam

rig.

3.

between two layers of rock just as if you placed
three books on the top of each other, the book in the
centre to stand for a layer of coal. The miner does
not speak of a "layer" of coal. Usually he calls it
a "seam" of coal. Sometimes the seam is quite
thin, only a few inches thick but sometimes it is very
thick as much as a hundred feet. The coal-fields of
India are famous for the great number of thick
seams which are found in

them.

The coal seams are not always lying flat, indeed
they are very seldom quite flat except for short

12
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distances. They are more often found to slope as in
the drawing in Fig. 3a. If you take the three books

Diagram showing coal -seam.

frig. 5a.

again, first place them flat on a table and then turn
them up slightly on edge you will see what the drawing
means.
When a coal seam slopes like this you can easily
understand that it will come out at the surface
somewhere as is shown in Fig. 4. The part of the

A coal -seam appearing on the bank of a river.

Fig. 4.

seam which appears at the surface is called the "outcrop" The outcrop is sometimes easily seen especially
along the banks of a river as in Fig. 4. However the
outcrop is often covered over with soft earth so that
it is hidden. Even in such cases the miner is often

COAL-WHAT IT IS AND WHERE IT IS FOUND
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able to find out whether there is coal underneath the
He may notice that a
surface of the ground.
strip of the ground is darker in colour than the rest
due to there being small pieces of .coal mixed with
the earth and he may even be able to pick out quite
large pieces of coal. You can easily understand
that when the miner sees bits of coal lying about in
a place where no coal is being used or laid down he
is not long in trying to find out if coal actually exists
underneath the surface. He may then start to remove the covering of earth to see if there really is
coal below.
The one man above all others who is of most use

out those parts of the country
the geologist. A geologist is
a man who knows all about the rocks forming the
crust or skin of this old world of ours. He knows
just the kind of rocks in which coal is likely to
be found. You must know of course that coal is
It is really only found
not found everywhere.
in patches here and there. Some of the patches
are many hundreds of miles apart and no coal is
found anywhere between them. Why is this ?
Well the geologist tells us that at certain times in the
history of the world dense jungles grew near where
coal is now found. The leaves and other parts of
trees and plants were carried by rivers and streams
into quiet lakes or seas and there fell to the bottom.
Through time the layer of woody matter and mud
at the bottom of the lake grew to be very thick.
After a time the rivers would bring down large quantities of mud and sand which would cover up the woody
Then perhaps more leaves and bits of
material.
trees would settle in the lake forming another layer of
vegetable matter. This would be covered up in turn
by mud and clay and so through many years the
process would go on until the lowest layer of leaves
to the miner in finding
which contain coal is

14
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would be a long way below the top layer of mud.
Sometimes casts of plants and fish are found in
the rocks.
These are called fossils, Fig. 5. If
you wish to see how the mud and other things
settle to the bottom in water just take a glass of

A fossil fish.

Fig 5.

muddy water, place it on the floor or the table, and
watch the mud falling to the bottom. Now after
thousands of years those layers of leaves, and clay,
sand and mud became hardened from various causes
into solid rocks, the vegetable matter being changed
into coal. If you were to dig a deep hole in any of
the Indian coal -fields -and this we shall see is just
what the miner does when he wants to get down to
the coal-you would come on layer after layer of
coal just as if it had been laid down in the way I have
described. Fig. 6 shows you how the seams of coal
in an Indian coal-field are found on the top of each
other ; and you would find the same thing in every
coalfield in the world.
There is another way in which it is believed coal
seams have been formed. The trees and plants
died and decayed where they grew. New plants
.
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their place and these in
the heap of decayed
die
and
add
to
would
turn
plants on the ground. Go into any jungle in India
and you will find this sort of thing going on to -day.
and trees would grow up in

find the ground covered with a thick layer
of decayed and decaying vegetable matter. Well
after a time the jungle became covered over with
water, perhaps forming a large lake. There would
You will
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be streams running into this lake, the streams would
bring mud and clay, the mud and clay would settle
to the bottom of the lake and cover up the layer of
decayed plants. Then as the years rolled on the
vegetable matter would gradually become changed
into coal.
If you have understood what you have been
reading you can easily see that all the layers of vegetable matter would not produce the same kind of coal.
Some layers have been longer in the ground than
others. The plants have been changed into coal
slowly and thus in some layers the process has been
more complete than in others. Besides all coal has
not been formed from the same kind of plants. So,
because of all this, we have different kinds of coal.
Anthracite is the most perfect form of coal, Bituminous
coal comes next, and then Lignite coal which is the
poorest kind and looks like charred wood. The
coals found in India are chiefly Bituminous and
Lignite. Anthracite coal is not worked in India.
Moreover the coal seams will not be all of the same
thickness, because some of the layers of leaves would
be thicker than others.
Another thing that you can well understand is that
as the decayed plants would be mixed with particles
of mud, the coal is not found pure. The particles
of mud remain as ash after the coal has been burnt.
The coal seams were all laid down first of all on
nearly flat ground, but owing to movements of the
rocks such as earthquakes, etc., they are now found
at all angles from flat to vertical. This is fortunate
for the miner because as we have shown at the beginning of this chapter, a sloping seam is bound to come
out at the surface and so it can be easily discovered.
Sometimes the miner drills a vertical hole called a
bore -hole from the surface down through the rocks
in order to find out the number and thickness of the
.
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Many of the coal -fields
India have once been joined together but movements of the earth and the wearing effects of time
have rubbed out, as it were, large portions of ground
which once contained coal. There is plenty of coal
left in India however to supply all our wants for
many years to come.
The coal -fields of India are estimated to contain
79,000,000,000 (seven thousand and nine hundred
crores of tons of coal.) The output of coal for the
whole of India at the present time is about 20,000,000
(two crores) tons. It will not be possible to take out
all the coal but if we suppose that one -fifth of it
can be got -that is about 15,000,000,000 tons -you
can see that we can go on digging coal at the present
Of course we hope
rate for 700 years to come
of
coal
in
will increase very
output
India
the
that
greatly. But even though it should increase to say
ten crores of tons a year there is plenty of coal in the
country to do for at least one hundred and perhaps
two hundred years, and that is quite a long time to
At present the Jharia coal -field-in
look a head.
the province of Bihar and Orissa -produces more than
half of the total output of Indian coal. The Raniganj
These
field in Bengal is the next largest producer.
together,
nine
-tenths
of
our
produce
over
fields,
two
There is no saying, however, but
coal production.
what other fields may grow rapidly in the near future.
Indeed some are sure to do so sooner or later. Coal
Burma, Punjab, Beluchistan
is also got in Assam,
and Hyderabad.

coal seams which lie below.
of

!
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CHAPTER

III.

THE MINER AT WORK.
Let us now visit an actual coal mine and see the
miner at work. We will first go to an "open cast"
mine or quarry. We have seen that the coal seam
comes out at the surface of the ground. When this
is the case the miner simply removes the earth on
the top of the coal and digs the coal out. Fig. 7 is a

Women carrying coal out of a quarry.

Fig.

7.

photograph showing the appearance of a quarry.
After a time more of the top cover is taken away so
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that more coal may be dug out. You can see that after
a time the cover of earth and rock will become so
thick that it will cost too much to pay the miner to
remove it. What does he do then you wonder ?
Well the next three drawings will show you exactly
what he does. He does not take out all the coal any
longer but only part of it. He leaves in square blocks
callled " pillars " of solid coal to carry the weight
of the rocks over head. Fig. 8 shows the appearance

Diagram showing galleries and pillars of coal. Fig. 8.
of

those pillars going down hill into the mine and
how they look if we stand on the other

Fig. 9 shows
side of the

quarry and look along the face of the

workings. `The two pictures are nearly the same
except that one shows the pillars along the level and

other shows them on the slope. Íf you were to
the whole of the cover of rock or if you could
lift it up like the lid of a box, the pillars and openings
(called galleries) would look like the drawing Fig 10.
The pillars are seldom perfectly square. Let us
for a little. His chief
watch the miner at work

the

remove

Diagram showing galleries and pillars along the face of a quarry.

Fig.

O.
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Underground workings in a coal -seam showing galleries and
pillars
of coal. FigX10.
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tool is a pick shown in the drawing Fig 11. The
blade is of pointed steel and it is fixed on a wooden
handle nearly three feet long. The miner wears
nothing but a loin cloth. His work is very hard and
he is in a warm climate so that to wear as little
clothing as possible is the proper thing. He swings
his pick over his shoulder and brings it down on the
coal with all his force. The sharp point pierces
the coal and acts as a wedge and by a twist or jerk

A miner's pick.

Fig. 11.

of the handle he dislodges a piece of coal. The miner
soon learns the best place to strike the coal for he
knows that it is got more easily one way than another.
Sometimes he uses a steel rod called a crowbar or
sobel to loosen an extra large piece of coal when he
hasprepared the way for it by means of his pick.'

TAE MINER AT WORK
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Sometimes he makes use of explosives such as
gunpowder or dynamite to dislodge the coal. He
drills a narrow hole into the coal about four feet deep,
puts some explosive in it, and warning everyone to
retire to a safe place he lights the "fuse" which sets
off the charge. The fuse takes a good many seconds
to burn so that he himself has time to get to a place
of safety. The "shot" may bring down large blocks
of coal. When the coal is loosened and broken into
small Jumps if necessary, it is loaded into baskets.
Women -called kamins -or boys generally do this
work. The women carry the loaded baskets on
their heads. Just watch them and see how steadily
and even gracefully they walk with their load. (Fig 7).
Try to lift a full basket of coal. You will find it is
a good weight. The baskets are emptied on a level
piece of ground close to the quarry. The coal is laid
down in flat heaps about 1 foot high. The miner in
this case is paid by quantity, not by weight. He is paid
a certain sum for each heap so that he knows his
wages just by measuring the size of the heaps belonging
to him. Sometimes the coal in the heaps is whitewashed. This is done in order to be able to detect
stealing.

When what is called the surface coal has all been
and the workings go deeper and deeper under the
ground the miners do not use all the openings to the
surface. They may only use two or three and block
up all the other outlets or fence them off. If you
look again at the picture in Fig 10 you will see that
there are two rows of galleries marked "inclines"
The other openings are fenced
no. 1 and no. 2.
The Indian
off. This is shown by dotted lines.
Mines Act says that there must always be at
least two outlets from the mine. Another rule
says that openings which are not in use must be
fenced off. These rules are made to protect the miner.
got
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If there was only one outlet from the mine, picture

to yourself the state of the poor miners if that
one outlet should become blocked. They would be
caught like rats in a trap. Many things might
happen to block a gallery. The roof might fall
down and fill the gallery with great blocks of stone.
This often happens in a coal mine. You will see in
another part of the book how the miner tries his best
to keep the roof from falling. Or a big fire might take
place on the single outlet. This is not imagination,
for quite a number of the coal mines in India are on
One can hardly bear to think of the fate of
fire.
the poor victims of a fire in a mine. We will learn
more about this presently. So you see that it is a
wise rule which says that there must be at least
two ways of escape from the mine. And it is just
as wise to state that the roads which are not required
must be fenced off. The unused roads are not
examined and may not be safe, and so it would be
dangerous to allow the miners to go into such places.
Sometimes an entire family of miners works
The husband is the picktogether in a gallery.
man or "coal- cutter" as he is called. The wife
carries the coal and if they have a son or daughter
old enough to be able to work they may also help to
get the coal. As we have said, the miner is paid by
the quantity of coal he cuts and so a family can easily
work together, the wages for all the members
being paid as for one.
Sometimes even little children are brought into
the coal mine. Their mothers and fathers often
like to bring their children with them rather than
leave them perhaps alone at home. The children
don't do any work of course, they usually sleep most
of the time and you need not think that the mine is a
bad place to sleep in. Most parts of the mine can
be made perfectly safe, and the air is often nearly
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fresh and sweet as on the surface. Besides one
away from the hot glare of the Indian sun. Sometimes the miner has his bed with him and he or his
wife or the children may rest and sleep quite comfortably and safely. Of course it would be much better
if the mother and her children stayed at home.
It is not good for the home life or the children that the
mother should have to go and work. The father
should be the breadwinner. The day is not far
distant, we will hope, when women and children
will be no longer found at work in the mines.
Care must be taken that there are no loose stones or
coal hanging from the roof or sides of the galleries.
Not long ago three poor people were killed by a fall
of coal from the side of a pillar. They had been
working hard and feeling tired, had lain down on the
floor and fallen sound asleep. But alas they had
not examined the place to see if it was safe. A large
block of coal slipped off the side of the pillar and
killed all three. Usually a coal mine can be made
quite safe but it is never entirely free from danger.
We shall learn more about the dangers of the mine
in a later lesson.
In the larger collieries contractors are employed
the coal, bring it to the surface and load it.
cut
to
These contractors in there turn employ a number of
miners, men, women and boys to do the work.
As we have already seen the men cut the coal and the
The contractor makes a
women and boys load it.
owning the colliery and
with
the
company
bundobast
he then pays the workers whom he employs.

as
is

!

CHAPTER IV.
THE MINER

AT

WORK (contd.)

We have seen that the miner leaves in part of the
coal to keep up the roof.
There is a method of taking out all the coal in a
seam in one long line but this method is not much
used in Indian mines. Most of the coal seams in
India are too thick for it to be easy to take out all the
coal. Besides the miner likes to see something solid
the roof.
left in to hold
Let us look again at the miner at work. In
making the galleries, the miner first of all cuts a narrow
hole in advance of the rest of the working "place ".
He may then cut down the coal still remaining in the
roof up to the stone. Then he digs out the floor coal,
which is easier to get than any. Sometimes he has
to cut coal off the sides of the pillar. By this time
the gallery may be very high, anything up to
35 feet high. To get down the coal on the sides
of the pillars the miner stands on stools or ladders.
Sometimes the sides which may have been quite hard
for a long time get loose. Overhanging coal of this
kind is very dangerous and until it is taken down,
anyone coming near is running a great risk of being
killed. We have mentioned a case like this in Chapter
3 and such accidents happen all too often in Indian
Mines. The miner has to be very careful himself
when taking down top and side coal. He must see
that his ladder or stool is clear of any large block
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of coal that may come away as he cuts it down.
He knows whether the coal is loose by striking it with
a long bamboo pole shod with iron. If it sounds

"hard" it is quite safe but if it sounds "loose" it must
be taken down at once.
Sometimes the miner has to put in "props" to
hold up the sides and the roof. (Fig 12). If the roof

ROOF.

FLOO R.
Supporting the roof with wooden props.

Fig. 12.

very weak and soft he may have to put up strong
wooden beams or steel girders resting on brick walls.,
is

(Fig 13).

The amount of coal left in the pillars is very great.
The miner does not care to lose all this valuable coal
so he tries to take out the pillars as well as he can.

Sometimes he takes out a pillar completely, a bit at a
time. While doing this the roof is held up by means
of props placed very close together.
Then another pillar may be removed. Great,
care must be taken in removing a pillar. It is
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a very dangerous undertaking, especially if the seam
is very thick, as most seams are in India. The roof
is certain to fall down sometime or other for the
props cannot bear the great weight of the roof for
long and the miner has to be constantly on the alert
for signs of danger. If he thinks that it is too
great a risk to take out the entire pillar he removes
a portion of it either by driving galleries through it
or by taking coal off the sides of the pillar. It is a

FLOOR
Supporting the roof with beams.

Fig. 13.

common practice for some miners to cut coal from the
sides of the pillars against the orders of the manager
of the mine. This sort of thing is called "robbing"
the pillars. The coal cut from the sides of pillars
is very easily got, and as the miner is paid for the
amount of coal he digs, you can easily understand
that it is a great temptation to him to "rob" pillars
in this way. But the practice is a very dangerous
one. Many accidents have taken place as the result
of miners robbing pillars.
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They go often into places which have been fenced
off just to get loose coal from the sides of pillars.
These places are not examined and are often unsafe.
Yet the miner will run the risk of being buried under
a great fall of coal just for the sake of getting coal
which is easy to cut.
Sometimes the pillars are "robbed" to such an
extent that they give way under the great weight of
the roof. If it is meant that this should be done
and great care is taken to avoid accidents the only
bad feature about the collapse of the roof of the mine
is that the surface is badly disfigured. If you go
into almost any coal mining district in India you
will see many places where the ground has fallen in,
due to under -mining.
If pillars are taken out below a village the people
must be removed before the ground is allowed to
collapse or else there may be a bad accident. One
very tragic event of this kind is on record. Galleries
had been driven under a village and it was then
decided to split the pillars by cutting other galleries
in two directions at right angles through them.
This divided each large pillar into four small pillars
called "stooks." The galleries were to be not
more than a certain width, and it was thought that
the stooks would be strong enough to hold up the
roof. But the miners "robbed" the pillars in the
way we have mentioned above, and one night the
roof collapsed over a very wide area.
On the surface there were three rows of miners
huts or dhowras. One row was outside the collapsed
area and was untouched. The middle row went down
vertically with the falling ground and not one of the
people in the houses was hurt. But alas the third row
was completely wrecked and 7 men, 9 women, and
ground
8 children who were fast asleep when the
collapsed were killed.
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What a tragedy those miners had caused through
"robbing" pillars against orders ! Miners who do
this sort of thing deserve to be punished and if they
are found out often are punished.
The miner is not allowed to take out all the coal
below railways as if he did so the railway might be
completely wrecked. He may drive galleries through
the coal below the railways but the galleries must be
narrow and the pillars big and strong enough to
prevent any movement of the ground over which
the railway passes.
In most cases the miner finds it very difficult
indeed to take out all the coal. In England where
the seams are not nearly so thick as those in India,
the miner often takes out all the coal in one long line.
He does not drive galleries and leave pillars but takes
out all the coal as he proceeds. The roof is kept up
by timber and by packing the space left by the coal
with stones and other rubbish. This method cannot
be used in India because of the thickness of the coal.
The miner can only take out about half of the coal
at first leaving the other half in the pillars. Some
of the remainder he may get out but it is very difficult
to get it all.
To leave in valuable coal is to waste the resources
of the country, however, and mining engineers have
tried and are still trying to find some means of getting
out all the coal or at least the most valuable parts of it.
One of the methods of doing this is the system of
"sand- packing." In this system the miner fills in
the space with sand as he takes out the coal. The
sand is brought from the nearest river, and is carried
into the mine through pipes by means of water. The
water drains off and is pumped out of the mine.
The sand packs very closely and if the space left by
the coal is filled solid the roof is held up almost as well
as by the solid coal itself. The miner may take out
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the coal in the ordinary way by driving galleries
which are then filled in solid with sand and the pillars
of coal afterwards taken out. The spaces left by the
pillars are also filled with sand. In this way a "seam"
of sand slowly takes the place of the seam of coal.
Another way is to take out the lower part of. the
seam, completely filling the space with sand as the
work goes on, and then afterwards to take out the
upper portion with the compressed sand as a floor.
Other kinds of material besides sand are used for
this purpose, although sand is perhaps the best,
if there is plenty of it at hand.
Not only does sand packing enable the miner to
get more of the coal out of the mine but it completely
prevents the roof from collapsing, which we have
seen is the cause of many accidents. There are now
quite a number of mines in Bengal and Bihar and
Orissa where this method of sand- packing is used.

CHAPTER

V.

A MINE SHAFT.

Sometimes the coal lies so far below the surface
of the ground that it is better to put down a vertical
hole called a shaft to reach it than to make a sloping
tunnel from the surface. There are many such shafts
on the coal- fields. Another good point about the
vertical shaft is that it passes through seam after
seam of coal as it goes deeper. You can see this if
look again at Fig. 6 in chapter 2. Some of those
shafts are very deep, as much as 1500 feet, but most
of them are much less than this. When the top
coal seam is reached the miner can start to dig out
coal ; or he may wish to work one of the lower seams
first. Sometimes he arranges to work two or more
seams at once. When he does this he leaves pillars
to hold up the roof in all the seams. The vertical
shaft has still another advantage and that is that
there is coal all round it. The miner can therefore
take out the coal in all directions.
At this stage, you may well ask how does he carry
the coal to the surface where the outlet is a deep
vertical hole or again how does he himself get into the
mine ? Does he use a ladder to get to the top ?
Oh : no, the miner has a better method than this.
You can well understand that it would be a slow and
dangerous task to climb up a ladder carrying a basket
of coal. What the miner does is this. He makes
an iron box called a cage. It is not closed in all
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together but is open at the ends. The cage is fixed to
a long steel wire rope called the winding rope which
passes over a wheel fixed on a frame set over the top
of the shaft. The other end of the rope is fixed to
a drum which is just a kind of wheel wide enoùgh to
hold many turns of the rope. The drum is worked by
a steam engine or an electric engine. If you look at
the drawing Fig. 17 you will see how the cage is raised
When the engine is set in
or lowered as desired
motion the rope is pulled into the engine -house and
coiled on the drum and the cage is raised. If the
engine is "reversed ", as it is called, the cage will
be lowered into the shaft. There are generally
two cages, each with its own rope but both ropes are on
the same drum and there is only one engine. One
cage is being lowered while the other is being raised.
The next question that you might ask is " How is
the coal loaded into the cage ? " Well it might just
be filled as you would fill a basket or a box and then
emptied at the surface. This is not the usual way
however. It would be too slow, besides being costly.
The method used is as follows :-The coal is first of
all loaded into boxes with wheels running on rails
just like a railway -wagon but much smaller. The
women in the mine empty their baskets of coal into
these boxes. The boxes are then pushed or pulled to
the shaft bottom and run on to the cage in the shaft.
The cage is now raised and when it reaches the top
of the shaft the box of coal is pulled off. The box is
now pushed to the edge of the pit -bank or heap
and tipped on its side so that the coal simply falls
.

out.

The miners themselves get into and out of the mine
means of the shaft cage. Let us descend the shaft
and see how it feels to go down into the bowels" of the
earth. As we are not actually working in the mine
we must first of all get the permission of the manager
by
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of the mine. The manager will most likely be quite
willing to let us go down the mine. If he is not
quite sure that we can take care of ourselves while
in the mine he will get one of his headmen to go with
us. He may even take charge of our party himself.
Suppose then that we are all ready to step on the
cage at the top of the pit. We notice that three
is a fence all round to prevent people from falling
down the shaft. At the ends where the cages are
entered or left, the fence is formed of gates which are
opened by the cages. When one cage comes to the
surface it raises the gates on that side, while the
gates on the other side are closed because the other
cage is at the bottom of the shaft.
The man in charge, called the banksman-signals
to the "Onsetter" at the bottom of the shaft and the
engineman that men are about to descend. The
return signals showing that all is ready are given
and now we step on the cage. If we are tall we may
have to stoop a little to keep from touching the roof
of the cage. There is an iron bar fixed to the roof
which we are told to grip firmly. The signal to lower
is given. At first the cage descends slowly but soon
the speed increases until it is falling at a great rate.
We have. a funny feeling as the cage drops. We
gasp for breath and feel as if our hearts were coming
up into our mouths. This feeling soon passes however.
The cage sways a little and we have to grip the
handle bar tightly so as not to fall. There is a "gate"
across the cage but it is only a piece of chain and as
there is a foot or two of space between the cage and
the side of the shaft, it is quite possible to fall out of
the..eage and down the shaft.
In one case not long ago a man fell out of the cage
to. the shaft .bottom and was killed. .The cage had
been swaying a' lot and he had loosed his grip .of the
ihandle,bai:ind sQ fell out. Some 'years ago. an acci_
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dent of the same kind happened in a shaft. The
man dropped over 270 feet but fell into water. He
was rescued and is alive and well to this day. Almost
a miracle wasn't it ?
The cage is not allowed to swing loosely in the
shaft. It runs on guides which keep it from swinging
too. much. All the same it always swings a little
and we must keep a firm grip of the handle -bar so
as to be safe.
We vgill have reached the shaft bottom long before
you have read down to this point, for it takes less
than a minute for the cage to travel down the shaft.
The cage is slowly brought to rest, the chain "gate" is
opened and we step off the cage on to the solid ground.
It is very dark and although we have lamps (battiez)
we find it difficult to see clearly for some time, till we
get what the miner calls our "pit eyes." The darkness is very dense; much blacker than the darkest
night on the surface, for no ray of light ever reaches
those underground dungeons.
We will learn however how the mine is lit in
another chapter. Just now we want to mention
some more interesting things about the mine shaft.
The sinking of the shaft takes a long time. It
often passes through very hard rocks which cannot
be dug out by the miner's pick alone. He has to use
explosives to loosen the hard rock. Then sometimes
he has to use bricks and mortor to make soft parts
When he is doing this he
of the shaft sides secure.
works on a platform carried by ropes hung from the
surface. The platform can be raised and lowered
While the shaft is being sunk a steel
as desired.
bucket called a "sinking kibble" is used to raise the
broken stone and water out of the pit and to lower the
bricks and other things that are required. The
"Sinkers" themselves also go down and come up
(See Fig. 18.) The cages 9f which
in the kibble.
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we have been writing in this chapter are fitted into
the shaft after it has reached the coal.
When you are going down the shaft in the cage
for the first time you must have had such thoughts
passing through your mind as, what if the rope should
break ? or what if the engineman cannot stop the
cage in time and it dashes against the shaft bottom ?
Some miners, you know, will not trust themselves
in a cage. They look at the thin steel winding rope
and liken it to a thread which can be snapped by the
fingers. They are so afraid that the rope will
break when they are on the cage, that they prefer.to
go up and down the shaft on ladders fixed to the side
of the shaft. But they forget that the rope though
thin is made of the very strongest steel. The rope
used, too, is always much stronger than what is
actually required to bear the weight of the cage and
its load. For instance if .the cage and its load weigh
1 ton, a rope that can bear 10 tons is used. So that
you see the rope is really very safe. Of course the
rope does break sometimes, for although it is very
strong when new, it becomes much weaker after
being long in use, just as a shoe lace which was strong
at first is easily broken after a few months wear.
But if proper care is taken to keep the rope in good
condition and to take it off before it gets too weak
and put on a new one, it is found that a rope breaks
very very seldom indeed.
Now and then accidents occur through the cage
dashing against the bottom of the shaft or in the
case of the up- coming cage, through it dashing
against the pit head frame at the surface. Sometimes this sort of thing is the fault of the engineman,
but sometimes it is due to some defect in the engine
itself.
The engineman is generally a very reliable man
and makes very few mistakes. A rather funny story
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told about one man who wished to be an engine man. He was being given lessons as to how to drive
the engine and after a time he was allowed to run the
engine without help. He got the engine started all
right but as the winding drum began to turn more
and more quickly and the noise of the engine and the
hiss of steam grew louder and louder he lost his head
completely and shouted to his instructor to come
to the rescue. The other man, who was a good
engineman promptly took control, shut off the steam,
applied to brakes and managed to bring the engine,
drum, and cages to rest just in time to prevent a bad
is

smash.
Of course in this case there were no miners on the
cages so that there were no lives at stake but there
might have been serious damage to property. The
man never tried to drive a steam winding engine
again.

CHAPTER VI.
LIGHTING THE MINE.
Where the miners work in an open quarry they
have the full light of day to work in, but in the underground parts of the mine there is perpetual darkness.
In order to see to work and to avoid danger the miner
must have light. The commonest form of lamp
used is a tin vessel burning oil carried on a long
piece of wire hooked at the end. Fig. 14. By means

Common miner's lamp.

Fig 14.
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of the hook the Iamp is carried or hung up near
where the miner is working. Another form of a
similar kind but larger is also much used.
Officials of the mine use a type of lamp burning
acetylene gas. The gas is made in the lamp itself
simply by the action of water dropping on a chemical
called calcium carbide. The. gas escapes through
a very small hole where it is lit. The flame is white
and gives a brilliant light. The flame has a shield
which acts as a reflector and throws the light well
out in front so that one is able to see quite well.
There is a special type of miners lamp well-known
to miners in all parts of the world but not so much
used in India as in other countries such as England.
This lamp is called a safety lamp, that is to say it
would he safe to use this lamp where it would be
highly dangerous to use any other form of lamp.
You may be surprised to learn this and you will
find that the history of the safety lamp forms a very

interesting story. In many mines in England a very
explosive gas comes off from the coal. This gas
mixes with the air and if a light were put to the mixture
there might be such an explosion as to wreck the
whole mine and kill everyone in it. The miner calls
this gas "fire -damp."
Well the miner soon found out that it was dangerous to use an ordinary open flame lamp where
fire -damp was found and so, clever men tried to
make a lamp which would be safe to use even with
fire -damp in the air. One of the first things that was
tried was a simple machine worked by hand which
gave off a shower of sparks. This machine was called
"Spedding's Mill" after the name of the inventor.
But the light given by the "mill" was very feeble
indeed and the miner could not do much work with it.
Besides it was found that the sparks were not safe,
for sometimes the gas caught fire from the_ sparks..
.
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At last a real safety lamp was made. The man
who did more perhaps than any other to solve this.
problem was Sir Humphrey Davy. His lamp was
called the Davy lamp. There were many other
inventors however who helped in the task and kept
producing lamp after lamp, each one safer than the
one before it until now we have a lamp to give to the
miner which is very safe indeed.
An amusing story is told about one of those early
inventors. He had tested his lamp many times in
a mixture of gas and air and found that it did not
ignite the gas. So he went into a mine carrying
his lamp in his hand. A miner at work with a shower
of sparks close by him, saw the light in the distance
and shouted at the top of his voice "Put out that
light, are you mad. ". But the light kept steadily
advancing. The miner shouted more angrily
than before, but again without avail. The light
was getting very near now and the miner, hoarse
with passion, cried " If you don't put out that
light, I'll drive my pick into you." But the inventor
only answered quietly "Keep calm, man, you have

nothing to fear."
It took some time however to convince the miners
that a real safety lamp was produced at last.
Fig. 15 shows a modern miner's safety-lamp.
The most important part of the lamp is the gauze.
It is shaped like a cap and is built up of thin
iron or copper wires crossing each other. The
air passing into the lamp to feed the flame
must pass through this gauze. If the air should
contain much gas there will be an explosion inside
the lamp, but the flame cannot pass through the
gauze because the gauze has the power to cool it
down and so put it out. An explosion inside the lamp
would harm no one but if the flame got outside the
lamp it might cause a, very big explosion.. The

.
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gauze has to be cleaned every day and care has to be
taken that there are no holes in it. What is more
important still the miner must make sure that the
lamp has not been put together without the gauze.
With some safety lamps it is possible to do this
and as the gauze is inside a steel case or shield one
might not notice whether or not the gauze was in
place unless one looked for it carefully. A miner
was being examined to see if he was familar with the
safety lamp. He was handed a lamp and asked to
examine it to see if it was safe to take into the mine.
He looked all over the lamp and after a time said
that he thought it perfectly safe. The examiner
asked, "What is it that makes the lamp safe ? "
The miner answered "The gauze, " "Well" said the
examiner, "are you sure that there is a gauze in that
lamp ?" The miner peered up through the glass
into the interior of the lamp and at last said that
could'nt see the gauze. "No" said the examiner
"there is no gauze in the lamp," Needless to say
the man did not pass the examination.
The latest mining rules in Great Britain state
that the lamp must be so made that it cannot be put
together without the gauze.
Another good point about the miners' safety
lamp is that by 'means of it the miner knows when
there is firedamp in the air before there is enough
of it to cause a big explosion. If he wants to test
to see if there is firedamp in the air, he pulls down
the flame of his safety lamp until it is quite small.
If this gas is present, a pale blue "Cap," as it were,
will be seen fitting over the ordinary oil flame. In
this way the miner knows when danger is present
and gets to a place of safety as soon as he can ; for
you must not think that the miner stays in a place
where there is a lot of firedamp. If he did even his
safety lamp might not save him. For all he knows
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sotne part of the lamp might be out of order. So
as soon as he knows that there is firedamp in the air,
he retires until the gas has been cleared out. As
we shall see in another chapter, firedamp is found in
quite a number of coal mines in India, and in those
mines safety Iamps are used.
Until a few years ago the ordinary miners safety
lamp did not give a very good light. The more modern
types give much better light, but even the best of them
are not as good as the miner would like. Good light
is one of the things most desired by the miner. To
have to work in semi -darkness is a great strain on the
eyes and greatly adds to the danger of working in
the mine.
There is another form of safety lamp which is lit by
electricity. Fig. 16. This lamp gives a much better
light than the oil safety lamp. It has one bad feature

¡Den's

electric lamp.

Fig 16.
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that is the miner cannot test for the presence
firedamp with it. Indeed you never know what
:ind of air you are in with an electric lamp because
t would keep burning even though there was no air
ct all.
However, because it gives a very good light,
t is largely used in some countries, especially in the
Jnited States of America. The miner uses a gas
letector along with the electric safety lamp in order
,o know the condition of the air he is working in.
Sometimes fixed electric lamps, just the same as those
rou see in trains, houses, and tramcars, are used below
;round in a mine. They are fixed in the roof and on
;he sides of the main roads near the shaft bottom.
[n this way a very good light is got in places where
;here is a lot of traffic.
miner should always take care to keep his.
Lamp. clean annd, bright and well -trimmed. By so.
3oing he will be able to see better to work instead of
groping about in semi-darkness. Good lighting
greatly adds to the safety of the mine. The better
the light the miner has, the more readily will he be
able to see danger and to avoid it..
,nd
,f

CHAPTER VII.
VENTILATING THE MINE.
To ventilate a mine, simply means to keep the
air in the mine fresh and perfectly fit for breathing.
You all know that even a house requires to be ventilated. If you were to close the doors, windows and
every little hole through which air could come how
long do you think you could live in the house ? As
you breathe, you use up the oxygen in the air and
breathe out another gas which cannot be breathed
over again. Just let us imagine that a boy
is confined in an house into which no fresh
air can enter. He would be quite comfortable
perhaps for some time, but slowly the oxygen would
be used up. After a time he would begin to breathe
more quickly, then panting would set in. One can
hardly bear to think of what would follow. Gasping
for breath, the boy would grope round the room
trying in desperation to make a hole through which
the life -giving air could come. Imagine him shut up
in that air -tight room, gasping open-mouthed and
clutching at his throat as if to tear away the unseen
To him,
hands that were slowly strangling him.
at that moment, no blessing on earth could compare
with a breath of fresh air. The thing which through
the great bounty of nature is free and unstinted to
all of us would be of more value to him than all the
jewels of India. We will not think that that poor boy
lost his life. Rather let us imagine that some kind
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rescuer appeared on the scene, knocked down the
loors or the walls and let the glorious free air of
rieaven blow in on him in time to save his life. What
joy would be his and what a happy ending to what
would otherwise very soon have been a tragedy.
Now the moral of this imaginary story is that
no one can live without fresh air, and the purer the
air, the 'healthier are the people who breathe it.
Fhe miner must therefore be supplied with fresh air.
[f the workings are not far from the surface and
there are a lot of openings it is quite easy to ventilate
the mine. The wind simply blows down some of
the openings and the bad air from the mine comes
up the others.
Even where the mine is connected to the surface
by vertical shafts as described in Chapter 5 it may
sometimes ventilate itself in this simple way. The
Fresh air flows down one shaft, passes through the
workings and escapes up the other shaft. But this
simple method is not good enough if the mine is a
arge one. Besides there is another reason for
Tentilating mines over and above providing the
niners with fresh air. We have seen in Chapter 6,
that in some mines safety lamps have to be used
3ecause it is unsafe to use an open light in air containing firedamp. The best way to keep a mine safe
'rom firedamp is to keep a constant stream of air
lowing through all the workings of the mine, so as to
tarry off the gas as it comes off fresh from the coal.
:f the firedamp is well mixed with air, so that there
s at least fifty times as much air as firedamp it is
)erfectly harmless. To get a steady flow of air a
an is used. The mine fan is simply a wheel with
)addles like the paddle -wheel of a ferry -boat. The
vheel runs in a casing. It draws air in at the centre
end throws it off at the edges of the paddle's. The
tentre..of the fan is joined to the mine shaft so that
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air is drawn out of the mine, while air flows down
the other shaft to take its place. Fig. 17 shows a
picture of how the air flows into and out of the
mine.

Diagram showing cages, ropes. licadgears, winding engines and fan
for ventilating the mine. Fig. 17.

It

is

not sufficient to cause the air to flow into the
As it passes through the workings it must be

mine.
guided .into the places where the miners are at work,
for it is there that the fresh air is needed.. .It would
not ..do..;.to' let the air flow anywhere it liked.' To
make it take the proper :.road, air. -tight;. door's r -er
.
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briék walls, or sometimes simply doors of canvas
cloth are placed on the galleries along which the air
should not pass. In this way it is caused to pass into
all the working places so that all bad gases may be
swept out of the mine and the miners have pure air
to breathe. Besides firedamp, there are other bad
gases found in the mine. Black-damp is one of those.
It is so called because if there is a great deal of it in
the air, a light is put out. It is given off by the
coal and by breathing and lights. It is not very
deadly but care has to be taken not to go into places
where there is a lot of it as one might easily be overpowered because of the air not being fit for breathing.
Another gas which is much more dangerous is 'whitedamp. This gas does not put out a light and it is very
difficult to detect. Luckily white -damp is only met
with near underground fires and after explosions.
When you are learning science you may see these
gases being made, for they can all be made in the
science room of a school.
In deep mines in England the air gets very warm
as it passes through the mine. You know, of course,
that the rocks get warmer the deeper we go into the
bowels of the earth. In your geography lesson you
will learn that volcanoes throw out molten rock.
This shows that the inside of the earth is very hot
indeed. The heat comes off from the rocks and
warms up the air as it passes along. Warm air,
especially if it is moist as well, is not very nice to
breathe or to work in. In order to keep such mines
cool, very large currents of air are caused to flow
through the workings.
It is not quite the same in Indian mines. For one
thing the mines here are not so deep as in England.
Then again the air in India for a large part of the year
is already very hot at the surface, whereas in
England it is much cooler.
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The air in passing through a mine in India,
therefore, does not get warmer but cooler, quite the
opposite from what happens in an English mine.
This is because the air at the surface is already hotter
than the rocks even in the deepest part of the mine.
Now you will learn in Schóol when you study Science
that heat always travels from the hotter to the cooler
body. Thus if the air passing through the mine is
warmer than the coal, heat will pass out of the air
into the coal, with the result that the air becomes
cooler.
It happens often that air enters a mine on a hot
day say at 100 degrees Fah, and leaves it at 70 degrees
Fah, having cooled to the extent of 30 degrees in its
passage through the mine.
You can see then that the miner may work in
greater comfort than people on the surface, for as you
all know, it is more pleasant to work where it is cool
than where it is hot.
Everything depends on the ventilation however.
If there is plenty of air blowing through the mine it
will be cool and pleasant to work in, but if the ventilation is poor, the air will be hot and stuffy and laden
with smoke.
The miner himself can do quite a lot to help the
officials of the mine to keep the ventilation good.
If he passes through a door and leaves it open he may
upset the ventilation of the whole mine. Therefore
when he opens any door he should always see that he
shuts it properly again. He should note the way the
air is blowing. This he can easily do by throwing a
handful of dust into the air and watching how it
travels or by noting in what direction his lamp flame
is blown by the air. If he sees signs of any gas in
any working place he should leave that place, warn
all others to do the same, and inform one óf the
officials of the mine at once.
4

CHAPTER VIII.
KEEPING THE MINE DRY.
A mine is a hole in the ground and as you know
very well a hole in the ground is soon filled with
water during a heavy shower. During the rainy
season a great deal of water gets into the coal mines.
The way the ground is broken up, due to the collapsing
of the roof, which we described in chapter 4 makes it
very easy for water to get into the mine. In some
cases the water simply pours through the
in
the rocks. In such cases it is often not easy to get
the water out again because there is so much of it.
Besides during the wet season much of the water
runs back into the mine again. The water is
raised out of the mine but it has to be poured on
the surface somewhere and you can easily see that
most of it will be sure to run down into the mine
again through the cracks in the rocks.
There are several ways of raising the water out of
the mine. For instance in a shaft which is being sunk
the water is raised in large steel pails or buckets.
The water collects in the bottom of the shaft,
which of course is simply a deep well. The bucket
is hung from .a rope and lowered down to the
bottom. If there is a lot of water the bucket
may fill itself, if there is only a small quantity of water
the sinkers ladle the water into the bucket by means
of smaller vessels. In this way the shaft bottom is
cleared of water so as to enable the sinkers to work.
.
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Fig. 18, shows a sinking bucket with two sinkers
in it. They are spraying the sides of the shaft
with liquid cement. One part of the shaft is
kept a little deeper than the rest so that the
water collects there while the rest of the shaft bottom is dry. Sometimes, if there is much
water running into the shaft from the surrounding
rocks, a pump is used for raising the water instead
of a bucket. The pump is fixed or hung in the shaft.

Miners in a sinking bucket spraying the sides of tho shat, with
liquid cement. Fig 18.

The water is sucked up to the pump through pipes,
the pump being placed some distance above the water
level. The distance from the pump to the bottom
of the water must not be more than about 30 feet,
and it is usually less than this so that the pump may
draw its water easily. Fr
pump the water is
forced upwards to the s
ugh a column of
pipes. There is hardly
o the height the
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pump can throw the water. If the pump and the
engine driving it are strong enough, the .water may be
raised to almost any height. The pump may be
worked by hand, just like an ordinary well pump,
if there is not much water to be pumped and the shaft
is not deep.. But .usually a pump is worked by an
engine or an electric motor. Some pumps have a
ram or piston which moves to and fro in a chamber
and forces the water up the pipes. Another kind
consists of a wheel which draws in the water at its
centre and whirls it off at the edge of the wheel,
whence it passes into the pipe and so up the shaft.
Pumps are also placed in the underground workings
of the mine. The pump is usually placed at the lowest
working part of the mine, or any other place where
water collects. In smile mines there may be quite
of pumps working. Some of these
deal with large quantities of water.
In the rainy season the quantity of water flowing
into many coal mines is very large and the pumps
have to be kept hard at work all the time. If the
pumps should break down and stop or if the amount
of water coming into the mine is more than the pumps
can deal with, there may be great risk of the mine
being "drowned," that is, filled with water. This
would stop the miners from working and put the
company owning the mine to great expense and
trouble to get the water out again.
Dealing with the water forms not the least of the
many troubles which face the manager of a coal
mine. If the amount of water to be "pumped"
out of the mine were nearly the same all the year
round, as it is in many of the mines in England, the
mine manager would easily know how many pumps
to put in the mine. But in a country where it rains
heavily for a few months and then hardly rains at
all for the rest of the year it is' not an easy matter to
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The pumps may hardly be'
deal with the water.
needed at all in the dry months of the year and in the
monsoon they may be quite unable to deal with all
the water. The only way for the mine manager to
be perfectly sure that his mine will not be flooded out
is for him to have enough pumps in the mine to deal
with the water during the monsoon. Most of the
pumps will be idle during the dry weather but that
cannot be helped. During the monsoon most mines
raise far more water than coal and the water pumped
out of the coal mines of India if all run into a single
stream would form a river as big as the Ganges.
The risk of large quantities of water getting into
the mine suddenly may be a source of great danger.
For example, if coal is being worked under a large
river care must be taken so as not to allow the roof
to collapse to such an extent as would let in the river.
You can imagine what would happen if coal was being
taken out not far below a river and the ground suddenly fell in. The river would pour into the mine and
flood it out in a very short time. Afterwards there
might be little or no chance of pumping it dry again.
On one occasion a bad accident was caused through
water breaking into a mine. It was not due to a
river breaking in, but the quantity of water was so
great as to be almost equal to a river.
At one part of the mine the pillars of coal had
been taken out and the ground had collapsed. If
the coal is near the surface this always causes large
holes in the ground and big cracks down which water
can pass very easily. On the further side of the
broken ground there was a great stretch of low -lying
ground so that any large quantity of water collecting
there would very soon flow towards the broken
area and get into the mine, A high bank, was made
between the low -lying ground and the broken area to
protect the latter from a possible in rush of water.
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This bank held back the water during the rains of
1917, but after very heavy rains in 1918 it gave way
suddenly, and the water rushed over the area of
broken ground. It thus streamed through the
cracks and holes in the rocks into the mine. There
were 155 persons at work in the mine at the time.
Luckily most of them got out of the mine in time,
but three poor persons, two women and a child,
were drowned. A sad feature about this incident is
that if those three people had but fled uphill instead
of downhill their lives would have been saved. Five
women working in the next gallery escaped with
their lives by going in the right direction.
When a mine is abandoned -that is, work in it is
stopped for a long time, -the mine fills up with water.
In order to protect each mine from the neighbouring
mines a barrier of solid coal is left all around. This
barrier prevents the water in the abandoned mine
from breaking into and flooding the other mines.
On one occasion however a barrier between an
abandoned mine full of water and a working mine
gave way. There were only 7 men, in the mine at
the time. Four escaped but three were cut off and
drowned. When a mine is "flooded" the pumps
are of course "drowned" as well, and if the mine is
to be pumped dry again other pumps have to be

obtained.

Sometimes the miner may be working on coal
which is not far from old workings full of water.
In such a case as this he has to be very careful.
The surveyor of the mine may be able to tell how
thick the coal is, but sometimes even he is not quite
sure. A bore -hole should be put through the coal to
find out its thickness and to see if the old workings
are really full of water. In this way the miner
knows exactly how far he can cut the coal with
safety.

CHAPTER IX.
AN EXPLOSION IN A MINE.

In chapter 6 we learned that it is necessary in
some mines to use safety lamps. This is because of
a very explosive gas called firedamp. Where this
gas collects in a mine it is not always possible to
prevent it catching fire. Firedamp is not nearly
so common in Indian mines as in English or American
mines. All the same, now and then an explosion
an
takes place in Indian coal mines. Not long
explosion occurred in a shaft which was being sunk.
A round of shots had been got ready at the bottom
of the shaft. The shots were to be fired by electricity.
The sinkers ascended the shaft to the surface. When
all was ready, the charges were "fired." Immediately
a terrific explosion took place. The force of the
explosion was so great that the pit -head gear built
of strong steel girders was blown down and the
girders badly twisted. The shots had set fire to
firedamp which either had been in the shaft before
or released from the rocks by the shots.
Another accident of this kind took place in a mine
in the Bengal Coal Field. The Chie f Inspector of
Mines in India in his report on this accident said that
it must be classed as one of the most extraordinary
in the history of the coal mining." In the mine firedamp- was given off from the seam continually.
For some time, by using a fan to blow air into the mine
it was possible to clear the gas away quickly enough
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to prevent an accident. Sometimes so much gas
would come off from the coal that the miners had to
beat a hasty retreat and escape up the shaft. At
last, inspite of the fan, there was so much gas in the
air that it was unsafe for the miners to work. Then
orders were issued that no one was to be allowed to
go down the shaft until the gas was cleared away.
Slowly but surely the gas overpowered the fan until
the shaft was filled to the top with a highly explosive
mixture of gas and air.
One day during a thunderstorm a loud report was
heard, a violent explosion had taken place in the
shaft and had wrecked the pit top. It was afterwards
found that the gas in the shaft had been exploded by
lightning passing down the winding rope to the
side of the shaft, thereby causing a flash.
Explosions have also taken place in the underground workings. In one case fourteen lives were
lost, and in another twenty- seven.
Even this explosion however was a small affair
compared with some which have occurred in other
countries. Some years ago in France an explosion
took place which wrecked three mines and killed
over a thousand miners. What a disaster ? Itmakes one shudder to think of it. The explosion
started at a certain point in one of the mines and the
death -dealing flame rushed through every hole and
corner of the workings. In a few minutes what had
been a busy hive of workers was turned into a vast
ghastly charnel-house of the dead and the dying.
We should explain however that a disaster of
such size as this can hardly ever be due to fire -damp
alone. In chapter 7 we have seen that if a good flow
of air passes through the mines the explosive gas
is swept away as fast as it is produced. If it is'nt,
then the safety-lamp should show it and the miners
would be withdrawn till the gas had been cleared
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away. If the ventilation is good, gas can only gather
in those places through which the current of air does
not pass. Therefore if an explosion takes place it
cannot spread throughout the whole mine. For this
reason an explosion of firedamp is nearly always
confined to a few places in the mine.
In many mines, however, large, quantities of dry
coal -dust are found. Now coal -dust is also highly
explosive ; just as much so as firedamp. It has been
proved that coal -dust will cause an explosion even
though there isn't any firedamp in the air. Now
coal -dust is found every where in a mine ; in all the
galleries and in all the working places. It is easy to
keep the mine fairly free from firedamp by sending
plenty of air through the mine but it is not so easy
to clear out the coal-dust. It is of course only the
fine coal -dust that will cause an explosion, that is
dust which can float in the air or be easily raised
into the air by sudden shock. It was coal -dust
that made the big explosion of which we have just
been speaking, and all the large explosions, in England,
America and other places have been wholly or partly
due to coal -dust. One thing that must be done to
reduce this danger is to keep the main roads
and working places as free from coal -dust as
possible.
If the coal -dust is well drenched with water it is
harmless and this is often done. Another way to make
the coal -dust harmless is to cover the roads with fine
stone dust, The stone -dust makes it difficult for the
coal-dust to catch fire just as a fire in your house in
which you had more stones than coal would be difficult
to keep in.
Clever men have been at work and are still busy, on
the problem of explosions in mines. Their task is a
difficult one but great progress has been made. Big
mining explosions are getting less common, in spite
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of the fact that mines are getting larger and deeper
and therefore more difficult to work.
Luckily the coal -dust danger has not shown its
face-if we may speak thus-to any great extent as
yet in Indian mines. There have been a few small
coal-dust explosions, however, sufficient to show that
we have got to be on our guard against the danger.
As our Indian mines grow larger and we have to go
deeper down for the coal no one can say whether our
difficulties may not increase. It may be that measures
may yet have to be taken to safeguard the miner
against the coal-dust danger. If that ever comes you
may be quite sure that our mining men will be quite
fit for the task. Science, in time, can overcome
almost any danger with which the miner is faced.
Before we leave this subject let us talk about the
condition of the mine after an explosion, and see
also what the miner does to rescue his comrades who
may have been in the mine when the explosion took

place.
When an explosion dies down, the mine is full of
a gas which is a deadly poison. This gas is called
After-damp because it is found after an explosion.
Afterdamp is really a, mixture of gases. The flame
of the explosion uses up the air and leaves other
,gases behind. Afterdamp is usually made up of
black -damp, white -damp and some unburnt air.
It is the white -damp which is so deadly. It is said
that only one in every four of the victims of an
explosion are actually killed by the force or flame of
the explosion. The remainder are suffocated by.
the after-damp. You can see then that the chance
of rescuing any of the miners, after an explosion
is not very good. Nevertheless the men who are in
safety on the surface are always ready at once to go,
into the mine to save their fellows_if that be possibre.,
To go into a -mine after a large explosion simply as,
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one stands however would be to go to almost certain
death. Instead of being able to rescue anyone, more
deaths might be caused.
But the miner may go into the deadliest gas in
safety. He is provided with a special dress called a
"rescue- apparatus." Fig. 19. This dress carries a
supply of air fit for breathing and the wearer is shut
off completely from the surrounding poisonous gases.
The rescue-man breathes from his apparatus through
a mask which covers his mouth and nose so that the
poisonous gas cannot get to him. Thus prepared
the miner can now go into the mine and attempt
the rescue of his unfortunate comrades. The
miners form themselves into a rescue-party. There
are generally five or six persons in the party. They
are all men who have been trained in the use of the
rescue dress, for the dress itself is a danger unless the
wearer has been taught how to use it. One of the
members of the party is called the "Captain" and acts
as the leader. Each member wears a rescue dress
and each carries an electric safety lamp. One of the
party carries a small cage containing a canary. The
canary is for the purpose of testing the air in the mine.
A canary is more easily poisoned by white-damp
than a man. By watching how the canary behaves
the rescue-man knows whether or not the air contains
white -damp. If the bird becomes dazed or falls
down unconscious it is high time for the men to beat a
retreat. Two of the party carry a stretcher so that
if they come on any one in the mine, they can readily
carry him to a place of safety.
The rescue party works for two hours only, for
their supply of air does not last any longer. Then
another rescue party takes the place of the first and
so the work goes on. The miner is very brave and
will gladly run the risk of his own life if there is the
slightest chance of saving one of his comrades. Alas !

CHAPTER X.
A MINE ON

FIRE.

Some
A mine on fire ! What a blaze it must be
of you may be living on the coal -fields and may have
seen a mine on fire. Most of you however will not
have seen such a thing. You can well imagine,
though, what it would be like for the coal seam,
say on the face of a large quarry, to catch fire. If it
were not checked and put out at the very start it would
soon spread over the whole face of the coal, making
a huge bonfire, as it were. There is just such a fire
raging in the Jharia coalfield at the moment these
words are being written. The coal was known to be
on fire not far from the quarry workings but it was
shut off by brick stoppings in the galleries. Unnoticed the fire had been slowly creeping up towards
the quarry. One night a fall of roof took place
which allowed the fire to rush forth, as it were, like a
lion that had been caged. In a very short time
the fire had caught on to the pillars of coal in
the quarry and in a few hours the whole of the
face of the quarry was a mass of flames and smoke.
There are several ways in which the coal may
be set on fire. It might be done by some one
setting fire to timber either by accident or from
mischief. Or again a fire might be started through a
firedamp explosion. If firedamp gathers in an empty
space and there is not much air mixed with it, it may
go on burning for quite a long time after it is first
set on fire.
!
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The flame and heat of the burning firedamp if in
contact with coal or timber may not be long in setting
the coal itself ablaze. One incident of this kind happened in a mine known to the writer. An advance
gallery was being driven towards old workings from
which nearly all the coal had been removed. The old
workings, it was supposed, might contain firedamp.
The thickness of coal between the face of the gallery
and the old workings was known to be small. The
miners were therefore told to work with safety lamps
until a hole had been driven through the strip of coal.
One of the miners however disobeyed orders. He
said afterwards that he could not see to work with the
safety lamp and for this reason used his open light.
About half-way through the day's work the miner
knocked a hole through the coal and at once there
was a rush of air from the old workings. The air
contained firedamp and almost immediately a loud
explosion took place. The gas had been set on fire
by the open light. The miner was severely burned
and had a narrow escape from losing his life. The
other miners at work were some distance off and so
escaped injury, for the explosion did not extend
forward into the new workings. The gas continued
to burn in the old workings for a long time. It set
fire first to the timber of which there was a great
deal and then to the coal. In a short time the fire
was a raging furnace. For over three weeks, men
worked hard to put out the fire. At last by pouring
water on it and by digging out the hot and burning
coal the fire was conquered.
Another fire in the writer's experience was caused
through a bad electric cable. Have you heard of
electricity ? It is a wonderful power which flows
along wires and drives all kinds of machinery as well
as giving light. Well this accident happened at a
lamp cabin_ in the mine. There were electric lights
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carrying the electric current
in the cabin. The wires
covered with rubber and jute.
to the lamps were
covering is to keep the electricity
The purpose of thisas pipes keep water from getting
in the wire, just hole in the pipe some of the water
out. If there is ais almost the same with electricity.
will get out. It is torn away and the wire touches
of the
If the covering
metal or even coal,at some
iron or other flow
damaged
the
wire
the
of
out
electricity will this sort of thing happens there
When
place.
an accident if the defect is not
is a great risk of
A hot spark or flash may
found and put right.
the electric current leaves the
take place where is anything near that catches fire
wire and if there
imagine what would happen.
readily you can easily
are writing about, the roof of the
Well, in the case we up by timber which was very dry.
lamp cabin was held
a
nobody was near and
The fire started when
into
the
carried
being
was
vast cloud of denseairsmoke
current. Dense smoke in the
workings by the of the mine is a very deadly
narrow galleries being cannot live in it for long.
thing. A human
of miners at work in the mine
There were a number of those lost their lives through
at the time, andthemost
smoke.
suffocation by occurred in mines simply through
Fires have
part of miners. For instance a
carelessness on thethrough a miner carelessly allowing
fire took place once into contact with a canvas screen
his lamp to come
The screen was very dry
hanging in an "airway."
the edges. As the miner passed
and much frayed at his lamp set fire to the frayed
through the screen He was in a hurry and did not
edges of the screen. had done. In a few minutes
notice what his lamp
It set fire to the timber
the screen was ablaze. overhead. An "air-crossing"
forming an "aircrossing"
passing over another.
is formed by one airway
.
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Luckily the fire was noticed and quickly put out or
no one knows what tragic event might have resulted
for there were a great many miners at work in the
mine at the time. Still another fire was caused in
an Indian mine through a miner hanging his lamp
on a prop and leaving it there. The prop caught
fire and then afterwards the coal, and a blaze was
started which burned for years.
Most big underground fires however start themselves. Now this is sure to set you wondering.
How can a fire in a mine start itself ? On the surface
we often hear of dry grass and wood catching fire
from the hot rays of the sun ; but the sun's rays cannot
get into a mine. How then can coal catch fire unless
some one sets it alight ? It is not easy to explain
this in simple language but we shall try to tell you
something of what happens. Suppose you have
a heap of small bits of coal mixed perhaps with dirt
particles. It does not matter much whether the
heap is on the surface or underground, but we will
suppose that it is in the mine. Now a piece of coal
even though just lying on the ground is slowly but
surely "burning" away. Suppose you were to leave
;a piece of coal on the ground for a long time where
no one could touch it. At the end of the period
the coal would not be the same as it was at the beginning. Some of it would have disappeared just as if
it had been burning very slowly, so slowly that no
change could be seen from day to day by the naked
eye. But for all that it would be. "burning" just as
surely as if it were in a fire. Of course this behaviour
is not called burning, but "oxidation," and we are
trying to explain it in a simple way as "burning very
slowly." Another thing you need to know is that
this slow burning produces heat just as if an actual
fire were taking place. The heat is small of course
.compared with a fire. In the heap of coal .under5
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ground this slaw "burning" goes on, not only on the
outside but in -the inside of the heap as well. The
air gets into the inside of the heap through the Very
small spaces between the bits of coal and stone. Now
the heat caused by the slow burning in the inside of
the heap cannot get out easily. Suppose on a hot day
in June _you put a thick blanket around you. Would
you be cool or hot ? Hot of course. Why I Well
simply because you were keeping in the heat of your
body instead of letting the breeze from the punkha
keep you cool. It is the same with the heap of coal.
The outer parts of the heap keep in the heat of the
inner parts just like a blanket. And so the inside
of the heap gets hotter and hotter until at last it
gets so hot that it breaks out into an actual fire.
Rather wonderful isn't it ? The same sort of thing
might take place in a crack in the coal which contained
coal-dust. The coal -dust would heat up, burst into
flame and set fire to the coal. This has been known
to occur in an Indian mine in a crack right in the
centre of a pillar.
When a fire of this kind is discovered the miner
attacks it at once. First he may try to "drown"
it out by water if he has plenty of water near at hand.
Or he may try to dig it out, filling the hot coal into
trucks and taking it to the surface. Or he may
throw clay balls at it ; or again he may use fire extin-guishers such as are often used to put out fires in
houses. Sometimes he may use all these -methods
one after the other or altogether. If the fire -has only
just started he may succeed in putting it out.
But if the fire has got a good hold he may find
that it cannot be put out easily. He then decides
to cut of the fire from the rest -of the .workings.
Brick walls called "stoppings" are built in all the
galleries leading to the fire. In this -way the fire is
prevented -from getting air. If this is doue properly
-
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the fire may slowly die out, for air is just as necessary
to a fire as to human beings.
It is often a very difficult task however to put out
a mine fire because it may draw air through -cracks
in the coal or rock in spite of the stoppings. Crores
of tons of coal have been lost in India through mine
fires and although the miner tries his best to prevent them and to -put them out when they do take
place, the problem is not an -easy one to solve.

CHAPTER

XI.

INSPECTING THE MINE.
The mine owner is not allowed to work his mine
in any way he pleases. He must do certain things
to protect his workmen from risk of injury. The
Government of India have passed Rules which state
what measures must be taken to prevent accidents.
The mines must be worked in agreement with those
rules. Special officers who are experts in mining
are appointed by Government to inspect the mines
and to see that the Rules are put into force. These
officers are called Inspectors of Mines and the head
officer is the Chief Inspector of Mines in India. They
carry out their duties in the following way. An
inspector visits a mine and inspects the surface works
and the underground workings. He sees if dangerous
machinery is guarded, and if the working parts are
in a safe condition ; examines ropes and chains etc.,
notes whether abandoned roads and workings are
probably fenced off ; taps the roof and sides of pillars
to see if there is any loose coal hanging about ; and
in short examines all parts of the mine to see if it is
being worked in a safe manner and in agreement
with the Indian Coal Mines Act and Rules. The
inspector then reports on the state of the mine.
Most mine managers take great care to see that the
mines in their charge are worked in a safe manner.
There are a few however who are not quite so careful.
They may allow miners to work in dangerous positions.
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If it is found that a mine has been worked in an unsafe

condition, the officials of the mine may be taken to
court and charged with an offence against the Coal
Mines Act. There are a number of persons fined
every year for offences against the Act.
The chief official at a coal mine is the manager
of the mine. The larger coal companies employ
agents who have a group of mines and several managers under their control. The agent has generally
served- previously as a manager. The manager has
charge of the mine as a whole and has to see that all
those under him do their duty. One manager may
have several mines under his charge, for many of the
mines are quite small, that is, only a few miners work
in them. The manager of a mine must be very well
educated. He must know a lot about science and
engineering, besides his own subject of mining. He
has to pass a stiff examination before he gets the
certificate which permits him to manage a coal mine.
The examination for manager's certificates is held
once every year at Dhanbad, on the East Indian
Railway, the head quarters of the Chief Inspector of
Mines in India. Many people try to get this certificate
but only a few are successful. There are schools
on the coal -fields and elsewhere in India in which
training is given to students who wish to prepare
themselves for the coal mine manager's certificate.
It takes much study to be able to pass the examination.
There are two classes of certificates, a first and
second
-class. The examination for the first class
a
certificate is more difficult than that for the second
class certificate.
You see, the Government of India does not allow
anyone to manage a coal mine. If anyone who wished
to do so could take charge of a colliery the number
of accidents in mines would be very much greater
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than what it is. Besides it would be very bad for the
mine -owner if any Tom, Dick, or Harry were allowed

to manage a mine. A mine which is cautiously
and safely managed is, in the long run, the best
paying mine. In a coal mine it always pays to put
safety first. If a man who knows very little about
mining were put on to manage a large colliery he
would not only be a source of danger to everyone in
the mine but very likely he would sooner or later
bring the mine itself to ruin through his own lack of
knowledge.
Sometimes if the mine is a small one, a permit
may be granted to a person, who does not possess
the Government certificate, to manage the mine.
But in such a case as this the Inspector of Mines
always holds a personal examination, in which, by
asking questions on mining, he finds out if the man
desiring to be granted the permit knows enough
about mining to be trusted to work the mine in a
safe manner.
The other officials of the mine do not require
certificates but they require to be fit for their duties
and_ to have been appointed in writing by the manager
of the mine. The overman is the highest official
without a certificate. The overman's duties are
chiefly below ground. The sirdar has charge of a
district. A district consists of a number of working
places forming a group. The overman or the sirdar
has to examine at least once- every day, every part
of his district in or through which any person has to
work or pass. If no one has been at work during the
previous 24 hours, the examination must be made not
more than two hours before anyone is allowed to enter
the district. He must examine the roof and sides
and see they are safe, and if not, give orders that
they be made safe. He has to see that there is plenty
of timber set in order that the- miner may work in
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safety. He examines the ropes, chains, signals,
fences, stoppings, doors, air crossings, etc. If there
is a possibility of firedamp being in the air he tests
for the gas with his safety lamp: First he lowers the
flame of his lamp, then raises the lamp 'slowly
from floor to roof. He watches the flame very
closely to see if there is any sign of a "gas" cap. If
he finds gas present he stops any one at work
in that place and reports to the manager. The
gas is then removed before anyone is allowed to
go near. Besides all this he has many other
duties. Indeed his whole time is spent in seeing
that the "safety first" rules are carried out. The
miner is not always too careful of his own or his
neighbours safety. Very many of the accidents
that happen in the mines are due to the carelessness
or ignorance of the miner himself ; and much of the
time of the under -officials of a colliery is devoted to
protecting the miner, so to speak, against himself.
Another important official at the mine is the surveyor,
who makes the plans of the mine, showing how
it is placed with regard to the neighbouring
collieries.
You may have got the impression as you read
through this little book that the mine is a very
dangerous place in which to work. As a matter of
fact such is not the case. There is far more danger
on the surface from snakes, and cholera, and malaria,
than there is in the coal mine. For every person
who loses his life in a coal mine, many hundreds
are killed by snake bite. And there is more
danger from motor cars in the busy streets of Calcutta,
Bombay, or Madras than in the dark passages of the
mine. Much is being done, too, to lessen the dangers
of the mine. AIthough work in the mine can never
be altogether free from danger it may be made
safer and safer as time goes on. One of the means
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of making it safer is to educate the
dangers of his calling and how to avoid
The miner should know the rules made
and should always carry out those
that his fellow -workers do the same.

miner in the
those dangers.
for his safety,
rules and see

CHAPTER XII.
A MODERN COLLIERY.

Many of the collieries on India are worked in
a very simple manner. In some there is no machinery at all ; in others the only machinery is a small
steam boiler, a steam pump for raising the water
and a winding or hauling engine for raising the coal.
There are many mines however which use machinery
on a large scale and the number of these is increasing
every year. A colliery which uses machinery to the
fullest possible extent we call a modern colliery.
We are now going to see what such a mine is like
and how it is worked ; and as you read the story
of it, you should keep in mind, that you can see
everything that is mentioned at quite a number
of the coal mines of India. Let us imagine that
we are visiting a modern Indian colliery a
photograph of which is shown in Fig. 1, frontispiece. First of all we shall inspect the surface
works. Let us look at the great boilers for raising
steam. They are tube -like steel vessels set in brickwork. Two smaller tubes pass through the centre
of each boiler. The front part of each of these
smaller tubes forms the boiler furnace. See, a fireman
opens the door of one of the furnaces. A blazing
mass of burning -coal is seen. After "cleaning"
the fire by raking out ashes and "clinker" the fireman
shovels on fresh coal to feed the fire. Then he closes
the furnace _door and proceeds to dó the same with
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the other furnace. Steam hisses and spits all round
us. Close to the furnaces the heat is intense and
we do not envy the men who do this work.
The boiler is more than. half full of water and the
steam collects in the space above the water. The
steam is at a great pressure inside the boiler. A
pressure -gauge with a face like a clock or watch
gives the pressure of the steam. The fireman must
see that the pressure of steam is kept up. See ! the
pointer stands at 100. This means that the force
of the steam is equal to a weight of 100 pounds on a
space of one square inch, or about 6¡ tons on a space
of one square- foot. That is, there is a force of 6¡
tons on every square foot of the boiler trying to
burst it open. No wonder, you say, that boilers
burst sometimes. Of course the boiler is built to
stand this force. Indeed if the boiler is really safe
it ought to stand at last five times the force of the
steam when working. But boilers, like everything
else, get weak with use, and they have to be examined
often to see if they are still safe. The force of the
steam in the boiler is prevented from becoming
greater than what is allowed by a safety valve through
which the excess steam escapes. The water is forced
into the boiler by a pump. The steam passes through
a pipe to the engines. There are no less than eight
of these boilers. Close -by, there are another two
boilers of a. different kind.
We will now look into the power- station. The
manager of the mine, who is showing us the "sights,"
explains that he uses electricity in one of his mines
and compressed air in another. The engine house
we gó into now is where the electricity is made. We
have mentioned electricity before. The engines driving the electric machines are rotary engines, that is,
they do not go to and fro like an ordinary steam
engine but round and round at a great speed. They
_
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are joined to the electric "dynamos" which go round
with the engines. The dynamos seem to be built
of wires more than anything else. Over at the side
on a raised platform is a great board covered with
lights, clock -faced electricity meters, and many other
things. Everything is perfectly clean and brightly
polished. Here it is quite nice to stay. There is
not too much noise, the hum of the engines is quite
bearable. The manager explains that the electricity
is sent from here to several mines round about.
He points through one of the windows to a long
line of wires carried on steel trestles. The trestles
are laced round and round with barbed wire. The
barbed wire is to prevent wilful people climbing up
and perhaps coming into contact with the wires.
Not long ago a poor girl was killed through climbing
one of these poles and touching the electric wires.
She saw a bird's nest up there in the wires. Slowly
and painfully she climbed up over the barbed wire.
When near the top she took hold of the electric
wires to steady herself and was killed. Of course
she knew nothing about the great danger there is in
electricity. Let us take this warning to heart and
always be on our guard not to trespass where it is
clearly intended that we should not go. This poor
girl ought to have known that the barbed wire was
put there to prevent people climbing, and that the
reason must be that it was dangerous to do so.
In the electricity house wherever possible the
dangerous parts are well -protected or notices put up
that it is dangerous to touch. Where electricity is
concerned it is wise never to touch anything unless
you are told by someone who really knows that it is
safe to do so. We pass next to the winding engine
We have mentioned a winding engine before (in
Chapter 5).. This one is much the same. It is driven
by steam. The manager says_ that the winding
-.
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machine at one of his other pits is driven by an
electric motor.
Next we are taken to the fan -house. The fan is
driven by an electric motor. The fan itself is not to
be seen. It is all closed in. We go through two side
doors, and into the fan -drift. Now we see the great
fan whirling in its casing. The air is blowing like a
hurricane all round us. This fan "draws" about
4 tons of air out of the mine every minute, or over
8000 tons of air in 24 hours. The mine raises only
about 600 tons of coal a day. So you see that about
13 tons of air have to be passed through the mine for
every ton of coal raised. Perhaps you never thought
that air has weight, just like sugar, or rice, or coal.
Of course air is very light. It takes about 28,000
cubic feet to weigh a ton. But then the fan draws
well over 100,000 cubic feet of air every minute
through the mine. Luckily nature has provided an
unending abundance of air, and no matter how much
bad gas is given off in the mine, if only a powerful
enough fan is used, an ample supply of fresh air can
be supplied for hundreds or even thousands of underground workers. We now leave the fan house, and
some one says that he would like to see where the
compressed air is made. The manager points out,
however, that we would be better to "do" the
workshops first as they are quite close by, whereas
the compressed -air engine is some distance off at
another collliery. The workshops are required to
keep the machinery of the colliery in constant repair.
If an engine breaks down you cannot send it away,
say, like a watch, to be repaired. It must be mended
on the spot. So workshops must be provided and
blacksmiths, carpenters, and mechanics (mistries)
employed to do the repair work.
First we enter the blacksmiths' shop. Here
three hearths are in use. At one special chain
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links are being made, at another miner's picks are
being sharpened, and at the third a drawbar for one
of the mine trams is being shaped. In the carpenter's
shop, mistries are busy on such things as mending a
broken tram, making brake blocks for the winding
engine, repairing some of the office furniture. Then
there is the machine shop and the foundry where
much of the iron and steel work for the colliery is done.
There is also an electrical repair shop where broken down parts of the electrical machinery are attended to.
Lastly we are shown the store rooms where all the
materials for repair work are kept.

CHAPTER XIII.
A MODERN COLLIERY (contd).

After a Test in the office, during which the manager
very kindly supplies us with cold drinks, we proceed
to mine No. 2. It so happens that a train of empty
tubs is about to be taken from No. 1 to No. 2 pit.
When all is ready
We are told to get into the tubs.
the tiny locomotive starts off. It puffs and snorts as
if it knew it had a rather unusual load behind it.
Soon we are rattling along the miniature railway
at a great -pace. This railway is needed for bringing
the coal from No. 2 pit to No. 1 pit where the coal is
loaded into wagons. Soon the "train" slows up and
comes to Test and we all get out quite excited over
our little trip.
The Compressor -house is on our right. The
manager explains what the compressor does. He
says that it is simply a machine which sucks air from
the -atmosphere into a cylinder and then squeezes it
into smaller space. He calls this compressing the
air. The compressed air is carried in -pipes into the
mine and is there used to drive engines. In those
engines the air now expands and pushes the piston
of the engine to and fro. It is easier to -understand
how compressed air works than how electricity works.
One of our - party, suddenly struck with what seems
to him to lie a bright idea, exclaims. 'Why that
is purely a Very cheap way to get power for you get
the air for Nothing." The manager smiles and says
3
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"Yes, it is quite true that we get the pair for nothing
but you forget that the steam engine which drives
the compressor uses coal and coal costs money.
We get the 'coal out of our own mine of course but
then what we burn in the boiler fires we cannot sell
and it -must be reckoned as money." The manager
tells us further that, far from being cheap to make,
compressed air is very costly.
Compressed air costs more than electricity for the
same amount of work done, and the manager says
that if the compressor had not been there before the
electric plant was put down, he would not have had it
at all. He means to use the compressor for some time
yet but later on he may stop it altogether and use
only electricity. Compressed -air is much safer however than electricity. You cannot get a `shock"
from it as from electricity and it will not set fire to
explosive gas as electricity will. For these reasons
some people prefer compressed air even though it is
dearer to make. The manager says that there are
three chief forms of power used underground in mines
in India; steam, compressed air, and electricity.
Steam is most used but it is fast giving place to
electricity, or where electricity is not safe, compressed
air. Steam makes the workings hot and uncomfortable
and there is always a great loss of power through steam
escaping from the pipes, or turning back to water
before the engines are reached. On leaving the
compressor- house, the manager says we should now
see the machinery in the mine itself. He puts us in
the charge of the over -man as he himself has much
work on hand at the .office. We enter the cage
(Fig. 20) which soon rapidly descends. When we reach
the shaft-bottom, we observe that it is well lit by
electric lamps. This is one of the advantages of
having electricity in the 'mike. The rich hàndlitig
the tubs see to wiark better 3o that there art fewer
.
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Minera in a cage

at the pit top ready to descend the shaft. Fig. 20.

accidents. There are two long lines of trams laden
with coal ready to be sent up the shaft. The full
trams are put on the cage at one side while the empty
trams are taken off at the other side. A little way
from the shaft in a well-lit and cleanly -kept room,
a large pump is at work. The under -manager tells
us that this pump deals with over 5 tons of water
every minute of the 24 hours during the rainy
season. There is another exactly similar pump
in the room. This pump is not working. It is a
standby in case the other goes wrong.
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We leave the pump -house and travel along the
main road away from the shaft bóttom. Soon we
reach a haulage plane. In a modern colliery where
the working places are a long way from the shaft,
the trams are pulled along by ropes. To carry out
the coal in baskets or to push out the loaded trains
by hand would be painfully slow and costly. In
rope haulage the loaded tubs are fixed to the rope
by clamps or chains and the rope is pulled on to a
drum driven by an engine or electric motor. At
the "outbye" end of the haulage plane, that is,
the end next the shaft-bottom the loaded trams are
unhitched from the rope and empty trams put on.
If say, six loaded trams are pulled outbye, six empty
trams are sent inbye to take their place.
The "set" is just about to reach the top of the
incline as we approach. The overman warns
us to stand to one side. When the set has been
brought to a standstill we follow the overman
down the incline. There are no pillars formed here as
yet. The haulage plane is just one long gallery.
At intervals there are box -like recesses cut -out
of the coal. These, we are told, are refuge holes.
The Coal Mines Act requires that these refuge holes
must be provided on every haulage plane. If anyone
should be on the incline when a set is being pulled
up or let down he gets into a refuge hole until the
set has reached the top or the bottom as the case
may be. Haulage planes are dangerous places to be
on when the trams are in motion and these refuge
holes form a valuable safeguard against accidents.
At many mines these haulage roads come out to
the surface. Fig. 21 shows a set of tubs coming
out of an incline.
At the foot of the incline we turn along a level
gallery. Soon we pass the foot of a jig- brow. This
is a self- acting incline on which the weight of the full
ß
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set of coal trams being drawn out of an incline.

Fig. 21.

tram running downhill pulls the empty -tram up -hill.
The two trams are hitched to the ends of a rope
which passes round a wheel at the top of the incline.
A brake is used to control the speed of the trams.
The overman tells us that he is taking us to
where the "iron -man" is at work. The "iron -man"
is a powerful machine which cuts coal. A little
later we hear the sound of the machine at work.
As we approach the working place the noise gets
louder and louder until when we stand close to the
machine the noise is deafening. This machine is
driven by compressed -air but electricity is also used
for the same purpose. The coal- cutter cuts a narrow
slit about five feet deep along the bottom of the coal.
The miners afterwards "blow" down the coal with
explosives. The machine has now cut right across
the place which is about fifteen feet wide. It is
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stopped and we examine the sharp picks which cut
the coal so easily. The picks are fixed to a steel
chain and as the chain is driven the picks tear the
coal away. In another kind of machine also used in
India, the picks are set in holes on a long steel pole or
bar which is made to revolve at a high speed. (Fig. 22)

A

coal cutting machine.

Fig. 22.

In both machines only a deep narrow slit is cut in
the coal but this is all that is needed to enable the
miners by means of explosives to blast down
large blocks of coal. The driving power of the coal
cutter is the air- engine inside the casing. Electric
motors are used instead of air engines where electricity is provided. The overman tells us that in
No. 1 pit, electric coal -cutters are at work.
An "iron -man" will produce as much coal as a
great many miners. There are quite a number of
these "iron -men" at work in Indian coal mines and
their number is sure to increase greatly in the near
future. The "iron -man" will enable the mines of
India to produce more coal. It will also make the
work of the miner easier. After the "iron -man"
has been slowly "backed" out of the working place,
it is taken to another gallery where it is set to
work.
The miners now start to drill the shot- holes. Even
this is done by machinery. Drilling machines like
large pistols are used for this purpose. Compressed-
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air is also the power used for drilling. The drilling
tool is a steel rod sharpened at the end like a chisel.
The tool fits into the drilling- machine and the drill man presses on his machine as it works so as to keep
the drill tool liard against the bottom of the shot hole.
The machine strikes hundreds of blows a minute
and will drill many shot-holes in the time it would
take a miner to do one by hand.
The overman next takes us to where "sand stowing" is going on. Sand- stowing has been mentioned in chapter 4 but this is the first time we have had
the chance to see it. We are told that the galleries
are being filled with sand and then the coal in the
pillars will be taken out. The water and sand
flow out of the pipe in a continuous stream. The
sand is held back by straw and canvas matting
fixed to props, and the water simply drains away to
be pumped to the surface again. Our guide explains
that sand-packing is the only way of getting
out all the coal. He says it prevents the roof
collapsing and it is also the best way to prevent the
coal taking fire.
On reaching the surface we view the method of
dealing with the sand there. The pit is near a large
river where there is an immense quantity of sand.
The sand is loaded into .buckets on the far side of the
river and the buckets are carried right across the
river on a travelling rope -way. A special shaft is
used for the sand- filling. At this shaft the loaded
buckets are tipped into a large hopper from which
the sand flows into the pipe leading to the underground workings. Water mixes with the sand as
it enters the pipe. The manager, who is now
with us again, asks if we would like to travel
Gleefully the
across the river on the ropeway.
invitation is accepted. We get into the buckets
two at a time and soon we are moving grace-
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fully at a height of a hundred feet above the landscape.
The other side of the river is reached in safety. Afterwards, when we think over our visit to a modern
colliery we cannot help marvelling at the genius of man
who seems to have harnessed all the forces of nature
to do his bidding.

CHAPTER

XIV.

THE MINER AT HOME.
We have seen the miner at work and the mine in
which he works. We have seen too the dangers that
he meets in his daily toil -in the underground workshop and the efforts that are made by all connected
with the mines to protect him against those dangers.
Let us now pay a visit to a mining village with the
mine manager as guide and see the miner in his home
and during his leisure moments. You need not think
that the miner is greatly harassed by the dangerous
nature of his calling. The miner is a great philosopher ; he takes things as they come. He does not
worry overmuch about what fate or fortune has in
store for him ; he leaves that to the Goddess of. Chance,
believing, it may be, that what is to be, must and shall
be, and that no good will come of his trying to avoid
what fate has in store for him. Besides he knows full
well that the risk of injury in the mine is very much
less than the chance of serious illness when out of
the mine. When his day's work is finished therefore
the miner spends many a happy hour in his home and
amongst his friends. As we go through the village
we can see little, groups here and there laughing and
chatting as if they had not a care in the world.
Many of the large coal companies have done a
great deal to improve the lot of the Indian miner. Neat
brick houses have taken the place of the old mud huts.
It is often difficult however to get the miner to take
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kindly to a different kind of
he has been accustomed house from that to which
their own erections to and some even yet prefer
those provided by the
owners.
coal
The manager points to
a group of women
children drawing their supplies
and
of water. The coal
company provides all the
drinking water is filtered andwater required. The
purified and is then
forced through pipes to taps
to suit the villagers. The placed here and there
draw his water from a well, miner does not need to
turn on the tap and fill his all he has to do is to
water vessel or
his ablutions. In this
respect, therefore, theperform
of a mining village are on
people
a level with those who
in large cities like
live
Calcutta or Bombay. Not only
is the supply of water
convenient but as the water is
pure there is much less
risk of disease. Everyone
knows that the dread disease
of cholera is often due to
bad drinking water.
Needless to say the villagers
appreciate- very much this great
boon of good drinking
water.
Another thing that is being
done on the coalfields is well worth
description. In both the Jharia
and Ranigunj coal-fields
has been. formed. The a Mines Board of Health
of this health
to look after the health duty
of the people in theboard is
mining
villages. An expert medical
officer is in charge of
each district, and they
have other doctors under
them. They devote much
inducing the people to be moreof their attention to
cleanly in their habits,
for everyone knows that
cleanliness
is one of the
best means of keeping
watch on any sign of an healthy. They keep a close
outbreak, of cholera or
of the other dread
diseases that sweep over any
the
country from time to time.
reported the patient is at once If a case of cholera is
isolation hospital. By doing removed to the nearest
this not only is

the
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disease prevented from spreading to other people,
but the patient himself has a better chance of recovery, since he gets the closest of attention and the
best of medical skill.
Many of the colliery owners, too, employ a doctor
of their own. The manager takes us into one of the
dhowras. He merely wants to show us the inside of
the house. On entering however he hears the moans
of some one in distress. At one side of the room on
a string bed a woman is lying. The manager asks
her what is the matter. She says she feels very ill.
The manager takes hold of her wrist and then turning
to us he says, "This poor woman is highly fevered,
she needs the doctor at once." We come out of the
house and the manager calls a chaprasie and sends
him for the doctor. A good manager takes great interest
in his workers. This one appears to be very well
liked indeed for as we go round amongst the villagers,
he is greeted with smiles and "salaams" from every
side. He knows many of them by name and it is quite
clear that they have a real affection for him. A
little urchin, practically naked, comes running towards
him. Does the manager push him away ? No !
He pats him on the head and says a few kind words.
The little fellow begs "Paisa ? Paisa ?" The manager
smiles and gives the boy a small coin. The child
scampers off gleefully to its mother. The manager
says that he never comes through the village but the
little fellow is after him. He says that quite a lot of
"backsheesh" is given on the collieries. It pays sometimes to keep the miners in good humour by paying
out "backsheesh" now and theii, though of course, it
would not do to be too lavish with "money for nothing."
He tells us a funny story of what happened to himself
once. He was making an inspection of a shaft that
was being sunk. The method used was for him to
get into a basket and be lowered slowly down the
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shaft by a rope. The rope was held by a number of
women coolies. He got down all right, made his
inspection and was being pulled again. When
about half -way up the basket stopped. A face
appeared over the mouth of the shaft and a voice
shouted "backsheesh." In reply he shouted angrily,
"Pull away and no nonsense ;" but the only answer
was "Backsheesh, backsheesh." He was inclined
to be annoyed, but the humour of the situation
overcame his irritation and after promising liberal
"backsheesh" he was raised to the surface.
One of the many problems that face the manager
of a coal mine is how to keep hold of his small army
of miners. Many of the miners work in the fields as
well as in the mines. They have little plots of "paddy"
fields and in the beginning of the rainy season great
numbers of the workers leave the mines to till their rice
plots. After the rice has been planted they may return
for a short time, but they leave the mine again for the
harvest. As a result of this the mine is not always
at full working strength. Unless a certain amount of
coal is being got out of the mine, it is of course being
carried on at a loss. All sorts of inducements are
offered to the miners to get them to stay at work in
the mine. In some places small rice plots are provided
near the miner's houses so that he may to some extent
till his fields and carry on his work in the mine at the
same time. This cannot be done in every case,
however, for very often the ground near a coal mine is
not at all suitable for growing rice or anything
else.
Some of the coal owners provide games and other
amusements for their workers. At least one company
has even gone the length of providing their workers
from time to time with a free cinema show. Needless to say the miners greatly enjoy entertainments

of that description.
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Besides being well paid for his work in the mine,
the miner gets many things provided to him for
nothing. His house and water supply is free. He
gets his working tools, lamps, oil and everything
necessary for this work free of charge. He gets a
load of coal home with him whenever he likes. He
gets the services of a doctor and medicine when he
needs it. He gets frequent "backsheesh." He
has perfect freedom to go into the mine when
he pleases and to leave off work when it suits
him.
He can transfer his services from one
mine to another as he pleases, and he often does
this not from any good reason but from mere

caprice.
Altogether the miner is very well off compared
with many others workers in India. You must not
be led to believe of course that the miner's life is a
paradise. It is very far from that. We have seen a
little of the kind of work he has to do and the place he
works in. We see that the work is hard, uncomfortable and dangerous. For such work he is not overpaid, even when the many things he gets free are
considered. His conditions of life in the mining
villages are not, by any means, all that could be
desired, and there is yet much to do to improve
matters. That the miner deserves good living
conditions you will all agree. The coal owners are
quite alive to the need for improvements and many
of them are, without doubt trying their best to make
living on the coal fields more pleasant and attractive.
A type of miner who will work in the mine with
reasonable regularity is what the coal owner desires.
He knows he cannot get this unless he makes the
miner happy and contented. Much depends upon
the miner himself however. He is difficult to wean
from his old ways and he does not take kindly to new
ideas and methods. All the same, as you can see
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from what we have said in this chapter progress is
being made, slowly but surely, and, even as things
stand, life on the coal -fields compares quite favourably
with conditions elsewhere.

CHAPTER X V.
MAKING COKE.
Many of you have seen a piece of coke ; perhaps
some hav'nt. Coke is a dull black substance some thing like coal, but not quite the same. It is lighter
than coal and full of small holes, that is, it is porous.
It is more difficult to set on fire than coal. It burns
with little or no flame, but gives off intense heat,
with very little smoke. Coke is used for heating and
cooking, but its chief use is in the manufacture of
iron and steel.
Coke is made from coal simply by piling the coal
in a heap in the open or between two brick walls and
setting it on fire. The outer layer of coal burns away
and the heat passes to the inside of the heap and
drives off the gases which are in the coal. After a
time the fire simply smoulders and the heap is then
raked out and quenched with water. In this way
the coal is converted into coke. This method has
been used in India for many years, but it is a very
wasteful way of making coke. All the gases, from
which many valuable things could be made, are
burnt or driven off into the air and lost. Another
method is to make the coke in brick ovens. The
oldest oven of this kind is known as the bee -hive
coke -oven, so called from its shape.
The coal is placed in the oven, and set on fire.
Only as much air is allowed to enter the oven as will
burn the gases given off from the coal. Some of the
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coal also burns. After the heap of coal has been
burning for about three days the door of the oven is
opened and t he coke raked out. It is then quenched
with water. The water improves the quality of
the coke. A very good kind of coke is made in the
bee -hive oven. The method has the same drawback,
however as the "open" method, namely that nothing
can be made from the gases. It takes three tons of
coal to make two tons of coke.
The modern method of making coke is to convert
the coal in long narrow brick chambers. The air
is entirely excluded from the chambers and the coal
is not set on fire at all. The heat necessary to change
the coal into coke is got from coal -gas which is burned
in narrow passages (flues) running along the sides of
the coking chamber. The coal -gas is itself got from
the coal in the process of coking. The coal to be coked
is first of all crushed into small pieces. In some
cases it may even be washed with water to remove
the stone and clay, for the dirtier the coal, the poorer
is the quality of the coke which is made. The small
coal is then dropped into the coking chamber through
a hole in the top of it. A levelling ram now spreads
out the coal in the chamber which is then sealed up
and the gas burners lit in the side flues. The process
of coking in this way takes less time than with the
bee -hive oven. The coke is now pushed out by a ram
on to a sloping bench. As it is pushed out of the oven
in a red -hot state it is quenched with jets of water.
In the oven the coke is in a solid lump but it breaks
up into pieces when pushed out. There are often
fifty or more of those coking ovens side by side
in a row. The gases driven off from the coal, as it is
being coked, pass into a large pipe. In modern
coking plants the gases are not lost. The number of
things that can be taken from coal is simply wonderful.
As the gas passes along the pipe it cools. It is then
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passed through cooling tanks. First of all tar is
taken out, then ammonia liquor, then various kinds
of oil. Tar, oil, and dye, explosives, artificial
manure, perfumes, inks, varnishes, etc., all these and
more are made from coal. Indeed it is quite impossible to describe here the hundred and one things that
are taken out of the gases driven off from the coal
during coking. Fig 23 shows a picture of some of these

Diagram showing some of the valuable things got from coal.

Fig. 23.

"bye-products" as they are called. In the simple
methods of making coke which are mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter all these very valuable bye-
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products are lost. It is only in modern coking that the
full value of the coal is obtained. You can see these
modern coking plants at several places in the Jharia
and Raniganj coal fields. Of course, sometimes,
it does not pay the coal company to take out all the
bye -products. In such cases only some of the bye products are obtained and the rest are allowed to
escape. You must also clearly understand that it
would not do to try and coke all the coal. Some
kinds of Indian coal are quite useless for making
coke, others make very good coke indeed.
Now let us learn what is done with the gas itself,
for you must know that the tar, oils, dyes, etc., are
taken out of the gas, and that when everything else
of value has been taken out, the purified gas remains.
This gas is not worthless by any means. Indeed it is
this gas which provides the heat for coking. It is
taken back in pipes to the coking ovens. There it is
burnt in the side flues in the way we have already
described. There is generally more gas than what
is required for the process of coking, and it is often a
problem what to do with the surplus. One way of
making use of the extra gas is to burn it in the
furnaces of steam boilers. In this way steam is
raised without the use of coal.
In some cases only the slack, or small coal is used
for coking. In this way it is rendered more valuable
than it would be in the raw state. The slack is often
washed before coking so as to get rid of as much as
possible of the dirt. Small stones and dirt in the
slack go into the coke and reduce its value. It pays,
therefore, to get out the dirt before coking.
Another thing of interest is that it often pays to
mix two kinds of coal before coking. In this way the
coke obtained often brings a better price than that
got from the two kinds of coal made into coke
separately. Or it may be, the poorer kind would
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not make coke at all by itself. The iron and steel
industry of India depends on a sufficient supply of
good coke, so you can see that for this reason alone
it is important that coke should be made. Besides,
as we have pointed out, many other valuable things
are obtained from the coal that would otherwise be
lost.
There is a great future before the coking
industry in India.

CHAPTER

XVI.

PREPARING, LOADING AND DESPATCHING
THE COAL.
We have now learned where the coal is found,
and how it is mined and been told about some of the
things that can be made from it. As a fitting end to
the story of the mine, let us see how the coal is
prepared for and despatched to the market. The
coal is not all of the same quality. Some is more
suitable for steam raising than others. One way of
classifying the coal is to call the best kind "First
Class" coal, the next best "Second Class" and so on.
A mine may be working a first class coal -seam and
a second class one at the same time. The two kinds
of coal must be kept separate, for of course a better
price is got for the better class of coal. Sometimes
dishonest people mix the poorer kinds of coal with the
best quality and in this way try to get the highest
price for second -rate or third -rate coal. Sometimes
they manage to cheat without being found out but
sooner or later some one discovers the dishonest
practice. The coal is then often returned and future
orders cancelled. In these cases it is often found
that honesty would have been the better policy.
Coal got from the same seam may often not be of the
same quality. Nearly all coal seams have leaves or
layers of poorer coal mixed with the good fuel. In
such a case as this it may pay to keep the good coal
separate from the poorer kind.
7
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Then again the coal is not all of the same size we
may get "lump" coal or we may get slack. The slack
is the very small coal and it does not fetch such a
good price as the "lump" does. At most collieries
the slack is separated from the lump chiefly at the
surface. The coal is passed over a riddle or screen
formed of Wires crossing each other or over a steel
plate punched with small holes. The .slack falls
through the holes and the "lump" coal slides down the
screen to fall clear of the slack. At a modern colliery
a proper screening plant is used for this purpose.
The screens are shaken to and fro by machinery and
in this way a much better separation is obtained.
Sometimes revolving screens are used. The miner
often does some of the separation himself. He puts
the. slack on one side as it is made. He is paid more
for the lump coal than for slack. Tipplers are used
for emptying the loaded trams. The train is pushed
on to the tippler, which revolves and turns the tram
upside down, so discharging the load of coal on to the
screen.
The coal is sometimes separated into more than the
two sizes mentioned, namely "lump" and slack.
To do this the screens are arranged as follows : -First
comes the screen with the smallest holes. As the
coal passes over this screen, the fine slack passes
through and the rest of the coal travels on to the
second screen. This screen has larger holes and
allows only small pieces, say, about the size of marbles
to pass through. The third screen may sort out the
pieces about the size of a golf ball, and so on. The
"lump" coal passes out at the end of the row of
screens. In this way you see, the coal can be separated into as many sizes as you please.
Sometimes the coal is made to pass over a "picking"
belt which moves very slowly. As the coal moves
slowly along any pieces of stone which may be mixed
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with the coal are picked out. The selling price of the
coal is increased by this process, for no one would
pay a high price for coal containing stones. "Dry cleaning" of this kind is only suitable for getting
rid of the larger pieces of stone. If it is desired to
take out the finer or smaller dirt particles, wet cleaning has to be used. Coal -washing is not done
at many Indian collieries, but there are a few places
where it is carried out. It is only used for small
coal, the purpose being to get rid of the dirt. The
coal and dirt are separated by the action of water.
The water is caused to rise and fall very rapidly by the
movements of a piston. The slack, being washed,
lies on a screen and the up and down surge of the
water separates out the dirt from the coal very
completely. In this way we get clean coal. Other
kinds of coal -washing machines are used but in all
of them water is used to clean the coal.
The coal is taken from the coal -field to all parts
of India. Some even goes as far as Singapore and
Egypt. The railways use a very large portion of the
coal. Orders are placed with various coal companies,
sometimes for years ahead. A certain price is paid
but the coal supplied must be up to the required
standard. The railways employ special officers for
the purpose of watching over the quality of the coal.
If the coal in any wagon is found to be below the
standard, that wagon may be rejected. A good
deal of the coal goes to factories and mills, such as;
for instance the great jute mills of Calcutta and the
cotton factories of Bombay. Some goes to engineering works, some to steamships, some to coke works
and some to electricity power stations. A large
quantity of coal is used at the coal mines to raise
steam. A good deal is also used for household
purposes such as cooking and heating. Quite a lot
of coal, too, is carried away by the miners when they
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return to their homes after the day's work.
In colliery districts you may often see the women
trudging homewards in the late afternoon with
baskets of coal on their heads. Some have to walk
miles to their homes. They are allowed to take the
coal as a kind of "backsheesh ". They certainly
well deserve to get the coal for nothing when they
willingly carry their self -imposed load such a long
way. Where the coal has to be taken not more
than a few miles it is carried on bullock- carts.
On the roads leading to and from a colliery you may
see long strings of bullock -carts dragging their slow
weary way over the roads.
But the chief way of despatching the coal is to
load it into wagons. Most of the large coal mines
have railway sidings of their own. The wagons are
brought into the sidings and loaded by coolies from
coal heaps lying alongside the railway. Fig. 24. In
more modern methods of loading, the coal passes over
screens straight into the wagons. The loaded wagons
may be taken almost anywhere in India, for your
country as you know, is covered with a network of
railways. Sometimes a colliery may not get as many
wagons as it needs to despatch all its coal. The
railway companies -divide out their wagons amongst
the collieries, but sometimes it is not possible to
provide as many as are required. The growth of
coal mining in India depends very largely on the
railways. There are many large and valuable coalfields in India which have hardly been touched as
yet simply because there are no railways near at hand.
It is not too much to say that the two things which
have most effect on the _growth of the industries of
India are coal and the railways. Coal may be likened
to the food which supplies our bodies with heat and
energy, for it supplies the energy which drives most
of our mills, factories and workshops. The railways
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Loading a railway wagon with coal.
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Fig. 24.

may be likened to the blood -vessels in our bodies,
which carry life and energy to every part, for they
bring the coal from the mines to wherever it is
required.
We have now finished our story about coal and
the coal mine, and we hope it has been interesting.
No one is a true patriot who does not take a keen
interest in those things which vitally affect the
welfare of his country. It is your duty, therefore
amongst other things to learn something of the
"black diamond" as coal has been so fitly called.
Coal is one of the natural sources of the wealth of our
great country. To know something of coal, where
it is found, how it is worked, and what it can do,
should be at once an education and a pleasure. May
India flourish through her boundless resources and the
love and patriotism of her sons and daughters
!

NOTE ON MINING EDUCATION IN INDIA.

Drawn up by Mr. Penman as required in the resolution of the
Mining Educational Advisory Board, No. 13 of 9th July 1923.
The primary intention of this note is to draw attentión to the lack of
adequate facilities in India for training in the higher branches of mining
education.
2. In Bengal and in Bihar and Orissa courses of study in mining-providing progressive tuition over a period of three years are now in operation.
In both provinces, classes are conducted at two centres and-are under the
charge of a full -time lecturer With assistants. The scheme of 'instruction is
the same in both provinces and is based on the recommendations of a
Committee appointed in 1913 by Government to consider and reporton the
question of mining education in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. That
Committee proposed a five years' course to provide instruction up to the
standard of the first class colliery manager's certificate, but the scheme was
.afterwards modified to a three years' course (now adopted) providing tuition
up to the standard of the second class colliery manager's certificate. The
argument in favour of the three years' course was that training up to the
.standard required for the first class colliery manager's certificate, could not
adequately be given in evening classes and that in. order to provide facilities
for mining education up to that standard, it was essential that a School of
Mines should be established. This view was accepted by the Government
of India and in their resolution published in September 1920 they announced
their intention to proceed with a scheme for the establishment of a School of
Mines and Geology at Dhanbad. The reasons for choosing Dhanbad need.
not be gone into here, and It may suffice to say that it was held that a school
situated in proximity to the chief coal producing areas and within easy reach
of other valuable mineral deposits. would possess important advantages
which would add greatly to its usefulness and efficiency. For financial
reasons little progress has been made so far with the construction of the
school, and in view of the recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee
that work on the school be postponed for three years, there is little likelihood
of the school being in a position to function for some considerable time to
come.

3. In order to understand the mining educational problem it is
necessary to have a clear idea of the objects to be -aimed at in the training for
mine management or for the allied profession of the mining geologist. In
the management of a mine several grades of officials are required. In mines
other than coal no special certification by Government is required in order
to qualify a person to supervise the operations of the mine but in coal
mining, if the mine has an average output of over 600 tons, the manager must
hold a certificate of competency of either the first or _second class issued
under the Indian Mines Act. The candidate for either of those certificates
must furnish proof of his age and of his mining experience. In the case of a
candidate for the first class certificate he must be at least 23 years of age and
have had practical experience in coal mines for' not less than five years.
In the case of a candidate for the second class certificate the minimum age
is 21 years and the period of practical experience at least three years. If the
candidate has obtained a degree or diploma in scientific and mining subjects
after a course of study of at least two years at an educational institution
approved by the Governor- General in Council, the period of practical mining
experience required may be reduced to three years in the case of a candidate
for the first class-certificate and to two years in the case of a candidate for the
second class certificate. The Bengal Engineering College is the only
institution in India at present approved for this purpose. Its capacity,
however, for training in mining is limited, as this college is mainly concerned
with civil, mechanical and electrical engineering. The holder of a second
class colliery manager's certificate is qualified to manage a mine having an
average output of not more than 2,500 tons a month or 30,000 tons a year.
If the output of the mine is above those figures, the mine must be under the
charge of a manager holding a first -class certificate.
As this note is concerned chiefly with higher mining education, attention is directed chiefly to managers holding first class certificate of competency. On 31st December .1922, the t aL number of persons in the Maria
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and Raniganj coalfields possessing first class certificates of competency and
holding charge of collieries was 163. Of these 92 held British certificates,
that is they have been imported from Britain, and 71 held Indian certificates.
Of the latter 20 received either the whole or part of their training in England
or Scotland. Consequently, out of 163 managers of coal mines holding first
class colliery manager's certificates, only 51 have been trained in India.
4. It is clear that much leeway has still to be made up if Indian trained
managers are to take the part in the development of the coal resources of the
country which they ought to take and which all desirous of the industrial
prosperity of India hope they will take.
5. Consider next the percentage of passes obtained at the examinations
for first class certificates of competency. The average percentage of passes
for the eight years, 1916 to 1923, works out at 15.9'. For the three years, 1916,
1917 and 1918, the average percentage of passes was 18.2, while for the five
years, 1919 -23, the average percentage was 14.6. In 1923 the percentage was
11.2 and in 1919, it was as low as 5.4. These percentages are extremely low
showing that a large proportion of the candidates come up for examination
very poorly prepared for it. The explanation of the lower percentage of
passes in the more recent years may be that the standard required in the
examinations has been gradually raised. The figures are impressive and
indicate clearly that the facilities for training in the science and art of mining
are at present woefully inadequate.
6. With regard to the standard required at the examinations, it is in the
nature of things that it should be raised from year to year. Operations in
coal mining are becoming more and more difficult. Problems of gas and
coal -dust explosions, underground fires, inundations, collapse of workings,
sand -stowing, machine mining, deeper shafts, the electrification of machinery,
coking and the extraction of bye -products, etc., are becoming more general
and more complicated. Methods are slowly but surely progressing from the
primitive to the modern, and equipment at many of the Baines is coming
into line with that at modern collieries in Europe and elsewhere. To keep
pace with these developments, it is necessary that the tests set at examinations should cover an ever-widening field, and call for a wider and deeper
knowledge on the part of candidates. Progress is also taking place in mining.
legislation. A new Indian Mines Act, accompanied by regulations, rules
and bye -laws of a wider scope than the rules under old Act, will come into
force on 1st July 1924. Stricter supervision will be requited in mines and
to that end severer tests must necessarily be put to persons who aspire to
the highest mining qualifications under the Act. It may be expected, therefore, that the standard required at colliery managers' examinations will
continue to be raised in the future as in the past.
7. It should be pointed out, however, that the present standard of the
first or the second class colliery manager's examination in India is not so
high as that of the corresponding examinations in England. In India
questions have not yet been set on such subjects as rescue and recovery work
after mine explosions, or on the more difficult aspects of coal -dust phenomena.
Tests of a,candidate's electrical knowledge or acquaintance with coal- cutting
machinery are generally of an elementary kind, and the ventilation problems
set are usually much .simpler than those set in examinations in Great
Britain.. Nevertheless, these questions must be considered and it is inevitable
that the standard of the examinations should become more and more
-

difficult.

8. -It will be readily understood, however, that unless adequate
facilities for the higher training in mining are provided, the Indian student
of mining is likely to become more severely handicapped than ever in the
att:dnment of a high standard of proficiency in mining knowledge, and that
unless he is provided with such facilities he cannot hope to reach the saute
standard of knowledge and capacity as the man from abroad who has had
the advantage of a better system of mining training.
9. As has beenpointed out, the purposeof the schemes for evening class
tuition fi the provinces of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa is to provide
instruction up to the standard of the second class colliery manager's
certificate The evening classes may be presumed to be adequate for this
purpose. They cannot, however, be said to provide instruction up to the
higher standard of the first class certificate, or the still wider knowledge
required by the budding mining engineer. Such training can only be
obtained in a full -time course at a properly equipped and staffed school or
college such as is contemplated in the School of Mining and Geology,
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Dhanbad. Until such a school has been established, the facilities for higher
instruction in mining must continue to be insufficient for the needs of the

industry.

10. There is another aspect of the question which should not be
overlooked. The Government of India in their 1920 resolution expressed
the opinion that " close contact is desirable between teachers of the evening
classes in the coalfields and the staff of the Imperial School, in order that
the former may be able to keep themselves au courant with the latest
developments of their profession and to receive advice and information of
technical matters." The establishment of a central institution near the
most important coal producing areas would enable the entire system of
mining education to be co- ordinated into a connected whole. All the most
successful and progr. ssive mining colleges in txreat Britain; 'which are
situated in or near coalfields, have in operation schemes of co- ordination
with the provincial centres of mining education. The provision for lower
grade instruction is, of course, made by the county authorities, but the
curricula are in most cases arranged in harmony with those of the higher
grade institutions, so that it is possible for the clever and ambitious student
to proceed from the county part -time classes to the full -time courses in the
central institution. In many cases scholarships are provided so that poor
students of ability may be enabled to continue their studies in the college.
The writer is confident that once the School of Mines and Geology has been
established and the full scheme has been put into operation, the desirability
of co- ordinating the classes for the lower grade instruction in mining which
are being financed by the provincial Governments will become apparent.
Co- operation in any branch of activity increases usefulness and efficiency,
and co- operation in mining education cannot fail to produce good results.
H. The question of geological training is closely linked with that of
mining. The mining man who has a good knowledge of geology and the
geologist with a knowledge of mining are both men whose services are of
great value to owners of mineral property. In a school of mines geology
must necessarily be one of the prominent subjects. It is, therefore, not only
possible but eminently desirable to combine high grade mining and
for high grade
geological instruction in one institution. The
geological training in India cannot be said to be adequate. Indeed " the
existing provision in India for high grade instruction in geology is even
less satisfactory than in the case of mining."
12. At the present time there are many students who have already
passed the B. Sc. or I. Sc. examination of an Indian university attending the
evening classes held in the Jharia and Raniganj coalfields. The requirements
for the higher training in mining obviously cannot be provided by evening
classes, and it is evident to anyone who knows the circumstances that
much good talent is going to waste simply because of the lack of adequate
facilities for a proper training in mining engineering. The number of
university graduates and under-graduates who are turning their attention
to the mining profession is considerable.
13. The provision of high grade mining and geological education in India
is a question of vital national importance. India is as yet in its swaddling
clothes, so to speak, so far as industrial development is concerned, and there
is a great future before its mining industry. Trained mining engineers and
geologists with a knowledge of mining are certain to be in ever-increasing
demand. This demand cannot be adequately supplied fromsources outside
the country. Indians will be called upon to take a greater and greater share
in the industrial development of their country, and they cannot do so unless
adequate facilities are provided in India for high grade training in mining
and geology. The Indian student is, as a rule, keen, ambitious and industrions. He i3 not easily discouraged in the endeavour to attain the goal of
his ambitions. In mathematics and in the sciences he can hold his own
with the student of any other country. In engineering he is dexterous and
skilful. With attributes such as these, careful training is all that is required
to make the student into a capable mining engineer.
14 The true solution of the problem of meeting the demand for highly
trained mine managers, and mining geologists in India is in the early
creation of an institution' designed to give the highest form of instruction.
At the present time it is difficult, if not impossible, for an Indian student to
:attain a high standard of technical training in mining and geology without
going abroad. This is not a satisfactory condition of things. The provision
of the necessary facilities in India is absolutely essential in the interests
-
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of Indians.
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Object and Scope of the classes. - The object of the classes in

vernacular mining is to improve the technical knowledge of men.who are

immediately in charge of unskilled labour in mines, viz., the Sirdar,
and Overman class.

Some of those men possess a smattering of general

'education and are able to read and write in their ovm language but many

of them are illiterate.
of mining classes

in,

It is obvious therefore

that the ordinary type

which instruction is given in English

:is

unsuitable

for this class of men.
?he under- official is one of the most valuable men on a colliery.

He has immediate charge of most of the dangerous operations of mining,

and on him rests much of the responsibility for thé safe and economic mix

working of the colliery.

In the course of his ordinary duties he acquires

a wide practical acquaintance with many of the operations of
Lluch of

his information is, hoWever, incorrectly correlated and in some

respects he is woefully deficient.

There are few who would not benefit

greatly by instructión on such important' ?.utters as_the nature and
properties of -mine gases and the means of detecting them, first aid to the
injured,

detection of and methods of dealing with under-ground fires,

use of the simpler measuring instruments,

the reading of plans,

the

the meani

of the safety rules made under the Indian Mines Act, proper methods of

driving galleries and extracting pillars, etc.
Such instrumiion, however, if it is to reach the type for which
it

its

intended must be given in.the vernacular and with as little recourse

to the. ordinary methods of the lecture room as possible.-

The instructors

should be men who are perfectly at home in the language spoken by the
class of men whom.they are to teach, and they should have a thoroughly

practical acquaintance with the subjects taught.
tion should be by demonstration wherever possible.

The method of instruc-

For example in deal-

ing with mine gases the student should be made to take a safety lamp to
pieces, clean it and

pint

it together again.

He should be shown how to

test for firedamp in an atmosphere which actually contains :firedamp.
He might also have the explosive properties of firedamp demonstrated to

him.

The extinctive and poisonous effects of other gases might be shown.
9

Simple plans ofthe workings of local mines should be shown'
to

the student and they should be taught how to read the plans.

course of the ventilation ráight be marked.on the plans.

The

The use of

simple measuring instruments and the proper alignment of galleries

could be taught.

All lecture work should be supplemented wherever

possible by demonstrations in the mine.
as

For example when such subjects

timbering and pillar extraction are being disüussed, the lecture wor

should be followed by a visit to a mine :here extensive pillaring
(goafing) is being done.

First aid to the injured should be taken as a separate class,

conducted by a medical practioner, and the instruction should be made
practical throughout.
The scope of the classes should be extended to include the

mistries and mechanics employed at collieries.

The subjects to be

taught in those classes Would be elementary °mechanics and electricity.

There should be little lecturing, the aim being
ing of elementary principles by

to

converra understand-

demonstration.

Bt the aid of sill

apparatus much useful information-could be imparted.
In this Way much good might be done to raise the standard of

technical knowledge amongst a class of workmen, overmen, sirdars,
.uistries and mechanics # who form the kackbone of the organisation of a

colliery.

Present position of the classes.- During the present financial
year vernacular classes in mining have been conducted at three centres
:in

the Jharria coalfields viz.,

Sijua, Rirkend and Joyralupur.

was held during the months of January and February,

and consisted of

five lectures of about one hour's duration at each centre.
was Jr. S. N. Bhattacharjee,

The cours

The lecturer

first class certificated Colliery 3anager

and the lectures were delivered in Hindi.

The Syllabus of the course

was as follows:1.

Examination of the miné workings, and the testing of roof

2.

The timbering of mines.

3.

?roper methods of driving galleries and extracting pillars

and sides.

4.2joak Sinking and drifting.
5.

Explosives and blasting.

6.

Ventilation and dine gases.

(3)
7.

Lighting and safety lamps.

ú.

Machinery and tramways, etc.

9.

Rules under the :Mines Act, etc.,,

10.

First aid to the injured.

The classes have been well attended and have undoubtedly done a

considerable amount of good.

They would, however, be productive of still m

more good if (a) the number of centres was increased so as more adequately
to dover the coal- fields;

(b)

the syllabus was re- arranged so as

to --

include some subjects which are at present omitted and to exclude "First
aid to the Injured" which can only be properly treated in

conducted by a properly

rlw±

qualified medical practioner;

a.

separate class
(c)

the number

of lectures is increased so as to'ehable the various subjects to be

completely covered, and

(d)

--

practical demonstrations with apparatus or

underground in the mine are made a feature of the course.
Proposals for the further development of the Yernacular.Class.The Mining Education Advisory Board has felt for some time that the verna-

cular mining classes should be extended.

In April 1921, the Board asked

the sanction of the Government of Bihar and Orissa to an increased grant

for the purpose of extending these classes.

could not guarantee any permanent

Governtent replied that they

increase.of the present grant,

though

the prospect of such an increase being voted by the Council would be

much improved if the Board could furnish Government With more detailed
proposals of the scheme.
In December 1921 the Board asked ¡r. G. Jones,
:Mining Lecturer,

the evening

Bihar and Orissa, to draw up proposals in consultation

with me for the extension of instruction in vernacular.

For this purpose

meetings of the Local sub-committees were called at J'naria and Sijua and
the subject discussed at length.

As the outcome of those meetings and

of personal interviews with the Chief Inspector of Hines and prominent

mining Engineers in the coal -fields, the following proposals are put
forward for the consideration of the Board:1.

Classes in !lining.

The centres at which vernacular classes should be held are -

Jhar i a,,

I.

Joyrampur

Kirkend

3.
4.

These are the three centres

at'

which instruction

was given this session .(1921 -22).

Si jua

-

5.

ì;lugrria

G.

Giriciih

The number of lectures should be extended to ten as it is

quite impossible to cover the necessary around satisfactorily in five

Of the ten lectures at least five shouldtake the form of

meetings.

demonstratipns in the mine or by means of suitable apparatus in the cla
room.
The syllabus of instruction should be as follows:-

l.:
2.

The examination of raine workings and the testing of roof
and' sides.
Timbering and roof supports.

3.,

groper methods. of driving galleries and alignment of same

4.

ventilation, mine gases, and safety lamps.

5.

Sinking and drifting.

G.

ÿ:cplosives and blasting.

7.

Underground fires, detection and means of dealing with

.8.

9.

10.

.

the

Machinery and tramways.
The reading. of nine.plans and the use of the simpler

measuring instruments.
Safety Rules under the indiFrn

Tines Act.

First aid to the injured should be the subject
class.

a separate

J

At the termination of the course at each centre an oral

examination should be held and

the.

students tested to see to what extent

they have profitted by the instruction given.

awarded to successful candidates.

]3r

Certificates should be

holding exEwAnations and awarding

certificates the value of the classes in the eyes of students will be
enchanted and a step will be taken towards what in all probability will
become operative in the near future, namely the gzikim.granting of

Sirdar's certificates as a necessary qualification for the legal

examination of underground workings.

--

\J/

The establishment of a Gas- testing station.-

I

wish to

suggest the establishment of a gas- testing station on the Jharia coal
field.. The best centre for such a station is Jharia.

The necessary

apparatus could be installed in one of the smaller rooms which forms

part of `the new lecture halls.
In England every deputy (an official performing the same

duties as the Sirdar in Indian lanes) if he is employed in a raine
in which inflammable gas is found must possess a certificate to

effect that he is able to test for firedamp.

t }:e

At the present day

almost every deputy -whether he is employed in a 40fassy mine or not-

possess/such a certificate.
Indian

Explosive

as is much less prevalent in

than in England but nevertheless from time to time an

:,Hines

explosion occurs as the Annual Reports óf the Chief Inspector of
,lines

maa

±i± coal -field

matter
it

in India will show.

knovi

Very few under officials in the Jharia

know how to test for firedamp or for that

anything about the gases found in mines.

This is not as

should be.
The proposed gas-testing-station would be a valueable asset

to

the English Mining Classes.

Students aspiring. to sit for the

Colliery 'Manager's certificates should. have a practical kn6wledge
of safety lamps and the tests for mine gases.

At present it is

practically iopossible for them to get this instruction.
The cost of the necessary ap )aratus vould not be much aplinopia

approximately 2,s.500 / -.

Gas for testing purposes can be obtained in

Cylinders.
II.

Classes in 2irst Aid to -the Inured.

This subject is so important and stands so definitely in a
C4

category of its own that special course distinct from the mining
classes should be included in the scheme for the extension of

vernacular'mining educatión.

--

It is deplorable that few if any of the

under -officials on a colliery should be capable of rendering even
the slightest assistance to the injured in mining accidents.

This

is a state of things which, should not be allowed to continue.

facilities for instruction in first aid ;cork are provided
the slightest doubt but

I

If

have not

that large numbers will avail themselves

of the opportunity of attending the courses.

TaiaxA

,{rp

mae

t

There are:many Indian
,Iedical irentlemen on the coal -fields

who would be willing to conduct

such classes at a reasonable remuneration.

I

propose therefore that
F

tr

a start-should be made with classes in First Aid to the Injured at

four centres, viz.,

Jharia, Sijua, IlUgma and Giridih.

The courses

would follow the syllabus of St. John's Labuiance Association and
there should be ten meetings,
the St.

at the end of which examination for

John's Ambulance Certificate would be held.
III. Classes for Colliery

The Director of Industries,

LIecl-.ani

cs and i.iistries.

3inar and urissa his been

endeavouring for some time to promote a scheme for the establishment
of classes in electrical and mechanical engineering on the coal -fields
That there is Freat need for technical instruction on this kind is

evident to any. one acquainted with the conditions and the

s

t

aadard of

technical education anongst mistries and mechanics in colliery and

engineering workshops on the coal -fields.

The native mistry and

mechanic is a skilful workman but he labours under very grave disadvantages.
slowly,

duties.

All the technical information he acquires Must be picked

laboriously and imperfectly in the course of his every day
Unless he can read English, which is not often, he is

--

precluded entirely from extending his knowledge of machines and
technical principles through the medium of books.

Even if there were

engineering text books in the vernacular, comparatively few of this
class of workmen would be able to make use of them.
It should be clear therefore that something ought to be done
to encourage and to

increase the efficiency of the colliery mistry

and mechanic.

In attempting to draw up a scheme for engineering instruction,
however, a serious difficulty arises.

There are no workshops available

and to erect and equip workshops would cost a considerable sum of

clone

.,.

Engineering or Colliery workshops running
J as commercial concerns cannot
1.

be expected to undertake instructional work except

for their own --

employees, and even in such cases instruction is seldom given consiste
ly.

In my opinion the proper solution of the problem of training

engineering apprentices on the coal -fields is bound up with the

--

(7)

establishment of a Central Technical Institution on the coal- fields
such as is contemplated in the proposed School of ilining and Geology.

Adequately equipped Engineering workshops should form an integral
part of the School and facilities should be provided not only for

training of mining and geological students, but also

the full -time

for the full -time or part -time. training of colliery engineers and

electricians.

coal -field

The erection of mechanical workshops on the Jharia

cannot be contemplated at the moirent.

I

think, however, that a start

sial

should be made with the technical training of colliery mechanics who,

owing to the facts that they have to earn their daily bread and do
not posses'a college education are precluded from gaining information

through books or lectures.

I

propose therefore that a start should

be made with classes in .two centres, viz.,

The subjects to be taught would be

Jharia and Sijua.

--

1.

The use of drawing instruments.

2.

Drawing of simple machine parts.

3.

Interpretation and reading of machine drawings.

4.

7.

Simple experiments in mechanics, forces, ptresses
and strains.
,oyes, and chains, the care of such; splicing
ropes.
Simle instruction on the care of boilers, and
engines, etc.
Electrical units; their names and what they mean,,

3.

Simple electrical

5.
G.

9.

l0.

'

axigapid

e*periments.

The use and reading of electrical measuring instruments.
Jointing, insulating and tiring olectrical circuits..

The classes would be conducted in the vernacular by an Indian'

Colliery Engineer. and by the help of simple apparatus would be made as

practical as possible.
Cost.

The cost of the scheme

I

have outlined would be

approximately as follows:(a)

'

(a)

:lining classes.

Ten i:ieetings at six centres L

(b)

at four
First aid classes. ?en meetings

centres 0 kls.10 /(c)

óü0 -0 -0

...

0 1s.10/- per lecture

,Iechanics classes.

,oer

lecture

400 -0 -0

...

Ten meetings at two
1

centres 0 10 /- per lecture

...

200 -0 -0

.

500 -0 -0

(d)

Apparatus

(e)

Travelling

(f)

Contingencies

...

500 -0 -0

llo;,Tance

200 -0 -0

...

2,

400 -0 -0

D. Penman,

Assistant Secretary,
Board.
Iininr 1;ducation :advisory

